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PREFACE 

1. Ernest Haseler, the compiler of this bibliography for the PSA Library Services, is an internationally acknow-
ledged expert on district heating. He was, before his retirement, I;)istrict Heating Adviser to British government 
departments and he is at present a consultant on district heating and telethermics, travelling world-wide to advise and 
lecture. The EEC and overseas government departments are among those receiving the benefits of his long experience. 
He has conducted much research, especially on the development of thermal mains, and he has been a member of 
official committees and working parties. He is Chairman of the British Standards Institution Committee on Thermal 
Mains. 

2. In 1966 Ernest Haseler founded the District Heating Association and was its first Chairman and subsequently 
President of the Organising Committee. The Association organised the First International District Heating Conven
tion, held in London in 1970. 

3. Ernest Haseler has made a considerable personal contribution to the literature of district heating and his papers 
have been published in many languages, including Russian and Japanese. 

4. This bibliography, produced primarily for the benefit of PSA staff, is made available for purchase outside PSA 
as a contribution to the general debate on energy conservation and the efficient use of energy resources. The biblio
graphy is, however, in no sense offered as an official policy document and any opinions expressed in it are not 
necessarily those of the PSA. 

5. This publication is one of a series of bibliographies on energy resources and conservation, building maintenance, 
safety landscape and other construction industry subjects produced by the PSA Library Services for the use of PSA 
staff but also put on general sale. The series is under the editorship of Miss Nola Pressey, FLA. Bibliographical work 
on this edition of "District Heating" was carried out by Mrs Fiona Malcolm, ALAA. PSA Library Services publi
cations and further information about them can be obtained from: 

PSA Library Services (Sales Office) 
RoomC109 
Whitgift Centre 
Wellesley Road 
CROYDON 
Surrey 
CR93LY 

Telephone: 01-686 8710 Extn 4540 

CE ROGERS 
Chief Librarian PSA 
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INTRODUCTION 

J. The first edition of this bibliography was published in 1975. Since then there has been a surge of interest in 
district heating and cooling in parallel with the growth rate of schemes all over the world, in countries large and 
small, cold and warm, rich and poor. This remarkable change in the status and rate of progress of district heating is 
reflected in this second edition. The number of additional newly published references equates with the total in the 
first edition, which was a selection from the books and papers produced in a period of over IO years. In both cases 
there were similar ratios between the number of publications selected and the number studied. 

2. District heating is the means by which heat obtained from the most economical source available is distributed 
to buildings as piped hot water to provide a service of heating, air conditioning and hot water itself for domestic and 
process purposes. It has been used extensively for many decades, mostly in continental Europe, North America and 
Asia . In the United Kingdom until recently the method has seldom been adopted apart from a few schemes limited 
to housing. 

3. District heating is an urban utility service that steadily evolves from smaller heat supply schemes;such schemes 
often have a transportable energy generating plant for the early years of development in existing or new towns. In 
existing towns like Nottingham, district heating is installed in phases and includes redevelopments and all types of 
established buildings. In new towns such as Peterborough, the district heating grows as part of the general develop
ment inclusive of housing, public buildings, commercial and industrial buildings and shopping precincts. Like other 
utilities, it consists principally of a mains network in a town's infrastructure and in more modern developments in the 
superstructure also. Thermally insulated underground mains for hot (and chilled) water is a major theme reflected 
in the references . 

4. The great increase in interest in district heating has been stimulated by the much discussed world energy crisis 
and the escalation of oil prices that began in 1973. The dominant trend in district heating development is towards 
the distribution and use of heat otherwise wasted from electricity generation, refuse incineration and industry. The 
combined heat and power production (CHP) may be in conventional or nuclear power stations, or in gas turbine and 
diesel engine stations near load centres. The CHP/district heating schemes can produce very great fuel savings; how
ever, the enormous quantities of heat involved can be too much for a single town so a change in perspective to 
regional or national co-ordination has now become essential. There are, in consequence, Governments in all parts of 
the world who have taken the initiative in encouraging district heating in various ways: by legislation, grants, Joans, 
pilot schemes and research. 

5. The late entry of the United Kingdom into the field of district heating has placed at her disposal the experience 
of other countries, especially those with similar conditions such as the Scandinavian countries and other parts of 
continental Europe. The literature from this extensive and long experience has been reviewed and the most valuable 
references included in the bibliography. Most of these references are in English or have English translations or 
summaries. 

6. Telethermics and district heating are inter-related . Telethermics is the long-distance transmission of heat 
energy in bulk such as by piping hot water from remote power and heat stations to serve groups o( district heated 
towns. District heating is too new in the United Kingdom for there to be any telethermic installations but the pipe
in-pipe systems developed here are equally suitable technically and economically for district heating and telethermics. 

7. Total Energy is not considered relevant to this bibliography apart from references to schemes serving district 
heating and cooling. A Total Energy System normally consists of a self-contained heat/power/cooling generating 
plant using a single source fuel (or dual fuels) and serving a building complex of single ownership within a prescribed 
curtilage. A separate bibliography on Total Energy published in 1975, is available from the PSA Library Service. 

8. District cooling schemes are included in this bibliography because they are powered by the same thermal source 
as district heating and use the same type of mains . Heat pumps are included only where they are P!lrt of a district 
heating and cooling system. 

9. This new edition contains references to papers describing district heating being used instead of fuel for heating 
large areas of glasshouses, for fish farming, aquaculture and for localised road and rail transport by means of hot 
water batteries. 

I 0. Since this bibliography was compiled the Department of Energy has published its Energy Paper number 20 
'District heating combined with electricity generation in the United Kingdom' {HMSO, 1977). This is a discussion 
document prepared by the District Heating Working Party of the combined Heat and Power Group. The document 
reviews the current position in Denmark, Sweden, Germany and France, and discusses why CHP/District heating 
schemes have flourished in those countries and not in the United Kingdom; conventional economic appraisal tech
niques are used to analyse the costs and benefits of notional CHP schemes in (i) a small new town of l 0,000 people 
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(ii) an existing large town centre or small city of 100,000 people and (iii) a city of one million people; CHP/district 
heating is considered in competition with the more obvious future alternatives; finally the conclusions reached by 
the Working Party are clearly presented for general discussion. This document requires study by all those seriously 
interested in district heating. 

11. The use of geothermal energy for district heating in the United Kingdom is briefly discussed in the Department 
of Energy's Energy Paper number 9 'Geothermal energy: the case for research in the United Kingdom'. This report 
was also published after this bibliography had been compiled. 
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BRIEF HISTORY OF DISTRICT HEATING 
by A Ernest Haseler C Eng FIEE FIHVE FFB 

The piping of hot water to buildings was engineered by the Romans in Britain utilising geothermal sources and by 
coincidence the longest single pipeline, over 100 km (1971), is also an Italian geothermal project. The basic idea of 
having a single source of heat occurred to pioneers including James Watt who saved fuel by having a central heating 
boiler and 'radiator' for his workshops. A system of pipe distribution of steam for heating was patented by a Mr 
Hoyle of Halifax in 1791. Prior to that in 1745 Sir William Cook had a pipe coil heating system in his Manchester 
house to demonstrate centralised heat service possibilities. Brunel apparently was the first man to suggest district 
heating but it was an architect who communicated this idea of Brunel's to the public. Sir Sidney Smirke FSA, a 
benevolent and talented author of suggestions for the architectural improvement of the western part of London, had 
a plan in the 1830s to substitute 'healthy, cheerful and cheap lodgings in lieu of the dismal abodes of the labouring 
poor of the Metropolis'. He said that Mr Brunel had suggested to him 'the practicability of laying on a heat supply 
to a long range of dwellings by Mr Perkin's system from one common source, a contrivance which, if perfected, 
would be of inestimable importance in London where the high price of fuel is a burthen to the poor'. This reference 
to Sidney Smirke's account of Brunel's invention was also by an architect, Charles James Richardson, a pupil of Sir 
John Soane who included it in his popular treatise on the warming of buildings. The next early reference, in Britain 
at least, was in the Penny Encyclopaedia in 1848. A scheme in Birmingham is mentioned 'to utilise the waste steam 
from mill engines for the heating of bath water for the poor of Birmingham'. Instead of the great waste of steam 
from power generation each day the writer suggested that it could be used for bathing establishments 'surpassing 
those oflmperial Rome'. 

The first district heating scheme seems to have been proposed and worked out by W Zublin of Switzerland. During 
his prior employment in Warsaw with a steam engine manufacturer from 1868 to 1872 he first had the idea of using 
exhaust steam frcim these engines for district heating. When he went to Sulzers, Winterthur, Switzerland in 1872 he 
initiated thorough technical and economic studies for district heating schemes in Zurich. These realistic plans are 
described and illustrated in his book on district heating published in 1922 in Zurich. A reference is included in 
Section 1 of this bibliography. 

There were district heating schemes operating in Denmark, USA, Germany, Finland and Hungary in the 19th century 
but apparently none of any type existed in the USSR prior to the 1920s. The first known successful commercial 
district heating installation was not in the land of the inventor, Brunel, but in the USA in 1877 at Lockport, New 
York. The man who initiated this scheme was Birdshill Holly whose experimental work started in 1876. 

Holly, after moving to Lockport, perfected a system of pumping water through pipes under pressure, the idea of 
which had been ridiculed as impossible by his friends. He built a boiler in his cellar and piped heat throughout the 
house just as Sir William Cook had done in 1745 but he went on to connect the supply to a neighbour's house with 
500 feet of 1 ~ inch pipe. He then bought a secondhand boiler, obtained a franchise for selling heat and laying mains 
and then distributed heat in 1877 to fourteen customers. The Holly Steam Combustion Company was started and 
a new boiler obtained. Later the Steam Heating and Power Company of New York was launched to become what 
appears to be the second district heating scheme in the world. 

It sometimes happens that disastrous events have long term beneficial consequences. An enthusiasm amongst USA 
business enterprises for the financial potential of district heating using waste steam from electricity generation arose 
as the result of the great blizzard in 1888. The technique proved itself as a completely reliable service whereas other 
methods are known to have failed due to transport and other hazards. 

The National District Heating Association in USA was formed in 1909. It was recently renamed the International 
District Heating Association to recognise the inclusion of Canada and more recently of a few district heating 
Authorities in other countries. It continues to thrive. 

The (British) District Heating Association was founded by Haseler in 1966 and he became the first Chairman. This 
Association initiated the first worldwide co-operation in district heating matters and organised the first International 
District Heating Convention in London in 1970. The second of the triennial series was held in Budapest in 1973. 
The Chairmanship of the International Organising Committee was British, firstly held by Billington, Director HVRA 
and then by Haseler, Senior Engineer, Department of the Environment and District Heating Adviser to that 
Department and the Ministry of Housing and Local Government. 

The formation of the (British) District Heating Association was welcomed by the Technical Press and by industry. 
The editorial comment in the Electrical Review, 5 August 1966, welcomed the formation of the Association and 
gave the address as Croydon. It recommended however that the Association should be under the aegis of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers. 
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The utilisation of heat and electrical energy from refuse incineration was probably put into operation first in Britain 
in 1896. Lord Kelvin opened the scheme in that year at Shoreditch, London. The heat was used for council offices 
and swimming baths. It is of historic interest that when the great freeze-up and coal crisis occurred in 194 7, that the 
then SO-year-old station was started up again instantly without trouble and supplied energy when the rest of the 
country suffered. 

The second British district heating installation was in 1911 when the Dickenson Street, Manchester, scheme was 
opened and which used waste steam from a generating station to heat warehouses and offices. In Scotland, two 
schemes were opened in Dundee, one in 1920 and the other in 1922, each for 250 houses at a cost of £114 each Jess 
the cost of flues and chimneys at £37 per house. 

There was a sudden development of district heating in Britain in the 1950s, probably as the result of the publication 
of the Government's Working Party Report. See Section 1. A paper in 1954 by A E Margolis and others describes 
the scheme at Pimlico. See Section 1 of this bibliography. 

Most of the schemes were unsuccessful due to mains failures caused by wet insulation and corrosion of the steel 
pipes in the concrete or brick ducts. Two of the exceptions, Pimlico, Westminster and Park Hill, Sheffield, remain 
successful after twenty years of operation. In both cases the mains are in large tunnels fortuitously kept warm and 
dry by such services as electric power cables. The low capital costs existing at that time are now showing a significant 
financial benefit which is enjoyed by all concerned. The Pimlico scheme uses waste heat from two auxiliary and very 
small turbo-generators in the Battersea power station and conveyed in pipes in a hundred-year-old tunnel under the 
river Thames. 

District heating on a worldwide basis started to develop at a sharply increased rate in the early 1950s to meet the 
rising standards of living, the national housing programmes, the fewer persons per dwelling and better heating 
standards. The rising costs of fuel enhanced the economic advantages of district heating and accelerated its growth. 
The urgency for fuel conservation, previously only critical for the national economy in countries without indigenous 
supplies, caused district heating to be given the highest priority at world conferences. District heating was also 
recommended as a principal solution for obtaining clean air and a better environment. The World Energy Conference, 
Lausanne, and the World Energy Conference on the Environment, Stockholm 1973 both made this point. 

District heating started in the nineteenth century with the inter-related objectives of conservation of fuel and the 
environment but as recent history has demonstrated it is the developing world energy crisis that has brought about 
even bigger developments of district heating combined with electricity production from conventional and nuclear 
fuels. 

In Britain the centralisation of heat supplies is known as district heating but in many countries it has always been 
called town or distance heating and according to papers referred to in this bibliography, history will show that these 
were prophetic titles. The transmission of heat energy in bulk including that over long distances is called 
Telethermics - a word invented by Haseler in 1969 and now in international use. This technique has become 
necessary to connect remote nuclear and other heat and power stations to groups of cities also to interconnect town 
schemes. Papers in this bibliography refer to both applications. · 

Alternative sources of energy such as from refuse incineration, industrial processes and geothermal supplies have 
been, and still are, only possible by means of district heating. These sources together with solar energy for towns will 
have to be used more and more as fuel supplies get less and less. 

District cooling in conjunction with distant heating is also developing steadily, the first scheme in Britain was at 
Crowthorne in 1963. 

District heating started a century ago but now it has developed world wide for energy production, transmission and 
distribution so its history is virtually only just beginning. 

Necessity being the mother of invention, it follows that the techniques of district heating have developed too and in 
fact the more economical ones have been the cause of district heating growing so extensively in scope and in the low 
density of heat load it can profitably serve. The new techniques that obviously have had the greatest influence on 
the recent exponential development rate of district heating are:-

1. Reliable, efficient and more economic heat mains systems known as the coherent pipe-in-pipe type. 

2. The introduction of generating plant to produce the maximum total energy output, heat and electricity, from 
fuels and 

3. Far better hydraulic and thermal control systems. 

The combined heat and power plant, although manufactured in Britain, is mostly being installed in other countries. 
See Section 5 of this bibliography. 
X 



The pipe-in-pipe systems are the result of the research and development work by Haseler in the last decade including 
the Cardington heat mains test ground which is still in use for long term tests to ensure high efficiency and an 
extremely long reliable life. These systems are coherent assemblies of standard components and they are prefabricated 
as complete systems in factories. The speed of installation involving minimum work on site and excavation make 
these systems compatible with modem construction techniques. See Section 8. 

An examination of the growth rate of district heating in Britain and in other countries where this system is now used 
shows clearly that the sudden upturn coincided with the introduction of the pipe-in-pipe systems. In the UK it was 
also concurrent with Haseler's formation of the District Heating Association. 

The remarkable and sudden change in the growth rate of district heating co-incident with these two events is shown 
by the fact that the number of new schemes in England alone rose from virtually none during the two previous 
decades to well over 400 in 1973. This would not have occurred in the absence of the new reliable prefabricated 
insulated mains techniques because history demonstrably would have repeated itself in respect of disastrous failures 
of the once conventional systems. The history of district heating in Britain's wet soil conditions would by now have 
stopped again, perhaps for another twenty years. 

\, 

J. 

,. 
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1. EARL V REFERENCES, HISTORICAL OUTLINES 

1. EARLY REFERENCES, HISTORICAL OUTLINES 

1. 

2. 

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL 
RESEARCH 
District heating. Report of the Heating and Ventilation 
(Reconstruction) Committee of the Building Research 
Board. 
London: HMSO. Vol 1: 1952. Vol 2: 1953. (Post War 
Building Studies, no. 31, no. 32) 

Volume 1 
Part I General Report. 
Part II Survey of district heating practice abroad. 
Part III Memorandum on suggested district heating scheme 

for the Duddeston and Nechells Redevelopment 
Area of Birmingham. 

Part IV Memorandum on district heating as applied to 
small housing estates. 

Part V The heat pump with particular reference to 
district heating from thermal-electric stations. 
Post War Building Studies no. 31, 1952. 

Volume 2 
Part VI Study of a thermal-electric district heating 

scheme with hot water distribution. 
Post War Building Studies no. 32, 1953. 

A detailed economic investigation and design study for a 
notional thermal-electric scheme taking an imaginary 
provincial town of 250,000 people, covering 25 square miles 
as the basic scheme. The design goes through the processes 
of a preliminary study, calculation of heat loads, distribution 
pipe sizing, electrical generation, method of costing, 
commentary on costs and comparative fuel consumption. 
The development of the service is discussed. 

MARGOLIS,A. E. 
District heating and its application to new towns. 
in Journal of the Institute of Fuel, v.23, September 1950, 
p. 247-250. 

The author's name is associated with the highly successful 
Westminster (Pimlico) district heating project. This paper 
deals with district heating for New Towns and points to the 
great advantages of this combination. His advice and 
immense efforts went virtually unheeded partly due to the 
lack of any reliable heat mains insulation systems and the 
fact that proper whole-house heating standards were not then 
accepted. 
The excessive operating expense of gas and electrical 
individual methods is stated to put proper standards of 
heating outside the reach of the majority and these methods 
use too much fuel relative to the useful heat produced. 
The heat pump concept is discussed as interesting but 
dismissed as rarely practicable especially as the electrically 
driven type is not as economical with fuel as a domestic boiler. 
The combination of heat and electricity generation is 
recommended by the author and current world develop
ments illustrate the soundness of his forward looking advice. 
The graphs of combined power and heat generation show 
that the temperature required for district heating are 
satisfactorily provided. The compatibility of the loads 
of the two forms of energy is illustrated by means of the 
Hamburg operational records. The storage of hot water is 
emphasised as a means of achieving the balance. 

3. 

4. 

MARGOLIS, A. E. 
The Pimlico district heating undertaking, by A. E. Margolis, 
B. Donkin and C. E. Carrothers. 
in Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, Part 1, 
May 1954, p.259 - 305. 

This paper is of especial interest from the historical view
point as it describes one of the first major district heating 
schemes in the UK and still the only scheme that uses 
exhaust heat otherwise wasted from electricity generation. 
Gives a thorough technical analysis of the scheme. 

NATIONAL DISTRICT HEATING ASSOCIATION 
District Heating Handbook. 3rd ed. 
Pittsburg, USA: National District Heating Association, 1951. 
(Name now changed to International District Heating 
Association.) 

The technical data tabulated and given in charts is unchanged 
in value by time. District heating in USA used steam for 
heat transfer and the data is useful for information on this 
method. The chief interest in this handbook is perhaps for 
comparison with modern practice and rates of development 
such as described in papers and articles in the Association's 
quarterly journal 'District Heating'. Historical interest is in 
the reference to the first successful district heating scheme 
at Lockport in 1877 and the first large project using steam 
in 1882 in New York City. The handbook states that in 
1950 there were several thousand district heating schemes. 
It makes the point that district heating serves an area of 
Government buildings such as in Washington and Ottawa as 
well as some of the largest buildings in the world, including 
apartment blocks, offices, departmental stores and universities. 
The use of district heating for building complexes under single 
ownership is a proof of its economic superiority. 
References of historical interest are also included in the 
Proceedings of the Association published in book form 
annually. 



1. EARLY REFERENCES, HISTORICAL OUTLINES 

5. TUCKER, D. G. 
Energy from town refuse - three quarters of a century ago 
in Electronics and Power, v.22, no.l, January 1976. 
p.16 - 20. 

Historic references to 19th century British refuse incinerator 
schemes with energy recovery, many with heat as well as 
electricity production. Q"uotes early description of their 
locations, construction, capacities, operation and gives makers 
names. Describes the Shoreditch heat and power station 
and states that this plant was in regular use from 1897 up to 
1940 and that it was re-started in 1947 and was still pro
ducing heat for the public baths until the early 1960s. 
Mentions that it was so efficient and successful that it led 
to six more stations opening in 1900. It is recorded that the 
refuse collection cost two shillings per ton less than when it 
was transported to a dump so making "fuel" costs less than 
zero! The building still stands in 1976. States that 40 
incinerator schemes were in operation in 1904 due to it 
becoming apparent that health was being seriously endangered 
by dumping refuse whereas burning rendered refuse com
pletely innocuous. Records show, it is said, that a lot of 
heat was demonstrably being wasted so engineers' thoughts 
turned to using it for producing electricity and1heat. One 
use of the heat was to provide hot baths for townspeople 
so turning the refuse from a health hazard into just the 
reverse - a source of better hygiene. Reports on the per
formance analyses of 1 7 schemes which showed that the 
average output was 1 pound of steam at 212°F/100°C per 
pound of refuse. Concludes by stating that the concept of 
turning refuse into useful energy has been re-born. A 
number of photographs and drawings are shown. Research 
efforts of author and others who are named have produ~ed 
16 references. 

6. ZUBLIN, W. 
Zentralisieren von heizungsbetrieben in ortschaften und 
stadten [Centralisation of heat supplies in suburbs and 
towns]. 
Winterthur: Winterthur Press (formerly G. Binkert), 1922. 

One of the very earliest books on district heating and it is 
therefore of historic.interest. Dr. Zublin first thought of 
district heating during the period 1868 to 1872 when he was 
in Warsaw and involved with the manufacture of steam 
engines and he considered that the exhaust steam could be 
used for heating. He went to Sulzer Bros. in Winterthur, 
Switzerland, in 1872 and initiated studies for district heating 
in four suburbs of Zurich with the co-operation of the 
municipality's chief engineer. The book includes a very 
thorough investigation of various proposals including fea
sibility studies, economic analyses and calculations of coal 
consumption in each sector of the city. A coloured map of 
Zurich is given and a family of curves to compare the four 
selected districts with Winterthur, London, Paris and Zurich 
as a whole in terms of potential heat loads. 

For other papers, including historical material see 36, 142, 183, 210, 
212,230,231,235,239,405,423,516,529,530,533,545 and 568. 
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2. GENERAL 

7. 

8. 

9. 

BECHER,P. 
District heating. 
in Conservation of energy and materials by co-operative 
R .. & D. in industry; Conference, Brussels, May 1974. 
Brussels: Federation of European Industrial Co-operative 
Research Organisations, 1974. 

The author is at The Danish Building Research Institute and 
his paper presents a case for a district heating research project 
mostly in Denmark with European co-operation and financial 
support for other parts. States how the percentage of dwell
ings with district heating increased between 1955 and 1970 
and that Denmark now has the greatest amount of district 
heating per capita. Their chief research objective is to 
analyse the problems of district heating and to submit tech
nical and economic proposals for its considerable extension. 
The advantages listed include the use of cheaper fuels, 
greater freedom in choice of fuels or alternatives, lower fuel 
consumption, cleaner environment and rationalised main
tenance of heating equipment. The proposed research 
project is divided into eleven specific sub-projects. Estimated 
costs are given and a method of publishing the results is 
proposed. 

BETIS,P. 
Unichal congress in Paris, 1975, 
inDHA Journal, no.13, January 1976, p.18-19. 

Reports concisely on the 1975 UNICHAL (Union Inter
national des Distributeurs de Chaleur) Congress in Paris by 
a delegate representing the British member, The Central 
Energy Generating Board. 250 delegates attended. States 
that the congress was open on three days for non-members 
to attend. Reports that a subject much discussed was 
combined heat/power stations using nuclear fuel including 
a Paris scheme and another to serve three or more large cities 
in Sweden, some of them 65 km apart, from a single remote 
station. Describes briefly the schemes visited including one 
of France's smaller ones at Mantes-la-Jolie serving heat only 
to 7,000 dwellings, generally unmetered, and a large one at 
Grenelle, near the Eiffel Tower. The visit to the Paris heat/ 
electric scheme using refuse as fuel is also mentioned. 
Claimed to be the largest installation in Europe is the scheme 
described at La Defense, 3 km. from Paris centre which 
supplies district cooling/heating/power from a combined 
plant of 13.5 MW e capacity. The general mood of the 
Congress was reported to be enthusiastic, all sessions being 
well attended and lively. 

BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION 
Code of practice for centralised hot water supply. Part 2: 
Buildings other than individual dwellings. rev. ed. 
London: British Standards Institution, 1974. 
27p. (C.P. 342: Part 2: 1974) 

District heating municipal projects are exceptional in that 
they have to include in most cases the domestic installations. 
Part 2 of the British Standards Institution Code of Practice 
published in 1974 is therefore valuable to district heating 
interests as it offers guidance on designing, planning, installa
tion, inspection and testing of systems of hot water supply 
in commercial, industrial and multi-dwelling buildings supplied 
from a central source including district heating and group 
schemes. All aspects are dealt with including data required 
for designing district heating supplies. It also deals with 
temperatures, boilers and associated plant, direct and 
indirect cylinders, safety precautions, pipework, insulation, 
prefabrication, jointing of steel, galvanised steel and copper 
pipes. The normal long and useful list of relevant British 
Standards is included. 

10. 

1 I. 

12. 

2. GENERAL 

CATER,H.R. 
The Central Energy Board; a concept for integrated energy 
requirements in urban and suburban developments. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, Warsaw, 
1976. 
Papers, Theme 3, Paper 4. (not yet published) 

Discusses use of existing rights of way such as those for 
railway land for regional thermal networks that could be 
developed by existing public sector bodies. Reference made 
to Danish developments and puts forward proposals for 
district heating in a large city and in a suburban area. Suggests 
use of older city power stations for heat supplies. Author 
discusses the advantages of these proposals under 5 headings 
and the subject of the type of co-operation necessary between 
national, regional and local bodies to optimise the benefits. 

CRANE, J. 
An introduction to contract heating. 
Slough: Combustion Engineering Association, 1974. 
12p. (C.E.A. Document, no.9369) 

A brief paper on contract heating describing how it originally 
developed and its present scope and rate of progress. 
Particular reference is made to what is claimed to be the 
largest operator, Associated Heat Services Ltd. The composi
tion of the Company is detailed and said to include the 
National Coal Board and the 40-year old Compagnie Generale 
de Chauffe of Lille, claimed to be the largest heat service 
company in France with a turnover (1973) of£20 million. 
Part of the paper deals with the experiences of this French 
Company and their use of radio telephones to provide a 
constant service. The two forms of contract, fixed price and 
boiler house metering, are described. Accurate metering is 
emphasised as essential in cases where this method is feasible. 
States that the alternative basis of contract is on fuel used and 
on an agreed average boiler efficiency. The author gives this 
latter method as a reason why it pays the heat service firms 
to maintain the highest possible efficiency. 

DIAMANT, R. M. E. 
District heating and total energy. 
in Total energy, edited by R. M. E. Diamant. 
Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1970. Chapter 10. 

A brief survey of a number of district heating schemes includ
ing those using heat from refuse incineration, conventional 
and nuclear power stations and geothermal sources. Hot 
water and steam as the heat transfer media are compared 
quite clearly and the reasons are given why the former is 
now generally used. The single pipe system as used to a 
small extent in USSR is described. The information given 
about prefabricated mains is to some extent misreported so 
reference to original works is recommended. 
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14. 

IS. 
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DIAMANT, R. M. E. 
Space and district heating, by R. M. E. Diamant and 
J, McGarry. 
London: Iliffe, 1968. 

Pages 167-261 include a collection of general information 
on a selection of district heating schemes in a number of 
countries. Comparison of heat quantities supplied, connected 
capacity and network lengths of 39 schemes in Germany. 
Describes new power stations supplying heat and electricity. 
Reference is also made to heat and electricity gas turbine 
and refuse incineration plants and their part in large scale 
development of district heating. District heating stated to 
serve practically all Danish towns. Graphs given illustrating 
typical economic studies of district heating, tabulated 
comparison of influence of climate on design parameters 
in USA, Germany, Denmark and Britain. Pipelines are dealt 
with in Chapter 10 and bibliography provided to show 
sources of information. Diagrams are included of a variety 
of service connections. Methods of heat generation are 
described including thermal and combined heat and electricity 
production. 

DOMMANN,D. 
Zielgerichtete Verkaufsstrategie: ein Mittel zur schnelleren 
Auslastung verfiigbarer Fernwiirmeerzeugungs- und 
Verteilungs- Anlagen. [Purposeful sales strategy for 
equalising district heating load) 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3 , no.5, October 1974. 
p.128 - 129. 
In German. 

A rare exposition of how district heating loads can be built 
up so that they can balance the heat production and mains 
network distribution capacities in the best way to achieve 
optimum technical and economic viability. Reference is 
made to the importance of understanding the consumers' 
attitudes to district heating so that there can be a foundation 
of goodwill and co-operation leading to the fullest use of the 
service. 

ENERGIEWINTSCHAFTLICHE Entwicklungsmoglichkeiten 
der elektrischen Raumbeizung und ihre Konkurrenz -
situation zur Fernwarmeversorgung 
[Possible developments from the point of view of electricity 
supply economics in electric space heating, and its position 
in competition with district heating] 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.l, February 1974, 
p.13-17. 
In German. 

Discusses the report on the subject tabled at the Unichal 
Conference in BrusSllls by one of their Working Groups. 
Unichal members being involved both in electricity and 
district heating are able to take e.n objective view of the inter
relation of these two forms of energy so this report could be 
of general interest and usefulness. 
Refers also to the discussion of the report at the Unichal 
Conference in Brussels. The authors' report examines the 
various aspects of electric heating and compares it with 
district heating in respect of generation, distribution and 
consumer satisfaction. Their conclusion is that the two 
forms of heating complement each other in an ideal 
manner if each is confined to appropriate applications. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

FABER, 0. 
Heating and air conditioning of buildings, by 0. Faber and 
J. R. Kell. SI Units edition revised by J. R. Kell and 
P. L. Martin. 
London: Architectural Press, 1971. 

In Chapter 23, district heating is dealt with in a brief but 
good survey of practice in 1971. Total energy (Chapter 24) 
is also a concept that normally depends on thermal mains 
for district heating and cooling. The authors recognise the 
vital importance of proper designs of heat distribution 
systems to achieve technical and economic viability and 
describe the various methods available including pipe-in-pipe. 
The book deals briefly but thoroughly with capital cost 
and cost-in-use of district heating and gives a useful break
down into individual items. Heating standards are detailed 
followed by calculations of heat loads and annual heat 
consumption. 
A valuable pipe sizing chart is included in Chapter 8 and 
this has been prepared from the IHVE Guide data using a 
computer but only up to 6 inch pipe diameters. See also 
IHVE Guide, 1970, Book C, pages C3-3 to C3-8 and 
C4-4 toC4-41. 
The kW carrying capacity of steel pipe is given in another 
chart in Chapter 8 related to heat emission in W /m run. 
Guidance is provided on heat emission from various insula
tion systems. 

FEHST, F. 
Direct feeding problems of district heating networks. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, 
Budapest, 1973. Papers. Group S. Budapest. 

States that most district heating schemes have direct 
connections from central plant into consumers' premises, 
that is, without heat transformers which involve having 
separate primary and secondary distribution mains. 
Direct systems are stated to be suitable only if their static 
pressure is Jess than the test pressure of the heating 
installations. A safe ratio is given. A practical example is 
given of a direct system employing controls and applicable 
to a town of 100,000. 

FERNW ARMEVERSORGUNG Orientierung iiber Probleme 
und Losungsrnoglichkeiten 
[District heat supply: survey of problems and possible 
solutions] 
inSchweizerische Bliitter rur Heizungund Lil/tung, 
v.40, no.3, 1973, p.60-71 
In German 

Compiles in a comprehensive guide in the form of a check 
list of the factors to be considered in connection with district 
heating and suggests some appropriate solutions to some of 
the problems. The Swiss Heating and Air Conditioning 
Engineers Association state that their paper is for the guidance 
of government agencies, public authorities, architects, town 
planners and engineers. The disadvantages of individual 
heating appliances and the benefits of district heating in 
Switzerland are discussed including detailed costs. Tariffs 
and electronic metering of heat consumption for large build
ings are subjects covered and in the latter case, illustrated. 
Discusses several other aspects of district heating that have 
to be considered in feasibility studies. Defines the various 
terms used in district heating. Explains heat stations, com
bined heat/power stations, heat distribution and associated 
transformer substations. Includes a comprehensive reference 
list giving relevant Swiss Standards, Codes of Practice, 
Regulations and papers on district heating. 



19. 

20. 

21. 

GOLDHA WK, D. 
Report on study of integrated energy and utility needs of 
European towns and cities. 
Bristol: the author, 1973. 
85p. 
Leverhulme Fellowship. 

Reports on extensive tour of 28 European towns with district 
heating. The heat sources are described and include power 
stations, refuse incinerators and boiler plants. The report 
gives a broad perspective of the integrated methods in general 
use to achieve fuel conservation and a clean environment. 
There is useful data given relative to the general progress of 
district heating progress in the countries visited and to 
specific schemes. In Rosenheim, for example, it is stated 
that 16% of the small town's integrated energy supplies are 
provided by burning refuse and waste. District heating in 
Norway is mentioned and the fact that in the Oslo scheme 
district heating from refuse incineration provides heat at 
0.04 to 0.05 Krone per KWh but electic heating is 0.07 
Krone per KWh. 
Includes reports on visits to : in Sweden: Hogdalen, Lovsta, 
Sundbyberg, Stockholm, Kovick, Eolshall and Heneriksdal, 
Bollmara, Lulea, Uppsala, Fagersta, Gothenburg, Linkoping; 
in Norway: Oslo; in Denmark: Copenhagen; in Germany: 
Munich, Rosenheim, Stuttgart, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, 
Offenbach; in Holland: Rotterdam, Dordrecht; in France: 
Paris; in Switzerland: Geneva, Biilach. 

HASELER,A. E. 
District heating. 
in Manual of British Water Engineering Practice. 4th ed. 
London: Institution of Water Engineers, 1969. 
Vol.2, p.599-603. 

The chapter on district heating explains what district heating 
is and details the advantage. Technical descriptions given to 
enable water engineers to gain knowledge of district heating 
installations especially of those aspects that are related to 
cold water usage and water mains. District heating legislation 
is briefly explained. Parameters affecting viability of district 
heating are defined with emphasis on the fact that residential 
density and size of scheme are not necessarily the dominant 
factors. Water economy due to district heating is briefly 
discussed. Heating standards and meters are dealt with in this 
chapter. A bibliography is included. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating for new towns. 
in Council, September, 1969. 

A general introduction to district heating for local 
authorities. It quotes the World, Energy Conference's first 
conclusion and recommendation that 'one of the first needs 
of a new town is district heating'. It gives the reasons why 
social and other changes have consolidated the case for 
successful district heating. It gives figures to prove that the 
overall national cost of a new town is considerably less with 
rationalised energy supplies than with a laissez faire hap
hazard attitude that results in a multiple provision of utility 
services, some of which will never be used. This situation is 
shown to take away from residents a most important 
freedom of choice, the ability to choose the lowest cost 
method and one that gives more living space, greater safety 
and a convenience in keeping with the modern way of life. 

22. 

23. 

2. GENERAL 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating for tomorrow's world. 
in New Zealand Energy Journal, v.48, no.9, September 
1975, p.184-187. 

Summarises the author's paper presented to The Second 
New Zealand Energy Conference in Christchurch, May 
1975. Describes the difficulties with some district heating 
installations in the 1950s and discusses the advantages that 
modern schemes can have of improved materials, more 
advanced techniques resulting from research and develop
ment and from long operational experience. The author 
indicates the general degree of district heating progress to 
date in various countries. British schemes of the 1950s that 
are still operating very successfully are mentioned and the 
average weekly consumers heating costs of the Pimlico 
scheme are tabulated for 1954, 1970 and 1975 according to 
sizes of dwellings. A comparison is made of the fuel con
sumptions for various individual heating methods with 
district heating from boiler plant and from combined heat/ 
power stations. 
The use in New Zealand of geothermal hot water for district 
heating and cooling is urged both direct and after it has 
produced electricity. The advice is based on the author' s 
visits to Rotorua and Waikiki geothermal fields. Long 
distance tclcthermics systems are discussed and information 
given on some of the fifty already in use in the world. 

HASELER, A. E. 
Heating problems in Britain and some solutions by district 
heating. 
inDHA Journal, no.13, January 1976, p.26-28 

Summarises the lecture given in Warsaw in September 1975 
by the author to the Polish Institute of Heating Engineers 
during an inter-Government sponsored technological inter
change visit. The lecture is also published in Polish in the 
Polish Institute's Journal., "District Heating, Heating and 
Ventilation", April 1976 and in the proceedings of the 
Third International District Heating Convention, Warsaw, 
April 1976. 
Paper refers to the problems in partially heated dwellings 
of condensation and mould growth caused by the co
incidence of new building methods and materials with 
changed techniques of heating and ventilation to meet the 
improved living standards and social changes. Dearer fuels, 
intermittent partial heating and the decline in the use of 
coal fires are described as some of the factors that have 
caused condensation problems. District heating, with its 
low proportion of fuel cost and its ability economically to 
maintain good heating standards that keep building fabric 
and furnishings free from condensation, has become a more 
attractive proposition. Reports that public sector loans at 
market rates for excess costs, if any, of viable schemes are 
offered in the Housing Subsidies A ct. One of the problems 
mentioned is the poor underground heat mains insulated 
systems that in the past caused heavy heat losses, corrosion 
and expensive failures. States that in Britain these deficiencies 
held up district heating progress but that the newly intro
duced prefabricated pipe-in-pipe systems resulted in a new 
start. The author refers to his research and development 
experiences and results of tests. (See paper in Section 8, 
no.312).Enumerates the technical requirements essential 
to ensure highly efficient reliable long life insulated mains 
systems. Discusses the other problem of how to initiate, 
finance and operate district heating schemes to serve all the 
buildings, including those in private ownership in urban areas 
without public sector installations. Propounds need for a 
National Heat Authority to collect heat from power 
stations, boiler plants, waste heat from industry and refuse 
incineration and from solar energy collectors etc., and to 
distribute it to all urban buildings and to industry. Refers 
to papers on this proposal in Section 7, no.150 and 
"District Heating - Action Now" in Section 3, no.51). 
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24 . 

25. 

26. 
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HASELER, A. E. 
Piping hot. 
in Heating and Ventilating Review, v.13, part 1, November 
1972, p.18-20. 

Brings information on district heating and telethermics up 
to date for the general reader. Gives reasons for rapid growth 
rate of district heating in the UK in recent years, the most 
important one being the au·thor's introduction of the pipe
in-pipe prefabricated, very efficient and low cost heat mains. 
Illustrates the first installation of very large diameter mains, 
28 inch internal diameter, with plastic insulation and pressure 
tight casing. 

HOYLE,G.M. 
Hot water distribution in district heating 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.48, no.568, November 
1974, p.158-166. 

A general paper on the subject. Refers to the continental 
experience that public demand for district heating generally 
exceeds the original estimates on which the mains network 
were planned. Calls attention to the ideal situation in the 
UK of the existence of concentrations of potential heat loads 
adjacent to redundant power stations for combined heat/power 
supplies, comprising steam plant in most cases but also some 
gas-turbine sets. Emphasises the importance of including the 
necessary associated building costs in the costs of individual 
appliances when preparing economic comparisons of these 
methods and district heating. Some load and diversity factors 
are given. Variable speed pumping sets, the temperature 
requirements for the main types of load, pipe sizing and 
pressurisation are amongst the subjects discussed. Refers to 
heat quantity meters (calorimeters) and the need to have one 
in the mains connection installation in each large building. 
Discusses direct and indirect connections of heating installa
tions to the mains. States that district heating networks are 
more analogous to electrical distribution than to those for 
gas and water. Flexible pipe-in-pipe systems of "heat cables" 
for local distribution and connection are com·mended and 
reference made to the West German System (Flexwell, made 
by Kabelmetal AG) Recommends lower return temperatures 
to reduce piping system costs. 

HROMEK,R. 
Scientific and technical district heating development. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd. 
Warsaw, 1976. 
Papers. Theme l, Paper 7. 
(not yet published) 

Discusses the main directions of district heating research and 
studies for the large scale developments taking place and 
makes the case for a systems approach with other energy 
utilities. The second main subject is nuclear heat/power 
stations and the author gives reasons why the increased fuel 
economy of combined production is much higher than is 
achieved in conventional stations. States the type of reactor 
to be used for Czechoslovakia's combined heat and power 
stations. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

KALLSTRAND, G. 
Steam boilers for power and district heating stations in 
Sweden. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25 - 28, 1974. 
Papers, p.153-159. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author is with a Swedish manufacturing concern. Sectional 
drawings included showing boiler designs. Outlines growth 
of boiler sizes to meet needs of larger turbines and heat loads. 
Rationalisation of designs now give larger outputs at Jess cost 
and with minimum attendance. Fast pick up of load is now 
demanded, e.g. 20% per minute at constant pressure within 
the range 120-790 t/h. 
Tabulated details of many large plants are given. 

KAMER,W. 
Reliability of heat supply from heating systems. 
in District Heating, Heating and Ventilation v.48, no.9, 
1973, p.258-9. 
(In Polish, with English summary). 

A paper as given at a Symposium of the Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Warsaw, in the Polish language with an English 
summary. It is a general introduction to the subject and 
sets down the parameters. This and other Polish papers deal
ing with several facets of district heating are valuable for 
knowing about and studying the large scale use of extensive 
district heating and to learn of the slight backwardness in 
Poland of techniques in respect of heat mains and controls. 
The major role played by Polish Universities and Poly
technics at least in the design of district heating schemes 
is shown by the fact that all the authors are professors or 
senior lecturers in these establishments. 

KHRILEV, L. S. 
Methods of optimisation of sources of centralised heat supply. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.5, May 1974, p.28-35. 

States the points of decision that have to be faced sooner or 
later when the stage is reached of extensive and numerous 
large scale district heating/cooling schemes existing 
throughout a country. Discusses the general conclusion 
reached in the USSR after an analysis of the development 
of district heating in 322 towns which is that substantiated 
solutions to national efforts to optimise schemes can only 
be found by mathematical simulation with methods 
appropriate to each case. The importance is stated of the 
direct relationship of fuel savings in a town served from a 
centralised district heating plant to total heat load - that 
is, the capacity, extent and numbers of buildings. A further 
benefit of the economies-of scale found by this study of 
322 schemes is that the larger the capacity of the district 
heating plant the greater the economy. 

MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 
Chimney heights: 2nd edition of the 1956 Clean Air Act 
Memorandum. 
London: HMSO, 1967. 

Essential information for designers, operators and owners 
of boiler plant and chimneys. The memorandum gives in 
detail methods of calculating the height chimneys need 
to be according to the locality. 



31. 

32. 

MOULD,C. 
Heat service for district heating. 
Slough: Combustion Engineering Association, 1973. 
(C.E.A. Document, no. 9209). 

Describes briefly the district heating service operated 
throughout the UK by (then) Shell-Mex & BP Ltd, now 
two separate organisatiolk It details the problems of heat 
mains in wet aggressive soils prior to the pipe-in-pipe systems 
that are designed for these conditions. Gives as the other 
reason for the lack of progress in British district heating 
compared with elsewhere the fluctuating building programme, 
making it difficult to finance Jong term schemes. Describes 
how sudden national policy changes that caused many build
ing programmes to be halted create havoc to phased district 
heating progress and returns on investments. The Data
phonic central automatic control system for the many 
district heating schemes operated by the Company is 
described. Includes also the interesting and useful 
discussion. 

MURRAY,M. V. 
Factors which lead to viable projects. 
in Building Services Enginefr, v.42, September 1974, p.A39, 
A41 , A45 

Authors are principals in the heat supply organisation, 
Associated Heat Services, that operates 600 district heating 
and other schemes served from centralised boiler houses. 
Their practical experience makes the paper of value to those 
responsible for administration, design, installation and/or 
operation of district heating schemes. Boiler plant design, 
monitoring and control, flexibility to use alternative fuels, 
mains designs and noise aspects are some of the subjects 
covered. The heat mains are dealt with critically. 
Transportable packaged boiler plants for build-up periods 
are regarded very favourably indeed. Authors make state
ments concerning their practical experience with bulk heat 
meters. In 50% of the installations they have given trouble 
and a proportion of the remaining 50% are said to be 
probably inaccurate but there is no way of checking this in 
situ. Some salient reasons for the meter faults are given. The 
authors' organisation prefer to sell metered heat at the 
boilerhouse wall and they give useful comments on admini
stration. District heating, being a long term investment, 
should be economically assessed on that basis, vis a vis 
individual systems. Temporary situations such as a sub
sidised fuel, due to a declared short time Government policy, 
should not be the basis of cost comparisons. The importance 
is stressed of giving new district heating consumers booklets 
simply explaining the service and how the charges are made. 
See also Building Services Engineer, v.42, September 1974, 
p.A39. 

33. RAYFIELD, D. P. 
Pre-commission cleaning and water treatment in district 
heating systems. 
in Conference on District Heating for the Community, 
Bristol, September 16-19, 1969. 
Proceedings of the Conference and exhibition, p.18/1-
18/7. 
Bristol: South Wales and South West Branch, DHA, 1969. 

The author is a specialist in water treatment techniques and 
the paper is one of the very few on this important subject. 
Gives information on the past failures of steam and condense 
mains. Present problems are reported to be the accumulation 
of dirt and foreign matter in the mains and in installations 
within buildings. Discusses the choice of metals to avoid 
electrolytic action. Electrode voltage potentials of some 
common metals are listed. Analysis is given of deposits taken 
from a system. Methods of mechanical cleaning and chemical 
treatments are discussed. No mention is made of the critical 
need to exclude air and oxygen from the system and from 
the make up water. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

2. GENERAL 

ROCKHILL, H.P. 
Closed heating systems. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.35, July 1967, p.99- 105. 

This paper marked the important change in the pressurisation 
methods used for district heating systems by the introduction 
of sealed systems as opposed to 'open' systems. In the 
former there is no exposure of the water to the atmosphere 
and so the corrosion otherwise caused is inhibited: water 
treatment alone does not prevent this corrosion. Also 
describes sealed expansion tank which compensates for 
changes in water volume due to temperature whilst maintain
ing the 9ressure at a constant level. Gives thorough technical 
data and a professional assessment of the subject. 

STAND und Entwicklung der Femwiime in den 
Mitgliedsliindem der Unichal. 
[Present state and the development of district heating in 
the member countries of Unichal.] 
in Femwiirme International, v.3 no.I, February 1974, 
p.3-12. 
In German. 

A report dealing with district heating progress and future 
plans in the ten member countries of Unichal: :Austria, 
Britain, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland. The information 
includes heat production methods, fuels, variety of 
consumers, competitive situations and growth rates up to 
1971 and those anticipated in future. 

TURPIN, F. B. 
District heating. 
London: Heywood, 1966. 

Gives detailed original design and cost data for Pimlico, one 
of the few successful district heating schemes of the 
immediate post war period. It also gives some details of 
the thermal plant of the Cwmbran New Town Scheme., and 
covers costs and heat charges in some detail. 
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37. VEREINIGUNG DEUTSCHER ELEKTRIZITA TSWERKE 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Femwanne e.V. 
Femwiinneveisorgung aus Heizwerken: Planung Bau und 
Betrieb [District heating supply from heating plants: 
planning construction and operation] 
Frankfurt: VWEW, 1973 
199p. 
PSA Library translation, 652, of pp.3-11, contents pages. 

Comprehensive directives on all aspects of district heating 
from the substance of the book prepared by an authoritative 
Study Group of district heating operators and planners 
engaged in West German undertakings. It is emphasised that 
the Guide is prepared in the interests of the customers, they 
as well as the industry are being represented. The reasons 
for publishing the directives are given. District heating from 
boiler plants and more especially heat and power stations 
has developed in recent years to become a substantial supply 
source of energy so requiring technical and economic guide· 
lines for all concerned, including city administrators, builders, 
planners, operators and customers. The book is intended to 
be helpful to central and local government and to all district 
heating organisations. It is explained that the directives, 
which took many years to prepare, combine the many years 
of experience of those in the Study Group. Legal questions 
have been taken into consideration. There are nine chapters 
covering the many facets of district heating; the first being 
a general introductory one for a wide range of readership 
from those who wish to learn what district heating is all 
about to those who have to consider its economic, environ· 
mental, fuel conservation and legal aspects. There are 
chapters dealing with the prerequisites for district heating 
schemes in new developments and existing town areas. Other 
chapters cover town planning, architecture, topographical, 
legal and other requirements, financing and the growing 
government encouragement. The techno-economic aspects 
are examined and the parameters affecting choice of heat 
stations and heat/power stations. Subjects included come 
under the headings of refuse incineration, metering, heat 
charges, consumers installations, heat distribution, staffing, 
maintenance and repairs, supervision, tariffs agreements, laws, 
regulations and standards. There is a useful bibliography. 

For other papers of general interest see 45, 51, 65, 119, 123, 144, 388 
and 613. 
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38. 

39. 

ADV ANT AGES of district heating and its technical and 
economic efficiency. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st. 
London, 1970. Papers. Session 5, section 1(1). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

District heating is defined as heat from combined heat/ 
electricity station. States that one third of the fuel used in 
the USSR in 1969 was for heating and cooling amounting to 
400 million tons, 300 million tons of which was consumed in 
towns. 
District heating obviates the poJJution that would occur with 
small local schemes and individual appliances. States that 
in 1969 60% of total heat consumption of the country was 
by district heating. The new towns have 100% of buildings 
heated from the mains. Reduction of capital expenditure on 
energy production and consumption of steel and other 
materials are reasons given for the increasing rate of district 
hc~ting development. 

BEATSON,C. 
Capturing the heat which still escapes from power stations 
in Engineer, v. 239, no.6195, 5 December 1974, p.49, 52. 

Refers to a paper by L. F. Robson of the Electricity Council 
given at a Public Works Congress in London in which it is said 
that the customary contra arguments to combined power and 
heat production were given. These arc reported. It is 
suggested that the cost of the heat ex power station would 
be about the same as from a boiler plant but believes that 
transmission of the heat for 10 miles would make the heat 
uneconomic. (See papers in Section 8 referring to 50 long 
distance telethermics systems up to 106 km Jong). These 
costs could be reduced by modifying existing smaller sets 
in urban power stations. The use of heat pumps for district 
heating is urged and the strong arguments in their favour are 
listed. Gas-turbine-powered heat/power stations are said to 
be more promising. Quotes paper by H. Harboe, managing 
director of Stal-Laval (GB) Ltd in which he considers that 
gas and oil will be completely uneconomic before 2000 
leaving coal and nuclear fuels as the primary energy sources. 
He confirms that gas from coal, and oil, wbuld be impractic
able on the scale required as it would involve 100 gasification 
plants costing £200 million each and using 110 million tons 
of coal annually. States that aJl-electric heating is unthinkable 
and gives the reasons including a threefold increase in existing 
electricity transmission capacity costing £27,000 million. 
Combined heat/power would cost least of all, £12,000 
million and use only 55 million tons of coal a year. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

BEATSON,C. 
Time for Britain to take a fresh look into district heating. 
in Engineer, 6 February 1975, p.30. 

States that one rewarding route towards fuel economy -
district heating, preferably combined with power generation, 
is sadly neglected in Great Britain. Existing space heating 
methods are reported as grossly inefficient, under 54% for 
oil and gas and only 20% for electricity heating in fuel to 
useful heat conversion. Quotes financial savings estimated 
by H. Harboe as achievable by district heating. A 500 MW 
electricity station, it is stated, could provide reject heat for 
heating and hot water for aJI the buildings in a town of 
500,000 people. Britain could learn a Jot from Sweden, the 
author believes, because since the war 25% of Sweden's 
population have been provided with district heating and in 
12 cities it emanates from power stations. States that private 
and public electricity companies sponsored many schemes. 
Urges Government action to start an independent and 
detailed enquiry into district heating so that, the author 
claims, the throwing away each year of £600 million worth 
of heat can be stopped. 

BOWDEN, B. J. 
Energy conservation - the choice before us. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.41, no.563, 
June 1974, p.539- 543. 

A broad view of the world and UK energy situation with 
authoritative data including several graphs to show, inter 
alia, resources of fuels and growth rates in their consump
tion in the past and in 1974. Town waste is mentioned as 
an important source of energy. District heating, it is 
emphasised, is not only important in achieving energy 
conservation but in its ability to use a wide variety of 
fuels including grades not suitable for the smaJJ combustion 
plant and appliances. States the necessity for the British 
Government to take the initiative in district heating. The 
fuel savings achieved by district heating are quantified 
by comparing the low average efficiency in normal use of 
domestic appliances, at most 50%, as measured in field 
research tests, with the normal efficiency of large heat plant 
with boilers that are always fuJly utilised and kept at 
optimum condition as high as 80- 85%. Note: Also pub
lished in Heating & Ventilating Engineer, v.4 7, no.563, 
June 1974, p.539-543. 

BRUMM,W. 
Untersuchung iiber die technischen und wirtschaftlichen 
zusammenhange zwischen Hausanlage und Fernwarmenetz, 
(Investigating the technical and economic relations 
between the domestic installation and the district heating 
system] 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.3, May 1975, p.88-91. 
In German. 

The mathematical calculation and graphs in this exercise 
show how the optimum choice can be made of flow and 
return temperatures for a district heating network and for 
instaJJations in buildings. The results show that the best 
choice is for lower temperatures than those used in the past. 
The temperatures used in the calculations are not generaJly 
applicable on account of local costs of instaJJations and 
other items, any statutory safety requirements and unsuit
ability of some components for the high temperatures. 
The method of calculation is nevertheless useful as a guide 
and for cost comparison procedures. 

9 
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43. 

44. 

45 . 

BURKHARDT, W. 
Improving the economy of district heating from the 
consumers point of view. 
in Heizung, Lu/tung und Haustechnik, v.23, no.10, 
October 1972, p.316-322. 

An unusual viewpoint dealing with the economy of district 
heating, a subject which is of increasing importance. 
Author analyses methods of charging which are commonly 
used in German district heating schemes. He shows how 
costs can be kept low by suitable design of the installations 
within buildings. 

CORDARO,M.C. 
Energy conservation and pollution aspects of two space 
heating alternatives, by M. C. Cordaro and others. 
in World Energy Conference, 9th, Detroit, 1974. Preprints 
Section 6.2-5. 16p. 

A useful source of test data for use in preparation of 
economic studies for district heating vis-a-vis individual 
appliances. Makes the case that domestic combustion 
appliances are as low in energy resource conversion 
efficiency as electric heating (assuming supply is from 
electricity-only stations). Ground level measurement of 
air pollutants were found by measurements to be far less 
for a central plant than for the domestic appliances. 

DEUSTER,G. 
Stadteheizung und Energieversorgung mittels Femheizkraft
werken [Town heating and energy supply by means of 
district heating plants J. 
in Schweizerische Bauzeitung, v.92, no.44, 31 October 
1974, p.997- 1002. 
In German. 

Urges the general adoption of district heating because of its 
benefits to national economies, energy conservation, environ
mental improvements and protection, and low cost to 
consumers of a safe, convenient and clean heat supply. 
Emphasis is placed on the need for thorough comprehensive 
planning at pre-design and design stages and certainly before 
the start of any installation. The author considers that refuse 
incineration should be a source of supplementary district 
heating. The combined production of heat and electricity 
is a main part of the discussions. The alternative methods 
mentioned, with a graphical comparison of characteristics, 
included conventional steam power station, o·pen and closed 
circuit gas turbines and nuclear power stations. Rankine 
cycle charts are also included for comparison of thermo
dynamic characteristics. Many references are made to 
schemes in Germany as examples of the subjects being 
explained. 

46. FRENCH, E. A. 

10 

The principles of appraising the economics of district heating 
schemes. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London. 
1970. Papers. Session 5, Section 1(2). 
London: District HeatingAssociation, 1970. 

Deals with the economics of district heating and investigates 
problems of dual energy supplies, income redistribution and 
combined production of heat and power. Disl"usses the 
application of conclusions reached when examining proposed 
schemes. Combined heat and power production by both 
the public and private sectors is included in the economic 
considerations. 

47. 

48. 

HAAG,A. 
District heating could cut loss from condensing stations. 
in Energy International, v.10, no.11, November 1973, 
p.24-25. 

The author is one of the most experienced district heating 
authorities and is director of the scheme in Malmo, Sweden, 
where almost all buildings are district heated using heat 
otherwise wasted from a power station. Gives an example 
of a detached house in Sweden; its total cost and annual cost 
including loan charges would be SKr 100/m2 and the district 
heating charge annually would be SKr 10/m2, of which 
two-thirds is a fixed charge. The fuel-cost component is thus 
3% of the total annual cost of the house (ignoring other 
utility services, rates and taxes) and the author states that it 
would be far better to dispense with metering. The meter 
is said to cost SKr 800 to install, and overhaul each two years 
costs SKr 200 to which the cost of meter reading and billing 
has to be added. The greatest saving, district heating from 
power stations, is often ignored, the author states, by those 
discussing fuel waste - 10,000 MW of electricity production 
provides 20,000 MW of heat, enough for 2.5 million people 
in Nordic latitudes. Suggests a single uninsulated plastic pipe 
for conveying power station cooling water long distances and 
heat pumps at consumers' premises transferring energy to the 
heating and hot water installation. The cooled water could 
be used instead of drinking water for flushing toilets, it is 
suggested. 

HANNES,K. 
Uberregionale Femheizung - ein Modell [Inter-regional 
district heating - a model), by K. Hannes, H. Janz 
and P.H. Bruns. 
in Technische Mitteilungen, v.61, no.5, May 1974, p.180-
185. 
In German. 

This is a forward, but practical look at the development of 
inter-regional district heating as a necessity for conserving 
energy on the scale demanded by the fuel situation in 
western Germany and the world. Twelve cities in the Ruhr 
are shown linked by a telethermics system. It is of interest 
that part of this scheme is in course of construction as a 
pilot scheme for the West German Government's nationwide 
integrated heating proposals being currently investigated 
with the aid of several substantial grants and loans. This 
subject is referred to by other authors in Germany and the 
official map of the proposals is shown in Haseler's paper 
"District Heating - Action Now" (Section 3, no.51) that 
relates the German Government's new initiative to those by 
other Governments since the oil crisis in 1973. 



49. 

so. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating. 
in Municipal and Public Services Journal, 31 July, 1970, 
p.1715- 1726. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service) 

This article is obviously intended for public sector adminis
trators, town hall professional staff and elected representa
tives. The possibilities and advantages of district heating 
are examined. The reasons are given why it is a fallacy to 
assume that district heating costs are directly related to 
building densities. Diversity of heat demand is given as 
50% to 75% of the theoretical maximum demand and the 
results of a survey are quoted in support of this. Refuse 
incineration with heat recovery for district heating is briefly 
mentioned including a case where it will save one third of 
the fuel bill. The advantages are stated of variable speed 
pumps for circulating the water in the mains. The use of 
modern district heating controls and pre-tested, prefabricated 
low cost heat mains of high efficiency is shown to have 
reduced costs. A graph is given of the comparative costs per 
useful therm of individual methods and district heating 
relative to size of the town or aggregate heat consumption. 
Explains the advantage of Britain's maritime climate to the 
district heating load factor and economics. A transportable 
boiler plant, used to obviate premature capital investment, 
is illustrated as well as a chim11eyless permanent plant in 
which natural gas is used. 
See also similar article by this author, New trends in district 
heating, in District Heating v.56, no.4, Spring 1971, 
p.22- 26. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating - a revolution in the pipeline. 
in Municipal and Public Services Journal, 25 August, 1967, 
p.2231 - 2233 ; 1 September, 1967, p.2291-2294. 

These two articles give general factual information on the 
far reaching financial and immense fuel saving potential 
of centralised heat energy production. They arc a unique 
demonstration of the national saving in capital and annual 
costs in fuel, labour and materials that result from wide
spread district heating including whole-town schemes from 
combined heat and power stations. Savings in building space 
arc discussed as well as the immense potential of national 
benefits from reduced building maintenance and improved 
public health. Bar charts compare the cost-in-use of all 
the various heating standards and methods of supplying heat 
to housing. Another unique feature is a tabulated detailed 
analysis of these costs using only published, accepted facts 
and figures of unit prices of fuels, efficiencies and utilisation 
factors. 

51. 

52. 
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HASELER, A. E. 
District heating - action now. 
in Coal and Energy Quarterly, no. 7, Winter 1975, p.34-45 . 

A paper intended for the general readership of this journal, 
who hold responsible positions in appropriate spheres of 
national and EEC life, including those unfamiliar with district 
heating. It introduces district heating as a concept that is 
basically the transmission and distribution by piped fluids 
of ready-to-use thermal energy. The origins of heat energy 
used are enumerated and briefly described: including boiler 
plants, heat and power stations, industrial processes and 
refuse incineration. Describes the initiatives being taken by 
Governments to encourage district heating including the West 
German national heat grid proposals and pilot schemes in 
progress, financed in part by Government grants. Shows a 
map of the proposals. Discusses the natural sources of heat 
including solar energy, from a central tower or solarium to 
serve in a town, and the useful geothermal energy already used 
in several countries. The significance of district heating to 
national economies in fuel importing countries, including 
Britain, is quantified. States the essential requirement for 
the creation of a new utility such as National Heat Authorities 
or Energy Board responsible for collecting heat from power 
stations, refuse incinerators and industry and distributing it 
to consumers in the private and public sectors in urban areas 
and other concentrations of heat load. Emphasises that 
since 1973 district heating entered a period of metamor
phosis whereby national (and EEC) perspectives have had 
to be adopte-d instead of local ones so that the vast amounts 
of heat from power stations, often too much for one town, 
can be utilised. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating for industrial and commercial buildings in 
the New Towns. Economic studies. 
London: Combustion Engineering Association, 1966. 
(Document no. 8093). 

Still the only known work dealing with (a) district heating 
for commercial and industrial buildings and (b) district 
heating's ability to meet basic metabolic needs at lowest cost. 
Makes the point that for health and comfort conditions, the 
fabric and contents of buildings must always be warmer than 
the air as a physiological necessity. Importance of insulation 
and double glazing for saving fuel and giving a healthier and 
more comfortable building is stressed. It examines alter
native methods of supplying heat energy to a new town (now 
Milton Keynes) by district heating. The lowest cost is the 
conventional heat and pow~r station using standard cross
com pound turbo-al tern a tors. 
A unique feature of the study is a graphical illustration of 
the relative amounts of national fuel wasted by the various 
methods of heating town buildings. The combined heat and 
power method used only a very small amount of fuel but at 
the other end of the scale off-peak electric heating wastes 
70% to80% of the fuel used at the power station. 
Recommends a Ministry with sole responsibility for district 
heating. 
The paper was also published in Fuel Efficiency, April 1966, 
p.19-26. 
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53. 

54. 

12 

HASELER, A. E. 
Quantifying the contribution of district heating to energy 
conservation. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, Warsaw, 
1976. 
Papers, Theme 1, Paper 6. (not yet published) 

The paper provides factual data on the annual average 
thermal utilization efficiencies of small individual combus
tion appliances and of types of district heating schemes so 
that accurate and objective comparisons can be made 
between the specific fuel consumptions (units of heat 
obtained and utilized for each kg of primary fuel consumed) 
of domestic boilers, vis-a-vis, energy from centralised 
production. (Note: excludes from the domestic appliances 
the open coal fire but heat and power stations use only 
80% to 85% of the fuel consumed by open fires according 
to a leading German authority, H.P. Winkens). States that 
the increasing importance of using fuels with optimum 
efficiency makes it essential to use empirical data from 
long term field measurements of specific fuel consumption 
of domestic appliances when making comparative studies. 
Explains the absurdity of some present practices of using 
efficiency figures carelessly assumed to be appropriate but 
which arc in fact obtained from laboratory tests on new, 
clean, perfectly adjusted appliances on constant load. Gives 
a practical analogous example to demonstrate this. Gives 
also district heating thermal efficiency data from official 
authenticated annual reports. Statistics are included which 
show that heating and associated services account for the 
largest single sector of national consumptions of primary 
fuels so emphasising the importance of making demonstrably 
true estimates of fuel savings achievable by district heating. 
It is suggested that building services designers, architects and 
energy engineers then have the responsibility of making the 
most efficient use of the energy input from district heating. 
The results of field test measurements and references to 
these and other sources are given in tables. States that in 
the past too much of the fuel saved by centralised production 
was often wasted in the distribution of heat but that in 
recent years high efficiency prefabricated heat mains 
systems have been introduced. Refers to the increasing 
use of flexible pipe-in-pipe supplementary systems with long 
jointless lengths for local distribution and connections to 
buildings that have further reduced distribution costs and 
heat losses. Examples of long distance, up to 106 km, 
telethermics systems are given as well as measurements of 
very low annual heat losses. 

HASELER, A. E. 
Why waste a1J that heat? 
in Consulting Engineer, v.38, no.11, November 1974, p.32-37. 

States the proportions of fuel used in the three main 
sectors of British energy consumption and the percentages 
of fuel imported in the UK and the EEC. Makes the point 
that most fuel is used for heating so this is where the greatest 
potential for economy exists and where district heating 
can make its unique contribution. Gives evidence, including 
empirical data obtained from long term field tests in several 
countries, to compare the average utilisation efficiencies of 
small boilers with large district heating boiler plant and 
heat/power stations. Gives 85% as the recorded efficiency 
of the largest heat/power steam turbines in the world. Gas 
turbines are stated to have their efficiency increased from 
20- 25% to 70- 85% with heat recovery. Refers to the 
largest gas turbines in the world and the fact that they arc 
heat/power sets serving the Munich district heating complex. 
States that single pipe tclethcrmics systems could be a 
solution to the use of heat from remote nuclear stations. 
Discusses heat mains and British Standards for the pre
fabricated pipe-in-pipe systems. Surveys district heating 
progress in a number of countries, future plans and national 
policies for district heating from power stations. Recommend, 
the setting up of a co-ordinated national heat authority 
responsible to Parliament and suggests a ban be placed on 
the building of more electricity-only stations. 

55. 

56. 

HASELER, A. E. 
World energy conservation - not fully attainable without 
district heating and cooling. 
in International Congress of Climatics, 6th, Milan, 1975. 
Clima 2,000: proceedings, paper 1.02.01. 21p. 

The author gives a reminder that complete utilisation of 
energy is the ultimate expre&sion of the engineer's art and 
leads from this to show that conservation of fuels is perhaps 
the greatest and most urgent task ever given to engineers the 
world over. Official records of actual fuel savings achieved 
by district heating in a number of countries are the basic 
supporting evidence. The sources of the official and 
authoritative empirical data are given. The paper refers to an 
examination of several ways of providing energy in a typical 
British city including individual room heaters, central heating 
and district heating using various sources of heat supply, 
namely boiler plant and reject heat from electricity generation. 
Gives the comparisons of energy consumption of these 
methods that show the lowest figure is for combined heat/ 
power production. States the importance of utiJizing the 
supplementary heat from industrial processes, refuse incinera
tion and natural sources. The fallacy is discussed of using, in 
comparative cost studies, those notional maximum combustion 
efficiencies of individual appliances measured when operating 
under ideal and full load conditions in a laboratory. Urges that 
the realistic figures obtained from long term field measurements 
in dwellings should be used instead for comparison with 
district heating plant. States that large central plant is kept 
on constant load and in clean and properly regulated con
dition. A bar line chart confirms the comparison of average 
fuel utilization efficiencies of the various methods of providing 
space and water heating. The UN and EEC energy statistics 
arc tabulated for the UK and five other countries showing 
the percentages of total fuel consumptions in the main sectors 
of usage. Heating, water heating and cooling are stated to 
comprise by far the largest sector of fuel consumption. The 
author points out that solar and geothermal energy, also that 
reclaimed from refuse incineration and industry, cannot be 
utilized to the maximum extent unless the heat is piped to 
town buildings for heating and cooling. District heating's 
other advantages it is stated, include significant fuel savings 
by electric road and rail transport when the power is obtained 
from combined heat/power production operating at over 80% 
average efficiency instead of nearer 30%. Explains that 
electric lighting and cooking similarly will use considerably 
less fuel than at present and so will electric heating which will 
then be a valuable balancing load in areas beyond the 
economic or feasible reach of the heat mains. A plea is made 
to save fuel by the generation of "energy", combined heat 
and power rather than their separate production. The new 
prefabricated pipe-in-pipe heat mains systems and their effect 
on district heating and telethermics generally, including long 
distance heat transmission are discussed. The author con
cludes with a proposal that the index of national status should 
be the Energy Conservation Factor, ECF, instead of the old 
emphasis on GNP, Gross National Product, that can encourage 
fuel wastage. 

JENKINS, N. 
District heating can cut wastage from nuclear plants. 
in Energy International, v.11, March 1974, p.25-26. 

A general paper by a well known protagonist for energy 
conservation by means of combined heat and power stations. 
States district heating progress and its potential for overall 
fuel economy and refers to the substantial developments in 
Sweden and their experience since 1963 with district heating 
from nuclear power plants. 
Highlights some of the more important technical and econ
omic points produced at the Second International District -
Heating Convention in Budapest in 1973. 
Discusses the possibilities for the application in Britain of 
district heating from nuclear power stations. Author is 
critical of those in influential and authoritative positions who 
seem to be antipathetic to district heating with its potential 
for large scale fuel economy. 



57. 

58. 

59. 

KOP'EV, S. F. 
High temperature heat supply from large heat and power 
stations., by S. F. Kop'ev and M. V. Sigal. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.20, no.2, July 1973, p.26 - 33. 

Looks at the choice of the method of indirect heat distribution 
with a higher primary mains temperature, from the point of 
view of the overall economic operation of heat and power 
stations including those remote from towns. 
Stresses the benefit of greater reliability, quality and con
venience of the indirect heat supply method. Claims a 10% 
to 15% reduction in fuel consumption compared with directly 
connected systems because of the ability in warm winter 
spells to lower the flow temperatures in local distribution 
networks. Author omits references to the modern com-
bined heating and instantaneous hot water heat transformers 
(as used in the UK, Scandinavia and West Germany). The 
schematic diagram shows two separate calorifiers. The 
cost saving data is given graphically and in tabulated form. 
Further investigations are said to be planned. The indirect 
system is claimed to lower the capital costs of networks 
and transmission mains by specified amounts. It is further 
claimed that the heat transfer surface areas of trans-
formers will considerably decrease and so will the cost of 
local distribution and connections to buildings. 

KRINCKER, D. 
Einfluss der Gestaltung und Betriebsfiihrung von grosseren 
Heizzentralen auf den Energieverbrauch [Effect of design 
and operation of large district heating plant on energy 
consumption] 
in Gas Wiirme International, v.23, no. 7, July 1974, 
p.250-254. 
In German. 

Author is a professional engineer with the Hamburg Gas 
Works. Presents a thorough discussion of ways of optimising 
fuel utilisation with quantified examples and operational 
data from a number of heat-only plants and heat centrals. 
States that the need to select the most efficient methods 
has become urgent as the result of the fuel crisis and that 
designers as well as operators can help to meet this require
ment. Methods of achieving economy in the planning and 
operation of boiler plant are suggested and quantified. 
The district heating plant in Hamburg Gas Works is used as 
a source of data on the effectiveness of economy in fuel 
and labour by automatic controls and other methods. 

LEVIN, E. F. 
A survey of the performance of some gas-fired and oil-fired 
residential heating units in Suffolk County, New York. 
Yale University, 1973. 

Reports on the independent tests by the National Economic 
Research Associates Inc. in Long Island which showed that 
domestic and small boiler oil burners on full load were 
considerably below optimum efficiency levels even though 
the interval from the previous service call to the time of 
testing was only 68 days. States that a 3 mm layer of soot 
on the heat transfer surfaces increased fuel consumption by 
over 8%. The authors state that a factor of great importance 
for annual efficiency of domestic central heating units is 
that they rarely operate at maximum capacity. Give other 
reasons for the measured low annual efficiencies including 
poor matching of burner - boiler - flue, incompatibility 
of house design and heat generator, boiler being matched to 
the coldest possible weather load so that it works normally 
at partial load, probably with on-off operation. 
See also paper by J. G. Muller, this section, no.64, also in 
Proceedings of 64th International District Heating Associ
ation, Indiana, June 1973, p.33-41, which states that annual 
fuel savings from district heating boilers are 37% compared 
with individual boilers and 8% to 14% additional savings from 
combined heat/power production. Further sources of this 
normally hard-to-find data are referred to in Haseler's paper, 
District heating and telethermics, Section 8, no.310. 
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MACEY, J . P. 
Economics of district heating. 
in District Heating for the New Britain, University of 
Nottingham, 22 April, 1969. [Papers] p.23 - 33. 
Nottingham, Department of Architecture and Civic Planning, 
University of Nottingham 1969. 

A paper by the Director of Housing, Greater London Council, 
which looks at the subject from the point of view of the 
customer the tenant. Discusses the inter-relation of heating 
charges and rents and the importance of the heat costs being 
as low as possible. Gives data on some of the large GLC 
district heating schemes at Thamesmead; Roundshaw 
{Croydon) - the old airport site; and Hendon Airport site. 
Gives reasons for policy change from warm air heating to 
radiators. The scale of charges for heating and hot water are 
given for various sizes of dwellings. A comparison of costs 
of different heating methods for old persons dwellings is 
presented very thoroughly and a preliminary viability study 
to compare individual methods and district heating for 
normal housing. 

MacKILLOP, A. 
Unravel the grid. 
in Ecologist, v.3, no.11, November 1973, p.412. 

District heating to absorb the heat from comparatively local 
power stations instead of rejecting it in immense quantities 
from super stations on the coast or estuaries is urged by the 
author in the interests of better conservation of energy and 
of the environment. The efficiencies of electricity-only 
stations are quoted and actual conversion efficiencies as low 
as 5% for steam-driven sets to meet only peak demands. 
The question is asked as to whether it is right that the present 
enormous quantity of heat should be sent into the air and 
dumped into water to damage ecology and cause pollution. 
The author points to the alternative approach of using both 
the electricity and the heat and gives examples of whole 
towns being heated in this way. He decries the building 
of immense power stations and urges the use of smaller heat 
and power stations near towns. District heating is stated 
to be a very desirable improvement to our grossly wasteful 
electricity production system. The consequent reduction in 
fuel consumption is quantified. Total energy, heat pumps 
and Stirling engines are also discussed. 

MARECKI, J. 
The optimisation of development and co-operation between 
combined heat and power station and heating plants in 
covering the heat demand in towns. 
in World Energy Conference, 7th, Moscow, 1968. Papers. 
Section Cl. 

Refers to the rapid development of district heating especially 
since the 1962 World Energy Conference in Melbourne, 
Australia and which gives evidence of the technical progress 
in production, transmission and utilisation of district heating. 
Practice has demonstrated that the refunding of the initial 
costs is achieved in various towns as soon as one year or at 
the most 5 years. Combined heat and power production 
and utilisation is more profitable than separate plants and 
this statement is substantiated with formulae and data. 

13 
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64. 

65. 
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MOLLENKAMP, F.-W. 
Fernwiirme-Bedarf, hauptsachliche Verfahren und 
Entwicklungstendenzen.[District heating - demand, chief 
methods and trends). 
in Wiirme-, Klima-und Sanitiirtechnik, v.26, no.10, 
October 1974, p.14 - 16, 18-22. 
In German. 

A forward looking article that examines the possible develop
ment of very large district heating systems serving town net
works and industries. There is a number of authoritative 
references. Makes a comparative study of heat and heat/ 
power production including the use of nuclear stations. 
Assesses the safety and environmen tat aspects of nuclear 
heat/power stations. States the various advantages of district 
heating with a quantitative analysis of the energy conservation 
and anti-pollution aspects. (See also paper by this author in 
Wiirme, Klima und Sanitiirtechnik, v.26, no.IO, October 
1974, p.14 - 22. In German). 

MULLER, J. G. 
Energy conservation by district heating. 
in District Heating, v.59, no.I, July/August 1973, p.18. 

Keynote address to the 64th Annual Conference of this 
Association of which the theme also was energy conserva
tion. The author has been responsible for schemes serving 
district heating in winter and district cooling in summer. 
He is energy conservation consultant to the US Federal 
Government and the National Research Council USA. 
Paper reflects his own great experience in forming energy 
conservation policies and designing schemes which achieve 
fuel economy. Gives statistics on enormous fuel savings 
resulting from district heating in USA and the vast potential 
of national economies when the concept is in general use 
in all towns. Gives data on difference in thermal efficiencies 
of district heating boilers and individual plants quoting 80% 
for the former and 45% for the latter. Taking a sample of 
41 district heating schemes in North America, a saving of 
fuel oil of 3 7% is achieved each year which is 39,000 
barrels per day of oil. The fact is demonstrated that increases 
in fuel costs have minimum effect on district heating. 

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 
AND DEVELOPMENT 
Energy prospects to 1985: an assessment of long term 
energy developments and related policies. 
Paris: OECD, 1974. 
2v. 

States that in the past there has been little economic incen
tive for power companies and industry to take steps towards 
the more effective use of the rejected heat from electricity 
production for district heating and for process work. Gives 
as a reason that the more effective use of this heat requires 
close collaboration between those selling the heat and those 
wishing to buy it. Suggests there have been insurmountable 
obstacles or interests in the past that came between potential 
providers and consumers of waste heat but that the economics 
of waste heat utilization have become more favourable. Urges 
that there is now a strong case for including district heating, 
using reject heat, in new urban planning developments for 
example, by siting a power station in a zone containing large 
industrial users of process heat. Suggests that this could be 
objected to for environmental reasons, or safety in the case 
of nuclear heat/power stations, so· requiring consideration 
of a community cost benefit analysis of the effects of 
district heating significantly reducing thermal pollution. In 
a negative way these volumes illustrate the serious apparent 
lack of OECD's knowledge of the significant and demon
strable energy conservation achievements in all the OECD 
member countries by the many hundreds of district heating/ 
cooling schemes using reject heat from power generation. 

66. 

67. 

PORTER, W. M. 
Energy conservation. 
in District Heating, v.59, no.2, October/November 1973, 
p.8. 

Author is Assistant Director US Office of Energy Conser
vation. He repeats the statement often heard that their 
nation has only six per cent of the world population but 
their energy consumption is already one third of the world's 
total output and the proportion is rapidly increasing. 
Explains that the newly formed Office of Energy Conser
vation as part of the Department of the Interior is to 
promote efficiencies in the use and development of energy 
resources, to conduct research for methods of improving 
the efficiency of energy usage and to develop contingency 
plans to meet emergencies in fuel and power supplies. The 
list of areas of highest energy consumption is headed by 
space heating and air conditioning. The average efficiency 
of conversion of fuel into electricity in US is 32% which 
leaves considerable room for improvement. The generation 
of electricity consumes 26% of the gross energy input but 
contributes only 10% to the final consuming sectors, 
domestic, commercial and transportation. A long list 
of areas of energy conservation effects is given and district 
heating heat pumps, total energy and utilisation of waste 
beat from power stations and industry are also included. 

PRICE, D. E. 
Economic, legal and environmental aspects of district 
heating. 
in District Heating Association, South Wales and South 
Western Branch. One-day regional conference, April 1971. 
Papers, no.3. Bristol: South Wales and South Western Branch, 
DHA, 1971. 

The author is Treasurer and Accountant, Hebbum Urban 
District Council and his paper is outstanding in respect of 
the expertise on alternative methods of financing a scheme 
and obtaining repayment charges from consumers. The 
influence of interest rates on the economic viability is referred 
to and the fact that the funds of local authorities are only 
partly at current rates, the rest being at the old low interest 
figures. The rate of interest charged against the total scheme 
is the apportionment of the average rate of the pool and 
bears no reflection of current borrowing rates. 
Nevertheless for assessing the viability of a scheme one 
could use the current rates of interest appropriate to the 
anticipated life of the major parts of the total cost. Methods 
of repayment are described and compared and preference 
is shown for the Equal Instalment of Principal rather than 
Annuity Repayment Basis. The Housing Subsidy Act is also 
introduced into the discussion because of its low interest 
rate of 4%. Gives a very thorough financial analysis. The 
paper is unique in giving a Treasurer's factual cost comparison 
of metering and no metering. Even without amortization 
charges for the capital cost of metering and on the basis of 
the cheap coal then available the annual costs per consumer 
were closely similar in both cases. The metering charges 
continue at the same level irrespective of how much heat the 
consumer uses each year and the author asks whether metering 
is worth while. Sensitivity factors are detailed in the same 
thorough and objective manner as the rest of this helpful 
paper. The Appendices add much to the value of the paper. 
See also a similar paper by the same author in District 
Heating Association, Midlands Branch. One day conference 
on the economic, legal and environmental aspects of district 
heating, 11 February 1971. Papers. 
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SOKOLOV,E. 
Role of district heating in increasing the efficiency of fuel 
combustion and decreasing air pollution in large populated 
areas. 
in World Energy Conference, 9th, Detroit, 1974. 
Preprints. Section 6.2-1. 

The conclusion is reached that the most perfect means of 
urban centralised energy supplies is district heating from large 
power stations and boiler houses and this achieves appreciable 
savings in fuel as well as in decreasing pollution. The savings 
in fuel , additional to those resulting from combined heat/ 
power production, are stated to be 15%-1 7% in the USSR. 
The combined heat/power generation process saves 1 tonne 
of fuel per KW of turbine electrical capacity. Data is 
provided on combined district heating and electricity pro· 
duction including rate of progress and extent of district heat· 
ing and the effect of its efficiency on the national economy. 
Graphs are included giving comparative sulphurous anhydride 
concentrations that show the environmental benefit of 
combined heat/power plants. Figures are given for the total 
amounts of electricity and heat consumed in the USSR in 
1973. Annual thermal efficiencies are stated to be 81% for 
combined stations, 77% for centralised boiler houses and 63% 
for decentr-alised boiler houses. 

SYMPOSIUM on problems of optimum economic exploita
tion of energy supply for heating and air-conditioning of 
large housing developments, Prague, 1966. Papers. 
Prague: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 
Committee on Housing, Building and Planning, 1967. 

The largest group of papers at this symposium, totalling 46, 
were on district heating. 
600 delegates from 26 countries attended and the papers 
reflected world progress and trends. The proportion of 
energy consumed for heating is large and rapidly increasing 
and the electricity demand is tripling every ten years. These 
statements are used to urge the wider use of district heating 
from combined heat and power generation so that the 
overall fuel used could be drastically reduced. Reference was 
made to the recommendations of the World Power Conference 
in Lausanne in 1964 that the greatest fuel economy could be 
obtained by the combined production of heat and power. 
A Danish paper stated that district heating saves £240 
building cost per house. The Czechoslovakian estimate was 
12%-15% saving in building costs. States that thermal 
electric schemes cost 30% less than thermal schemes of 
equal size. 

THORNQVIST, L. 
Multi-purpose energy plants - costs and prices. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.291-303, Summaries, p.153. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

New thinking from Sweden on principles of the economic 
evaluation of multi-purpose energy plants. Represents part 
of the research programme of the Division of Heat and 
Power Engineering at the Lund Institute of Technology. 
Combined heat and electricity production and the service 
it gives should be evaluated from socio-economic view· 
points. 

71. 

3. ECONOMICS AND ENERGY PRODUCTION 

TOWARDS energy conservation. [Papers presented at] a 
seminar held at the Royal Society, London, 1974. 
Boreham Wood, Herts.: Faculty of Building, and the 
District Heating Association, November 1974. 
Papers by Hugh Johnston, Ernest Haseler, Peter Byrne 
and Gordon Redfern. 

The authors of the four papers presented at the Seminar 
examine energy conservation and district heating from 
widely different viewpoints and attitudes. They survey the 
UK energy situation and the part that district heating can 
play in reducing fuel consumption and the cost of the 50% 
imported and costing at the time £4,000 millions a year. 
Warn that the North Sea fuel supplies are but a stop gap and 
are minute in world terms and that for trade reasons some 
of the oil may in future have to be exported to countries in 
need. State that 40% of national energy consumption is 
used for heating and associated services so this is potentially 
the largest section for saving fuel. Detail the fuel savings 
within buildings by better insulation , controls, by a reduction 
in excessive areas of single glazed fenestration and a move 
nearer to optimum ratios of building space to exposed area. 
District heating is said to offer the prospects of using low 
grade fuels in large installations that are properly controlled 
and maintained. Add that demands for hot water and 
process heat in hot weather and a steady demand most of 
the year open up the possibilities of combined heat and 
power production. Authors report that the Central 
Electricity Generating Board is starting to take considerable 
interest in the subject and that in comparative studies the 
experience of other European countries are said to be valid 
with appropriate considerations of any differences that may 
exist. The larger district heating schemes in the Govern· 
ment's building sector over the last 30 years are stated to 
have been financially viable and in one case at least have 
provided heat to commercial clients at attractive rates. 
Mention that in the UK there is a changing and more 
favourable attitude to district heating. The suggestion in one 
paper that district heating other than from heat/power 
generation does not save significant fuel is countered by 
authoritative, factual evidence in others including the 
official annual reports on actual schemes which state each 
year the recorded fuel savings. These are quoted. 
Emphasises the harm done if wrong national energy 
policies, or lack of them, result from misconceptions. 
Published empirical data is given on the utilisation efficiencies 
over at least a year of domestic combustion appliances as 
measured by expert and uncommitted research teams in 
other countries. These are given as 43% on average with 
50% as a maximum. These figures are said by one author 
to exclude the very low primary fuel specific consumptions 
for open fires and electric heating from electricity-only 
stations. One paper gives the analogy of the petrol consump
tion of a new car driven at constant speed under specified 
weather conditions with the annual average fuel consumption 
of that car in normal use, and states that large central plants 
are kept always at optimum load and operational conditions. 
One author postulates that all urban buildings in one or more 
towns are needed to absorb the heat load from a combined 
heat/power station so it obviously requires a Heat Energy 
Board or National Heat Authority to supply heat to the 
private as well as the public sectors. 

15 
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WINKENS, H.-P. 
Die Aussichten einer Verbreitung der Fernwiinneversorgung 
(Outlook for an expansion of district heating] 
in Energiewirtschiiftliche Tagesfragen, v.25, no.8, 
August 1975, p.374-381 
In German. 

Strongly urges greater sense of responsibility for fuel 
conservation and states that even if present pessimism about 
world resources proves not to be fully justified, future fuel 
prices will be substantially higher than today. Oblique 
reference to the compelling present realities and portents 
which show that in future evasions of energy economies 
will not be permitted. Points to the evidence that district 
heating ultimately is best suited to heat/power stations and 
that it can provide proper space heating standards with a 
saving of 80% to 85% of the total average fuel consumption 
of individual fireplaces. This is achieved by using the heat 
otherwise wasted from power stations. Refers to the 
statistics showing rapid growth rates of district heating in 
Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and USSR. 
Discusses the future requirements and outlook for district 
heating in Western Germany and the breadth of its benefits 
not only for fuel economy but for warmer and more 
comfortable living conditions indoors and cleaner, healthier 
environments outdoors in complexes of residential, 
commercial and industrial buildings. Compares the 
advantages for heat/power stations of two types of nuclear 
reactors. 18 references are included. See also paper by this 
author, no. 579 "Germany looks towards nuclear district 
heating" and paper to the 3rd International District 
Heating Convention, Warsaw, April 1976 (section 3, no.73). 

WINKENS, H.-P. 
National economy by means of combined heat/power 
stations. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, 
Warsaw, 1976. 
Papers. Theme 1, Paper 16. 
(not yet published). 

Discusses the non-linear dependence of heat demand on 
external temperature and the fact that actual peak loads are 
only about 60% of the design maximum based on a linear 
relationship. The significant increase in gas and oil prices 
since 1973 are mentioned as having introduced new economic 
conditions even more favourable to district heating. States 
that by district heating the primary fuel consumption is 
significantly reduced and that it is profitable to connect 
small heat loads. In existing areas of towns already supplied 
with gas, the profitability of conversion to district heating 
is said to depend on the densities and connected capacity of 
heat loads. Electric space heating from heat/power stations 
is said to be a future possibility but only in areas of low 
residential densities. 

74. 

75. 

ZANELLA,G. 
Comparaison technico economique entre un chauffage 
urbain et un chauffage plus or moins divise utilisant le gaz 
ou le mazout. 
[Technico-economic comparison of district heating and 
central heating with gas and fuel oil.] 
in World Gas Conference, 12th, Nice, 1973 
In French. 

Comparative study of alternative ways of providing heating 
and hot water services for S. Procolo, a new area of Verona, 
Italy, including a range of building types: residential, schools, 
banks and theatres. The quantities are stated. Author is 
the principal of the municipal gas and electricity under
taking and he states that lowest cost and the cleanest possible 
environment were the end requirements stated in the brief. 
The two fuels available are given as natural gas and diesel oil 
with the former the most competitive whether for individual 
appliances, group or district heating schemes. States that 
no advantage was found for schemes in excess of 5,000 flats. 
Conclusion is reached that a town heating network would 
be viable if connected to a heat/power station. It is con
firmed that the lowest fuel (gas/oil) consumption of all 
methods was found to be in district heated areas and this is 
said to be a factor influencing the final choice of systems. 
It is further reported that even with the lower heating 
standards (intermittent heating) of individual appliances 
there is still a higher specific fuel consumption than with 
district heating. Heat distribution at high temperature 
to meet Italian regulations requires full time attendance 
at the central plant and yet in spite of the extra labour costs 
and the need for local heat transformers, it shows to 
advantage. The respective costs of one large or several smaller 
heat plants in the city are compared. Natural gas is stated 
to be always competitive with fuel oil providing the tariffs 
are within the price ranges specified. A District Heating 
Authority is accepted as being essential. 

ZINGER, N. M. 
Engineering and economic comparison of independent and 
dependent heat supply systems. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.20, no. 7, July 1973, p.38- 42. 

The author is with the USSR Heating Institute and his paper 
compares the two methods of connecting consumers installa
tions to the mains, namely the direct and indirect techniques. 
He takes into account the design temperature of the flow 
mains and points out that the economics are very different 
when considering high and medium temperatures. States that 
the greater security and reliability of the mains network and 
central plant by the indirect method are benefits balancing 
the extra design costs of 5%. The cost comparisons included 
are the results of a special investigation. 

For other papers containing information on economics and energy 
production see 20, 21, 29, 108, 109, 110, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 
119, 120, 125, 128, 130, 146, 147, 148, 150, 164, 170, 171, 172, 174, 
175,176,180,181,186,193,229,248,259,313,329,332,360,368, 
383,384,403,437,438,449,462,488,490,506,509,516,518,519, 
520,521,526,531,533,541,552,572,576 and 579. 
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BALOGH,E. 
Development of the district heating system of Tatabanya and 
its effect on the recovery of the environment from pollution. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 1, p.5-18; Summaries p.113 Budapest: 
Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Interest of this paper is firstly the influence of coal-fired 
district heating on cleaner air and secondly on the fact that 
this town is basically four old villages and two new districts. 
There are two thermal power stations. 7,700 dwellings with 
total heat demand of 69 G Cal/h is expected to increase to 
190 GCal/h. District heating now eliminates 2,800 tons 
of airborne sulphur dioxide yearly but when completed it 
will remove 7,000 tons a year. Refuse incineration is being 
introduced to supply district heating and to obviate traffic 
pollution of vehicles now dumping town waste. 
District heating will avoid the need for numerous fuel lorries 
and the pollution they cause. The new chimney is 160 m 
high, further to improve air cleanliness. 

BOOTE, R.E. 
Man and environment 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 3, Section 0(1). London: District 
Heating Association, 1970. 

The author is Chairman of the European Commission for 
the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources. The paper 
states the importance of district heating in environmental 
improvement and energy conservation. The major contri
bution that district heating makes is by the combined 
production of heat and power from a single source whereby 
waste heat is utilised, thermal pollution of rivers and sea 
avoided, a single chimney serves highly efficient boiler plant 
so obviating air pollution. Many other benefits of district 
heating are listed by this international authority on the 
environment and conservation. 

BRIGGS,M. 
High living at Penrhys - warmed by district heating. 
in Surveyor, v.135, no.4051, 30 January 1970, p.40-43. 

Emphasises the extreme exposure at a 1,000 ft altitude of 
this large £5 million project with snow and bitter Atlantic 
winds at times. The design of the whole scheme is to offset 
this severe environment and one of the features is district 
heating. It serves a community of 4,000 people including 
their housing, shops, schools, churches,,petrol station, public 
house and police station. It is a coal-fired district heating 
scheme. The article describes and illustrates the project as 
a whole and so it is of particular interest to architects, town 
planners and those responsible for safeguards for health and 
the avoidance of condensation damage to housing in cold 
damp locations. 
See paper by T. M. C. Francis to the Distnct Heating 
Symposium for Financial and Legal Aspects, Section 12, 
no.594. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

4. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS 

BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION 
Anthropometric and ergonomic recommendations for 
dimensions in designing for the elderly. 
London: BSI, 1969. 
(BS 4467: 1969) 

Essential data for designers of district heating schemes 
serving, inter alia, dwellings for elderly people which are 
included in most municipal projects. Government require
ments, e.g. Department of the Environment Circular 82/69, 
are based on the same dimensions as in this specification. 
Height of radiator valves, thermostatic controls etc. above 
floor must be as stated. 
See also Ministry of Housing and Local Government (now 
DOE) Design Bulletin no.I (Metric Edition). Some aspects of 
designing for old people. London, HMSO, 1968. 

CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES. 
Body temperatures in the elderly: a national study of 
physiological, social, and environmental conditions, by 
R.H. Fox [and others]. 
in British Medical Journal, v.1, no.5847, 27 January 1973, 
p.200-206. 
(Reprinted by the BMA) 

Report of Working Party, formed on the initiative of 
specialists on district heating and hypothermia to ascertain 
relation between hypothermia and heating standards. Low 
cost heating makes healthy heating standards for the elderly 
practicable. Makes recommendation that priority should 
be given to considerations of measures (district heating) 
which will help to ensure that elderly people are not pre
cluded by lack of money from attaining living conditions 
adequate to protect them from the cold. 
See also Pilot Survey into the occurrence of hypothermia in 
elderly people living at home, in Public Health, v.82, no.5, 
July 1968, p.223-229. 

EHRIG, H. 
Fernwiirmeversorgung und Reinhaltung der Luft. 
[Clean air and district heating - chimney heights.] 
in Heizung, Lu/tung und Haustechnik, v.15, no.9, 
September 1964, p.320-324, 
In German. 

One of the few papers on the design of chimneys to 
minimise ground level pollution especially of S02 and 
grit. Refers to electrostatic filtration as well as the 
removal of sulphur, soot and grit. The advantages of 
district heating, especially from combined heat and 
electricity stations, are listed and comparisons are made 
with the far greater sum of emissions from numerous small 
boiler plants and domestic appliances. Chimneys 200 
metres high are dealt with. The paper is a realistic and 
practical one based on many years of tests on a number of 
district heating and combined stations in Germany. 
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FOPPIANO, M. 
AiI pollution, thermal efficiency and smoke-side conosion 
in central heating plants, by M. Foppiano, N. Rossi and 
F. Siniscalco. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 1, p.59- 76; Summaries, p.117. Buda
pest : Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Takes the high cost of producing energy as the reason for 
reducing by means of district heating the total bill for the 
cost of air pollution, gas-side corrosion and thermal 
efficiency. 
Various methods of attaining optimum results at minimum 
cost are suggested. 

GULACSY,B. 
District heating power plants and air cleanness, by B. Gulacsy, 
E. Luptak and F. Taller. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973 . Papers. Group l,p.91 - 110, Summaries, p.119. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Gives the main causes of air pollution as sulphur dioxide, 
nitrogen oxides and dust-soot and states that individual 
appliances are the chief culprits. The optimum solution is 
given as district heating and their power plants should be as 
large as possible with chimneys up to 300 m high. District 
heating from natural gas-fired turbines combine clean air 
advantages with economy in fuel, building space and chimney 
cost. 

HANNES, K. 
Die Bedeutung der Fernwirrnetechnik fiir den Umweltschutz 
[The significance of district heating for enviionmental 
protection], by K. Hannes and F .-W. Mollenkamp. 
in Brennstoff-Wiirme-Kraft, v.25, no.6, June 1973, p.224-
229 . 
In German. 

Gives evidence concerning the significant improvements in 
the cleanliness and purity of the air and the environment 
generally achievable by district heating. The harmful emis· 
sions from a multiplicity of individual heating installations 
and how they are obviated by centralised urban heat produc
tion are the main themes of the paper. The various sources 
of heat energy are discussed including combined heat/power 
production using fossil and nuclear fuels . Refuse incineration 
and the proportion of useful energy that it can provide by 
means of district heating are described and illustrated 
graphically. The environmental aspects of the fuels used are 
tabulated including nuclear, natural gas, coal, light and heavy 
oil, and refuse. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating and the environment. 
in Consulting Engineer, v.35, no.2, February 1971, p.49-53. 
(Reprinted by D.O.E. Library Service) 

Opens with the foremost recommendation of the World 
Energy Conference 'One of the first essentials of a town is 
district heating'. Describes the crude methods used by 
Britons in the past to keep warm because there was little or 
no central heating as in other countries. Gives data on the 
highest death rate in the world for diseases aggravated by 
cold damp housing or at least the bedrooms and rooms other 
than the one living room. Refers to the nationwide incidence 
of condensation and the consequent millions of pounds 
remedial work each year. The low fuel cost component of 
district heating enables constant heating to be applied when· 
ever there is a danger that building fabric may fall below dew 
point. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

HELLMERS, P. 
Umweltfreundliches Femheizwerk mit Schweriilfeuerung. 
[Clean district heating plant burning heavy oil]. 
in Heizung, Lu/tung und Huastechnik, v.24, no.3, March 
1973, p.86 - 89. 
In German. 

A main design objective is stated to be a district heating 
boiler plant with the best possible cleanliness of flue gas 
emissions when the fuel is heavy oil. The selection of all 
the main plant units and installation design techniques to 
minimise pollution are discussed and in some cases illustrated. 
Precautions in methods of operation are described. The 
ultimate capacity of the plant is planned to be of the order 
of 140 MW. The author is with BP, Ag Ham burg. 

HELP THE AGED 
Death in winter. 
Watford: C. H. Peacock, 1975? 
20p. 

A special report on inadequate heating conditions amongst 
the old. In Chapter 5, district heating is described and its 
progress and scope in Britain. The organisation suggest an 
immediate start on the provision of district heating to private 
homes and mandatory installation of district heating in new 
local authority building. 

HOHL,R. 
District heating in Switzerland. 
in ASHRAE Journal, v.16, no.3, March 1974, p.80-81. 

Discusses the Swiss national plans in progress to provide all 
their 40 or more urban areas with district heating serving 
90% of all buildings and thus enable 60%-65% of the 
population to enjoy its benefits. The author emphasises the 
greatly improved environment that district heating can 
provide in addition to its many other advantages. Reports 
that the Swiss programme is for heating plants to be installed 
to serve at first districts, then whole towns with piped hot 
water sent out at 70°C to 120°C depending on the time of 
year and weather conditions. States the important fact that 
district heating by greatly reducing fuel consumption will 
make Switzerland less dependent on oil imports as well as 
saving the national bill for energy. Adds the points that in 
addition to fuel oils, natural gas will be used and probably 
nuclear fuels so when supplies of natural gas fail, coal will 
have become in more general use and will continue to 
supply space heating in large central stations. The ability 
of district heating to use any fuel is thus said to be important 
to strategic energy planning. Author further explains that 
the combined production of heat and electricity produces 
at high efficiency more of the latter than is required in 
towns, so the plan is to use the surplus in place of oil for 
space heating in villages and rural areas. The all-year hot 
water demand will help to provide a good load factor for 
base load nuclear heat/power stations. This subject is 
discussed and to some extent quantified. A model is 
shown of energy supplies in Switzerland in the year 2,000. 
Combined heat/power refuse incinerator plants are planned 
or are existing for supplementary energy supplies. 
Concludes with a statement that full collaboration at all 
levels will be essential between cantonal and local govern
ment, fuel and power authorities and builders. 
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IVERSEN, N. S. 
District heating and incineration in a Danish town: their role 
in reducing air pollution. 
in International Clean Air Conference, London, 1966. 
Papers. 

States that the 350 district heating schemes serving a third 
of the population of Denmark have reduced S02 air 
pollution by 50% and soot and ash emitted in towns also 
by 50%.' States that air pollution was not the reason for the 
widespread adoption of district heating - its popularity is 
due to economy in fuel and money . 

KHRISTIANOVICH, S. A. 
Steam gas turbine plant for combined generation of heat 
and power. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.20, no. 7, July 1973, p.62-68. 

A brief but useful article on a particular aspect of oil-fired 
district heating and power stations. It deals with a method 
of preliminary in-cycle gasification of high-sulphur oils that is 
claimed to be an effective way of minimising air pollution 
by oxides of sulphur and of nitrogen. Reduced corrosion 
and ash emission and deposits on heat transfer surfaces are 
given as additional benefits of the process. The method is 
described and is said to have been suggested by the authors in 
1960 and patented. Reference is made to work being 
carried out in USA, W. Germany and Holland. Mentions 
experimental work, pilot schemes and a full scale power 
station installation. A breakdown of costs is given and 
there are diagrams of gasification systems. 

LAWLER,W. 
Environmental aspects of district heating. 
in District Heating Association. Midlands Branch. One day 
conference on the economic, legal and environmental 
aspects of district heating, 11 February 1971. Papers. 
Nottingham: Midlands Branch, DHA, 1971. 

The author is an Alderman of the City of Birmingham and 
later Member of Parliament. 
The paper deals with three aspects of district heating and the 
effects of: (a) adequate heating in the home, (b) improving 
the surroundings, (c) costs. Emphasises the need for adequate 
heating to protect buildings against condensation and ensure 
healthy living conditions. Lists the lost opportunities in 
Birmingham of not using heat from power stations and refuse 
incineration. 
Gives personal examples of cases of severe hardship, ill health 
and high heating costs of electric and other heating in Council 
dwellings in his constituency in Birmingham. People buy 
paraffin heaters after paying excessive heating bills for the 
first quarter. Details the fire hazards. Low heating costs of 
district heating will solve these problems. 

MACSKASY, A. 
A kornyezet vedelme tavhoelhitas utjan. 
(Protecting the environment by using district heating]. 
In two parts. 
Part 1 in Epuletgepeszet, v.21, no.4, 1972, p.145-1:,1. 
Part II inEpuletgepeszet, v.21, no.5, 1972, p.193-197. 
In Hungarian. 

A source of measured data on air pollution with a detailed 
analysis of the air and its pollutants listing 16 substances. 
Discusses the permissible limits of pollution and the meteoro
logical aspects affecting the city's environment. District 
beating's effectiveness in providing a cleaner and purer city 
environment is confirmed. The work is put into perspective 
by references to the results of studies in other countries 
including Finland and to those given in a paper presented to 
the REH VA Conference in 1972. 

93 . 
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MARSH,A. 
Urban air pollution and district heating as an aid to its 
prevention: discussion. 
in Symposium on District Heating, London, 1967. 
Proceedings, p.30- 34. 
London: IHVE, 1968. 

A concentration of detailed data and statistics from an out
standing authority on the subject of air pollution. There are 
useful references to other papers on the subject. 

MEBOLDT, H. 
Probleme der Luftreinhaltung im Hinblick auf die Emission 
gasformiger Schadstoffe bei Verbrennungs prozessen. 
[Problems in maintaining clean air in view of gaseous 
pollutants from combustion processes). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.l, February 1974, p.18-
24. 
In German. 

Compares the emissions of gaseous pollutants from a district 
heating station and from individual appliances in an area. 
A model of a particular area is used in this comparison. The 
various factors affecting the emissions from combustion 
processes are discussed with a thoroughness typical of the 

·whole paper. 

MERRlMAN,D. 
Power stations and the aquatic ecology. 
in Proceedings of the American Power Conference, v.34, 
1972, p.48-52. 

The author is a Professor of Biology, Yale University and his 
paper is relevant to heat/power stations. He states in his 
paper that waste heat from chimneys, cooling towers etc. 
ejected into the biosphere presents a major problem, quoting 
the article "The biosphere: the atmospheric engine is subtle 
in its operation and delicate in its balance", in the Scientific 
American, v.223, September 1970. 
Refers to his work (on the subject of the paper) on the 
Connecticut river where a rise in water temperature -of 
22.4°F occurs due to a power station 575 MW and a flow 
rate of 825 cu.ft/s. The river has the largest volume of all 
rivers, ,16,000 cu ft/s plus a tidal flow rate of 15,000 cu ft/s. 
The research work started in 1965 by a State directive and 
the cost to date is $1.5 million. Work not dealt with in 
detail in the paper - the report will occupy volumes. Refers 
to dimensions of hot water plume, of effects on fish, its 
chemistry etc. Severe strain on the US cooling water supplies 
caused by the increased number of power stations. Figures 
and estimates of growth rate are given. Refers to U.235 
uranium fuel epoch as brief (Scientific American v.224, 
September 1971 "Energy and Power") States that nuclear 
stations require 50% more cooling water than conventional 
stations (a point in favour of using district heating from 
nuclear stations). Refers to "one-way street" of ecology -
the development of animal and vegetable life cannot be 
reversed if pollution kills their food and environment. 
Author urges, as a biologist, that men must achieve the 
capacity to treat as real and urgent, so demanding action 
today, the problems which will appear in critical dimen-
sions only at some future date. 
Note: Definition of Biosphere: that part of the earth and 
its atmosphere which is inhabited by living things. 
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS 

96. 

97. 

MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 
Housing standards and costs: accommodation especially 
designed for old people. 
London: HMSO, 1969 (Circular 82/69). 
Essential information for district heating design as well as 
for planning and architecture when, as is usual, housing for 
the elderly is involved. Affects economic studies. States 
statutory requirement of installations to provide minimum 
heating standards under control of residents of 21 °C 
throughout dwelling at any time of day or night throughout 
the year. Slightly higher temperature required in bathrooms. 
Hot water service to be available at all times. 

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC BUILDING AND WORKS. 
Condensation in dwellings: Part 1. A design guide. 
London: HMSO, 1970. 
SBN 11 670182X. 

Gives maximum points for methods of avoiding conden
sation to 'Authority or landlord heat supply at fixed price', 
including district heating. In the same section on design 
techniques to avoid surface and interstitial condensation, it 
gives data on design temperatures in all rooms of a house 
necessary to avoid condensation and quotes bedrooms as 
the places where inadequate heating is often the most 
damaging. Suggests bedrooms are the most useful criterion 
by which to identify at the design stage the potential risks 
of structural condensation. This book is authoritative, 
objective and based on surveys and fundamental physical 
laws on heat transfer, moisture gradients and dew point 
(condensation level). In relating damage by condensation 
to the inadequate or complete absence of heating caused 
by the inability of residents to pay the cost of warmth, 
the publication gives a reason why district heated property 
does not suffer from condensation and mould growth. 
This important benefit of a low cost constant heat supply 
is emphasised in many of the documents referred to in 
this bibliography. See also papers on the effect of conden
sation on people: Centre for Environmental Studies, Body 
temperatures in the elderly. (Section 4, no.SO). 

98 . TAYLOR,G. 
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Hypothermia - low body temperature. 
in Symposium on District Heating, London, 1967. Papers. 
London: IHVE, 1967. 

Dr. Taylor is one of the leading experts in the world on 
hypothermia and his paper is based on his own experience 
and numerous measurements of people's body temperatures 
related to the environmental conditions in homes, offices, 
hospitals and building sites. Results of tests are given. States 
that health and life depend on an adequate temperature so 
the cheap heat that district heating can provide makes it 
possible for all citizens to live in healthy conditions. Gives 
Government statistical data on the appallingly high incidence 
of illness and death due to population living in cold damp 
homes. Recommends better heating standards. 
Advises national district heating programme and a university 
professorship in this and associated environmental subjects. 

99. TAYLOR,G. 
The social case for district heating, by G. Taylor and 
A. E. Haselcr. 
in Flame Magazine, Autumn 1969, p.5. 

Dr. Taylor is a leading medical authority on hypothermia and 
its coincidence with inadequate heating in hospitals, homes, 
offices and building sites. The temperature measurements he 
has made on people and in premises are reported together 
with medical advice on what temperatures are needed to 
prevent ill health and perhaps death. 
A. E. Haseler, the leading British district heating authority, 
gave evidence on how the low running cost and fuel use of 
district heating made it a realistic proposition for everyone 
in conurbations to be able to afford good heating. Informa
tion obtained from the Danish Government confirmed that 
hypothermia did not occur in their country probably 
because there was a law, to safeguard their chief assets of 
property and people, that all rooms in all homes had to be 
kept heated above a specified minimum. 

For other papers on the environmental aspects of district heating see 
30,44,68, 117,122,151,208,233,253,266,332,376,402,434, 
518,519,531,551,567 and 577 . 
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5. PRODUCTION OF HEAT AND ELECTRICllY IN COMBINATION 

5.1 GENERAL 

100. BYSTRYAKOV, Yu.k. 
Parallel operation of two heat and power stations in a large 
heat supply system. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.20, no.7, July 1973, p.34- 37. 

States the reasons why parallel operation of district heating 
sources for amalgamated regions of heat load is possible even 
if the heat mains networks are very extensive and complex 
in profile. Quite considerable fuel savings are said to be 
obtained especially with the use of modern high-capacity 
turbines. The importance is stressed of ascertaining the 
hydraulic conditions of the integrated networks to identify 
which plants to keep in operation at different periods of the 
year. 

101. CLAUS, J. 
Afvalwannte en verwanning. 
(Heat waste and heating]. 
in Verwarning en Ventilatie, v.32, no.l, January 1975 , 
p.19-27. 
In Dutch. 

Basic thermodynamic principles and laws are discussed includ
ing the Carnot Cycle to illustrate the possibilities of saving 
fuel by understanding these laws and putting into effect the 
methods by which greater efficiencies can be attained in 
converting fuels into useful energy. Emphasises the significant 
fuel savings, 25%, that can result from combining the 
production of heat and electricity and 40% by including the 
heat pump. 

102. COMBINED District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. 
Papers. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Papers presented to the British Delegation to Sweden, and 
indexed separately under authors. Available from the 
Swedish Chamber of Commerce for the UK, Trade 
Commissioners Office, Sweden House, 14 Trinity Square, 
London EC3N 4BN. 

103. COMPENDIUM of schemes. 
Illinois, USA: Total Energy Publishing Co. 
An annual publication. 

A valuable compendium of total energy schemes in USA 
and Canada giving the salient facts and figures of heat 
and power outputs, types of prime movers, nature of 
application, etc. 

104. 

105 . 

106. 

DECISION SCIENCES CORPORATION. 
Economic evaluation of large-scale residential energy systems; 
summary of current activities. 
August 1972. 36p. 

The US Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD), to meet the President's Directives on fuel economy, 
originated this study with the objective of the preparation 
of guide criteria for the determination by the public and 
private sectors of combined electricity generation and 
district heating and cooling. Economic but adequate 
housing, conservation of the energy resources of the nation 
and of the environment were the stipulated future needs 
of the US. The usefulness of this study, apart from showing 
the substantial degree of fuel economy achievable by 
combined energy production, is the step-by-step method 
given by which viable applications can be identified. 
Residential density, climatic conditions, numbers of dwell
ings, fuel and electricity costs are included in the nomo
graph input variables. Profitability will be the ultimate 
deciding factor. 

DELSON, J. K. 
New factors in supply of heat and electric power from 
central stations. 
in Proceedings of the Convention of the Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers in Israel, 8th, Tel Aviv, 30 April-
3 May 1973. p.l/lx-9/lx. 
Tel Aviv: Electrical and Electronics Engineers in 
Israel, 1973. llp. 

The author is at the University of the Negev but according 
to the many references his paper seems to be influenced by 
practice in the USA, and his previous work at the US Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. Deals with considerable fuel 
savings of combined heat/power production and with the 
consequent reduction in air pollution and thermal 
pollution of rivers. Desalination of sea water is of particular 
value to Israel and combined district heating and electricity 
generation makes this viable. Nuclear reactors are dealt 
with in connection with dual-purpose plants. The paper is 
fairly general and exploratory and is suitable for those who 
do not want a purely technical work. The discussion is 
not limited to district heat/power stations and refers to 
waste heat recovery in refineries and paper mills. Author 
states that the dual-purpose concept is already applied in 
Israel and that district heating development will be most 
progressive in certain named areas. District heating is 
stated to prove not only an efficient use of fuel but also a 
means of helping to balance summer and winter electricity 
system loads. 

DERN,E. 
Steigerung der elektrischen Leistung eines Heizkraftwerks
blockes durch optirnale Verteilung der Heizlast auf zwei 
Entnahmestellen. 
[Increasing the electric capacity of a heat electric station 
block unit by optimum distribution of the heat load over 
two extraction points] 
in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.3, May 1973, p.41 - 54. 
In German. 

Propounds the advantages of two-stage district heating 
condensers instead of single stage in terms of improved 
operation and especially of a significant increase in the 
amount of extra electricity production capacity. 
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1Q7. 

108. 

109. 

110. 
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ELECTRICITY supply industJy and district heating: a report 
on a conference held by the District Heating Association in 
London on October 11th 1972. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.545. 
December 1972, p.295-300. 

Condensed versions of papers by J. A. Burchnall, G. S. West 
and P. P. Hartley; on the electricity industry's attitude to 
district heating, the combined production of electricity and 
heat, and the South Bank District heating scheme, respectively. 

FUNNELL, J.E. 
Utilization of power-plant heat, by J. E. Funnell and 
E. J. Wolfe. 
in Combustion, v.45, May 1974, p.4 - 10. 

Discusses methods for a more complete utilisation of "waste" 
heat from steam powered electricity generation plant and 
the need for intensified research and development by 
government and industry. Makes the suggestion that the siting 
of power stations should take into account the availability 
of heat loads of different types. Conventional uses of reject 
heat from power stations are discussed including district 
heating, industrial process, agriculture and aquaculture and 
the authors then examine a number of further, possibilities. 
Two schemes are compared in respect of fuel economy, one 
is a small heat/power plant, 27 .S MW, and the other is a large 
electricity-only station, 262 MW. The utilisations of energy 
imputs are 61.5% and 27 .6% respectively. 

GEIRINGER, P. L. 
District heating by means of high temperature hot water in 
combustion with power plant design. 
in International District Heatipg Convention, 1st, London, 
April 1970. Papers, Session 4', Section F(2). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

This American engineer, author of a standard work on high 
pressure hot water systems, deals with the scheme for district 
heating and cooling combined with electricity production at 
the New York State University. The paper demonstrates that 
in this project electricity generation without waste heat 
recovery from the gas turbine plant is 24% efficient but with 
district heating the efficiency is consistently at 92%. 

GOLDSMITH, K. 
District heating with waste heat from power generation. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.121-134; Summaries, p.143. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Thermal pollution is reduced if the waste heat from thermal 
power generation is beneficially utilised by means of district 
heating. The dangers of pollution, the demand for higher 
living standards and the need to conserve energy resources 
are focussing increasing attention on the combined production 
of heat and power. Difficulties to be overcome are stated such 
as finding loads for the heat from the large remote stations 
and balancing the heat and power demands on daily and 
weekly and seasonal cycles. Suggests how combined 
generation of heat and power can be expanded in future. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

GORNOSTAEV, L. S. 
Influence of district heating on thermal efficiency of power 
stations, by L. S. Gornostaev and G. A. Kruglov. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.18, no.IO, October 1971, p.9-12. 

The thermal efficiencies of Russian power stations and how 
they have been increased by the combined production of 
heat and electricity is examined using the usual (in USSR) 
efficiency index of the specific fuel consumption per energy 
unit sold. The amount of fuel saved and the increased 
amounts of heat and power generated are quantified. District 
heating efficiency is said to have been increased and the 
several ways in which this was done are explained. Future 
trends are discussed with emphasis on efforts further to 
improve efficiencies. Comparisons are made graphically to 
show how specific fuel consumptions per energy unit 
produced vary according to types of plant. 

GUILIANI, P. 
La production combinee de chaleur, de froid et d'electricite 
au Centre International de Paris. 
(Combined production of heat, cold and electric current 
at the Centre International de Paris). 
in Re.vue Generale de Thermique, v.12, no.134, February 
1973, p.141 - 153. 
In French. 

The extensive hot and chilled water mains systems of this 
combined scheme brings it into the category of a district 
heating/cooling/power installation. Describes the combined 
production of heat, cold and electricity and how the 
optimum design parameters were selected from the various 
alternatives considered. The principal features of the designs 
are discussed and the reasons for dual fuel operation. 
The electrical capacity of the combined plant in 5 MW. 

HAAG,A. 
Technical and economical views of production in combined 
plants and hot water stations as well as distribution nets. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. 
Papers, p.69-128. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author is with the Malmo lndustriverken. 
There are 16 chapters covering the whole subject of district 
heating and most of the information is valuable and forward 
looking. Chapter 1 deals with world climatic variation in 
temperature cycles and relates the coming cold era to declin
ing energy resources in future decades. District heating 
with accumulators working in conjunction with nuclear 
power stations are said to be the best safeguard for the 
future. Chapter 2 covers the technological approach to 
district heating and the need for comprehensive designs 
including installations in buildings. Compatability of heat 
and power demands under various conditions is the general 
subject of subsequent chapters. 
A thorough mathematical treatment is given to costs and 
their apportionment. 

HAAG,A. 
Tomorrow's heating - district heating today, by A. Haag 
and N. Muir. 
Sweden: Malmo Heat and Power Plants Department, 1971. 
Reprinted in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.41, no.484, 
March 1972, p.5-11; v.41, no.485, April 1972, p.14- 17. 

Gives data of the economics and detailed costs of a few of the 
many successful whole-town combined heat and power 
schemes in Sweden. Makes cost comparisons with individual 
heating methods using oil and electricity. Swedish national 
policy of using full heat content of fuel for energy production, 
and electricity and heat, is reflected in this publication. The 
authors (like all combined station engineers), are equally 



114. HAAQ., A-continued 
responsible for electricity and district heating, and make.the 
case for both electrical and heating engineers to be responsible 
for optimising the total process of energy production rather 
than each working in their own parochial compartment. 
District heating, using heat rejected from electricity pro
duction, is shown to be essential for the best overall econo
mics and fuel savings. (The advantages of district heating to 
the individual and the community are discussed and supported 
with detailed evidence). The biggest problem is not technical 
but sociological to overcome the basic mental resistance to 
change. Emphasises the importance of private sector 
consumers' premises inclusion in district heating schemes. 
The use of heat transformers for groups of consumers' 
premises is normal in Sweden. Gives capacity and costs of the 
various sizes and a chart. shows that the 100/150 kW range is 
the most popular. Plastic insulated pipe-in-pipe mains are 
now replacing foamed concrete and ducted systems in the 
interests of lower costs and higher efficiencies. The ring main 
distribution system has been found definitely superior to 
the radial method, in fact it is said to be yirtually essential. 
(See the USSR papers on the single pipe systems for the 
opposite view.) Computer aided design is used to optimise 
mains networks to achieve minimum pumping costs and 
numbers of valves. Includes the authors' experience of 
pressure and temperature control. 
Europe's trend towards lower distribution flow temperatures 
is supported by experience in Malmo and Swedish cities 
where a maximum of 90°C and preferably 80°C is recom
mended. This ensures a 10°C differential above the Swedish 
standard of 55°C-60°C for domestic hot water. 
An optimum water velocity of 2.0-2.5 m/s is given for all 
sizes of mains and pumps. Under-dimensioning of pipe size 
has"been found to produce a greater and more steeply rising 
total annual cost penalty than over-sizing. (The reverse is 
true of central heat plants.) 
A chapter on sources of heat refers to hot water from turbine 
condensers which is 50%-65% of the total heat generated 
in the boilers. It is necessary to raise the temperature of the 
steam by an intermediate tapping of the turbine. Emphasises 
it is more profitable overall to use the full energy potential 
of fuels by combined production of heat and electricity. The 
capital cost is reduced by using reject heat for district 
heating compared with having cooling towers or river pumps. 
Detailed information is given on the techniques of waste heat 
recovery and utilisation from electricity generation. It is 
shown.that overall economy is achieved by selecting a lower 
flow temperature for district heating than is usual in some 
other countries. The use of hot water accumulators helps the 
compatibility of heat and power demands. 
Combined heat and power production minimises air and 
thermal pollution because less fuel is consumed and there is 
extremely good filtration of flue gases. Distributing hot water 
is comparatively cheap so if necessary power stations can be 
remote from towns. Nuclear power stations are stated to be 
ideal for dual energy supplies. 
Appendices give details of actual costs in tabulated and 
graphical forms. 
Gives figures for some Swedish towns of the energy used per 
person each year relative to the specific total capacities of 
installations. 
The relevance to Britain and the USA of the Swedish 
techniques and economics is shown by the authors giving 
names of towns of similar size and on the same latitude in 
the three countries, e.g. Malmo and Newcastle, Vasteras and 
Oxford. It is confirmed that Vasteras has 95% of its buildings 
district heated using reject heat from electricity generation. 
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HAASE,M. 
Influence of the combination of power and heat generation 
on power plant technology. 
in Combustion, August 1970, p.6-13. 

The author is from West Berlin and his paper has the benefit 
of the considerable experience with three extensive 
combined heat and power schemes there. Sankey diagrams 
are included to show that not more than 40% of the fuel can 
be converted into useful energy by a conventional electricity 
station but with combined heat and power this becomes 
86%. The greater reserve capacity of combined stations is 
discussed and illustrated. 

HALZL, J. 
Peak load operation of district heat and power stations, 
by J . Halzl and others. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 3, Section E(3). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

Authors are with the Institute for Energy Economy, 
Hungary and they give actual operational performance 
figures for combined heat and power stations. Summarises 
the results of peaking experiments carried out on several 
district heat and power stations. The heat storage capacity 
of the hot water mains and buildings makes it possible to 
operate combined stations at peak load thereby increasing 
the electrical output; this applies also in summer. Describes 
the success of several heat and power peaking stations. 
Nuclear heat and power stations for peak loads are mentioned 
and estimates are given of the economics. District heating 
is said to contribute to power output in an economically 
satisfactory way. Graphs and other data give specific figures 
of outputs, loads and temperatures. Most ambient 
temperatures quoted are the same as in the UK. 

HAMMER,H. 
Electricity generation and district heating by means of 
combined generation of heat and electric power-limits and 
effects. 
in IEEE Power Engineering Society winter meeting, New 
York, 28 January-2 February 1973. 6p. 

Authoritative paper for a USA electrical engineering 
audience expounding the techniques and economic limits 
of combined electricity generation and district heating using 
as an example the West Berlin extensive scheme. Dominant 
theme of the paper is that combined electricity/heat produc
tion is of great economic and social importance in towns 
because it ensures greater efficiency in the use of fuel with 
consequent clean-air benefits to the u

0

rban environment. 
Discusses both thermal and air pollution that are otherwise 
produced and gives some data recorded in Berlin. Refuse 
incineration is stated to be a valuable additional source of 
h~at and power. Explains the need to have, for economic 
reasons only, a sufficiently high heat consumption in an 
urban complex and the author suyests a minimum heat 
demand density of 30 G cal/h km . Population densities of 
at least 12,000 km2 are considered necessary for economic 
viability. Graphs of Berlin densities illustrate these points. 
Effects of a combination of district heating and electric 
storage heating from the same station are examined in respect 
of compatibility of power/heat production and supplies. 
Discusses the optimum steam exhaust temperature in relation 
to load variations and economical mains sizing. Explains the 
advantages of 2-stage rather than I-stage water heaters for 
supplying district heating networks in areas where it is rapidly 
developing. Emphasises the importance of optimising the 
mains network for obtaining lowest costs and for extending 
the economic scope of district heating. 
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HARBOE, H. 
District heating and power generation 
in District Heating Association. Midlands Branch. 
One day symposium on combining heat and power generation, 
14 Novembir 1975. Papers 
(not published). 

Written as a contra-argument to that put forward at the 
Symposium by Lingard (see this section, no.132) on the 
subject of district heating from power generation. 
Examines quite thoroughly the parameters influencing the 
performance of steam turbines for combined production, 
the magnitude of the heat requirement, gas turbines and the 
long term influences of fuels availability in future. Supports 
his thesis with actual schemes in Sweden where whole cities 
are heated solely by the use of waste heat from power 
generation. Examines the method of making oil and gas from 
coal when their natural supplies terminate and shows that 
apart from the cost being prohibitive, it would need 200 
million tonnes of coal a year to do this instead of 80 million 
tonnes for all energy requirements from combined heat and 
electricity production. 

HARBOE, H. 
Energy and heating - future options. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. Papers, 
p.135-142. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Deals with one specific question 'how are we all going to keep 
warm around the year 2000 and beyond?'. 
Urges district heating for two thirds of the population of the 
UK who are within economic reach of district heating mains. 
The other one third should use electric heating which would 
then come from high efficiency heat and power stations. 
Coal reserves are ten times as great as oil and are more evenly 
distributed. District heating or power station is needed to burn 
coal efficiently and cleanly. British made fluidised bed coal 
combustion is about to be used in Sweden at Malmo. 

HARBOE,H. 
The importance of coal. 
Finspong: Stal-Laval, 1973. 

Debates the pros and cons of coal gasification in the new 
situation of the re-emergence of coal as an important fuel for 
the present and future. Postulates that better ways of com
bustion of solid fuel arc far superior to its conversion to 
liquid or gaseous before final combustion. District heating 
combined with electricity production is demonstrated with 
the aid of charts to be the optimum method of converting 
coal into useful energy. rluidised bed combustion is 
recommended. Includes nuclear and solid waste fuels as well 
as coal. 

121. 

122. 

123 . 

HEIN, K. 
Kleinheizkraftwerke (KHKW). 
[Small combined heat-and power-station]. 
inBrennstof[-Wiirme-Kraft, v.27, no.5, May 1975, p.225-
227. 
In German. 

A welcome new aid to help reduce the costs of district heating 
in the early development periods, in special cases of heat load 
densities and when urgent demand for energy supplies have 
to be met, is described in this paper. States that it is a new 
small type of combined heat/power production station known 
as the KHKW type (Klcinheizkraftverken). Claimed to be a 
valuable complement to existing larger scale heat/power 
stations and to increase their potential scope in district heating 
schemes. Suggests their particular suitability to the US 
Government's residential developments associated with 
di~trict heating/cooling and electricity supply - the MIUS 
(Modular integrated utility system). The KHKW plant IS 

illustrated in a diagram and its benefits are compared in a 
table with other methods. 

HOHL, R. 
District heating in Switzerland. 
in Brown Boverie Revue, v.60, June 1973, p.253-264. 

Paper is a thorough one with considerable data and charts 
on all aspects of the subject. It states that 45% of 
Switzerland's energy consumption is provided by inherently 
air-polluting individual appliances and boilers. Oil is the 
usual fuel. Describes a district heating scheme which, in 
addition to the usual advantages, obtains its heat from one 
energy source, in accordance with a national energy policy 
of using techniques that create minimum pollution. The 
coupling of heat and power production is said to make it 
possible to eliminate 95% of the individual systems. 
Nuclear power stations would provide combined energy 
supplies of heat and electricity. An expert and serious 
technical paper. 

HOHR, H. 
Uberlegungen zur Betriebsdauer und Einsatzweise von 
Spitzenheizwerken. 
[Considerations on the duration and mode of operation of 
peak heating stations]. 
m Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.5, October 1974, 
p.133-136. 
In German. 

The use of peak heating stations, growing as it is with the 
increasing size of district heating schemes, makes this article 
potentially valuable for designers of the installations and 
probably also to architects, town planners and managements. 
The author deals with the advantages of peak load ~tations 
in respect of mains sizing, economics of water flow and 
power for pumping. 

124 . HORIZON total energy installation, Nottingham. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.38, no.454, September 
1969, p.14-17; v.41, no.480, November 1971, p.6-9. 

Reports on a large scale factory complex which is 
equivalent to a combined district heating/cooling scheme 
and electricity generation for a small town. Known as the 
Horizon complex it is a tobacco factory of John Player 
and Sons in Nottingham. Natural gas or light oil arc the 
only energy sources as all heating, cooling, air-conditioning, 
process work and electricity requirements arc obtained 
from the total energy plant. Eight gas turbine-generators 
are used and 80% of the heat input is in the exhaust gases 
from which heat energy is extracted. 
See also Electrical Review, 25 July 1969, p.131-132. 
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HROMEK,R. 
Toward future utilization of joint energy production by 
electrothermal plants. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating 
Association, v.65, 1974, p.112-118. 

The author is Chief Engineer, Federal Ministry of Fuel and 
Power, Czechoslovakia and his paper describes the fuel 
conservation and other benefits of combining the production 
of heat and electricity. States that heating accounts for 40% 
of the total fuel consumption in Europe which is expected 
to increase threefold by 2000. Nuclear heat/power 
production is said to be being studied in many countries. 
(The author refers to the paper by S. E. Beall and A. J. 
Miller on combined heat/power stations, Seventh Intersociety 
Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, San Diego, 
California, September 1972). Subjects covered include 
fuel economy, cleaner air, smaller generating units and 
district heating. The difference in this paper is the wider 
viewpoint - technically, nationally and economically - of 
combined heat/power utilisation and it proposes district 
heating for urban areas and electric heating from heat/ 
power stations for buildings at a distance from towns 
networks. See also papers by Ryman (Sweden) and Hasclcr 
(UK) giving similar advice. 

JOHNSTON, C. M. 
Combined heat and power generation for district heating, 
by C. M. Johnston and V. G. Newman. 
in Symposium on Space Heating, London, 1964. Papers. 
London: IEE, 1964. 

The authors were with the Central Electricity Generating 
Board and this paper therefore puts some arguments against 
combined heat and power generation. The paper is useful for 
comparing it with one by V. G. Newman, at the Second 
International District Heating Convention in 1973 and which 
shows the changed outlook over the 9 year period. 

KENWARD,M. 
Waste heat wanted. 
in New Scientist, v.61, no.BBB, 7 March 1974, p.616-617. 

Briefly reports on the salient points of interest and infor
mation that were the outcome of the visit of a party of 
British energy experts to Sweden and.their meetings with 
Swedish authorities. The uses of nuclear as well as conven
tional fuels are discussed in relation to the combined pro
duction of electricity and heat. The two Swedish electricity 
networks, one private, one public, are described and the part 
district heating plays in both cases. Technical and economic 
aspects arc included in the discussion. 

128 . KHRILEV, L. S. 
Optimisation methods and principal trends of development 
of heat generators of central district heating systems, by 
L. S. Khrilcv and I. A. Smirnov. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973 . Papers. Group 2, p.135-151. Summaries, p.144. 
Budapest : Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Takes a wide outlook on the selection of the type and 
capacity of district heating generators and their auxiliary 
plan to cope with the enormous growth of heat demand . The 
advisability is urged of using all methods including heat and 
power stations with steam turbines, gas turbines and nuclear 
plant as well as fossil or nuclear fuelled thermal stations. 
A computer programme in ALGOL-60 language is the basis 
of the optimisation and selection exercise which is far ranging 
in terms of the range of techniques and parameters of 
economics, time scale and performance. 
Research has proved which arc the factors that arc the most 
influential in the optimisation procedures. 
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131. 

KOHLER, B. 
Economic and environmental aspects of district heating in 
Sweden. 
in District Heating: v.59, no.2, October-November
December 1973, p.22 - 25. 

General discussion on the subject of combined district heating 
and electricity production including its importance in Sweden 
for the sake of a clean environment. Discusses optimum 
turbine steam exhaust conditions and si2e of plant. Examines 
the co-operation of municipal authorities which construct 
district heating installations and the independent utilities 
which operate them. Benefits of hot water accumulators 
and return water coolers explained and the fact that in some 
cases their use has resulted in the production capacity of the 
combined station being increased by 20% on the coldest days. 

KRAUSE,B. 
Optimisation of the compound operation of two heat and 
power stations. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.135-152; Summaries, p.163 . 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Simplex alogorithm is used for the optimisation process 
described in this paper which is probably the only available 
work of reference on parallel operation of two thermal
electric stations. Thermal load curves to be followed by 
power stations can be determined taking into account time 
differences and optimisation decisions. 

LEHMANN,G. 
Pompes a chaleur et calories a basse temperature. 
[Heat pumps and low temperature]. 
in Revue Generale de Thermique, v.14, no.161, May 1975, 
p.363-365. 
In French. 

A fresh approach to the subject of the combined production 
of electricity and hot water district heating. Demonstrates 
that the net availability of electrical output is the same 
whether the district heating supply is taken directly (from 
the hot condensers) at 80°C or from a heat pump using the 
tepid outflow water (from the cold condensers) in a power 
station. This result is said to have been established as a 
classic one and was used as evidence by L. Borel in his paper 
"Economic energetique et excrgie". Ecole Polytechnique 
Federate de Lausanne, Institut de Thermodynamique, 1974. 
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LINGARD, P.A. 
Electricity and heat production: energy efficiency versus 
cost efficiency. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.49, no.575, 
June 1975, p.12-14. 

A paper by a British electrical supply principal on combined 
heat/power production that seems to reflect an opposite 
point of view from those given in an increasing number of 
papers by heat/power supply and other authorities in 
Europe and elsewhere. The paper is therefore a valuable 
source of information to enable the contra arguments to be 
studied and understood. Puts forward with clear diagrams 
and tabulated data the author's thesis on the difficulties of 
combined heat and power production including the low 
temperature condensing stations cooling water and a 
reduction in electricity supply capacity. States the need 
to make feasibility studies and to achieve co-operation 
between local authorities and the electricity supply industry. 
Discusses the problems of costs and the need for heat loads 
to be built up in towns adequately to absorb the large 
quantities of heat from power stations. 
See paper by Burchnall, Electricity Council. this Section. 
no.107, stating that district heating is seen in many cases 
as an errosion of their main duty and that this induces a 
tendancy to drag their feet when opportunities occur. 
See also Plowden Committee report to Government, 
summarised in I.E.E. Journal, Electronics and Power, v.22, 
no.2, February 1976, p.75, which recommends the 
unification of the electricity generating and supply industry 
with a new statutory duty to provide an efficient co
ordinated system to take into account energy conservation 
and with powers to sell heat and to undertake combined 
heat and power production schemes. 

MUIR,N. 
District heating-the water approach. 
Finspong: Stal-Laval, 1975. 
9p. 
Lecture to the Canadian Boiler Society, Toronto, 
March 1975. 

A straightforward and simplified exposition of how district 
heating is supplied from steam-turbine driven generators and 
the resultant substantial increase in efficiency in the con
version of fuel into useful energy. Water is the recommended 
heat transfer medium, not steam. This method is shown 
to be significantly more economical in fuel consumption 
than the example quoted of the proposed Toronto scheme 
using steam. Generous graphical data is given. 

MUIR,N. 
Turbinology - a heat , power and fuel balancing problem. 
Finspong: Stal-Laval, 1975. 
Based on a lecture to the Canadian District Heating Study 
Delegation to Sweden, April 1975. 

Makes the point that combined electricity and heat production 
enables electricity to be produced more che!lply and thus at 
greater profit because prices for electric heating relate to 
tariff structures and competitive methods. The cost and 
other effects of different turbine techniques of combined 
heat/power production are compared graphically and in 
tables. Costs of heat and electricity are given including heat 
direct from boiler plant. Methods of obtaining as much 
electricity as possible are discussed including heat accumu
lators and their additional value in obviating the need to run 
gas turbines at low load and thus at lower efficiency. 

135 . 

136. 

137. 

PLATT, J.E. 
Merit, order, influence; the C.E.G.B. case for heat, by J. E. 
Platt and M. N. Eggleton. 
in DHA Journal, no.I 1, December 1974, p.18, 26, 42. 

The article summarises papers by J.E. Platt and M. N. 
Eggleton as well as the discussion at this meeting of the 
District Heating Association. The authors who are with the 
Central Electricity Generating Board agreed that for every 
1 kW of electricity generated 2 kW of heat was produced and 
rejected. They explained the mode of operation of the 
power stations in England and Wales and especially the order 
of merit influence to maintain the maximum possible efficiency 
overall. ,hey claimed that district heating could impose 
further restraints and penalties. The supply industry's attitude 
to combined heat and power production is clearly shown in 
these papers. (See also papers by G. S. West of the Electricity 
Council, in this section, nos.142, 143). The discussions 
subsequent to the papers put the opposite points of view 
including speakers from Sweden who confirmed that they 
had a policy of maximum energy economies that saved vast 
quantities of fuel imports. One speaker believed it is border
ing on the immoral for the electricity supply industry to 
perpetuate an already bad situation by offering electric heating 
appliances to those buying cookers and refrigerators. 
There were expressions of disappointment and concern voiced 
that not once did the CEGB authors mention the words 
"energy conservation". 

PUPPIN, A. 
L' Alhoport de Roissy-en-France: la centrale thermo-frigo
electrique. 
[L'Aeroport de Roissy-en-France: thermal-refrigerating
electric power station]. 
in Revue Generale de l'Electricitie, v.82, no.IO, October 1973, 
p.613-617. 
In French. 
The author describes the power station which produces'heat, 
cold and electricity for maximum possible economy at 
Paris airport Roissy-en-France. The alternative fuels are 
stated to be gas or heavy oil. The advantages of central 
production of all forms of energy are discussed including 
savings on labour, buildings and a greatly improved environ
ment, so important at a new airport. The district heating 
and cooling methods are outlined and the reasons are given 
for the choices of temperature and other design parameters 
of the heat and cooling mains. Reference is made to the 
installations at Orly Airport. 

RESING, J.C. 
Energiebesparing door toepassing van stadtsverwarming 
[Saving energy by district heating in towns] 
in Verwaming en Ventilatie, v.31, no.11, November 1974, 
p.594-602. 
In Dutch. 

A lecture given at the TNO Central Technical Institute, 
Utrecht that discusses in a general way the utilisation of heat 
otherwise rejected from power generation. Urges the use of 
this valuable source of energy to avoid the wastefulness of 
producing electricity only from the steam generated and 
rejecting two-thirds of the energy produced by the expensive 
fuel consumed. Suggests the amount of improvement in 
overall efficiency attainable and mentions the small amount 
of extra fuel needed when providing heat as well as 
electricity. Diagrams, calculations and graphs are included 
in the paper. 



138. 

139. 

140. 

SAVIN, V. I. 
Methods of improving designs for industrial and space 
heating heat and power stations. 
in Thermal Engineering v.20, no.7, July 1973, p.10-15. 

Author states that the further development of district 
heating in the USSR during the next 20 years will be 
mainly based on heat/power stations using fossil fuels 
and steam turbines but that gas-turbine and combined cycle 
turbine plants will also be used. The extent and rate of 
district heating development are said partially to depend on 
being able to lower the specific costs but the author believes 
that larger capacity units and the use of standardised mass 
production stations by organisations under the Ministry of 
Power will achieve this. 

SCHACH, R. 
Zielvorstellung fiir ein Baullungsgebiet: strom und 
Fernwirme im Grundlastbereich aus einem Heizkem
kraftwerk 
[Basic ideas for a congested area: "power and district 
heating in a base area from a heat-electric station"] 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.4, September 1975, 
p.139-146. 
In German. 

There is evidence of district heating experience inherent in 
this paper and investigations into an actual scheme as an 
example are used by the author to amplify his thesis. 
There are conclusions drawn from this example that could 
be of general application. It is of a high residential density 
area with a district heating demand of 2,300 G cal/h. The 
introduction and standardisation of nuclear heat/power 
stations makes it necessary and practicable, the author 
states, to match supply to demand in a flexible manner. 
Long distance heat transmission and its optimisation are 
subjects included in the paper. See also associated paper 
by F. Linder, no.326. 

SCHMELZER, J. 
Zur Frage einer Kraft-Wirme-Kopplung im Kemkraftwerk 
[The question of a power-heat combination in the nuclear 
power station]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v. l, no.4, December 1972, 
p.105-109. 
In German. 

Makes the case that long-term planning by electricity supply 
authorities requires consideration of combined electricity 
and district heating production from nuclear power stations. 
Author states that because reactor designs and safety are 
far advanced, stations can be near to towns. The effect of 
mains flow and return temperature is illustrated graphically. 
A number of references is given to authoritative papers. 
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WELTER, J. 
Die optimile Entwicklung van Heizkraftwerken. 
(Optimum development of power and heat stations.) 
in Fernwiirme International, v.l, no.I, 1972, p.15-23. 
Electricity Council Translation, OA-837 . 

Examples are used in this article to show the criteria deciding 
the optimum capacity in terms of costs of combined power 
and heat stations whether publicly or privately owned. The 
costs used relate to stations started in 1968 and commissioned 
in 1971/72 and an annuity rate of 11 %. The paper is 
nevertheless still of value, with updated costs, because it 
shows graphically and by tabulated figures the comparative 
economics vis-a-vis the variable factors involved in similar 
viability studies. Although actual costs are used, it is 
to some extent an academic treatment and ignores, for 
example, the critical important influence of the mass heat 
storage in the district heating system on the inter-relation of 
power and heat simultaneous demands. Papers from W. 
Germany since 1974 need to be studied in conjunction with 
this one because of the considerable changes in fuel costs, the 
grants and low interest loans for investments in fuel saving 
plant and the national impact of fuel import costs. 

WEST,G. 
Electricity supply industry's role in district heating. 
London: Electricity Council, 1975. 
Sp. 

Paper opens with early history of electricity supply in Britain 
and the progress made to the time of nationalisation in 194 7. 
The author quotes the statement on heat supplies from power 
stations made in the first annual report of the Authority. 
The supplies of heat from a number of power stations are 
briefly mentioned including Battersea and Spondon and a 
simple description is given of the factors involved in the 
combined production of heat and power. 
The conversion of smaller sets in urban stations to power/ 
heat generation is stated to have the advantage of substantially 
reducing transmission costs but the author comments that 
they are less efficient than larger ones. The author refers to 
the setting up of regional teams of CEGB and Area Electricity 
Boards to study schemes arising within their areas. 21 
schemes and 10 industrial/commercial schemes have been put 
forward for consideration. The conclusion is that these 
investigations required objective collaboration between all the 
parties involved including the developer and representative 
of the consumer. 
See also Electrical Review v.196, no.5, 7 February 1975. 
p.140. 
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143. WEST,G.S. 
What is the future of combined heat/electricity generation? 
in International Conference on Energy, Europe and the 
1980's, London, 6-9 May, 1974. 
London: Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1974. 
(IEE Conference publication, no .112, p.41 - 45) . 

Paper by the Electricity Council representation to the 
Conference. Emphasises what the author claims are the 
aspects adverse to combined heat and power production, 
namely lower reliability of prime movers and increasing fuel 
costs. (This is in contradiction to the statements made in 
other papers by authors in several countries that the more 
fuel prices rise the greater the advantages of district heating's 
fuel savings because the cost of fuel imports, so critical to 
national economies, can be reduced. A further benefit is to 
consumers, due to the fact that fuel cost is a small part of 
consumers bills). The conclusion expresses an antipathic 
viewpoint, e.g: "it is not envisaged that combined schemes 
will increase in future." See papers in Section 4.0 from 
many countries giving statistics showing significant growth 
rates and plans in progress for general policies, some on 
initiatives of governments, of combined heat/power generation. 
See also paper by Burchnall, Commercial adviser to the 
Electricity Council, stating their point of view more positively 
that district heating is an erosion of their main duty so 
inducing a tendency to drag their feet, this Section, no. l 07). 

144 . WINKENS, H.-P. 
Bestimmung der Wirtschaftlich optimalen Vorlauf
temperatur einer Femheizung mit einem Dampfturbinen -
Heizkraftwerk. 
[Determining the economically optimum inlet temperature 
for a district heating system from a steam-turbine heat
electric station]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no. I, February 197 5, 
p.5-14. 
In German. 

A paper presented at the District Heating Association 
Conference in Berlin in June 1974 dealing analytically with 
the relation between flow mains temperatures and the costs 
of heat generation. The declared aim of the paper is to 
provide data for planners and operators without the need 
for them to become involved in elaborate calculations. 
Conventional and nuclear heat/power stations are included 
in the cost considerations. There are 18 graphs all very 
informative and some based on empirical data. 

5.2 CONVENTIONAL FUELS-STEAM TURBINES 

145. BA.RACZ, I. 
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Efficiency of combined power and heat supply in the 
Kelenfold Heating Power Station, by I. Baracz, F. Szentirmai 
and A. Polanyi. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers, Group 2, p.5-22, Summaries, p.135. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Useful information about a scheme which, if widely adopted, 
has a potentially enprmous scope for fuel economy. Deals 
with a particular case of a small condensing power station 
which was converted to combined heat and power production. 
Heat storage capacity of the hot water mains permits 
flexibility that proves of great help to the electricity supply. 
Electricity economies are further aided by postponing the 
need for more power stations. Deals with two economical 
ways of increasing thermal capacity of the station. 

146 . 

147 . 

148. 

CZAKO, B. 
Possibilities of waste energy utilization in connection with 
district heating in the Danube steel works power station, 
by B. Czako, G. Mizsei and L. Varga. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.51-68; Summaries, p.138. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Examines utilisation of waste heat and fuel from a steel 
works using as an example the enormous Danube steel 
works power station. Condensing turbines are outdated 
and conversion to back-pressure combined heat and power 
sets would result in significant extra fuel savings. Increased 
heat demand for residential neighbourhood and industry 
are further technical and economic benefits. 

GABOR, B. 
District heating at Miskolc, by B. Gabor, M. Honigh and 
K. Kostenszky. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, 
Budapest, 1973. Papers. Group 2, p.103-119; Summaries, 
p.141-142. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A useful paper on extensive combined energy supplies for 
industry and for prefabricated housing developments and 
the optimum economical solution of a combined approach. 
Cleaner air is another benefit of centralised heat supplies. 
The paper refers to the use of existing labour only in the 
industrialised areas and availability of waste fuel from 
process work. Four alternative methods of energy production 
and distribution were examined and the optimum choice 
was a combination of heat supply and back-pressure 
power production partly because of the large savings by 
obviating cooling plant such as cooling towers. 

McAUSLAN, D. H. C. 
Unilever's Merseyside Power Station extension for district 
heating and electricity, by D. H. C. McAuslan and J. D. Swain. 
in Engineering and Boiler House Review, v.81, no.9, 
September 1966, p.258-265. 

Describes· the Unilever plant which is one of the few privately 
owned heat and power stations in the UK where heat is sold 
to companies other than the producers in the same district. 
The yalue of the paper is enhanced by the power station being 
a reality, not a proposal. Describes the step-by-step energy 
studies including the alternative considerations of a thermal 
plant only or electricity and heat. A table gives a breakdown 
of capital and annual operating costs but only in terms of 
indices taking the selected heat and power scheme as having 
an index of 100. Table shows that heat production only by 
various methods is much lower in capital costs but higher in 
annual costs. States that the selected scheme gives a gross 
yield on capital of 13 .1 % which is far superior to any alter
native. Steam is distributed for several Unilever factories and 
other industrial concerns at 230 psi following the primary 
turbines. 



149. 

150. 

151. 

MUHLHAUSER, H. 
Dampfturbinenauslegung fiir Femheizungen. 
[Steam-turbine arrangement for district heating systems]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.l, February 1975, 
p.15 - 20. 
In German. 

Newcomers to the concept of combined district heating/ 
power production, as well as those more experienced, will find 
this article most helpful in its simplicity, clarity and illustra
tions by line diagrams of the various combinations of district 
heating connections to turbines. The author is with Brown
Boveri, Switzerland but the article is not in the form that 
could be commercially biased, in fact it is a review of many 
types of steam turbines including W. German and Soviet 
Union makes used for combined production of district 
heating and electricity. Describes a variety of steam turbine 
and heat supply circuits, operational methods, thermo
dynamics, optimisation and even environmental benefits. 
Heat/power turbo-generators in nuclear fuelled stations are 
also discussed. 

SZALKAI, I. 
District heating systems with variable back-pressure turbines, 
by I. Szalkai and L. Varga. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.269-289; Summaries, p.152. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Based on Hungary's 25 years experience of combined heat and 
power stations to meet the rapidly growing heat demand 
for new and existing housing without the penalty to fuel 
conservation. Evolution of the variable back-pressure turbine 
to operate economically in spite of climatic changes. 
Problems in the design of variable back-pressure turbines and 
possible future trends. Data on thermal characteristics of three 
turbine heat flow cases are included in an ALGOL language 
computer program for district heating. 

THERMAL power heat station in Sweden: production; 
economy, distribution, consumption, environmental 
questions. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.3, 1973, p.57 - 64. 
In English. 

Vasteras, completely district heated from the power station, 
is used as the main example to show the social, economic and 
other benefits associated with district heating from combined 
heat/power production. It is stated that no S02 at all can 
be detected in the atmosphere of this city. Conservation 
of the environment, air and water, resulting from whole 
towns being district heated is discussed and supported with 
evidence from official recordings. Information, data and 
illustrations are given on such subjects as shopping precinct 
and street heating throughout town central areas using the 
Swedish "Snowmelt" flexible plastic pipe systems and low 
grade heat from the return mains. 
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VISHNEVSKI, T. S. 
Modem organic-fuelled district heating systems, by 
T. S. Vishnevski and L. I. Levin. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.237-253; Summaries, p.185. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Gives more information than other reports on the type 
and capacities of district heating plants, also on the 
differences in fuels between the European and other parts 
of the Soviet Union. Environmental considerations affect 
the design of the central plants. Combined heat and 
electricity production is the normal method and the steam 
temperatures and pressures used are given as well as the 
range of turbine-alternator capacities. 
Multi-stage regenerative heating and hot water supply 
methods are used for residential property. Maximum use 
is made of low pressure bleed connections from turbines. 
Peak heating loads are dealt with by having automatic hot 
water boilers in use at these periods. District heating and 
electricity plants planned for 1974 to 1980 will be to new 
design criteria using completely standardised modular 
construction of units consisting of one turbine-alternator 
set with associated boiler and building enclosure. One or 
two-span buildings of standard design are used for gas and 
oil fuelled combined heat and power plant. 

WALTER, L. 
District heating of a small town in Austria. 
in District Heating, v.54, Winter 1968, p.102. 

Describes a modern combined power and heat generating 
scheme in Weis, a small old town in Austria. The private 
Electricity Authority decided in 1957 to have a combined 
district heat and power station. The boilers can use lignite, 
oil or natural gas, all of which are available. It is a very 
small scheme and well below the capacity generally 
recommended as suitable for combined heat and power 
generation. 

WERNIUS, I. 
Hassleby power and district heating station. 
in Teknisk Tidskrift, 24 February 1961, p.7. 

Gives a general description of this important electricity and 
district heating station owned by the Stockholm Electricity 
Works. 
The paper gives dimensions of length of tunnels in the 
rock (20 km), the distance away of the furthest consumer 
(5 km). 

WILWERTZ,.C. 
District heating from combined steam-electricity generation 
in Western Europe with particular refernce to Belgium, 
by C. Wilwertz and J. Berlo. 
in District Heating Symposium, London, 1964. 
Papers. 
London: IEE, 1964. 

Authors are with the combined gas/electricity/district heating 
authority for Brussels. A brief historical introduction is 
given and a reference made to UNICHAL, 'Union Inter
nationale des distributeurs de chaleur' of which the Authority 
is a member. The Belgian schemes dealt with in the paper 
are Verviers and Alost. 
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5.3 NUCLEAR FUEL- STEAM TURBINES 

156. BONNENBERG, H. 
Standort und Grosse z~kiinftiger nuklearer Fernwiirrneanlagen. 
(Sites and sizes of ruture nuclear heat/electric power stations 
for district heating purposes] . 
inAtomwirtschaft, v.20, no. I, January 1975, pp.33-35. 
In German. 

States the strong case for combined district heating and 
electricity producing stations for West Germany in order to 
reduce oil imports. The planned locations of large nuclear 
stations shows that 65% of them are less than 30 km from the 
areas with existing district heating schemes that could absorb 
the heat otherwise wasted. 

157 . BROZEN, S. 
Performances of nuclear power plants for combined pro
duction of electricity and hot water for district heating. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.23-34; Summaries, p.136. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. . 
Emphasises good future prospects of nuclear power and heat 
stations up to 1,200 MW with the selected 600 MW BWR 
plant. Standard components can be used from normal con
densing nuclear power plants for the back-pressure combined 
heat and power station. Reference is made to the need for 
long distance pipelines. 

158. DEUSTER. G. 

159. 
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Fernwiirrneversorgung aus Kernkraftwerken. [District heat 
supply from nuclear power stations]. 
in Femwiirme International, v.3, no.4, September 1974, 
p.110-114. 
In German. 

The author states that for reasons of energy conservation and 
national economics, the use of combined heat/power nuclear 
stations will in future be inevitable. He postulates that the 
recently increased fossil fuel prices have already proved that 
this method of energy production is economically efficient. 
Modern technologies, it is said, can be taken into consider
ation in justifying the safety aspects for the location of 
nuclear stations near to towns. 

DIETRICH, G. 
Fernwiirmeversorgun mit Kemkraftwerken. [District heating 
supply from nuclear stations], by G. Dietrich, U. Kaier and 
W. Solfrian. 
in Fernwiirme International. v.4, no.5, October 1975, 
p.155-162. 
In German. 

A paper with evidence of considerable statistical and data 
researches in respect of West Germany's energy supplies and 
their utilisation. District heating is put forward with sup
porting evidence to show its importance in conserving fuel, 
especially those imported. Nuclear district heat/power pro
duction is considered by the authors to be one of the most 
important developments because of the oil import savings 
it will achieve and they point out that it will be the first 
measure to be introduced to use nuclear process heat. 

160. 

161. 

162. 

EKBERG,G. 
Co-operation between Sydkraft and the cities of Malmo and 
Lund in the field of combined electricity and heat production. 
in Combined l>istrict Heating and Power Generation Con
ference, Stockholm, February 25 - 28, 1974. Papers, p.179-
182. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author is General Manager of the Power Company, a public 
utility mostly formed by six municipalities including Lund 
and Malmo. It shares ownership of power stations using oil, 
coal and nuclear fuels. One nuclear station is 450 MW and a 
further 580 MW in 1974. Refers to the building of two 
more 580 MW nuclear stations 15 miles north of Malmo 
which will be in operation in 1975 and 1977. Pipeline route 
is 10 rr,iles long with a thermal capacity of 235 MW, a water 
velocity of 2.5 m/s and an annual load factor of 0.43 rising 
to 0.65 ultimately. Emphasis placed by this public electricity 
authority on the profitability of combined heat and power 
generation. States very attractive both for the environment 
and the economy. Combined production necessitates the 
planning of a joint service to get the best overall results. 
More stringent restrictions on S02 emissions together with 
escalating oil costs given as reasons for a joint study being 
made for Lund, Malmo, Helsingborg and Landskrona to be 
supplied with heat from a third nuclear heat/power station . 
Unit thermal capacity given as 2,700 MW. With 750 MWh the 
power output is 620 MWe, 750 MWh as hot water will be 
piped to Lund from where 500 MW will be passed to Malmo, 
another 12 miles. A single pipe system is said to be under 
consideration for heat transmission during the night and the 
cold water returned in it during the day. Return pipe is thus 
replaced by storage at each end of the single piµeline. 

FAZEKAS,J. 
Technical and economical feasibility of a nuclear district 
heating power station for a new town of 10,000 inhabitants. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970 . Papers. Session 4, Section H(6). London: District 
Heating Association, 1970. 

The author is with Swiss Consultants, Motor-Columbus, who 
are responsible for the scheme. Describes the design of the 
nuclear heat and power station for the projected new town of 
Jolieville near Zurich. Site selection process and its problems 
are mentioned. Possible operating conditions summer and 
winter are discussed. Study showed economic and other 
advantages of using nuclear fuel instead of oil-fired boilers. 
Absence of a chimney said to be an architectural benefit. 

JENKINS,N. 
District heating finds keen British audience. 
in Energy International, v.11, no.8, August 1974, p.37-38. 

This paper appears to be the sole record of the important 
discussions that followed the lecture by P. Margen of Sweden 
(this section, no.164) and which is the main subject covered 
by the author. Comments on the contribution at the meeting 
by W. J. Prior, Director General of the CEGB South Eastern 
Region in which he stated the Board's obligations concerning 
district heating. Emphasises the importance of the contri
bution to the Symposium by P. Jenkin, former Minister for 
Energy, in which he strongly criticised the standard of advice 
previously provided to him on this general subject. 



163. 

164. 

LEVENTAL',G. B. 
Technical problems of district heating on the basis of nuclear 
fuel, by G. B. Levental' and others. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.11, November 1974, 
p.17-24. 

This is one of the growing number of European papers on 
district heating from nuclear power stations since those refer
ring to the first pilot scheme over a decade ago at Agesta in 
Sweden. Because the use of nuclear combined heat and 
power stations will conserve fossil as well as nuclear fuels the 
case is made for greater numbers of them for supplying heat 
to towns and to industrial enterprises. It is postulated that 
when developing the techniques for district heating from 
nuclear power stations that have water-cooled reactors, it is 
necessary to determine such parameters as minimum capaci
ties; location, with allowances for radiation safety; size of 
units; co-ordination of heat services for peak and base loads 
and the transmission of heat energy. The paper brings 
together the results of investigations arrived at by a number 
oflcientific research, design and planning institutes. Eleven 
references are given to books and papers published in USSR 
between 1965 and 1975. Factors are listed for inclusion in a 
digital computor programme for selecting the optimum 
solution. A fossil-fuelled heat and power station 10-15 km 
from a town was used for a cost comparison with peak-load 
thermal plant, gas or oil fired. A graph shows the result of 
the calculations to determine the optimal capacity of nuclear 
units at heat/power stations. Investigations are said to con
firm that very large nuclear heat/only stations in the 
European regions could also be economically successful if the 
capital costs per MWe do not exceed those stated in the paper. 
The effect of fossil fuel price changes on the cost comparison 
exercises is discussed. The influence of size of heat load on 
the economics of nuclear heat and power stations is examined 
quite thoroughly and the point is made that in the early 
stages of development a peak-load fossil-fuelled station 
would normally be necessary. A conclusion is reached that 
turbines for nuclear/heat/power stations with water cooled 
reactors should be designed for constant steam flow and con
siderable condensing capacity. 

MARGEN,P. H. 
The future trend for district heating - nuclear regional 
district heating schemes. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation Con
ference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. Papers, p.11-
39. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author is with AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Sweden. Reference 
is made to ten years of very successful experience with 
nuclear heat/electric station at Farsta, South Stockholm, and 
local people associate nuclear heating with clean air. 
There is need for nuclear stations to be large and remote from 
densely populated areas so long distance pipelines are neces
sary and to be viable they must be of large capacity. 
Nuclear stations said to be the best of all for combined heat 
and power generation. 
Studies in Sweden showed that it could be profitable to trans
mit the heat energy as hot water in pipelines up to a distance 
of 100 km. The heat from nuclear power stations was one 
eighth the cost of electricity. 
Every 1 kW of electricity generated in any type of power 
station produced at least 2 kW of heat that could be used for 
district heating. Sweden had a 400 kV grid and a 800 kV 
transmission system is planned so Britain's more modest grid 
was no disadvantage to district heating. 
Three nuclear heat/power stations are stated to be under con
struction near the three main population centres and another 
is to be built near Stockholm. 
Dr. Margen presented this paper also at a combined meeting 
of the District Heating Association, London Branch, and the 
British Nuclear Energy Society on May 21, 1974. 
See also paper by Vaigo, A. C. and Caplan, B. 'From hydro
power to nuclear power (combined with district heating). 
Scandinavia's changing power sources'. This Section, no.172. 
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165. 

166. 

167. 

MARGEN, P.H. 
A future trend in district heating? The economic relevance 
of regional nuclear district heating schemes. 
inEnergy World, no.7,July 1974,p.ll-14. 

A more general presentation of the case for regional nuclear 
district heating schemes put forward in a paper in London by 
Dr. Margen. States that as nuclear stations need to be large 
for optimum economy, hot water has to be transmitted over 
long distances to several towns in a region. This is explained 
as economic if the pipes are large diameter as many hot water 
pipelines already are in Sweden. Three regions in Sweden are 
discussed for combined heat/power production and con
tinuous utilisation. Peak load heat stations using conventional 
fuels will, as is normal, provide supplementary heat in this 
regional system. The development of cheaper heat mains 
systems for the transmission and distribution to houses is 
reported to be a priority for the wider introduction of district 
heating in Sweden. See also pFOceedings of the IAEA (Nuclear 
Energy) Conference on nuclear district heating, Vienna, 
September 197 4. Report of the IAEA Study Group on the 
utilisation of heat from nuclear reactors to which Dr. Margen 
contributes a paper virtually the same as presented to the 
District Heating Association, London, May 21 1974, this 
Section, no.164. 

MUHLHAUSER, H. 
Technischeund wirtschaftliche Aspekte der Verwendung von 
Wiinne aus Kemkraftwerken zu Heizzwecken. [Technical 
and economic aspects of the utilisation of the heat from 
nuclear power stations for heating purposes], by 
H. Muhlhauser and W. Helbling. 
in VGB Kraftwerkstechnik, v.54, no.12, December 1974, 
p.775-782. 
In.German. 

Discusses the techniques for utilising the reject heat from 
nuclear-fuelled power stations for district heating and gives 
details of the alternative costs. Makes the case that total fuel 
oil consumption for space and water heating could be drasti
cally reduced in the years to come by using reject heat from 
nuclear/heat power plants. Gives the percentages of the 
several fuels and electricity used for space and water heating 
in Switzerland in 1973. There are five alternative methods of 
providing heat from nuclear fuels discussed and illustrated 
diagrammatically. The nuclear district heating and electricity 
station at Agesta in Sweden is mentioned and a photograph of 
the plant is shown. There are six references to papers includ
ing some in this section. 

NUCLEAR district heat is cheaper. 
in Electrical nmes, no.4283, 30 May 1974, p.2 

States briefly that the result of studies carried out in Sweden 
confirms that district heating schemes based on large nuclear 
power stations could be very profitable. Confirms also that 
heat could be supplied up to 100 km away from the station 
more cheaply than from oil-fired sources. Gives reminder 
that a suburb of Stockholm has been supplied for 10 years 
with heat from a nuclear power station. Refers to paper to 
the District Heating Association, London, by P. Margen, giv
ing further information and costs. See this section, no.164. 
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169. 

170. 

PRISE de position de l'UCS au sujet de !'application des 
centrales nucleaires au chauffage urbain. 
[Appraisal of the position of__the UCS in the matter of the 
application of nuclear power stations to town heating] . 
in Bulletin d'Association Suisse des Electriciens, v.63, no.25, 
9 December 1972, p.1511-1512. 
In French. 

Gives the Swiss electrical supply industry's views on the com
bination of nuclear power stations and district heating in 
towns. States that district heating supplies are a factor that 
has to be taken into account when choosing sites for nuclear 
stations. Concludes that the combination is desirable for 
environmental benefit but that there is a minimum size Swiss 
town for which nuclear heat/power stations are practicable. 

SCHLENKER, D. 
Le chauffage urbain en R.F.A. et les projets de reacteurs 
haute temperature a cycle d'helium. 
[District heating in West Germany and projects for high
temperature helium cycle reactors]. 
inPromoclimA., v.6, no.2, May 1975, p.115-122. 
In French. 

Graphical and other illustrations generously aid the 
explanation of the basic thermodynamic principles of district 
heating from high temperature helium cycle reactors. 
Western Germany, with its advanced techniques is uses:I as the 
main example. A table shows the comparative 1974 costs in 
DM/Gcal of heat production, transmission over 25 km and 
distribution of the various types of heat/power plants. 

SCHMELZER, J. 
Energetics and environment aspects of combined nuclear 
heating power stations, by J. Schmelzer and D. Bublitz. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.217 - 231. Summaries, p.149. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

An important subject objectively and comprehensively investi• 
gated in this paper. Makes the point that combined power 
and heat supplies cause lower costs for electricity, increase 
comfort standards and help solve problems of station 
location. 
Environmental effects are seen as entirely beneficial: firstly 
in terms of cancelling out the need for pollution-producing 
chimneys in towns; secondly in providing warm homes at low 
cost and thirdly, lower total pollution due to the overall fuel 
savings. Compares the economics of nuclear-fuelled com
bined stations with other types. Discusses the effect of 
nuclear plants on distribution systems. 

171. STEFEK, B. 
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Heat production by nuclear energy. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.233-249; Summaries, p.150. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A useful Czech paper on the design of nuclear thermal 
electric power station for Brno and used as a realistic example. 
Basic requirements are quoted to make the techniques viable. 
The advantages are given of district heating in solving siting 
problems. Comparisons are made of nuclear power and heat 
stations with conventional plants. 

172. 

173. 

VAIGO,A.C. 
From hydropower to nuclear power (combined with district 
heating): Scandinavia's changing power sources, by A. C. 
Vaigo and B. Caplan. 
in New Scientist, 31 October 1968, p.239-242. 

Mainly concerned with Sweden's changing energy sources 
but refers briefly to Finland and Norway. 
First part deals with hydroelectricity and its inability, except 
perhaps in Norway, to satisfy electricity power requirements. 
Part 2 deals with Sweden's change to the nuclear power con
cept for large scale atomic energy production. The thesis is 
that Sweden possesses to an unusual degree the essential 
technical and organisational competence to outlast the end
of-century 'post-industrial' millennium of North America and 
Japan. The Swedes have shrewdly taken advantage of the 
fact that the substantial part of their power requirements are 
for heat for homes and industry. 
These heat requirements are met by imaginative community 
size district heating. The nuclear programme is based on the 
town needs of electricity and heat. Cities with upwards of 
100,000 population can economically support a nuclear heat 
and power station usually built in chambers underground 
carved out of the bed-rock. 

WALLENBERG, B. 
A district heating system in Greater Stockholm connected to 
a planned nuclear dual purpose plant (electricity and heat), 
by B. Wallenberg and L. J iiderberg. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation Con
ference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. Papers, p.143 -
151. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

States population of Stockholm is 1.2 million. The annual 
electricity demand is 6 TWh and the heating 6 TWh. Munici
palities are responsible for district heating and local distri
bution of electricity to consumers. Refers to the Agesta plant 
8 miles south of city centre. 
Production capacity of district heating is 1,500 MW of which 
300 MW is from transportable units. A tenfold increase is 
planned. 
Interconnection of schemes is discussed. 
The nuclear heat and power station studies has a reactor 
power capacity of 2,750 MW and 850 MW for electricity 
only. Heat and power production increases this to 625 MWe 
and 2,020 MWh with a district heating flow temperature of 
90°C. 
Heat mains are in rock tunnels. 
Nuclear heat and power is the most economic solution. 
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174. 

175. 

176. 

BURKE,C. J. 
Combined cycles face a bright future. 
in Energy International, v.11, no.4, April 1974, p.19-20. 

Author, who is with the General Electric Co. USA, points to 
the growing world demand for combined cycle plants to 
meet the needs of combined district heating/power schemes 
particularly in Europe. Predicts that by the early 1980's 10% 
of all the energy generated worldwide will come from fossil
fuel-fired gas turbines with 5% being highly efficient 
combined-cycle plants. Explains that combined cycles 
utilise heat recovery steam generators to produce steam from 
the exhaust heat of gas turbines, that is, the Brayton cycle is 
superimposed on the Rankin cycle with a consequent signi
ficantly increased operating efficiency. Defines the three 
most important forms of combined cycle designs and the 
chief differences between them. States that the newness of 
present plant is that they are largely factory pre-assembled 
with modular construction and dimensionally co-ordinated so 
that guaranteed heat rates and reduced overall costs can be 
given. E,g,lains how the installations can be phased to meet 
growing needs without premature capital investments. The 
author emphasises the advantages of the combined cycle 
approach for combined power and district heating schemes 
especially where there are favourable ratios of the two forms 
of energy produced. Concludes by underlining the potential 
of combined cycle plants to cover the full energy generating 
range, burning very cleanly any available fossil fuel. 

EAVES, P. S. K. 
Gas turbines for power generation - combined cycle plant. 
in Electronics and Power, v.17, July 1971, p.256-259. 

Paper is of great importance to combined district heating and 
electricity generation. The author is with the Central 
Electricity Board. Gives first hand development and oper
ational experience with gas turbines. Compares existing 
power station plant with one converted to the combined
cycle type. Makes the case for use in old power stations to 
save scrapping turbines and generators. The gas turbines 
would exhaust into waste heat boilers. Gas turbines combined 
with high-temperature reactors could establish the gas turbine 
as a base-load unit. Gives illustrations. States that some gas
turbines operate for a year without any need to stop them. 
The important statement made is that problems of load 
watching can be overcome by pricing the cost of heat to sub
sidise generation. Studies indicate that attractive heat costs 
can be achieved throughout a load factor range of 20/65%. 

FRANCE backs combined cycle plant for peak load. 
in Electrical Review, v.186, no.10, 6 March 1970, p.357-
361. 

Describes the various types of combined heat and power plant 
introduced as policy since nationalisation in 1946 which is to 
ensure that gas turbine and engine peak load stations operate 
for at least 2,000 hours a year without overhaul. This figure 
would be 500 hours a year for electricity only . Names and 
locations of the first generation of stations are given and their 
capacity . To increase efficiency heat from the exhausts is 
used from the combined cycle plant of which the frrst 
installation is at Vitry . Electricite de France discarded all 
combined cycles which depended solely on electricity pro
duction by gas turbine. The production of steam in waste 
heat boilers as well as electricity reduces the capital cost per 
kW by 10% compared with a conventional steam plant o~ the 
same rating. An energy balance diagram shows an analysis of 
the electricity and heat production and losses. 
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177. RESING, J.C . 
Enkele economische aspecten van afstandverwarming in 
combinatie met elektriciteitsopwekking. 
[Economic aspects of district heating in combined cycle gas/ 
steam turbine power plant]. 
inElektrotechniek, v.51, no.16, December 1973. p.894-899. 
In Dutch. 

Compares the fuel savings made possible by alternative 
methods of providing energy for district heating, namely hot 
condensers connected to steam turbines or by combined 
cycle gas/steam turbine power plants. Discusses the thermo
dynamics and the relative economics of providing towns with 
piped hot water by these methods and brings in the fuel price 
differentials between tariffs for small users and for bulk pur
chases by utilities. Some informative bar-line charts and heat 
flow diagrams are included. 

178. SMITH. A. J. 

' 

Gas-turbine retrofit pays dividends. 
in Electrical World, v.181, no.2, 15 January 1974, p.62-63. 

Explains briefly the heat recovery combined cycle systems 
(HRCC) and claims that they have been proven as a means of 
increasing the energy generating capacity by 50% in gas
turbine installations without using any extra fuel. They 
recover the energy in the hot-air exhausts, energy that is 
otherwise wasted. Describes how HRCC can be made to 
achieve heat recovery by means of an unfired (waste heat) 
boiler installed in the exhaust of an open-cycle gas turbine. 
These multiple heat recovery boilers from the exhausts of 
groups of gas turbines, are said to provide a very high degree 
of reliability, they are less complicated to operate than fired 
boilers and require simpler controls. Automatic operation, it 
is said, can be arranged and there are minimal extra mainten
ance costs. Gas turbine maintenance is reduced, the author 
states, by running them on base or light load and not at peak 
loads. 

5.5 GAS TURBINES AND DIESEL ENGINES 

179. CZINKOCZKY, B. 

180. 

District heating uses of waste heat from gas turbines. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.69-88; Summaries, p.139 . 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Examines examples of the use of waste heat from the 
GT-100-750 and the FIAT TG-25 gas turbines. Comparisons 
are made between gas and steam turbines at 25 MW and 
100 MW capacities at full load and on an annual basis. 

DISTRICT heating from new power station. 
in Engineering, v.199, 4 June 1965, p. 729-731; Steam and 
Heating Engineer, v.36, no.421, December 1966, p.12-16; 
v.36, no .422, Jan 1967, p.54-56. 

The articles describe fairly fully the power station at the 
military township of Aldershot and which also supplies 
district heating to all the buildings except housing. The 
capacity is stated to be 8.5 MW and 100 million Btu/h. The 
generating sets are diesel-electric with waste heat recovery 
from the exhaust and cooling systems. There is also peak 
load boiler plant. An editorial article in the ~m~ 'Engif!ee!
ing' issue is entitled 'What has happened to d1stnct heatrng 
and it gives the laurel to this Government combined heat and 
power scheme at Aldershot. 
Credit is also given to the Ministry of Public Building and 
Works, now the Department of the Environment as the sole 
champion of the district heating cause. 
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183. 
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EGGLETON, D. W. 
The use of the industrial gas turbine in combined heat/ 
electricity generation plant. 
in District Heating Symposium, London, 1964. Papers. 
London: IEE, 1964. 

The author is with a British gas-turbine manufacturer. Builds 
the paper on the fact that most of the inefficiency in the gas 
turbine cycle is due to waste heat in the exhaust gases. Design 
techniques due to advances in aeronautical gas turbines have 
enabled this waste heat to be extracted and utilised at low 
capital cost. Lists the advantages of gas turbines including 
lack of vibration, low noise level, ease of installation, thou
sands of hours operation at maximum power without inter
ruption, fuel versatility, simplicity of maintenance etc. The 
overall thermal efficiency of the simple gas turbine varies 
between 15% and 18% at maximum continuous rating. 79% 
to 82% of the heat input is contained in the exhaust. Boilers 
and design requirements are specified. 

FORTUIN, J.B. 
Warmtekrachtbedrift met gasturbines. 
[Heat and power plant using gas turbines]. 
in Polytechnisch Tijdschrift Procestechnick, v.27, no.20, 
27 September 1972, p.661-667. 
In Dutch. 

Investigates the useful heat output of gas turbines relative to 
fuel consumption, flue gas temperatures and other character
istics. Costs are discussed. A schematic diagram shows the 
installation of the gas turbine, generator, waste heat boiler 
and district heating mains connections. A method is explained 
whereby the overall efficiency of the plant can be roughly 
predetermined. Nine references arc given. 

HAASE,M. 
BEWAG - Heizkraftwerk Charlottenburg. 
[Charlottenberg heat and power station). 
in Energie, v.26, no.3, March 1974, p.97-108. 
In German. 

• 
The proposed addition of gas turbines to the Charlottenberg 
district heating plant originally installed decades ago is 
described, including the exhaust gas/hot water heat 
exchangers. Two of the several photographs reproduced show 
the steam engine-generator hall as it was in 1912 and the 
turbo-generator plant as in use in 1945. Plant layout, draw
ing, circuit and block diagrams are also shown. 

LARGEST gas turbine in the world - for Munich district 
heating. 
in Energie, v.22, no.9, September 1970, p.274. 

Describes additions to the extensive Munich district heating 
complexes partly to serve the Olympic village. Two 80 MW 
sets have been installed in the new Freimann heat and power 
station. The heat outout is 338 MW at 180°C of which 
70 MW were required for the Olympic village. The fuel can be 
either natural gas or light oil. If the ambient temperature falls 
to -10°C the output of each set increases to 102 MW. The 
exhaust gases pass through district heating heat exchangers 
where they are cooled to 100°C. 
In German. 

185. 

186. 

187. 

188. 

MARTIN, W. 
Fernwarmeverbund fiir West-Berlin iiber das neue 277-MW
Gasturbinen-Heizkraftwerk Wilmersdorf. [District heating 
linkup for West Berlin through the new 277 MW gas turbine 
power station at Wilmersdorf]. 
in Energiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen, v.25, no.51, May 1975, 
p.199-200. 
In German. 

Wilmersdorf heat and power station, one of six in West 
Berlin, is the subject of this paper and in particular the 
277 MW gas turbine plant. Refers to the other gas turbine 
plant in the Berlin Electricity Company's (BEWAG) total 
system. The location of the Wilmersdorf station is shown 
relative to the other combined district heating and electricity 
stations. A diagram of the gas turbine plant shows the general 
layout. The second gas turbine installation is said to be due 
for completion in 1976 and the third set in 1977. 

PAPP,I. 
Meeting heat demands by gas turbines, by I. Papp, 
D. Pongracz and E. Luptak. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.185-199; Summaries, p.147. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Examines the techniques and economics of waste heat from 
gas turbines, emphasises the point that these high performance 
units keep costs relatively low, require little space and can be 
put into operation in a short time. Natural gas or light oil are 
most suitable fuels . An academic study prior to a national 
programme of fuel economy using, inter alia, gas turbines for 
heat and electricity production. 

RODGER, A. F. 
District heating with gas turbines. 
in Electrical Times, no.4340, 25 July 1975, p.5-6. 

The future use of gas turbines in Britain for district heating is 
foreseen by the author and in this article he gives the reasons 
why the combination offers the electricity supply industry 
opportunities to save fuel and improve the financial return on 
overall capital investment. The point is made about the need 
to use transportable boilers until the heat load builds up suf
ficiently to make combined heat/power production a viable 
proposition. 
A diagram is shown. The annual electricity and heat load 
curves for Malmo, Sweden, are reproduced. The benefit of 
heat storage accumulators and/or peaking boilers for meeting 
peak demands is shown graphically. 

SAZANOV, B. V. 
The efficiency of district heating gas turbine installations. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.22, no.2, February 1975, p.51-57. 

States that gas-turbine district heating units can be very 
efficient and economical under conditions of average thermal 
loads in the range 100-500 Gcal/h at which the author con
siders steam heat/power stations not to be economically 
viable. Gas-turbine combined production plants thus greatly 
increase the scope of district heating as these lower heat con
sumptions account for about 25% of the total. Claims that 
the specific cost of gas-turbine heat/power stations (cost per 
kW) is lower than for the equivalent steam plant and thus 
require no extra national costs for increased electricity 
capacities. Urges the comparison of costs of gas turbine 
plants with those of steam stations when combined district 
heating/electricity generation schemes are being planned. 



189. 

190. 

SAZANOV, B. V. 
Selection of cycles and parameters for district heating gas 
turbine plants, by B. V. Sazanov and O. O. Mil'man. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.16, no.12, December 1969, 
p.102-107. 

An analytical study of the parameters of district heating gas
turbine installations including reference to the development 
of a digital computer program to optimise the 12 independent 
variables involved. A pointer is given to one particular 
district heating gas-turbine installation layout - one with 
generator and with low-pressure compressor on the shaft of 
the low-pressure turbine. The importance of the thermal load 
factor on the optimum parameters of the installation is 
stressed. 

SCHELLENBERG, K. F. 
Gasturbinenabhitzverwertung fiir Heizzwecke. 
[Evaluating waste heat from gas turbines for district heating]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no. l, February 1975, 
p.21-24. 
In German. 

A paper given at the West German District Heating Associ
ation Conference in Berlin in June 1974 and probably because 
the author is employed by BEWAG, the Berlin combined heat 
and electricity undertaking, the first part of the paper deals 
with its development. The introduction of gas-turbines into 
the district heating system is described and the reasons are 
given why these machines were added. The Wilmersdorf 
district heating station is a particular subject discussed with 
the aid of a block diagram. A general arrangement drawing of 
the Charlottenberg gas-turbine plant and the annual load 
curve add useful information. 

191. SMALL urban energy stations to burn coal. 
in Electrical World, v.183, no.2, 15 January 1975, p.74-76. 

Describes the closed-cycle gas turbine system which will pro
vide district heating and electricity to urban housing develop
ment (the MIUS - modular integrated utility system). The 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory fluidised bed combustion 
plant being developed as part of their programme will supply 
the gas turbine system. Gives a diagram of the system pro
posed and discusses possible problems and estimated costs. 

192. TOTAL Energy and on-site generation: directory and data 
book. 
lllinois, USA, Total Energy Publishing Company. An annual 
publication. 

District heating/cooling, normally being essential to the 
utilisation of the heat from total energy plant, are factors 
refened to in this annual publication. It is apparently unique 
in its comprehensiveness, both in respect of the large number 
of schemes in USA and Canada, over 2,000, and in the amount 
of data concerning each one. A list of total energy plants 
includes British gas turbines and diesel engines. 
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193. TUFNELL, R. M. 
Waste heat recovery from diesel engine installations. 
Description and performance, by R. M. Tufnell and C. Noel. 
in District Heating Symposium, London, 1964. Papers. 
London: IEE, 1964. 

The paper gives an overall efficiency in the order of 34%-
40% for diesel-electric generating sets but states that the 
figure can be improved considerably if use is made of the 
heat normally lost in the exhaust and engine cooling systems. 
Explains that this can be done without technical difficulty or 
extra capital cost by designing the installation from the out
set with this objective in mind. 

For other papers on the production of heat and electricity in com
bination see 15, 17 , 26, 30, 39, 40, 45, 54, 56, 61, 68, 73, 84, 88, 116, 
122,128,160,196,209,242,275,304,332,383,395,403,404,405, 
410,416,423,424,427,428,430,431,433,447,448,449,450,479, 
488,490,499,508,509,512 , 516,517,518,526,528,530,533,545, 
547,551,562,563,568,569 , 570,571, 5.72, 573,576,577,579 , 580, 
581, and 608. 
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6.1 GENERAL 

194. INSTITUTION OF HEATING AND VENTILATION 
ENGINEERS. 
Commissioning code. Series B: Boiler plant. 
London: IHVE, 1975. 
16p. 

This booklet is one of the B Series of Codes published by 
IHVE. The Code relates to hot water and steam boilers up to 
a pressure gauge of 1 MPa (10 bar) including pressure equip
ment, gas flues, fuel handling and burning equipment, con
trols and water treatment plant. In a concise, specific manner 
it deals with the various subjects in sequence from specifi
cation, preliminary checks to final commissioning. Relevant 
publications are listed. 

195. INSTITUTION OF HEATING AND VENTILATING 
ENGINEERS. 
Sealed domestic heating: guide to good practice, by the 
Institution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers and the 
Heating and Ventilating Contractors Association. 
London: IHVE, HVCA, 1972. 

District heating schemes in most cases now use sealed water 
system to prevent corrosion of boilers, mains and building 
installations. The technique is the same as in central heating 
installations which are the subject of this Guide. The methods 
of system filling and mains connection described have been 
approved by the British Waterworks Association . Diagrams 
illustrate the various recommended or acceptable positions of 
the expansion vessel. Safety and protection are also covered . 

6.2 HEATING PLANTS, INCLUDING FLUIDISED 
BED COMBUSTION 

196 . GIBSON, 1. 
Fluidised bed combustion. 
in Coal and Energy Quarterly, no. 7, December 1975, p.9- 17. 

An authoritative, forward looking article by the Director of 
Coal Utilisation Research, Stoke Orchard, England, respon
sible for research into fluidised combustion systems at a 
National Coal Board site in Yorkshire. States that eighteen 
countries are collaborating as part of an International Energy 
Agency and that NCB has the task of leading the Working 
Group on coal research and development. Power generation, 
it is stressed, is one of the applications of fluidised com
bustion with a great potential and it is particularly suitable 
for low quality coals. The UK's technical lead in fluidised 
combustion will be maintained, the author asserts, if Govern
ment support is given for its incorporation in the planned gas
turbine power-generating development project. Electricity 
generation is stated to be the largest single consumer of coal 
in the UK and likely to remain so ; fluidised bed combustion 
will assist higher combustion efficiency. States that the first 
tests in the technique were in the mid 1950s. Author claims 
that there are reductions in capital costs and controlled 
emission of sulphur oxides. The history of the development 
of fluidised combustion in the UK is summarised including 
the financial support by NCB and USA . The British export 
potential of fluidised combustion plant is said to be good and 
the co-operative actions being taken are discussed. Six 
major advantages of the technique are listed. 

197. 

198. 

199. 
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HARDY, C. W. E. 
Dual fuel firing. 
Slough: Combustion Engineering Association, 1974 
15p. (C.E.A. Document, no.9356). 

The upsets in world fuel supplies, the lack of sustained 
availability at acceptable prices, have brought about a situ
ation that will probably lead to urgent or seasonal changes 
in the central plant to cope with different fuels. District 
heating facilitates these changes more easily than individual 
installations and so papers such as this are most helpful. The 
author is with Hamworthy Engineering who make and install 
dual-fuel burners for oil or gas and therefore the paper deals 
with the subject realistically in respect of shell boiler appli
cation. The author also deals with the burning of waste 
materials from food, textiles, chemical, paper and other 
manufacturing processes as well as with old sump oil, 
naphtha and crude oil from the washings of tankers. States 
that sewage sludge has a c.v. of 6,000 Btu/lb so it can be used 
as a fuel at sea. Author advises that no combustible waste 
should be discarded and that oil/gas burner manufacturers will 
give advice on their combustion. The paper deals thoroughly 
with the conversion of shell boilers from oil to natural gas 
firing and with the problems that can arise. For conversion 
from natural gas to oil firing (now taking place in USA) see 
paper by J. H. Simpson in ASH RAE Journal; this section, 
no.202. 

LARSSON,O. 
Aspects of the dimensioning of boiler capacity effect in boiler 
plants. 
Stockholm : Swedish State Institute for Building, 1965. 
(Report 21/65). (In Swedish, with English summary). 

A major fault with district heating designs in all countries is 
admitted to be the oversizing of boiler plants relative to heat 
loads experienced. A further shortcoming discovered in a 
Swedish survey is that the number of boilers and their 
capacities in each plant are not consistent in the many 
schemes investigated even when the load and other design 
parameters are identical. The survey covered boiler sizes 35 
to 1,163 kW. The report points out that oversizing for the 
total plant and a wrong ratio of boiler sizes in a multi-unit 
installation results in severe penalties of needless capital cost 
and excessive use of fuel. 
See also paper by E. R0dahl, in this Section, no.201. 

MACKENZIE-KENNEDY, C. V. J . 
Boiler replacement on a low pressure steam district heating 
system. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.41, no.490, September 
1972, p.6- 12. 

The natural gas fired district heating boiler installation at 
Paderbom British Army barracks complex is claimed to be 
the largest of its kind built by the British Government's 
Department of the Environment anywhere in the world or 
initiated by the West German Ministry of Finance in 
Northrhine Westphalia. Describes the manner in which the 
boiler plant replaced the 35-year old coke-fired boilers. 
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200. 

201. 

202. 
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MATIERSDORFF, E. 
Betriebsverhalten von Heizwerken und Heizzentralen mit 
Erdgasfeuerung. 
[Operational behaviour of heating plants and centralised 
heating schemes with natural gas firing] • 
in Heizung, Luftung Und Haustechnik, v. 23, no.10, October 
1972, p.323-327. 
In German. 

Based on Hamburg district heating experience which is about 
the longest of all schemes. Surveys natural gas-fired plants 
including district heating. Gives statistical and graphical 
results of heat emission over the year in terms of charts, 
hourly and annual values. Very long boiler service periods 
with lower power requirements are pointed out. Possi
bilities of better results by suitable controls and programming. 

R0DAHL,E. 
Om middel-virkningsgrader for oljefyrte sentralvarmekjeler. 
[The average efficiences of oil-fired heating boilers]. 
in Norsk VVS, v.11, no.2, February 1968, p.34-40. 
In Norwegian. 

Author is a professor at the Norsk VVS, the Norwegian 
Heating Institute. Refers to the Swedish Survey and Report 
by 0. Larsson and others on the economic dimensioning of 
boilers. Deals academically with the ratio of efficiency and 
load. Makes the point that space heating boilers are sized to 
cope with peak loads in rare extremes of cold weather but the 
average load throughout several years is a fraction of the 
theoretical maximum. Multiple-boiler installations are also 
the subject of calculations in this paper in order to find the 
optimum heating surface for economic design. The effects of 
flue gas losses on oversized boilers are discussed as well as 
methods of reducing them. The heat losses are aggravated 
from oversized boiler plant which have bad insulation or poor 
sealing. This effect is a maximum at very light loads. 
Formulae are given for all the variations in load conditions. 
See also report by 0. Larsson, this section, no.198. 

SIMPSON, J. H. 
Conversion of boilers to dual-fuel systems. 
inASHRAE Journal, v.15, May 1973, p.46-54. 

Well illustrated and practical article on this increasingly 
important subject of dual-fuelled boilers and the conversion 
of natural-gas types to use oil too. Information about multi
fuel boilers is particularly relevant to district heating in the 
changing pattern of energy supplies and prices because they 
facilitate still further the flexibility of central plant to be 
changed from one fuel to another at short notice. Detailed 
information and data are given to enable temperatures and 
outputs to be calculated for boilers that are converted to dual 
fuel operation. Discusses the problems that can arise such as 
back-end damage by flame impingement, due to basic dif
ferences between radiant and convected heat transfer, 
according to whether the fuel is oil or gas. See also paper by 
C. W. E. Hardy and the informative discussion also included; 
this section, no.197. 

6.3 HEAT FROM INDUSTRY, HEAT PUMPS AND 
NON-CONVENTIONAL ENGINES 

203 . ARMSTEAD, H. C.H. 
Geothermal energy; review of research and development. 
Paris: Unesco Press, 1973. 
186p. (Earth Sciences 12). 

The review is worldwide in its coverage of district heating/ 
cooling/power in New Zealand, Iceland, USA, USSR, Japan, 
Italy, Hungary. District heating and power production from 
geothermal energy also the winning and transmission by tele· 
thermics systems of geothermal fluids are thoroughly discus· 
sed in chapters III and IV and V, p.73-173, by K. Matsuo, 
J. H. Smith, Basil Wood, S. S. Einarsson, C.H. Armstead and 
others. Air conditioning from geothermal district heating is 
used in New Zealand. Waste heat from geothermal power 
stations is to be used in Japan. The review is modestly 
described as a general introduction to geothermal energy but 
to all but those without specialist knowledge of the subject it 
is a valuable vade-mecum. There are extensive bibliographies 
given at the end of each chapter. The authors' addresses are 
listed. Costs (or price in the case of California) of heat at 
wellheads and at points of delivery are given for comparison 
with fuel prices. The Iceland district heating progress (geo
thermal) is mentioned and there is a graphical analysis of the 
various heat usages of geothermal energy produced above 
40°C, namely space and water heating, swimming pools, soil 
heating, greenhouse farming, industrial processes and power 
production. 

204. BSC offers district heating scheme from Llanwern steelworks. 
in Electrical Review, v.195, no.6, November 1974, p.552. 

Brief reference to a projected scheme for utilising reject heat 
from a steel works to serve a mainly residential area 4 miles 
away near Newport. Explains that the British Steel Corpor· 
ation's Works at Llanwern are to be the source of heat as 30% 
of that produced at present is rejected. Refers to the fact 
that the original decision by the Newport Council was to have 
a fossil-fuelled boiler plant for the district heating scheme but 
to obviate the need for this and to save fuel the BSC offered 
to make what they expected to be a viable case for a piped 
hot water system from their works to supply what is other
wise waste heat. 

205. KELL, J. R. 
The Nuffield College Heat Pump, by J. R. Kell and P. L. 
Martin. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.31, January 1963, p.333- 356. 

District heating for the Nuffield College complex of buildings 
is provided by a heat pump which recovers heat from the 
sewers. Breakdowns of capital and annual costs are given and 
compared with those for an electrically-driven heat pump. 
The plant is driven by a diesel engine. The overall efficiency 
is given at 5 7 .6% without auxiliaries and the theoretical 
advantage 6.91. A less favourable viewpoint to heat pumps 
is given by Montagnon, P. E. No more heat pumps, in 
Journal of the Institute of Fuel, v.27, no.170, 1954 . 



206. 

207. 

208. 

209. 

KOREK,J. 
Die Warmepumpe im Femheizbetrieb. 
[The heat pump in district heating operation). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.2, April 1974, p.53-55 . 
In German. 

States that the heat pump and district heating, in addition 
to their increasingly important environmental benefits, are 
showing far greater economic advantages as fuel prices 
escalate. Whereas the heat pump is said to be limited to 
specific cases the author gives reasons why it cannot be con
sidered for district heating. It is shown that district heating 
systems are economically superior to the heat pump and give 
a far greater saving in the consumption of fuels especially 
when supplied from heat and power stations. See other papers 
in this section giving the very different point of view that 
heat pumps together with district heating can make a very 
successful combination resulting in increased fuel savings. 

LEARDINI, T. 
Geothermal power. 
in Energy in the 1980's: a Royal Society discussion, 
organized by Sir Peter Kent. p.101 - 120. 
London : Royal Society, 1974. 
209p. 

This paper emphasises the utilisation of geothermal energy 
including district heating. It quantifies the amounts of geo
thermal energy used in some of the countries and describes 
the uses to which it is put in the following countries: Italy, 
USA, USSR, New Zealand, Mexico, Japan and Iceland, China, 
Algeria, Chile, France, Hungary, Phillipines and Turkey, El 
Salvador, Indonesia. District heating from geothermal sources 
is said to be used not only for space and water heating but for 
numerous other purposes including indoor and outdoor food 
production. There is a long list of references. In the discus
sion, reference is made to the UNESCO Earth Sciences Series, 
No.12, 1973, a report on geothermal energy and its possibili
ties written by 15 international experts. A summary is given 
of the planned world-increased use of geothermal energy in the 
countries already mentioned and in El Salvador and Indonesia. 

MACCHI, E. 
Non-conventional engines for thermal stations, by E. Macchi 
and G. Giglioli. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.163-184; Summaries, p.165. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A unique paper on the characteristics of non-conventional 
prime movers using organic fluids such as CCI3 F (Freon 11) 
as working media. Comparison is made between these prime 
movers and steam cycles. Their application in heating/ 
cooling stations working on the heat pump principle is pro
posed with emphasis on their anti-pollution benefits. Useful 
example given of a thermal station working on these princi
ples and which achieves a 50% fuel saving compared with con
ventional plant. 

OSTERTAG, A. 
Uber Moglichkeiten des Warmepumpeneinsatzes bei der 
Stadtefernheizung. [ Heat pumps for district heating). 
in Schweizerische Bauzeitung, v.92, no.31, August 1974, 
p.741-750. 
In German. 

Opens with a survey and history of district heating develop
ment in Switzerland and leads on to a discussion on heat 
pumps and their adaption to domestic heating. Conclusion is 
reached that the optimum economic energy system for supply
ing district heating is a nuclear heat/power station and the 
heat pump. The heat pump is explained, in principle as taking 
the place of the hot condenser for steam to water heat 
transfer. A cold condenser and cooling tower would be used 
as well in summer. 
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6.4 GEOTHERMAL SOURCES FOR DISTRICT 
HEATING AND COOLING 

210. 

21 1. 

212. 

COOKE, W. L. 
Geothermal heat in New Zealand. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.549, April 
1973, p.510-512. 

Describes how geothermal sources are used in place of boilers 
to provide hot water for district heating. States when the 
Europe~_ns came to New Zealand the Maoris were already 
using hot springs on the island of Mokoia for the first cen
trally heated workshop. When cottages were built in towns 
such as Rotorua, which has a geyser within its boundary, hot 
water was piped to them for heating and hot water service. 
The latter had to be indirect because of the aggressive geyser 
water. Coils for hot water were placed in the storage vessels 
and at least one such installation is still in use for the public 
baths. 
Note. The quality of the geothermal water is very different 
from the Iceland geysers and the ease of obtaining the hot 
water is in contrast with the deep boreholes in France. See 
references in this section. The urban location of the Rotorua 
geothermal source is the opposite extreme to the 100 km 
pipeline necessary in Italy. 

DOVER,C. 
Heat inside earth could warm cities, say geologists. 
in Daily Telegraph, 4 April 1974, p.8. 

Reports statements by Sir Kingsley Dunham, Director of the 
Institute of Geological Sciences, London, and other geologists 
on the prospects in Britain of obtaining energy from geo
thermal sources. Expresses their view that heat from the 
earth's interior could be used on a large scale to provide some 
districts, including London, with district heating and hot 
water. The Director said that Britain has no rig capable of 
making a test borehole 21h miles deep and mentions the 
European countries that have such plant. Expresses hope that 
a Government grant would permit experimental boreholes of 
this depth to be drilled in Britain after the technique being 
used for similar tests in New Mexico had proved successful. 
Admission is made that little is known about the regional 
distribution of geothermal heat in Britain so it is uncertain 
which of the major cities could benefit. States that tempera
ture rises of nearly 40°C per km of depth have been 
recorded in Cornwall and Dorset. Reports also a statement 
by Lord Everglyn, Professor of Geology at Nottingham 
University that technology was available for building thermal 
energy stations almost anywhere in the world if the cost was 
right. States that geothermal stations are relatively cheap to 
construct and they last for ever so they should be at least 
considered for Britain. Mentions the hot springs at Bath as 
an example that geothermal heat is not always associated with 
volcanic areas. 

DUBOIS, J. 
Chauffage geothermique. [Geothermal heating). 
in Promoclim B, v.5, no.10, October 1974, p.519-525. 
In French. 

Discusses the availability and use of geothermal heat in France 
and gives the information that it was first used in pre-Roman 
times. Each of the regions with geothermal heat sources at 
useful temperatures are discussed and illustrated with maps, 
namely L'Alsace, La Limagne, Massif Central, L'Aquitaine, 
Les Pyrenees, La Bourgogne and the Paris geothermal region. 
Gives temperatures of the hot water deposits and the depths 
below the earth's surface at which they lie. Methods of 
extracting the heat are described and the heat exchange 
technique is illustrated. A geological vertical section is shown 
of the Paris region to a depth of 3,000 m. 
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213. 

214. 

215. 

216. 

40 

HEAT from the earth. 
in Building SerPices Engineer, v.42, January 1975, p.AlO
All. 

Surveys briefly the use of geothermal energy for district heat
ing in France, Iceland and New Zealand. States that in 
Iceland, geothermal energy supplies 20% of the country's total 
needs. The Reykjavik district heating system, 250 MW 
capacity, uses only geothermal energy. New Zealand supplies 
are said to be smaller. The French geothermal reserves in 
Alsace, Auvergne and the Paris region are discussed and a map 
is given, based on information from the French Bureau of 
Mines and Geological Research and limited to those large 
deposits with temperatures at 70°C and 100°C. The French 
Government, it is said, has invited consulting engineers and 
other interested parties to put forward proposals for projects 
using geothermal energy. Figures are given for the district 
heating scheme of 3,000 dwellings at Melun near Paris that 
uses at all times geothermal hot water at 75°C flow and 50°C 
return to the earth. Explains that a peak load boiler plant 
supplements the heat supply in cold weather to the extent 
illustrated graphically. The cost-in-use is reported to be the 
same as for a boiler plant serving the district heating scheme. 
It is confirmed that 2,000 tons of oil (£70,000 in 1974) are 
saved every year now and this will continue in future. A dia
gram shows how the energy is obtained via a heat transformer. 

KRISTINSSON. G. H. 
Geothermal energy and its use for district heating in Iceland, 
by G. H. Kristinsson and K. 0. Jonsson. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.39, August 1971, p.103-111. 

Authors are respectively Chief Engineer and Manager of the 
Reykjavik district heating service. Geothermal activity and 
its widespread effectiveness in Iceland are discussed and 
reference is made to the two main types of geothermal 
sources, those above 200°C and others less than 200°C. The 
former are in the volcanic belt and an extension of the Mid
Atlantic Ridge. The latter are widespread. Water from both 
areas is alkaline, 8 .O to 9 .5 pH and so pure that it is potable. 
Total heat output is 47,000 MW of which the useful heat 
from surface springs is 900 MW. Seven district heating 
schemes are described with emphasis on the largest at 
Reykjavik which uses borehole hot water supplies of 250 MW 
capacity. 120,000 m2 of greenhouses are also district heated. 
The scheme was started in 1928. The discussion (Summer 
Conference of the IHVE in Iceland) adds to the unique value 
of this paper. The paper is also published in The Steam&: 
Heating Engineer, October 1971. 

LEMBKE, H .-J. 
Stadt ohne Rauche. [Towns without smoke]. 
inHeizung, Lu/tung und Haustechnik, v.25, no.10, October 
1974, p .337-339. 
In German. 

A general description of the district heating schemes in 
Iceland served by geothermal energy and how they are 
installed and operated economically. The author provides 
technical and cost details. More comprehensive papers on the 
subject are included in this Section, e.g. nos.203, 207,213, 
214. 

MAUGIS,P. 
L'eau thermale et le chauffage urbain. [Geothermal water 
and district heating] . 
inPromoclim, v.2, December 1971, p.695-702. 
In French. 

Geothermal water exists under Paris at 70°C, 1,800m below 
the surface. It heats 3,000 dwellings in Melun. Describes 
technical aspects of exploiting this energy source and deals 
also with the economic aspects. 

6.5 SOLAR ENERGY SOURCES FOR DISTRICT 
HEATING AND COOLING 

Heat recovery techniques from solar energy are slowly developing and 
there are examples such as in Cyprus, France, the Middle East, UK and 
USA. The solar energy is used for heating, cooling, hot water and 
cooking. Solar energy stations are extremely large and require a district 
heating/cooling system to distribute the hot/cold fluids. Solar energy 
is already being used in district heating schemes as an alternative to or to 
supplement fuel whenever it creates sufficient warmth in some or all the 
rooms of buildings. This is achieved by thermostatic controls and in 
particular thermostatic radiator valves. When heat gains from the sun 
(or occupancy) starts increasing the room temperature the valve reduces 
the radiator heat input and when the pre-selected level is reached solar 
heat gains entirely replace heat obtained from fuel. 

21 7. CENTRAL storage of solar energy. 
in Financial Times, 5 April 1974, p.8. 

District heating, cooling and electricity from solar energy 
central collection and storage stations is the subject of this 
article. It is stated that 60% of a town in New Mexico could 
have all its energy needs satisfied in this way, according to a 
study by Sandia Laboratories based in that town. No techno
logical breakthrough is said to be required. The estimated 
cost of producing the energy is estimated to be higher than 
that by using fossil fuels but electricity would be cheaper 
because the reject heat would be utilised for district cooling. 
A minimum of 100 houses and business premises would be 
necessary to make the scheme viable. 1,000 units is said to be 
the maximum economical limit because of problems such as 
storage, but see proposals for central solar energy collectors 
to take advantage of the existing enormous storage capacity 
in district heating accumulators and town mains. 

218. EASTON,C. R. 

219. 

Evaluation of central solar tower power plant, by C. R. Easton 
and others. 
in lntersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, 
9th, San Francisco, 1974. 
Proceedings, p.271-274. 
New York: American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1974. 

The centralised collection of solar energy is the basis of this 
paper and the conclusion is reached that the economics are 
sufficiently attractive to warrant further evaluation studies 
and tests. The combination of a solar tower with coal-fired 
power plant is said to be an attractive prospect for the future. 

MORSE,R. N. 
Solar energy as a major source of power for Australia. 
in Conference on Energy Resources for Electric Power 
Generation, Melbourne, 29-31 October, 1974, p.84-90. 
Sydney: Institution of Engineers, Australia, 1974. 

The author is director of the Australian Research Organis
ation for Solar Energy Studies and one of the conclusions to 
his paper is that combined systems involving solar energy are 
attractive. He states that they improve the economic return 
on investment, ensure continuity of output and conserve fossil 
fuels. A second point is that heat production and transpor
tation account for 90% of the Australian energy consumption, 
the remainder being electricity which uses a third of the 
nation's primary energy for generation. 

For other material on the production of heat see 30, 36, 4 7, 55, 58, 88, 
128,131,146,191,242,249,257,390,410,416,427,441,456,483, 
490,499,509,526,528,540 and 576. 



7. ENERGY FROM THE INCINERATION OF 
TOWN WASTE 

7. ENERGY FROM THE INCINERATION OF TOWN WASTE -
combined heat and power, or heat only 

220. 

221. 

222. 

AITKEN, 1. 
Refuse collection through underground mains, by I. Aitken 
and G. Robinson. 
in Society of Engineers Conference, Bristol University, 8 
April 1970. Papers. 
Bristol: University of Bristol, 1970. 

The underground pipe technique is used for conveying refuse 
from buildings to the incinerator by suction then returning 
hot water back to them by district heating. Refers to existing 
schemes in Stockholm and Westminster on this completely 
piped basis. Future compact urban development will not 
only necessitate but is ideal for vacuum pipe collection of 
refuse. Gives the advantages and describes the techniques of 
refuse collection by underground mains. States in conclusion 
that the County Councils Association has recommended the 
Government's Working Party to abandon controlled tipping 
in favour of incineration. 
See also A. Hascler's article in Architects' Journal, v.149, 
no.14, 2 April 1969, p.933-8 on this subject and illustrating 
the spiral pipe connection from the ground into the furnace. 

ANDREONI, G. 
L'incenerimento dei ritiuti solidi urbani in rapporto alla 
centralizzazione termica per !'Italia. [Incineration of solid 
refuse with reference to district heating plants in Italy). 
in Condizionamento del/'Aria, v.17, no.5, May 1973, 
p.351-355. 
In Italian. 

Disposal of Italian town waste without hazards to the environ
ment and health is discussed and these problems are shown 
to be solvable by means of incineration with energy recovery . 
The generation of heat/power is described and district heating 
in particular with reference to the calorific value of refuse. 
Plants in Italy with heat recovery are described. For a com
plete and updated list of Italian plants see Schedule by Baseler 
of European incinerators with heat recovery. District 
Heating, March 1976, this section, no.238. 

ASTROM,L. 
Comparative study of European and North American steam 
producing incinerators, by L. Astrom and others. 
in National Incinerator Conference, Miami, 12-15 May 1974. 
Resource recovery thru incineration; proceedings. p.255-
266. 
New York : American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1974. 

Gives a general description for comparative purposes of some 
European incinerators serving district heating schemes and 
states the advantages they would have in conditions in some 
parts of North America. The information concerning the 
composition of European refuse seems to have been obtained 
from outdated sources. A short list is given of North 
American plants with heat recovery . Drawings show some 
types of incinerator plants and grates. Refers to the surprising 
absence of corrosion in the furnaces of plants where refrac
tory linings are limited . No corrosion has occurred in the 
combined refuse/fossil fuel fired plant at St. Louis, Missouri. 
See paper by Dreifke in this Section , no .232. A complete 
updated schedule of European incinerators with heat recovery 
is given in the paper by Haseler, European Municipal 
Incineration Plant5 with Heat Utilisation in District Heating, 
March 1976, this section, no.238. 

223. 

224. 

225 . 

AVERS,E. 
District heating and cooling with a solid waste fuelled plant. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating 
Association, v.65, 1974, p.49- 52 . 

Describes the outstanding Nashville Thermal Transfer 
Corporation project which includes a plant using solid waste 
as a fuel for a district heating/cooling scheme stated to be a 
USA Government and private enterprise project known 
locally as a "trash for cash" scheme. The paper discusses the 
numerous general and particular financial and environmental 
advantages and quantifies the amounts of capital actually 
saved in new building schemes by obviating the individual 
heating/cooling plants. The cost of sanitary landfill disposal 
of town rubbish, now mandatory in the USA towns, is said to 
be three times the cost of open dumping. Town refuse is 
reported as a very good fuel by the author who gives an 
estimate of the total quantity available each year. Steam 
turbine driven chillers are used for district cooling, 14,000 
tons cooling capacity . The exhaust heat from steam driven 
non-condensing turbines is used for district heating. 
Technical data is given rather briefly. No river water is used 
and no water is returned to the river as would otherwise be 
necessary. The chilled water mains are insulated only by 
stone chippings under the pavement separated by a 4 inch 
thick thermal barrier from the calcium silicate and air gap 
insulated pipe-in-pipe heat mains system in a 10 swg steel 
casing. The Nashville Thermal Transfer Corporation is said to 
have been chartered under the Tennessee laws to construct, 
own and operate the central plant facilities and the district 
heating/cooling services. Their stated intention is to demon
strate and help to set the trend for all municipalities and 
communities to conserve energy, balance the costs of refuse 
disposal and greatly to improve the environment and quality 
of urban life. 

BEAL,C. F. 
Waste into profit, by C. F. Beal and A. E. Baseler. 
Borehamwood, Herts: Faculty of Building, 1972. 

This paper, read at the Royal Society to the Faculty of 
Building, makes the case for mankind to emulate nature in its 
perpetuation of energy by the recycling of waste. An 
example is given which is the conversion of town rubbish into 
useful energy when its nature is such that it cannot be other
wise recycled. Urges a sense of responsibility in conservation 
of fuels so that future generations as well as developing 
countries can have assured sources of energy. Points to the 
enormous waste of fuel when it is converted into electricity 
only and urges that over 80% of the energy content of fuel 
could be utilised if power stations produced heat and 
electricity. Mentions also solar energy, geothermal supplies, 
heat from industrial processes and district heating from 
nuclear fission and in future perhaps nuclear fusion also. 

BROWN,O. D. 
Energy generation and district heating from wood waste, 
in District Heating, v.59, no. I, July/August, 1973, p.30-36. 

Gives results of substantial practical experience with district 
heating and electricity generation from wood waste in 
Oregon USA. Two square miles are served by distribution 
mains already 15 miles long and to be doubled in length by 
1978. Previously the wood waste would have caused pol
lution by crude burning or land fill dumps. A realistic, 
factual paper with good information and drawings. 
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CANADIAN district heating incinerator replaces power 
station. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.548, March 
1973, p.479. 

The report, although very brief, gives notice of the important 
fact that a very large refuse incinerator began operation in 
Quebec Province in March 1973. The incinerator cost £8 
million. It is the culmination of three years of investigation 
of alternatives for disposing of refuse from 25 surrounding 
communities. The study and design were by Canadian con
sultants. There are four waste heat boilers producing 
324,000 lb/h of steam. It incinerates 1,200 tons of refuse a 
day. Some of the steam is used for process work and elec
tricity. Avoidance of air pollution is one of the main reasons 
for having the plant. It replaces a power station. Handling of 
residue is under water and all chutes are water sealed. The 
furnaces are water-wall type and cool the gases before they 
reach the boilers which are of the convection type. Heavy-oil 
firing is available in case of trouble. Electrostatic filters are 
employed. The ash is used for civil engineering works. The 
concept of one very large incinerator plant for a region is not 
generally acceptable. The radius of economic transport 
usually limits the size of incinerator plant. 

CHAMBERLAIN, C. T. 
Special industrial problems at the approach to heat recovery, 
by C. T. Chamberlain and D. F. Cooke. 
in Incineration 1974; Energy cooled reference supplement. 
London: Institute of Fuel, 1974. 40pp. 

The authors are principals with a British incinerator manufac
turer and their paper reflects their experience in the tech
niques and economics of refuse and industrial waste inciner· 
ation. Deals with the choice of waste heat boilers and the 
control of systems. Concludes that heat recovery is becoming 
increasingly attractive as fuels become more and more expen
sive. States that the cost of flue-gas handling equipment is 
substantially reduced by waste heat recovery. The capital 
cost of a heat recovery system is said by the authors to be 
dearer than a normal boiler but the pay back period rarely 
exceeds one year when the plant works more than 16 hours a 
day. There are massive savings, the authors find, to produce 
energy by burning waste, including hospital waste, instead of 
fossil fuels and the savings increase with the length of the 
burning period. 

CITY district heating/cooling using only solid waste: a study 
for Syracuse. 
in District Heating, v.60, no.2, December 1974, p.45-46. 

Describes a feasibility study for a self-supporting city 
heating/cooling plant in the city of Syracuse and Onondago 
County using only solid waste totalling 80% of the County's 
refuse. Reports that the study was a co-ordinated effort and 
jointly funded by the Syracuse University, Onondago County, 
the Carrier Corporation, consultants and contractors. Details 
that the conclusions reached, apart from the self-supporting 
aspect and saving considerable fuel, were that it would save 
taxpayers money and improve the environment. The scheme 
is being actively considered by Government Departments and 
by private investors. An editorial note states that consider
ation is being given to the application of a similar scheme in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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CLYMER, E. A. 
The Philadelphia Energy conservation plan. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating 
Association, v.67, 1967. 

Describes how institutional barriers have been overcome in 
reaching what is said to be a unique agreement between the 
public and private sectors for a co-operative refuse inciner
ation project with heat utilisation. States that it took 16 years 
before the agreement was signed committing the City of 
Philadelphia and the privately owned Philadelphia Electric 
Company to a jointly financed engineering effort. Approval 
is reported also to have been given by the Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Co. to steam sales contracts between both parties. 
Briefly comments on the technical aspects of the plant but 
the main emphasis is on how the public vis-a-vis private 
sector institutional constraints were resolved, the preliminary 
review and the selection of alternatives. Claims that this is 
the first agreement of its kind in the USA without State or 
Federal funds being contemplated. 

DAHLERUP·PETERSEN, H. H. 
The production of district heating and electricity from the 
burning of town refuse in Denmark. 
in World Power Conference, 4th, London, 1950. Papers. 
Section E4. 
London: World Power Conference (now World Energy 
Conference), 1950. 

This paper is of historical interest but is also of use for gaug
ing the growth of heat recovery from incineration. The 
author represented the Danish National Committee of the 
World Power Conference. 
Describes the Copenhagen scheme at Frederiksberg, installed 
in 1903. Other schemes at Aarhus and Gentofte are referred 
to. The extra cost of 4 Kroner per inhabitant per year for 
incineration was more than compensated for by the costs of 
transport previously used for out of town dumping. 

DISTRICT heating and cooling from refuse incineration, 
Nashville, Tennessee, USA. 
in District Heating, v.58, no.2, Autumn 1972, p.20-23. 

Describes and illustrates details of a new, very large refuse 
incineration plant for district heating and cooling in Tennessee, 
the twentieth US city with district heating and cooling. 
Historical reference to the first US refuse incineration district 
heating scheme in Manhattan in 1903. 200 million tons of 
refuse annually are produced in US which could provide 20% 
of the nation's 100 million tons of installed cooling plant 
capacity which requires 16 million kW. Refers to solid waste 
as a dependable source of energy. The Government helped 
with the provision of 7 acres of land after obtaining affirma
tive answers to three questions: Is it in the best interests of 
the city? Will it reduce pollution? Is it the best use of the 
land? It is emphasised that the scheme could not have been 
accomplished without the co-operation of professional 
engineers, city administrators, lawyers, state officials, 
members of Congress, local businessmen and the help of 
financial institutions. 
See also paper in Power, v.118, December 1974, p.18-19. 
"Nashville turns solid waste into district steam and chilled 
water" giving information on the operation of the installation 
and its planned capacity for 1978. 
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DREIFKE, G. E. 
Solid waste as a utility fuel, by G. E. Dreifke, D. L. Klumb 
and J. D. Smith. 
in Proceedings of the American Power Conference, v.35, 
1973, p.1198-1206. 

A paper based on actual experience that usefully adds to the 
international debates on whether waste products can be con
sumed in existing fossil-fuelled boilers, in this case a 125 MW 
unit. The authors are with the Union Electric Company, 
St. Louis, USA and the paper is an interim report of full-scale 
tests on the burning of prepared domestic refuse in an exist
ing pulverised fuel boiler started in that city in 1972. The 
project is aided financially by the US Government Environ
mental Protection Agency as the benefits will be to the com
munity as well as the utility. The premise is that refuse after 
removal of metals etc. and milling will replace some of the 
fuel but without affecting boiler output. The processing 
facilities, also the fuel supply, boiler and firing arrangements, 
are described and illustrated. Analyses are tabulated of refuse, 
ash and water in refuse and dispersal ponds. The use of refuse 
as a supplementary fuel is said to have a promising future 
whether coal, gas or oil is used as the main energy source. An 
important conclusion given is that the capital costs of this 
method should almost always be substantially less than those 
of conventional incinerator facilities. Another paper on the 
subject is that by F. E. Wisely, G. W. Sutherfield and D. L. 
Klumb in Proceedings of the National Incinerator Conference, 
1972. 

ELLIS,A.F. 
Statutory requirements for air pollution control of the 
incineration processes. 
in incineration 1974; Energy World references supplement. 
London: Institute of Fuel, 1974. 
40pp. 

Summarises a paper by F. E. Ireland and A. F. Price, British 
Government Inspectors, on Incineration; Statutory require
ments and environmental aspects, in Journal of the 
institute of Fuel, vol.43 1970 no.115. The title indicates the 
contents of the paper that refer only to the UK. 

FIFE,J. A. 
Incineration: steam generation from solid wastes. 
in District Heating, v.56, no.2, Autumn 1970, p.18. 

Helps to fill a gap in information from North America on heat 
recovery from refuse incineration. Defines solid waste, refuse, 
garbage, trash and rubbish. Gives heat content of solid waste 
in USA as 5,000 to 5,500 Btu/lb. The older incinerators were 
designed for the same weight of throughput of refuse per 
hour but for 3,000 Btu/lb which was then normal. In conse
quence the heat recovery boilers are inadequate. Refuse 
quoted as the cleanest fuel known due to its low sulphur con
tent. Describes a 19 31 incinerator in Washington DC. Gives a 
table of owning and operating costs of incinerators. Dif
ferentiates between American and European designs of 
incinerators. States that the British are behind Germans, 
French and Swiss. The Chicago district heating incinerator is 
described and reported to be successful from the City's point 
of view. US Government gives grants under the Solid Wastes 
Disposal Act to burn refuse as a fuel for district heating. 
Shredding refuse for suspension firing in the boiler sent up 
thoughput to 580 tons/day compared with 300 tons/day with 
conventional stoker. Combined scheme GE Company and the 
nearby city. 
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FIFE, J. A. 
Refuse disposal and the mechanical engineer. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.38, no.11, 
November 1966, p.93 - 100. 

Defines garbage, refuse and trash. Gives brief history of refuse 
incineration in USA. Lists the schemes with heat recovery 
for district heating. The US Naval Base, Norfolk, naval 
scheme is referred to and illustrated in a cross-section layout 
and a general view. 

GFELLER,M. 
Total energy in Berne, by M. artd R. Gfeller. 
in Boiler House Review, v.38, no.I, January 1968, p.14 - 17. 
(Abridged version of a paper read to the District Heating 
Association in London). 

Describes the highly successfnl combined district heating and 
power generation plant fuelled by town refuse in the City of 
Berne, Switzerland. The district heating scheme is also 
detailed. The Berne plant is in a central park and so the 
environmental aspect of refuse incineration is exemplified. 
See also an article by the same authors, Community heat and 
power station in Berne, Sulzer Technical Review, v.48, no.4, 
1966, p.197-209. 

GUNN,D.C. 
Deposits and corrosion in boilers fired with domestic refuse. 
Slough, Bucks: Combustion Engineering Association, 1975. 
18p. (C.E.A. Document, no.9536). 

An authoritative and thorough paper on the subject by a 
specialist long experienced with corrosion problems in boilers. 
Water tube boilers are not discussed in the paper. 16 
references are included. 

HASELER, A. E. 
European municipal incineration plants with heat utilisation. 
in District Heating, v.61, no.3, March 1976, p.38-43. 

Gives an up-to-date and detailed schedule of all the European 
incineration plants with heat utilisation. States the locations, 
manufacturers of the incinerator installations and of the 
grates, dates of first operation, number of lines (units) and 
the capacity of each, total capacity in tons/day and how the 
heat is utilised. 

HASELER, A. E. 
Refuse incineration and heat recovery - the environmental 
answer for district heating schemes. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.40, March 1973, p.A31-A34. 

Explains the challenge facing world engineers of balancing 
energy supplies and demands for the sake of present and 
future generations. Data given on the rapidly deteriorating 
position of dwindling fuel reserves. Suggests that mankind 
emulates nature in the use-into-reuse concept for the per
petuation of life. Summarises the progress of district heating 
in the world and particularly in Britian and quantifies the 
cost benefits both for capital expense and annual cost-in-use. 
Asks whether or not district heating mains are indispensable 
for the optimum utilisation of fuels and fuel alternatives and 
that if the answer is 'yes' then the logic is that good district 
heating is an unavoidable necessity that requires urgent 
application in all towns. 
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HEAT recovery incinerator for waste gases and liquids. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.40, no.474, May 1971, 
p.28-32 . 

Describes an installation at Tcesside of the first incinerator to 
be built in Britain to burn waste gas and liquid products 
without pollution. The heat recovered is in excess of 
12.6 kg/s (100 ,000 lbs/h) of steam. 

HICKMAN,H. 
Solid waste management. 
in District Heating, v.57, Summer 1971, p.18- 24. 

The author is Director, Solid Waste Management Problems, 
US Government Environmental Protection Agency. 
The paper is the keynote address given to the International 
District Heating Association Annual Convention, 1971 . 
Thorough information given on the legislation affecting refuse 
disposal including safeguards in its dumping. Quantities of 
refuse are given for pounds per capita per day and national 
totals in millions of tons per year. Breakdowns arc given 
under seven headings for sources of solid wastes in USA. 
Current programmes, plans of Government action, their 
implementation and evaluation are all described. Solid waste 
as a fuel for an energy system is now the Government view
point rather than incineration only in order to reduce the 
bulk, weight and pollution properties of refuse. 

JEFFS, E. 
Fluidised bed extends fuel options. 
in J::nergy International, v.11, no.4, April 1974, p.17 - 18. 

Discusses the wide scope of application of fluidised-bed com
bustion rather than its technique and construction. Mentions 
the three problems of combustion affecting the environment 
and states that fluidised-bed combustion provides the triple 
solution. States that the technique is not restricted to coal 
and that the greatest practical experience has been with 
shredded municipal refuse at Menlo Park, California, a US 
Government sponsored project (through the Environmental 
Protection Agency). This installation is described. Refers to 
a British pilot scheme, being proposed for a small district 
heating scheme supplied from a heat/power turbine. 
Describes the proposed plant design. 

JULLIEN,M. 
Essais de reception des chaudieres d'incineration des residus 
urbains. [Acceptance tests for town refuse incineration 
boilers], by M. Jullien and M. Peralma. 
in Revue Genera/e de Thermique, v.12, no.139/140, July/ 
August 1973, p.635-647. 
In French. 

The tests on the boilers for the Paris district heating refuse 
incinerator plant at Ivry described in a paper by A. Touz, see 
this section, no.263, are discussed with explanations of their 
aims, identifying the actual capacity in tonnes of refuse per 
hour, thermal efficiency, checks on safety of waste products 
and characteristics of the heat transfer rates. Details the pre
parations for the tests, instrumentation, tests programme and 
discusses the problems met with and the lessons learned. A 
cross-sectional drawing is shown of the whole incinerator 
plant with the boiler clearly defined. Contractual aspects are 
included in the discussions. 
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KAUSCHE,R. 
Zurich refuse incinerator and district heating. 
in Sulzer Technical Review, v.54, no.3, 1972, p.165-172. 

Describes the introduction of refuse incineration with heat 
recovery in place of the composting method. The Martin type 
grate is used and refuse handling is by the standard modem 
method of polygrab. It is a small plant of 5 tons/hour and 
also incorporates a burner for the combustion of waste oil. 
The boiler efficiency is actually 77%. It converts nearly 
30,000 tons of refuse a year into useful heat and the avail
ability of the plant has been over 90%. 

KIMURA,H. 
Present situation of refuse incineration in Japan and problems 
in utilisation of its waste heat for district heating and other 
purposes, by H. Kimura and K. Maekawa. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.169-184, Summaries, p.124. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes the rapid progress with refuse incineration latterly 
resulting in 1,000 tons/day capacity plants. The growth rate 
in the heat content of refuse is 20% a year and the quantity is 
also increasing. The energy resources situation in Japan is so 
serious that heat recovery from refuse incineration is essential. 

KJAER,G. 
District heating from refuse incineration, by G. Kjaer and 
A. E. Haseler. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l,p.185-199;Summaries,p.125. 
Budapest: Second International District Heating Convention, 
1973. . 

A concentration of new information and original analyses 
concerning the significant fuel value of refuse and methods of 
incinerating it to produce useful energy for a town within a 
few miles radius of the contributors. Analyses are given 
including calorific value of the refuse in various towns in a 
number of countries. A comparison is made of annual 
variations in calorific values of refuse in Sweden and Europe. 
Seasonal deviations from annual averages are detailed relative 
to the quantity of refuse in the city of Malmo, Sweden. Data 
given also includes annual amounts of refuse per person in the 
UK and USA and a comparison is made of the quantities per 
person each year in London and in six towns in Scandinavia. 
The UK data includes a graph of weight, volume and density 
of domestic refuse per person per year from 1930 to 1968 
with a projection to 1980. Another graph for the same 
period shows the composition of household refuse in terms 
of weight per person per day. A similar a.nalysis is shown in a 
chart of Swedish refuse. A flow diagram illustrates the use
into-re-use concept in respect of town waste. Incineration 
converts the waste products into useful energy for district 
heating, electricity and sewage sludge drying. The exhaust 
gases are electrostatically cleaned. Sterilised residue is useful, 
comprising non-combustible waste for hardcore for building 
sites and road making. The ferrous metals are first extracted 
for scrap. 
Refuse is not only an indigenous fuel but its quantity is 
directly related to size of population and the standard of liv
ing. The calorific value is steadily increasing and so is the 
quantity per person. In a Danish town in 1970/1 refuse sup
plied 9% of the heat requirements. Refuse is not a compact, 
consistent or homogeneous fuel so it cannot be used as boiler 
fuel, it requires purpose-made incinerators. The paper states 
the limitations in minimum economic size of incinerator 
plant with heat recovery. It is stated in terms of numbers of 
contributors of waste. Actual operating efficiencies are com
pared between two plants, one providing electricity only at 
0.54 MWh per ton and the other for district heating which 
produces 1.39 MWh per ton or 70% average efficiency. 
Operating conditions of temperatures of flue gas emission and 
furnace temperatures are given, also a description and sec
tional drawing of a typical plant. Plastics have a calorific 
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KJAER, G,-continued 
value between those of coal and oil and need no special treat
ment unless in bulk from industry. 
Balancing heat produced by an incinerator plant with that 
required in a town is explained and the action necessary prior 
to the existence of heat demand. 
The siting of incinerators supplying district heating is not 
significantly limited by distance from the town when low 
cost high efficiency pipe-in-pipe heat mains are used. Instal
lations are mentioned where collection of refuse by under
ground vacuum pipe is direct from buildings into the 
incinerator furance. 

LAWSON, M. McD. 
The Nottingham refuse incineration and district heating 
scheme, by H. McD. Lawson and P. Mason. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.213-227: Summaries, p.122. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes the Nottingham refuse incinerator plant which 
started operating in 1973. It supplies the district heating 
scheme but needing additional fuel, coal, for any exception
ally high peak heating loads and electricity for pumps and 
house services. Normally heat from refuse is sufficient for 
both forms of energy. The project is stated to be the largest 
in the UK if not in Europe. Provides heat for 7,000 dwellings 
and for commerce, schools, churches, town centre and 
industrial process loads. The plant arose out of necessity 
because of disappearing opportunities to dump refuse in the 
neighbouring countryside. Total quantity 175,000 tons per 
annum rising to 200,000 tons in 1980 from a contributing 
population of half a million people in Nottingham and other 
population centres. Technical details of plant are given and 
of the associated power station. Area served by district heat
ing is 3 square miles using chiefly pipe-in-pipe systems total
ling 40 miles in length. Temporary transportable boilers are 
used to avoid the penalty of premature capital investment in 
mains and central plant prior to the development of a 
rewardingly large heat demand. 
See also a more detailed paper by these authors, published in 
the Institution of Civil Engineers Journal, v.56, February 
1974, p.11-29; and a later paper in the same journal, v.56, 
November 1974, p.587-596. 

LINAWEAVER, F. P. 
Pyrolysis for Baltimore: a dramatic breakthrough in solid 
waste management, by F. P. Linaweaver and C. W. Crooks. 
in District Heating, v.59, no.3, January/February 1974, 
p.12- 14. 

Discusses the launching of the Baltimore Landgard Resource 
Recovery Centre supplying, inter alia, district heating and 
cooling from a pyrolosis plant and claims that it is one of the 
most novel and modern in the USA. Gives the total of dom
estic refuse collected as 1,800 tons. Explains that land for 
landfill (covered dumps) is at a premium. Defines pyrolosis 
and states its advantages. Details the Federal Government's 
and State of Maryland's support grants for building this 
resource recovery system said to be the world's first full-scale 
scheme. Refers to turn-key (£7 million roughly) contract 
with Monsanto Enviro-Chem systems for complete project 
from design stage to start-up and demonstration. Baltimore 
municipality said to be paying for the mile-long pipeline from 
the plant to the district heating/cooling systems. The result
ant saving in fuel stated as 16 million gallons of fuel oil 
annually. 70 tons of ferrous metals will be recovered each 
day. 80 tons (6%) of sterile residue will be sold for landfill. 
Total revenue from reclaimed materials given as $4. 70 per ton 
Claims that pyrolosis and provision of energy from waste is a 
big advance on the narrow concept of recycling. 
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MITCHELL, D. A. 
Design of a new type of municipal refuse incinerator, by 
D. A. Mitchell and R. F. J. Morgan. 
in Journal of the Society of Environmental Engineers, v.11, 
December 1972, p.2-6. 

Describes one of the earliest pioneer research and develop
ment projects for fluidised bed combustion of town refuse, 
the basic difficulties met with and how they were overcome. 
Twenty advantages of the fluidised bed combustion technique 
over the moving grate method are given, such as the good 
control of flue gas cleaning to comply with rising environ
mental standards and statutory requirements. The incinerator 
is described as being initially studied and developed by 
D. R. Muirhead of Davy-Ashmore and then the work was 
transferred to Power-Gas in 1969. Two designs were con
sidered and the results of laboratory model tests are discussed. 
The method of operation is described and tabulated per
formance data are detailed. The pilot plant at Harley is 
illustrated by photograph and a sectionalised drawing of the 
plant interior is given. Two disadvantages of fluidised bed 
systems are said to be high power usage for air movement, 
(30 kWh/tonne of refuse) except in cases where the ceramic 
content of the refuse provides all the bed material. 

MOLLENKAMP, F.-W. 
Hat der Verbund van Miillverbrennungsanlagen mit grossen 
Femheiz - oder Heizkraftwerken eine zukunft. (Is there a 
future for the interconnection of refuse burning installations 
and district heating schemes on thermal power stations]. 
in Energiewirtschaftliche Tagestragen, v.23, no.8, August 
1973, p.432-441. 
In German. 

Describes some of the refuse burning installations with heat 
recovery in West Germany. Comments on the technical and 
social problems of disposing of refuse especially in high 
residential density areas. General discussion on present 
technique and progress and trend to heat recovery for district 
heating/electricity generation. Illustrates refuse incineration 
plant with heat and power production in other countries. 
Some maps and diagrams are included. 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD 
Nottingham refuse incineration and district heating scheme. 
London: National Coal Board, 1973. 

Well illustrated booklet published by the National Coal 
Board on the occasion of the official opening of the scheme 
in September 1973. Gives a few of the main facts and names 
of all concerned in the design and execution of the project 
which uses only refuse to produce heat for 40,000 people in 
Nottingham. Full technical description in the Lawson/ 
Mason papers given to the Second International District 
Heating Convention 1973 and the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, 5 March 1974. (References in this section). See 
also Warmth from waste in Building, v.228, 18 April 1975, 
p.92-93, for later information. 
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NEWMAN,A. 
Lots of moneymaking rubbish treated with a systems 
approach. 
in Engineer, v.238, 4 April 1974, p.38 - 39. 

A flowchart and short description give the main features of 
the recycling refuse incinerator scheme in Hamilton, Canada 
in which heat, metals and sterile ash for landfill are produced 
from domestic and industrial refuse. States that dumping 
grounds for refuse are becoming so scarce that the days of 
dumping are over. Refuse and demolition lumber are 
shredded . Ash is conveyed pneumatically to a silo. Suspen
sion burning of shredded refuse is described and the objectives 
of avoiding the problems of complicated grates and renewal 
of refractory linings. A simple moving grate is regarded as 
chiefly for ash removal so obviating the difficulties associated 
with wet ash handling systems. Residue occupies 10% of the 
volume of the original refuse. 

OJIMA,T. 
Waste heat by utilities and industries in urban areas in Japan, 
by T. Ojima and K. Nezu. 
in District Heating, v.60, no.2, October-November
December 1974, p.26-31. 

States the growing problem of the coincident rapid growth 
in energy demands and decreasing fuel supplies, 80% of 
which Japan has to import. The amounts of waste heat are 
especially large in Japan and are increasing. Percentages and 
a chart are given showing temperatures and quantities of waste 
heat from eleven common sources. The ratio of waste heat 
recovered to energy consumption is also shown graphically. 
The Tokyo Bay energy project, taken as an example, is 
designed for the Tokyo "Megalopolis" with an extensive and 
multipurpose heat network as a minimum energy system. 
The system, free from technical problems, is a short or 
medium-term project and its purposes are given as control of 
atmospheric pollution and a counter-measure for thermal pol
lution, saving of energy resources, conservation of living con
ditions, a heat system for the urban infrastructure and pre
vention of damage to cities. Feasibility studies of similar 
systems are reported as promoted mainly by the Government 
and local authorities. 

PYLE, F. B. 
Recycle of energy plant for district heating 
in District Heating, v.59, no.2, October/November 1973, 
p.14-16. 

Gives design details of a new concept of a plant for waste 
recycling including district heating. The first plant is for the 
City of Akron, Ohio. It involves a shredding process for all 
waste instead of just for very large items such as furniture. 
Claims reduction in boiler size, facilitation of recovery of 
glass and metal and lower labour costs. Compares two 333 
tons plants (a} bulk fuel and (b} shredded fuel in various 
apsects, including costs, efficiencies and output. 

RASCH, R. 
Miillverbrennung. (Refuse incineration]. 
inBrennstoff-Warme-Kraft, v.26, no.5, May 1974, p.223-221! . 
In German. 

A general discussion on refuse incineration and the relevant 
West German legislation and standards. Large installations, 
some with heat recovery, are described. Discusses the control 
of pollution and particle emissions from some difficult types 
of refuse and how they are treated prior to incineration. 92 
references are given. 

256. 

257. 

258. 

RAYMAN,N. 
Design of a refuse incinerator plant for the city of Coventry. 
in National Incinerator Conference, New York, 1972. 
Proceedings, p.166-177. 
New York : American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1972. 

The authors are in the City Engineers Department, Coventry, 
and their paper describes the studies which established the 
need and economics of the plant as well as the acceptability 
in the neighbourhood of the incinerator on a selected site. 
The factors that decided plant capacity are given, also details 
of grate and other important features including the waste 
heat boiler for ultimate district heating. Data is given on 
amount of refuse collected in Coventry and the rate of 
increase expected. A graph shows that incineration in 1973 
cost the same as land fill or pulverisation and land fill, but 
after 1975 it would become increasingly the cheapest method . 
The effects of increasing the capacity and throughput of the 
plant are illustrated for the years 1970-1985. The values of 
the seven tenders for the whole plant are given and of the ten 
contracts placed for complete project including chimney, civil 
engineering and building works. See also paper in this 
Section, no.258, "Heat utilisation in the City of Coventry 
Waste Reduction Unit" by P. J . Scott and J. H. Homes in 
Proceedings of National Incinerator Conference, 1974. 

ROSEN,G. 
Fundamental theoretical considerations for an air-suspension 
vortex flow incinerator system. 
in Chemical Engineering Science, v.29, January 1974, 
p.97-104. 

A discussion on the fundamental principles and mechanics of 
an air-suspension vortex flow incinerator system. The com
bustion theory is expounded in relation to fluidised dynamics 
of refuse handling in the system. Preliminary estimates are 
given for outputs of gases and heat therefrom as well as times 
required for the stages of drying, pyrolysis and ultimate com
bustion. 

SCOTT,P. J. 
Heat ultilisation in the City of Coventry waste reduction unit, 
by P. J. Scott and J. R. Holmes. 
in National Incinerator Conference, Miami, 12-15 May, 
1974. Resource recovery thru incineration: proceedings, 
p.115-126. 
New York : Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1974. 

This paper supplements and up-dates one given at the 1972 
USA National Incinerator Conference. The method of heat 
recovery and control is described and the reason given for the 
addition of a small oil-fired boiler. Industrial process heat for 
a motor car manufacturer's plant is stated to be supplied as 
high temperature hot water to meet the production plant 
requirements. The net incomes (after deducting operation 
costs and capital charges} per tonne of refuse treated are given 
for 16 t/h and 21 t/h burning rates. Experience at Coventry 
is said to prove that if heat recovery from refuse incineration 
is included, consumers to buy that heat will soon be found. 
See also similar pap~r by these authors published in Solid 
Wastes Management v.63, December 1973, p.629- 645. 
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SINGH, R. 
District heating from Sheffield's refuse. 
in Municipal Engineering, v.152, no.3, 21 February 1975, 
p.358. 

Briefly describes the Sheffield district heating refuse incinera
tor giving the salient figures of costs, capacities of refuse to be 
handled, and fuel savings. The latter are estimated at 1.5 
million gallons of fuel oil a year. The heat produced, starting 
in 197 6, will be equally shared between the existing Park Hill 
district heating scheme and the County. Refuse collection 
and disposal are said to be dealt with at the incinerator site 
with these responsibilities, as elsewhere in Britain, being split 
between two local government authorities, county and district. 
A detailed sectional drawing shows the total plant. 

SOMMERLAD, R. E. 
Refuse: the world's wasted energy source, by R. E. 
Sommerlad and R. H. Pai. 
in District Heating, v.61, no.3, March 1976, p.16-21. 

Authors, who are principals in the Foster Wheeler organisation, 
postulate that society's failure to use refuse more widely as an 
energy source is due to a reluctance to apply environmental 
approaches and engineering solutions. State that recovery 
systems which return both energy and re-usable materials are 
available and can have quality control to smooth the rates of 
output. Describes European progress and some of the larger 
schemes before turning to the U.S. 's state of the art of 
recycling waste into useful outputs. Refer to the first water
walled refuse incineration units in the USA at Norfolk, 
Virginia, naval station, supplying "district" heating to ships 
in port. Comment on use of wood bark as a fuel consumed 
in a semi-suspension state in what are claimed to be some of 
the world's largest waste-fuel boilers. Give details of more 
recent large schemes in the US including an 8,000 tons/day, 
2.4 million tons/year system. Graphs, drawings and table 
give facts and comparative assessments of selected European 
and North American schemes. 

TANNER,R. 
L 'incenerimen to dei rifiu ti solidi urbani in rapporto alla 
centralizzazione termica (per l'europa). [Incineration of Solid 
waste with reference to district heating plants in Europe]. 
in Condizionamento dell 'Aria, v.l 7, no.5, May 1973, 
p.339-350. 
In Italian. 

Discusses the subject of refuse incineration in the context of 
utilisation of the energy produced for district heating. 
European incineration plants, including one in Monaco, are 
considered and cross-sectional drawings aid the description of 
the main types of incinerator plant. A simple analysis of 
refuse is given and a graph shows some recordings, taken 
between March 1947 and December 1954. A schedule of 
European plants of one make is given. Note: for a compre
hensive updated and more detailed schedule, see Hasler's 
paper in District Heating, March 1976, this section, no.238. 

THOMEN, K.-H. 
Der zweite Ausbau der Miillverbrennung-anlage Diisseldorf. 
[The second stage of the Dusseldorf refuse burning instal
lation]. 
inEnergiewirtschaftliche Tagesfragen, v.23, no.8, August 
1973, p.426, 428,430,432. 
In German. 

This article updates the information on the present plant 
enlarged in 1969/70 . The additional installation is 
described and illustrated and its capacity stated to be 
26 Gcal/h when burning refuse with a calorific value of 
between 2,100 and 2,600 K cal/h. The analysis is tabulated . 
Boiler efficiency has been improved and corrosion reduced. 
Control methods are briefly described. 

263. 

264. 

265. 

7. ENERGY FROM THE INCINERATION OF 
TOWN WASTE 

TOUZ,J. 
L'incineration des ordures menageres avec recuperation de 
chaleur dans la region Parisienne. [Refuse incineration with 
heat recovery in the Paris district J • 
in Revue Generale de Thermique, v.12, no.142, October 
1973, p.1045-1052. 
In French . 

Mainly concerns the refuse incineration heat/power plant at 
Ivry, one of the three serving Paris with district heating and 
electricity. Another of the plants, at lssy-les Moulineaux is 
briefly mentioned. 90% of all refuse in the Paris area is said 
to be incinerated, 1,700,000 tonnes a year. The com
position of Paris refuse is tabulated and the percentage of 
each constituent part is given including a sub-analysis of the 
plastics content. The efficiency of combustion is discussed 
including methods of maintaining high levels. Data is given 
on the quantities of refuse handled, the calorific value, the 
furnace temperature and the energy produced, heat and 
electricity. The composition and temperature of exhaust 
gases are mentioned. The plant at Issy and the methods of 
operation are described including the names of the incinerator 
and grate manufacturers. A plan shows the layout of the site 
with an index to the various buildings. The growth of the 
plant in terms of quantities of refuse handled, steam, 
electricity and residue produced are stated. The specific heat 
outputs, kcal/kg are given for 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972. 
The plant works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week all the year 
except for a 15 day shut down. See paper by M. Jullien 
on the subject of the acceptance tests for this plant, this 
section, no.243. 

WENNERSTROM, J.M. 
Generating usable steam from the incineration of municipal 
and industrial process wastes. 
in Proceedings of the American Power Conference, v.34 , 
1972, p.642-648. 

Author is an engineer with Babcock & Wilcox, USA and his 
paper deals with large scale installations for obtaining energy 
from waste products. Explains that the "incinerators" are 
power station vertical steam generators with special designs to 
cope with coffee waste, wood waste, black liquor from the 
paper industry, carbon monoxide from refinery catalysts and 
blast furnace gas boilers. Paper claims to give proof that waste 
can be burned efficiently to provide useful energy without 
polluting the environment. 

WILSON, M. J. 
Heat energy from waste incineration: cash for trash. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.46, no.4, April 
1974, p.51-56. 

Evaluates the use of heat from refuse incineration and 
explains why there is such a rapid increase in the number of 
schemes. Prominence is given to the subject of overall 
economics including capital investment, fixed charges and 
variable costs and the influence of load factors on production 
costs. Heating and cooling distribution systems are also 
discussed. States that refuse·, used as a fuel, can supply up to 
10% of the USA's heating and cooling loads for residential 
and commercial buildings and is described as a blessing in 
disguise. Lists 9 main heating, cooling and process load 
applications for the use of heating energy from incinerators 
and gives the ranges of their load factors. Details the approach 
which can be used to ascertain estimated capital investment 
and subsequent costs-in-use for incineration plants with heat 
recovery for the various applications. 
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266. WINCH, G. R. 
Design of incinerators to comply with clean air codes. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.42, no.6, June 1974, 
p.68-76. 

A general examination of the Clean Air Codes in various 
countries and their effect on the design of refuse incineration. 
Heat recovery from incinerators is discussed and reference 
made to the sophisticated level the technique has reached for 
example in Western Germany. Advanced developments else
where, including the USA, are mentioned. It is suggested that 
a large number of cities throughout the world will have 
incineration plants, many with heat and power generation, by 
the end of the decade. Types of refuse delivered to inciner
ation plant are described and emphasis is placed on designers 
knowing their compositions and observing the trends in 
respect of qualities and quantities of refuse. Codes of 
practice and legal requirements in UK, France, Germany and 
the USA are discussed from the designers point of view. 

For other papers on the production of energy from the incineration of 
town waste see 5, 37, 45, 55, 84,376,476,477,480,518, 533 and 551. 
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267. 

268. 

269 . 

270. 

AGR£MENT BOARD 
Redland Fibaflo GRP pipeline system for the conveyance of 
potable water or other liquids under pressure (Certificate 
1974 no.218). 
Heme! Hempstead: Agrement Board, 1974. 
7p. 

Agrement Board certificate for a GRP (fibre reinforced com
posite) pipeline system for the conveyance of liquids under 
pressure. A table of dimensions, working and collapse pres
sures is given. Fluids at temperatures in excess of ambient 
(35°C) or which are aggressive need to have a service factor 
applied and a recommendation is made that the manufac
turers' advice should be sought as to the choice of resin and 
its suitability . A life in excess of 30 years is mentioned. It is 
stated that installation has to be in accordance with the manu
facturer's brochure RP 21. 

ANDERSEN, N. T. 
Laekage - unders0gelser af fjemwanneledninger - erfaringer 
med infrar0d billedgengivelse. [Investigation of leakages 
from district heating mains by infra-red techniques]. 
in Varme, v.36, no.I, February 1971, p.6. 
In Danish. 

The author is in the heating department of the Danish 
Technical Institute, Copenhagen. The paper describes the 
AGA infra-red mobile therrnovision equipment and the con
tinuation of the first year's work using it to search for leak
ages in district heating mains underground. Many infra-red 
pictures of leakages are shown and the author interprets and 
comments on them. 

ANDRZEJEWSKI, S. 
Problems of reliability in district heating networks. 
in District Heating, Heating and Ventilation, v.45, no.9. 
1973, p .273-276 . 
(In Polish with brief English summary) . 

Shows that past surveys of reliability problems have proved an 
unsatisfactory method of analysing causes of damage to heat 
mains networks. No charts or diagrams. Suggests that the 
cost element of failures is so critical that they should be an 
assumed criterion in design and economic studies. 

APPLEGATE, D. 
Current trends in heat recovery. 
in Build International, v.6, no.2, March-April, 1973, 
p.203-216. 

New techniques of heat recovery described including heat 
pipes and heat wheels. The former at least is potentially 
valuable for district heating applications. 
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BAUER, H. 
Schiittiseliermaterial fiir Femheizleitungen. [Protective 
insulating materials for district heating mains], by H. Bauer 
and H. Miiller. 
in Brennstoff Wiirme-Kraft, v.22, no.6, June 1970, p.280-
283. 
In German. 

The serious results of heat mains intended insulants failing due 
to moisture ingress are discussed with particular emphasis on 
external corrosion of the pipe. Failures due to corrosion 
occurred in pipes enclosed in various materials, the thermal 
effectiveness of which depends on them having sustained 
hydrophobic characteristics but which demonstrably did not 
in actual tests. One proprietary product was named as 
Gilsonate. Test facilities are described and illustrated and 
their use for measuring quantities of water absorbed by the 
materials intended to be hydrophobic are discussed . The 
results are given including graphical recordings of variations 
in water content as measured by a number of probes. 

BAUER, L. 
Installations de chauffage pour temperatures de service 
jusqu' a 400°C. [Heating plant for service temperature up to 
400°C]. 
in Chaud-Froid-Plomberie, v.27, no.323, April 1973, 
p.99-104. 
In French. 

Discusses the use of fluids for circulating high temperature 
heat for process applications up to 400°C and up to 200°C 
practicable without pressurisation. Describes installations and 
gives a table and characteristic chart of heat transfer fluids. 
Advice given on suitable pumps and pipe insulation methods. 

BRACHETTI, H. E. 
Bauphysikalische Probleme bei Fernheizleitungen. [Physical 
problems with district heating mains]. 
in Heizung, Luftung and Haustechnik, v.23, no.10, 
October 1972, p.310- 315. 
In German. 

Examines problems of moisture migration and vapour dif
fusion caused by the temperature gradients surrounding under
ground heating mains and the precautions necessary during 
installation and operation. Paper considers processes which 
take place in porous materials used in the past for the 
insulation of district heating mains. 

BRACHETTI, H. E. 
Beurteilungskriterien fiir Faserdiimmstoffe. [Assessment 
criteria for fibrous insulating materials] • 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.2, April 1975, p.69-70. 
In German. 

A paper based on experi1mce and tests dealing with the item 
of greatest expense and importance in district heating, the 
mains and their insulation systems. Testing methods on the 
piping systems, including components, are described, some 
of them being to a limited extent, on the same general 
principles as those used in Britain and described in earlier 
papers by Haseler. Dynamic loading of piping systems is 
emphasised as a subject needing great care both in design and 
installation so that adequate mechanical strength of the 
system is assured. Polyurethane insulation is stated to be one 
of the materials showing good future prospects. 
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275. 

276. 
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BRACHETTI, H. E. 
Technisch-wirtschaftliche und bauphysikalisch - konstruktive 
Probleme bei der Planung von Fernwiinnenetzen. 
[Technico-economic and physical design problems in the 
planning of district heating mains networks]. 
Frankfurt: Verlags-und Wirtschaftsgesellschaft der Elektrizi
tiitswerke m.b.H., 1974. 
In German. 
Available from BSR/lA, Old Bracknell Lane, Bracknell, 
Berkshire. 
Also, P.S.A. Library translation, 653 of pp.5-6 and pp.176-
179. 

This is one of those valuable books, unfortunately few in 
number, which gives technical information and costs data 
concerning actual large scale district heating schemes in West 
Germany, e.g. Hanover, Mannheim, Wiirzburg, Bielefeld and 
Bonn. Construction and design of heat mains and insulation 
systems are discussed in detail with information on com
paratively new methods. Many references are given. 

BRACHETTI, H. E. 
Zur Problematik der Erdverlegung Wiirmefiihrender Leitungen. 
[Problems of steam pipeline laying] • 
inE/ektrizitiitswirtschaft, v.10, no.5, 1971, p.94-100. 
In German. 

A paper issued by the District Heating Economics Study 
Group of the Association of German Electricity Works and 
resulting also from the studies of the Working Group of the 
VDEW representing West German district heating operators. 
Discusses hydrophobic insulating materials and foamed con
crete and the troubles with settlement, cracking and move
ments which the pipes do not follow. The cracks are worst, 
the author states, at points of maximum stress and cause 
moisture penetration and corrosion but in the course of time 
fissures occur also at random positions along the pipe route so 
causing capillary movements of water from the soil. Hydro
phobic treatment is only effective, it is stated, so long as no 
cracks and gaps develop or there are no temperatures occur
ring so that the hydrophobic effect is destroyed. The author 
states also that strongly alkaline powders can limit corrosion 
even if their thermal benefit is destroyed by moisture 
absorption providing that the limits of alkali resistances of the 
steel are not reached. The advice is given that it seems better 
to include such loose fill powders in a solid outer envelope 
but if the water pressure predominates, as must be expected 
with ground water, then the hydrophobic treatment gives no 
protection even with an undamaged concrete enclosure. See 
also earlier paper "Problems of heat mains installation" by 
the same author is the same journal, v.70, no.5, March 1971. 

BRAUNLICH, G. 
Fernheizung iiber grosse Entfernung. [District heating over 
long distances], by G. Briiunlich and H. Scheffel. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.5, October 1974, 
p.137 - 143. 
In German. 

A thorough cost comparison and analysis are given of long 
distance transmission up to 100 km, using fluids of different 
temperatures including low, medium and high temperature 
water. Heat pumps are included in the calculations. 

278. 

279. 

280. 

BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION. 2 
Cathodic protection: Code of practice. 
London: BSI, 1973. 
(CP 1021: 1973). 

Deals with cathodic protection comprehensively, authoritat
ively and thoroughly. Advice on cathodic protection of 
underground pipes is included. It is an important work that 
has taken many specialists a great deal of time to prepare. 
Group cathodic protection of buried utility services is 
included but see paper by A. Haseler and G. Mole in this 
section for more information in relation to district heating, 
no.309. 

BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION. 
Thermally insulated underground piping systems. 
London:BSl,1969-1976. 
(BS 4508) 
In 4 parts. 
Part 1: Steel-cased systems with air gap. 1969. 
Part 2: Asbestos-cement-cased systems with air gap. 1973. 
Part 3: General requirements for cased systems without air 

gap. 1976. 
Part 4: Specific testing and inspection requirements for cased 

systems without air gap. 
These British Standards are part of a series of specifications 
being published by the Institution. They specify require
ments for the prefabrication, installation and testing of 
various pipe-in-pipe thermal insulation systems which are 
coherent assemblies. The range of systems are to cover all 
temperatures and are suitable for installation in any type 
of ground, wet or dry. Formulae are given for calculating the 
thickness of insulation required to meet one or more of the 
three main design objectives. Some soil conductivity data 
and a test procedure to identify soil conditions are included. 
Tests are described whereby compliance with the specification 
can be proved. 

BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION. 
Thermally insulated underground piping systems: Code of 
practice. 
London:BSI,1970. 
(CP 3009: 1970) 

A unique and authoritative guide used in many countries for 
the selection of underground heat mains systems appropriate 
to the particular soil and operating conditions of projects. 
Defines design criteria of insulation systems and methods of 
installation and testing. A site and soil survey is recommended 
in order to select a suitable system and the method of carrying 
this out is specified in detail. Cross-sectional dimensional 
drawings are shown of various types of systems as installed 
and a further one of a common service subway. References 
are made to the relevant British Standards Specifications of 
systems, and for materials and components used in under
ground heat mains systems. 
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284. 

BROWNRIGG, M.A. 
Learning from experience. Section A. Distribution mains. 
in National Conference of the District Heating Association, 
1st, Brighton, 1975. Design of Living: proceedings. 

A general survey of the subject of district heating mains in 
British conditions, the various systems available and methods 
of selecting those most suitable, tests on mains and range of 
heat losses appropriate to each type of insulation system. 
Emphasises the importance of selecting a system of proven 
suitability for the ground and operating conditions and gives 
an urgent warning against choosing an inferior one because of 
lower cost. Details design and specifications requirements, 
appropriate British Standards, Code of Practice and contract 
procedures. Refers to results of research tests by HVRA 
(now BSRIA) at Eastside, Bettws, South Wales on various 
types of mains insulation systems that showed the greatest 
losses (3.4 and 3.5 W/m°C) were for glass fibre insulated pipes 
in concrete ducts and in a calcareous loose-fill powder and 
lowest losses (0.4 and 0 .6 W/m°C) for pipe-in-pipe systems. 
Author states that calculations show that the loose-fill or 
ducted systems, if used throughout Bettws, would lose 
enough heat each year to warm 400 dwellings. The rate of 
heat loss is in practice said to be roughly seven times greater 
than those from the pipe-in-pipe systems. Author concludes 
that these test measurements support his view that only pipe
in-pipe systems should be considered in future. 
See also HVRA test report, this section, no.369. 

BURKHARDT, W. 
Druckverteilung in Heizwasserkreislaufen. [Pressure 
distribution in hot water circuits]. 
In two parts. 
Part 1 in Heizung, Luftung and Haustechnik, v.25, no.2, 
February 1974, p.47-50. 
Part 2 in Heizung, Luftung and Haustechnik, v.25, no.3, 
March 1974, p.85-90. 
In German. 

Useful paper for those considering the hydraulics design and 
operational pressure conditions of district heating installations. 
Deals with static and dynamic pressures, with topographical 
effects and those of tall buildings. Discusses the special con
ditions of roof-top installations. The diagram of pressure 
distribution gradients, flow and return, is a valuable form of 
information and explanation. 

CARLSON,G. F. 
Pump energy savings for hydronic systems. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.46, no.7, July 
1974, p.67-74. 

Reduction of the costs of electricity for pumping in sealed 
systems is the objective of this paper. States that over
pumping has been a fault in the design and operation of 
sealed heat distribution systems and describes 8 basic 
methods for effecting technically and economically successful 
schemes. Variable speed pumps and series/parallel operation 
are included in these discussions. 

COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE DE 
L'INDUSTRIE DU CHAUFFAGE. 
La corrosion des canalisations enterrees de chauffage a 
distance. [Corrosion of district heating mains in ducts], 
by J. Tire! and others. 1967. 
In French. 

Studies and tests carried out as reported by this team. 
Reflects the outlook, since admitted to be midguided, that 
the degree of corrosion of the steel pipes is an index of the 
success or failure of insulation systems. Refers also to papers 
on recent tests by A. E. Haseler, in this section, proving that 
wetness and failure of insulation can, in some cases, result 
in steel pipes remaining in new condition for some years. 
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COMITE SCIENTIFIC ET TECHNIQUE DE L'INDUSTRIE 
DU CHAUFF AGE. 
Regles professionnelles pour les installations de tuyaux de 
chauffage enterres. [Professional rules for installations of 
buried heating pipes]. 
Paris: COSTIC. 
In French. 

Gives rules and agreements, based on research and tests, con
cerning the acceptability or otherwise of commercial systems 
of underground heat mains insulation for district heating. 

CONFERENCE on Heat Mains, Birmingham, 1970: 
summary of proceedings. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.43, no.513, April 
1970, p.549- 550. 

Gives a summary of a one-day conference held in Birmingham 
by the Midlands Branch of the District Heating Association 
and states the twelve main conclusions of the Conference as 
interpreted by the Chairman, A. E. Haseler and agreed by all 
present. The papers were by principals of the manufacturer/ 
installers of complete thermal mains systems and in one case 
by a supplier of a calcareous powder for enclosing bare pipes 
in trenches. 

COOPER, J. H. 
Considerations in the specification of pipeline noise, by 
J. H. Cooper and L. L. Aldridge. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating 
Association, v.63, 1972, p.112-120. 

A unique source of information on district heating pipeline 
noises, how they are caused and the methods that can be 
used to prevent or cure them. Discusses factors to be con
sidered in producing standards and specifications for rating 
pipeline noise from pipelines and their components. Describes 
simplified theoretical model of the relationship between 
structural vibration and airborne noise. Tentative procedures 
are given to relate fluid acceleration levels on pipe surfaces to 
sound power level, sound pressure level and characteristics of 
the environment. 

COPPER pipe systems for district heating. 
in Modern Power and Engineering, v.69, no.7, July 1975, 
p.Sl4-Sl5. 

Descnbes flexible pipe-in-pipe systems using copper service 
pipes, glass fibre insulation and high density polyethylene 
casing corrugated to permit coiling Qn drums for ease of 
transportation, handling and installation. Long prefabricated 
lengths of the system in sinusoidal formation are said to be 
used for the larger diameters of pipe. States that compLn
sation for expansion and contraction is inherent in flexible 
systems whether coiled or otherwise and so no bellows or 
other facilities are required. Long lengths can be installed 
without any need for joints so, it is said, reducing installation 
costs. Confirmation that this can be so is given by the 
experience in Japan where on an actual large project the 
savings on installation costs achieved amounted to between 
10% and 20% compared with rigid steel pipe systems. Light
weight flexible systems claimed to make it easy for one man 
to handle coils of system up to 28 mm o .d. and two men to 
carry 25 m (83 feet) lengths. Copper pipe-in-pipe systems are 
stated to be corrosion resistant and that end seals prevent any 
ground water that may enter, due to accidental damage, from 
reaching adjacent lengths of the system. States the ranges of 
diameters available and that the Aquawarm system will with
stand continuous pressures of 16 bar at a temperature of 
120°C. Connections from mains in the road to houses in low 
density residential areas of say 5 to the acre are claimed by 
Swedish installers to be a cheaper method than alternatives. 
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289. DEMETRIOULIS, N. M. 
Review of the history and design criteria for underground 
heat distribution systems, by N. M. Demetrioulis and · 
F. A.Govan. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 4, Section g(l). 
London: District Heating Association. 

The authors are engineers with long experience in district heat
ing and cooling in USA Government projects and they have 
specialised in underground distribution systems. Paper sum
marises the complete changes that have taken place since 
1957 in all systems available in USA. It deals with the US 
Government research and development programmes. Gives 
seven fundamental conclusions reached after a nationwide 
survey and investigation of failures: 
1. No methods were previously available to evaluate those 
environmental conditions which the systems would normally 
encounter. 
2. Failure of all concerned to evaluate the interface between 
parts of systems. 
3. Incorrect evaluation of cause and effect relationship in 
cases of failure. 
4. Materials were used that accelerated failures due to water 
ingress. 
5. Inadequate inspection during installation. 
6. Inadequate research and design activity. 
7. Chaos and bad experiences were leading towards expensive 
pressure tight walk-through tunnels. 
Twenty-five installations of loose-fill powder-type insulants 
were inspected and all but one showed moisture ingress rang
ing from complete saturation to slight dampness. 
The conclusions subsequently reached after years of research, 
development and operational experience were that all systems 
should be-

drainable 
dryable 
testable 

The Report, after Congressional investigation and approval, 
was implemented and forms the basis of many US Specifi
cations. The technology established since 1960 is the com
plete systems approach in that all parameters are inter
related and must be considered on this basis to obtain a 
successful system. 

290. - DISTRICT heating mains testing at Cardington Laboratories. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.40, no.470, January 1971, 
p.19-22. 
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Gives a general description of the programmes of heat mains 
tests at Cardington to compare costs-in-use of various 
systems of buried insulated mains. Field tests include con
tinuous measurement of heat losses from each system to pro
vide new data for designers in Government Departments, 
Local Authorities, Consulting Engineers offices and the 
industry. States that the whole of the test programme and 
facilities were the responsibility and concept of A. E. Haseler, 
Senior Engineer and District Heating Adviser, Department of 
the Environment. 
Papers in this section by Haseler give detailed description of 
the test facilities, progress of the tests and the results of the 
heat loss, reliability, expansion and contraction movements, 
thermal stress, infra-red and other tests. 
This comprehensive empirical data is not available elsewhere. 
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DONATH, F. 
Flektronisches System zur zentralen Uberwachung von Fern
wlirmenetzen mit Flexwell - Femeizkabel. [Electronic 
system for central monitoring of district heating networks 
with Flexwell district heating cable], by F. Donath and 
R. Schwenke. 
in Heizung, Luftung und Haustechnik, v.25, no.10, October 
1974, p.341-343. 
In German. 

Describes a fault (moisture in insulation) monitoring and 
locating system for flexible heat mains installations, the 
Flexwell district heating system in particular. The technique 
is illustrated with detailed cross-sectional drawings, circuit 
diagram and schematic plan of an area served with this 
electronically protected system. 

DREYER,M. 
Femleitungstechnik. (District heating pipeline technology]. 
in Schweizerische Blatter jiir Heizung and Luftung, v.40, no.3, 
1973, p.72 - 76. 
In German. 

The particular aspect of district heating piping systems 
investigated in this paper is the mechanical effects of thermal 
movements and stresses and how to design for their control 
and compensation. Deals with overground and underground, 
accessible and inaccessible piping systems. Insulation and 
protection in techniques are discussed, ducted and pipe-in
pipe systems, rigid and flexible. There are 10 illustrations and 
diagrams of compensator installations. 

DYUSKIN, V. K. 
Theoretical prerequisites for the application of single-pipe 
systems to district heating networks ... 
in Gromov, N. K. 
Single pipe systems for district heating networks. 
Moscow: 1967. 
(English translation at National Lending Library for Science 
and Technology, Boston Spa). 
Discusses a combined heat and hot water once-through supply. 
Formulae are given for calculations of heat demand and 
include factors for thermal mass of building and its specific 
external volume. Air conditioning is given as a probable 
future asset to the load factor arising out of improvements to 
the standards of living. The temperature of hot water service 
is related to its effect on consumption, it is found that the 
hotter the water the less people use because of the need to 
mix it with cold water. The paper includes a thorough 
examination of the inter-relation of all the factors of climatic 
conditions, radiator temperatures and domestic hot water 
temperature on the viability of single-pipe systems. Equal 
emphasis is placed on the critical point of compatibility of 
duration and co-incidence of heating and hot water demands 
which single-pipe systems serve jointly. Single-pipe district 
heating mains are said to necessitate a rapid flow of water to 
the radiators so it is difficult to use existing circulatory space 
heating systems in buildings whether they comprise one or 
two pipes. Solutions to this problem are stated to have been 
tried in Moscow where radiators are used in pairs with reverse 
return. The paper also deals with the Leningrad method of 
reducing the temperature of the water from radiators before 
it is used for domestic purposes. Insulation is omitted in pipes 
laid above floor level. Connecting existing systems to single
pipe mains is a further matter discussed. 
THERM OST A TIC RADIATOR VALVES ARE STA TED TO 
BE ESSENTIAL. 
Discharge water temperature from heating systems is auto
matically controlled to 33°C/35°C to decrease the rate of. 
flow. Hot water service storage is at 60°C and is mixed ~1th 
cold water prior to use. Hot water passing from the radiator 
outlets is supplied to bulk consumers such as laundries and 
swimming baths if it is surplus to domestic hot water needs. 
Diagrams of pipework systems in flats show the water from d 
the space heating systems passing directly into water taps an 
a reserve tank. Three-way taps are stated to be necessarY to 
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DYUSKIN, V. K. - continued 
mix (a) radiator water (b) mains hot water and (c) mains cold 
water in order automatically to provide the required outlet 
temperature. Diagrams are given of alternative connection 
methods to single-pipe mains, direct and indirect. 
Comparisons are given of quantities of metal used in the 
various connection methods. Detailed theoretical data is given 
for particular cases and for a variety of buildings including a 
comparison of heat consumption both for heating and for hot 
water. Schemes under construction in Moscow and Leningrad 
are described. 

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION. 
Field tests on thermal properties of soil and their effects on 
cable ratings. Report. 
Leatherhead: Electrical Research Association, 1962. 

The data on this report is of equal value whether the under
ground energy carrying system is for electricity or district 
heating. It does not cover as wide a range of soils as Kerston's 
work in USA and included in this section, but it deals with a 
range of tests on soils in Britain . It shows that water retentive 
calcareous soils and fine sand that are ideal for heat dissipation 
from cables are the worst ones for surrounding heat mains. 

FAUSER,G. 
Hausstationen, I. [Consumer sub-stations for houses]. 
In two parts. 
Part 1 in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.I, 1973, p.13-14. 
Part 2 in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.2, 1973, p.22-35. 
In German. 

The brevity of this paper belies its importance to district 
!\eating designs and economics. The author is a principal in a 
district heating organisation in Heidelberg, W. Germany and 
he discusses the progress attained in the development of the 
systems of connections from the district heating service pipes 
to the heating installations within buildings. The assembly 
of pipes, controls and valves are usually the property of 
private consumers. Solutions to outstanding problems in 
design and operation are discussed. At least as valuable are 
the comprehensive and well illustrated contributions made in 
subsequent discussions at the meeting of Supervising Engineers 
in Wolfsburg in October 1972 by experienced district heating 
engineers from Mannheim, Munich, Wolfsburg and Berlin. 

FENOGLIO, G. 
II tubo di calore: un dispositivo di elevata conduttivita 
termica. [The heat pipe: a device of high thermal conductivity. 
in Termotecnica, v.28, no.10, 1974, p.557-565. 
In Italian. 

Describes the heat pipe technology and the basic theory. 
Details the fluids mostly used and the materials employed for 
the capillary effect according to the optimum operating 
temperatures desired. Static heat pipe installation is discussed 
and the range of functional parameters. Gives a simplified 
method of calculating heat flow. 

297 . FITZGERALD, J. H. 
Corrosion control for buried piping. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.46, no.3 , March 
1974, p.83-88 . 

Examines the problems of corrosion of underground piping 
systems and comments on the damage caused and gives 
examples of particular case histories experienced in the field. 
The various causes of corrosion and methods of removing 
them are discussed in a practical, authoritative manner. US 
regulations for corrosion control are mentioned and eight 
references are given. 
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FtlRSTER, J. 
An optimum general mode of operation for compound 
district heating systems. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 5, p.143-158; Summaries, p.199. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Deals with the new phase of more and more interconnection 
of existing district heating schemes. This is shown to be 
indicative of the fast growth rate as part of the evolution of 
district heating as a normal utility in many countries. This 
paper concerns district heating development in Germany and 
it is a useful guide for engineers in countries which are late 
starters in district heating. Examines the change in hydraulic 
conditions in the networks after interconnection resulting 
from operational differences in the two or more heating 
plants. Emphasises the 4rlportance of a correct COiltrols 
system to ensure an economic and technically successful 
compound project. Taking into account all the variables of 
the existing installation being connected a method of achiev
ing maximum economy is proposed. Two limiting parameters 
are assumed for operation of the compound system. 
1. Constant temperature difference between flow and return 
to meet space heating requirements. 
2. Reduction of this temperature difference to meet load 
variations but subject to minimum limit for water heating. 

GORSKA YA, N. I. 
Concerning automatic leak location in heat transmission 
networks. 
in Heat transfer - Soviet research, v.6, no.4, July-August 
1974, p.115-122. 
Originally published in Energetika i Transport, v.4, 1973, 
p.140-147. 

Demonstrates the feasibility of detecting leaks in heat mains 
networks by techniques that sense changing rates of dif
ferential pressures under operating and failure conditions. 
One of the ways of achieving this is discussed. It is suggested 
that this method of approach to leak detection could lead to 
automatic control of district heating mains systems. 

(;OTZEN, W. 
Haubenkami.le aus Beton und Stahlbeton - DIN 18 178. 
[ Cowled concrete and reinforced concrete channels -
D1N18178]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.4, August l!f73, 
p.73-76. 
In German. 

Main subject discussed is the West German Standard, DIN 
18 178 (1973) for the construction of special concrete ducts 
for district heating large diameter mains. Cowled concrete 
and reinforced concrete ducts are the types mentioned and 
illustrated by cross-sectional dimensioned drawings. Tabu
lated dimensions are given for both types of cowled ducts 
(comprising flat slabs which support the pipes and with semi
circular or rectangular covers). 
The Specification is explained as covering in one publication 
the several items previously specified separately such as load
ing assumption, design requirements and tests. 
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GROMOV, N. K. 
Operational reliability of district heating networks and 
methods of increasing it. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.22, no.2, 1975, p.58-64. 

Emphasises that of the three main links in the chain of heat 
supply, that is the heat source, the mains and the consumers 
installation, the least reliable is the middle link - the under
ground insulated pipes. 90% of breakdowns in Moscow are 
due to external corrosion of the old heat mains. A point of 
interest is that in the old networks, the annual relaying must 
not exceed 1 % of their lengfh. It is postulated that to obtain 
their required high standard of reliability, back-up facilities 
are necessary of which the most economical and sure method 
is to use control-oistribution substations with capacities of 
between 30 and SO Gcal/h as they ensure reliable control of 
the networks normal operating conditions and in case of 
emergencies. 
The paper is another indicator of the tychnical progress, 
greater emphasis on fuel and cost economies and the sub
stantial growth rate of district heating in the USSR. The 
author states, for example, that the radius of heat networks 
from their central point is often 20 km and more. The new 
heat mains are as a rule 800-1,200 mm diameter and they 
supply loads of 800 Gcal/h and above. 

GROMOV, N. K. 
Single-pipe systems for district heating networks, edited by 
N. K. Gromov. 
Moscow: 1967. 
(English translation at National Lending Library for Science 
and Technology, Boston Spa.) 

The book is intended for all concerned with design and 
operation of thermal-electric stations and district heating. A 
collection of academic papers which considers prospects for 
district heating in USSR. Provides justification for design 
and construction of single-pipe instead of two-pipe distribution 
systems in order to use all the hot water from a power station 
to serve space and water heating and thus provide higher 
standards of health and comfort for dwellings and public 
buildings. 

GRUBER,O. 
Influence of recent experience with district heating peak 
operation on the development of consumers' heating centres, 
by O. Gruber and J. Halzl. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.3S-6S; Summaries, p.157-158. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Review of long experience of effect of the immense thermal 
storage capacity of district heating and the technico-economic 
benefits of this during peak operation of the very large 
thermal-electric stations. Peak operation of back-pressure 
combined sets has been found to be generally compatible with 
consumers' demands and to effect a 5% reduction in annual 
heat consumption in spite of improved standards for con
sumers. Conclusions reached from investigations into peak 
loads are given in some detail under six headings. 
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GULLEV,J. 
Fjemvarme fra atomkraftvzrket Barsebiick. [District heating 
supplied from the Barsebiick nuclear power station]. 
in VVS; Tidskrift for Varme, Ventilation, Sanitet, v.11, no. 7, 
1975, p.282-288. 
In Danish. 

Describes and discusses the project being planned in Sweden 
for a two-pipe telethermics system linking Barsebackverket 
nuclear heat and power station to large and distant cities to 
the north, south and east, including Malmo and Helsingborg. 
A plan and diagram illustrate the proposal and state the mains 
design temperatures and pipe diameters. Costs per kW are 
given for energy supplies based on stated prices, interest rate, 
amortization period and, for comparison purposes, oil. 

HAAG,A. 
Low-tension district heating system. 
in VVS-Forum, v.44, no.6/7, 1973, p.73-74. 
B.R.E. translation, 1843. 

Detached residences are now said to be the trend in Sweden 
in place of high-rise flats and so to maintain district beating's 
economy, low-temperature low-pressure plastic heat mains 
systems are claimed to be an essential development. Author 
uses electrical analysis of "high tension" for high temperature 
and high pressure systems (120°C/NT16) and "low tension" 
for low-pressure systems (80°C/NT4). Cross-linked poly
ethylene pipes laid direct in the ground, in a surround of 
drained sand or other materials are proposed. Makers 
guarantees (long life) relate to 90°C and 10 bars pressure so 
a circuit layout is illustrated that provides protection against 
these limits being exceeded. Domestic pumps could prove 
unnecessary. Urges the close collaboration of architect, client, 
engineer and district heating authority's expert to ensure 
maximum economy of the "low tension" system. Suggests a 
substantial cost saving by the use of low temperature systems. 
The operative principles are shown in an annotated diagram 
indicating detached houses and their installation, the low 
temperature distribution and connections and the local heat 
transformer station separating the low and high temperature/ 
pressure systems. 

HAAL,S. 
District heating by electric energy. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation Con
ference, Stockholm; February 25-28, 1974. Papers, 
p.161-170. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Paper concentrates on the value of hot water for transmitting 
and storing heat energy. Steel storage reservoirs are described 
and illustrated including those for up to a few hundred dwel
lings and those up to extremely large ones installed in the 
open. Makes a particularly interesting point in the suggestion 
that underground rock chamber heat storage reservoirs should 
be used in conjunction with district heating. Tests in a 300 m 
long tunnel in rock are to be carried out for permeability and 
the effect of high temperatures and pressures. Electrode 
boilers are discussed with voltages 380 up to 20,000. 
see also paper by USA geologists, Meyer and Todd, this 
section, no.332. 
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HARTEL,E. 
Ermittlung der Wiirmeverteilung in Femwiirmenetzen. 
[Determination of heat distribution in district heating 
networks], by E. Hiirtel and P. J. Hofbauer. 
in Femwiirme International, v.2, no.4, August 1973, 
p.77-83. 
In German. 

Practical and long experience in the Munich district heating 
complexes is the basis of their presentation of a calculation 
method for determining heat distribution in extensive mains 
networks. Hot water and steam are dealt with as heat trans
fer media, including effect of variations such as the changing 
viscosity of fluids with temperature. 

HASELER, A. E. 
The coherent heat mains systems: their economic impact on 
district heating and telethermics: outcome of comparative 
heat loss tests. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.23-37; Summaries, p.172. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

This paper is by an author with an international reputation 
in the field of district heating especially in the research and 
development of heat mains. It marks an innovation of great 
importance to the economy, reliability and extension of 
scope of district heating, namely a new technique of pre
fabricated, coherent insulated underground piping systems. 
The systems are descnbed as being made and installed to 
internationally accepted standards and the insulated pipes are 
enclosed in pressure tight tubular casings so that water cannot 
enter. They have the generic name introduced by the author 
of 'pipe-in-pipe' systems and this is how they are known inter
nationally. Two types are described, one mostly used for 
distribution and the other for primary transmission pipelines 
often involving larger diameters and higher temperatures. 
Emphasis is placed on the essential need, for reasons of 
economics and fuel conservation, to select the insulation 
systems with the highest efficiency so that fuel saved by 
centralised production is not wasted by the mains. 
Results are given of long term comparative and continuous 
operational tests in the same open ground of the available 
methods of insulating underground mains, including a 
number of makes of pipe-in-pipe systems. This data enables 
a choice of systems to be made that will have the lowest 
cost-in-use throughout a long life of 60 years. The impact of 
these proven new mains systems on the economics, scope and 
social benefits of district heating is demonstrated by statistical 
evidence from several countries including Britain. The point 
is made that pipe-in-pipe systems are very low users of energy 
both in their prefabrication processes and their installation. 
Telethermics (a word the author invented) is defined as the 
long distance bulk transmission of thermal energy such as 
from remote power stations, refuse incinerators, solar energy 
and geothermal stations as well as its distribution throughout 
towns. Pipe-in-pipe systems can make telethermics viable 
however long the distances involved. Examples are given to 
prove the practicability of telethermics and of their significant 
potential for saving world fuels. The consequential environ
mental improvements that result from large scale energy con
servation are discussed. This paper is the fust to show that 
actual heat losses from buried mains are different, often 
extremely so, from those calculated on the basis of published 
thermal insulation resistance. The data indicates that the 
actual heat losses in systems which have no positive technique 
for preventing moisture ingress into insulation fluctuate 
excessively with soil wetness and are several times greater than 
the calculated figure. The losses from the pipe-in-pipe 
systems are much the same as calculated figures and remain 
constant however wet the weather. 
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HASELER, A. E. 
Corrosion of thermal mains - is joint cathodic protection 
the solution? by A. E. Haseler and G. Mole. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 5, p.175-190; Summaries, p.201. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1975. 

A new contribution to district heating technology. Explains 
corrosion and cathodic protection in a thorough way. It is 
probably the fust paper to examine the serious problems that 
can arise when utility services are in the same ground due to 
corrosion interaction between them. One cable or pipe can 
become sacrificial to others unless joint cathodic protection 
is applied. Various types of corrosion of underground mains 
and their causes are described and their prevalence quantified. 
The effects of different soils and ground water on pipe cor
rosion are discussed and so is the efficacy of anti-corrosion 
coatings on pipes. Authors state that cathodic protection can 
eliminate corrosion on buried pipes providing there is an 
electrical circuit which can come into existence when insu
lation is damp or a pipe coating becomes damaged. Cathodic 
protection can obviate corrosion of a steel casing used in one 
type of pipe-in-pipe systems such as to BS 4508 Part 1. Gives 
guidance on balancing costs between pipe coatings and 
cathodic protection. Investigates technical and organisational 
problems of joint cathodic protection of grouped utility 
services including heat mains. 
Original diagrams to illustrate basic principles of cathodic 
protection and to explain how corrosion occurs. Emphatic 
statement that cathodic protection can entirely prevent the 
corrosion of cross-country pipelines. In towns, however, 
where a number of buried pipes and cables are in the same 
proximity, complications can arise due to electrolytic action 
between services unless they are all bonded together with 
simple joint cathodic protection. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating and telethermics: new data on heat mains. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.42, February 1975. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service, and the District 
Heating Association. 

Transport of energy as hot water piped in bulk is shown to be 
lower in fust and annual costs than as electricity by cable. 
Quantifies with comparative tables the immense fuel 
economies that are achieved by generating heat and 
electricity, in a combined process. Alternative sources of 
energy are described and methods of their utilisation are 
explained including solar and geothermal sources and heat 
from industrial processes. Emphasises that as all such fuel 
saving methods require heat mains these too must be of 
maximum effectiveness in conserving energy and materials. 
Gives authoritative analysis of the various pipe-in-pipe systems. 
Empirical data and other results of several years of tests on 
most of the available heat mains systems form the climax of 
the paper. The comt,rehensive and strictly comparative tests 
on 22 systems are unique and the facilities have been visited 
by engineers from all over the world. 
The test results include continuous heat loss recordings on 16 
systems and these show that some pipe-in-pipe systems have 
constant and extremely high efficiencies. Insulated pipes in 
concrete ducts have heat losses that are many times greater 
and vary severely according to the weather conditions. A 
recent large scale facility not previously described is for test
ing the reliability of systems under accelerated operational 
conditions and it provides measurements of expansion and 
contraction movements as the systems are alternately heated 
and cooled. Strain gauge measurements were recorded to 
show the stress effects on the steel service pipes. 
Heat pipes for district heating are discussed. The test 
facilities were described in the author's earlier paper, New 
heat mains techniques for telethermics, see this section, 
no.312. 
Heat Supply Authorities are proposed as an essential require
ment for collecting heat and distributing it to consumers in 
the public and private sectors. 
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BASELER, A. E. 
Expansion of district heating: impact of rigid foam insulated 
heat mains. 
in Insulation, v.17, no.5, p.180- 184. 

Describes district heating in terms for the layman to under
stand and states that heat mains insulation failures in schemes 
twenty years earlier were the cause of district heating being 
halted until the recent introduction of the new pipe-in-pipe 
techniques by the author. States that most recent schemes 
in Britain, Europe and North America use pipe-in-pipe systems 
for economy and reliability. The rigid urethane foam insul
ation in the plastics pipe-in-pipe systems has thus made an 
immense impact on growth rate and scope of district heating 
so that it now includes low residential density schemes. 
Urges the need for more research and development and 
especially for constant site supervision. The author suggests a 
new tradesman, 'approved thermal mains jointer' and the 
formation of a 'Thermal Mains Approval Board'. The intro
duction of such disciplines would remove the hazards of 
untrained or irresponsible jointers and of untested systems. 

BASELER, A. E. 
New heat mains techniques for telethermics. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.38, December 1970, p.194-214. 

Descn"bes a new concept of thermally insulated underground 
mains systems for district heating which was initiated by the 
author in Britain and ebewhere. Field surveys of the pre
viously conventional systems of mains in ducts and an analysis 
of the results to ascertain cause of general pattern of failure. 
Ample test data from field and laboratory illustrate the 
reasons for introducing new techniques of prefabricated 
pressure tight enclosure of the insulation and thorough testing. 
The word 'Telethermics' invented by author is explained as 
covering long distance transmission and local distribution of 
heat energy carried by fluids in pipes. Bibliography of 41 
items. Formulae for calculating heat losses from the other 
types of systems are given including those.with two pipes in 
one casing. 
See also A. Baseler, Heat emission from insulated piping, in 
IHVE Guide Book C, 1970, pages C3-7 to C3-12; and the 
sequel to this paper giving test results, District heating and 
telethermics. 

BASELER, A. E. 
New techniques for telethermics: their critical importance for 
conservation and the environment. 
in Conference on Energy, Economy and Ecology, 63rd, 
Chicago, June 12-15, 1972. Papers. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service). 

Gives evidence why thermal mains for district heating and 
cooling have become one of the life-Jines for the survival of 
present standards of civilisation. Postulates that projects for 
the reclamation of heat from power stations, industry, refuse 
incineration, geothermal and solar energy sources cannot 
become economically viable unless the cost-in-use of thermal 
distribution is reliably low. The new heat mains techniques 
have widened the scope of district heating in terms of distance 
and low residential densities. Explains how the utilisation of 
reject heat from power stations obviates the need for pollution 
of the air and rivers where otherwise the heat is dumped. The 
use of refuse as fuel for district heating is use-into-reuse in a 
similar way to nature's annual ecological cycle where the 
pollution of autumn leaves changes by photosynthesis into a 
source of energy for the perpetuation of life. A graph shows 
the increase in English district heating schemes from a handful 
in 1962 to 275• in 1972 due chiefly to the introduction of 
reliable, efficient and low cost mains. 
•Note. This figure had increased to over 400 by late in 1973. 
see A. E. Haseler's follow-up paper Telethermics to IHVE, 
1974, included in this section. 
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BASELER, A. E. 
Piping hot. The first comprehensive long term heat mains test 
facilities. 
in Conrad, v.2, no.2, July 1970, p.76- 80. 

Describes the author's programme of research and develop
ment of underground heat mains systems which is continuing 
over a period of many years at the Cardington test ground 
near Bedford, England. It is the first long term test pro
gramme in any country for assessing under actual operating 
conditions in the group, the thermal efficiency and reliability 
of available methods and systems. The test programme is one 
initiated, designed and controlled by the author as a member 
of the Directorate of Engineering Services Development, 
Department of the Environment of the British Government. 
Twelve heat mains systems were included originally and this 
number was later increased to sixteen. Most of the systems 
are proprietary types, some of them are the prefabricated 
pipe-in-pipe techniques to British Standard Specifications and 
Code of Practice. One system comprises insulated pipes in a 
concrete duct and another is a bare pipe laid directly in the 
soil, the heat losses from which were used as a reference point 
to quantify the thermal and economic advantages of the 
insulated systems. The names of the proprietary systems are 
given. In the author's more widely published papers and 
those given at international conferences the trade names were 
not disclosed. 
The results of these and additional tests are given in the 
author's later papers in 1970 (JIHVE, v.38, December 1970); 
1972 (Conference on Energy, Economy and Ecology, 
Chicago, USA); 1973 (International Convention, Budapest) 
and 1974 (Building Services Engineer, v.42, February 1975), 
referred to in this section. 

HOLT,L. 
The insulation of underground pipelines using foam glass 
(cellular glass). 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4. Budapest: Second International 
District Heating Convention, 1973. 

This paper from the sole manufacturers of cellular glass gives 
authoritative technical information on this form of pipe 
insulation applied in the form of 18 inch long lengths of half 
sections. Freedom of movement of the pipe is allowed for 
longitudinally in the insulation but lateral movements must 
be entirely prevented otherwise the glass membrane walls 
will be crushed. Internal abrasion due to pipe expansion and 
contraction is said to be prevented by a compound on the 
internal faces of the foam glass sections. Alternative methods 
are described of protecting the external surface of the friable 
insulation material. 

HUIZINGA, S. 
Kathodische Bescherming. (Cathodic protection]. 
in Verwarming en Ventilatie, v.31, no.I, January 1974, 
p.33- 40. 
In Dutch. 

A paper, from a country where there is an accumulation of 
knowledge and experience on corrosion problems, that 
examines the theory and techniques of electrochemical cor
rosion and its relative hazards to underground piping systems 
for gas, oil, cold and hot water. The counter measure of 
cathodic protection and the forms it can take are explained. 
Debates whether the influence of thermal insulation on the 
corrosion of district heating mains is such that it obviates the 
necessity of any cathodic protection at all. Discusses the 
choice of insulating systems including pipe-in-pipe that can 
preclude this extra requirement and expense. 
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INOUE, U. 
Determination of the optimum flow temperature in the HTW 
district piping systems, by U. Inoue and T. Akamatsu. 
in Transactions of the Society of Heating, Air Conditioning 
and Sanitary Engineers of Japan, v.11, no.2, 1973, p.19-24. 

Discusses the fact that in district heating systems the higher 
the temperature of the water being circulated and thus the 
higher the pressure, the greater will be the costs and the heat 
losses. Pumping is more economical with the largest l!.t pos
sible, so the authors' thesis is that the lower the flow and 
return temperatures the greatest the savings in capital outlay, 
running costs and electricity used. Provides an example of 
blocks of flats in Japan to show the cost effects of various 
water temperatures. 

JANOWSKI, M. 
A novel method for determining heat losses arising in district 
heating pipelines, by M. Janowski and J. Kozierski. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.51-72; Summaries, p.174. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Another academic method of analysis for determining the 
theoretical heat losses and of the iso-thermal field in the 
ground of embedded underground mains. The shortcomings 
of previous methods of calculation are explained. 

KEMP,R. 
The heat pipe. 
in Electronics and Power, v.19, no.14, 9 August 1973, 
p.325- 326. 

Describes the principle of the heat pipe and states that it was 
invented in 1942 but not used until it was found ideal for 
heat-transfer problems in space technology. Gives the design 
limitations in terms of temperature and temperature dif
ference for various heat transfer fluids. A more thorough 
paper on heat pipes is by D. A. Reay in this Section. 
See also A. Haseler's 1974 paper in this section. 

KERSTEN,M. S. 
Thermal properties of soils. 
in University of Minnesota Institute of Technology, 
Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin, v.52, no.28, June 
1949, p.227. 

A rare source of comprehensive data on the thermal pro
perties of all types of soils and a number of insulating 
materials resulting from extensive investigations over a three 
year period for the Corps of Engineers, US Department of 
the Army. Gives information on effects of the permafrost. 
Deals with tests also on pre-cast slabs and asphalt paving mix
tures under which district heating mains may be laid. Valuable 
for designing heat mains networks and computing heat losses. 
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KOVACS,K. 
Tavfiitesi es melegufzszolgaltat6 berendezes korr6zi6s 
vizsgalata. [Corrosion test for district heating and hot water 
SUP!"IV plant]. 
in Epiiletgepeszet, v.22, no.2, March-April 1973, p.63-66. 
In Hungarian. 

This paper is based on long term tests and corrosion research 
on extensive district heating installations that have been 
operating for up to 20 years. Inspections have been made on 
the Budapest district heating schemes and those in provincial 
towns with emphasis on the mains and the causes of internal 
and external corrosion. Metal pipes are said to be at risk from 
corrosion according to their mode of operation and their 
immediate surroundings. The author states that plastics too 
are not, as often throught, completely resistant to corrision 
by natural or softened water and even less to soils and ground 
water. Illustrations are given of corrosion pitting inside a 
metal pipe. 
Corrosion perforated a pipe within two years in one case but 
caused negligible pitting in others after 10 years, increasing 
to only 1 mm depth of pitting after 20 years. Preventative 
measures are discussed. Important facts are given such as that 
external corrosion of pipes can be caused by a bitumen cover
ing without a passivating basic layer and that an anti-
fungoid outer coating can be a good breeding ground for 
biological attack, causing pipe failure. 
Electrochemical causes of corrosion are discussed. The con
clusion is that corrosion protection requires a co-ordinated 
syn thesis of technical sciences, economics and systems research. 

KROMM,K. 
Heisswasser in Fernwiirmentzen-Besonderheiten der Planung. 
[District heating systems]. 
inEnergie, v.18, no.7, July 1966, p.101-306. 

Deals with district heating as a hydraulic system which in 
essence it is. Comments on the custom of having direct hot 
water systems without the heat transformers necessary with 
steam as the heat transfer medium. Emphasises the need for 
blending return water with hot water before it enters the 
boiler and warns of gas-side corrosion if this is not done cor
rectly. Gives the formula for calculating ratio of mixture. 
Unusual paper in that it gives most competently the signifi
cance of water compression in a system and gives readers the 
choice between Hookes Law for liquids or the VOi tables 
(equivalent to IHVE Guide). Pipeline elasticity factors are 
stated so illustrating the depth of the study . Effect of power 
cuts on water pressure conditions is given as well as the 
significance of kinetic energy of the water flow and the time 
factor influence. Hydraulic surges in the system (which have 
caused radiator failures in UK) are dealt with. 

KUSUDA, T. 
Heat transfer analysis of underground heat distribution 
systems. Interim report, by T. Kusuda and F. J. Powell. 
Washington: National Bureau of Standards, 1970 (N.B.S. 
Report 10 194). 
222p. 

An academic research programme and some calculation pro
cedures are the subject of this interim report. It is assumed 
for the purpose of the paper that the insulation stays dry at 
all times. It refers to buried insulated pipes for hot and cold 
fluids and is not concerned with comparative heat losses from 
alternative insulation systems. The earth temperature and 
other measurements including temperature profiles around 
hot and cold pipes are particularly useful. A computer 
programme is given. The effect on soil ecology and plant life 
of heat transfer from or to insulated heating/cooling mains is 
dealt with positively on the basis of empirical data from the 
test programmes. When, and when not to insulate buried 
chilled water pipes is a question that can be answered after 
ascertaining the soil test results. A great variety of heat 
transfer factors of underground pipes are given and form the 
major part of the report. 
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LARGE-area air-conditioning in Japan. 
in Copper, no.4, April 1972, p.12-14. 

The emphasis in this article on district cooling, is on the 
flexible corrugated copper pipe-in-pipe insulated mains system 
used for the distribution network in Osaka, Japan. The make 
of system in this case is stated to be the Kabelmetal West 
German development as manufactured in Japan by Nishi 
Nippon Electric Cable Co Ltd and called the "HNG" system. 
It is claimed that flexible systems with copper service pipes 
reduced the installation costs by 10% to 20% compared with 
steel piping. Mentions that 4,000 metres, 40 tons, of the 
system is installed from the central plant to the buildings. 
Illustrations are given of the HNG and the Kabelmetal systems, 
both of the same design, in Japan and in Hamburg, West 
Germany and both for district heating/cooling installations. 

LIND,J . 
Variable speed centrifugal pumps for district heating plants. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.43, September 1975, 
p.A23-A24, A27-A28. 

A specialist's technical investigation into the basic principles 
of variable speed centrifugal pumps for district heating net
works and their economic advantages to the overall scheme. 
Curves are given to show pipe resistance of a district heating 
installation relative to the capacity and to typical loads each 
year. The difficulty is discussed of maintaining proper 
terminal temperatures when the load falls to minimum levels 
and how the variable speetl pumping technique can help 
economically to solve the problem. Automatic speed control 
is recommended rather than using push button switches. 
The variator method of mechanically variable speed drive units 
is a main subject of the paper and a drawing shows the 
principle of this technique. 

LINDER, F. 
Betrachtungen zum Wiinnetransport grosser Leistungen aus 
einemHKKW in ein Ballungsgebiet. [Considerations on heat 
transport of high powers from a heat electric station into a 
congested area J • 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.4, September 1975, 
p.146-149 . 
In German. 

The author discusses the need to transport large quantities 
of heat over long distances of 30-50 km from a nuclear heat/ 
power station to a conurbation. The pipe sizes required are 
stated to be of the order of 1,000 to 1,500 mm diameter, 
laid in or on the ground and pipe-in-pipe insulated heat mains 
systems are discussed. The heat quantity to be transported, 
the author states, is up to 2,000 Gcal/h. 
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LUNDGREN, 0. 
New design technique for thermal compensation-free district 
heating mains, by 0. Lundgren and G. Johansson. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.129-143; Summaries, p.178. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Original and timely paper from two Swedish engineers who 
have specialised in the pre-stressing of pipe-in-pipe systems by 
means of partial pre-heating at the time of installation. The 
experience gained by using this technique in extensive district 
heating networks makes this paper of immediate, practical and 
economic value and separates it from the many purely 
academic theses that have been published. 
It explains how pipe-in-pipe systems, if pre-heated before 
anchoring and f'illing the trench with soil, need no compen
sating devices to allow for expansion and contraction. A 
cost saving of 15%-20% is claimed for this 'no comp' 
technique but examination of the charts based on empirical 
data shows that the quality of the pipe material can become 
critical. 
Note: This pre-heating, pre-stressing technique is under trial 
in the British long term reliability tests programme which is 
the only application in Britain so far. 

MARGEN,P.H. 
Kunstoffe in der Fernheizungs - Systementwicklung. 
[The use of plastics in district heating networks) . 
in Plastic construction, v.4, no.2, 1974, p.62-65 . 
In German. 

Author is one of the leading researchers in the investigations 
and trials aimed at introducing all-plastic district heating net· 
works and domestic installations. Describes the progress of 
the development of small-bore cross-linked polyethylene 
piping systems for small district heating schemes. Suggests 
no insulation on buried pipes but reliance instead on sand 
filled trenches to keep heat losses low. Proposes low temp
erature mains water of 80°C maximum and shows circuit 
diagram to illustrate that heat transformers separate the low 
temperature plastics mains distribution systems from the 
town heating network of insulated metal pipes with a flow 
temperature of say 90°C up to 120°C design maximum. 
Plastics space and water heating equipment including 
radiators and convectors are also being tried. 
See also paper "Lower temperature plastic piping nuclear 
heat" by this author, in English, in District Heating Associ
ation Journal, no.10, September 1974, p.6- 11, 16- 20. A 
more specific paper covering this subject and by this author 
is annotated in this section, no.329. 
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MARGEN,P.H. 
Ugtemperaturfjiinviinne for billigare viinnedistribution. 
[Low temperature district heating for cheaper mains]. 
in VVS·Forum, v.45, nos.6-7, June 1974, p.28-34. 
In Swedish. 

A fundamental re-appraisal of the selection of district heating 
temperatures and their differentials and puts the case for 
using maximum design flow temperatures of 60-80°C. 
Proposes heat transformers for connection to existing trans
mission mains designed to operate at up to 120°C with 45°C 
return. States that the lower flow and return temperatures, 
but with much the same temperature differential as before, 
will enable plastics mains systems to be used at a consider
ably lower cost and with no corrosion problems. Projects the 
plastics concept into the design of interim space and water 
heating installations and gives illustrations of convectors 
being used in pilot schemes. Warm air systems are also 
descnbed and illustrated. Mentions the Swedish plastics mains 
systems already in use in several named cities which have pipes 
described as PEHX-pipe, PELX-pipe, the Aquawarm flexible 
system made by Granges Essem Teplo International and 
PEX-pipe made by Wirsbo Bruk. Each of these systems has 
a graph illustrating temperature/pressure parameters. Cross
linked polyethylene service pipes for pipe-in-pipe systems 
are proposed for future low-temperature district heating 
installations. Two charts show the specific cost savings of low 
temperature systems compared with conventional installations 
so indicating that low load density urban areas and fairly 
isolated houses can be included in the scope of viable 
district heating. 

MEBOLDT,H. 
Untersuchungen an polyurethan-isolierten F ernwarmeleitun 
gen. [Tests on polyurethane-insulated district heating pipe
lines]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.6, December 1974, 
p.173-176. 
In German. 

The German District Heating Association carried out a series 
of tests in Mannheim on rigid polyurethane insulated mains 
under simulated operating conditions and this article explains 
the test conditions, the results and the information gained. A 
classification for this type of insulating system is proposed. 
Three main types of prefabricating methods are illustrated 
(a) service pipe adhering to insulation, (b} service pipe free to 
move in insulation and (c} service pipe within an inner pipe. 

MESZAROS, P. 
Poles for overhead heating pipeline. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.145-156; Summaries, p.180. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A unique paper of value to engineers designing for Govern
ment or industrial projects where overground mains are 
used. Design data is given for poles to withstand snow, ice 
and wind loads on pipelines. Good appearance is also con
sidered and some guidance is given on this point. Possible load 
combinations and standard stresses are tabulated. Data based 
on empirical observations and theoretical considerations have 
been confirmed as correct by a constant survey procedure on 
projects under operational conditions. 
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MEYER,C. F. 
Conserving energy with heat storage wells, by C. F. Meyer and 
D. K. Todd. 
in Environmental Science and Technology, v. 7, no.6, June 
1973, p.512-516. 

Underground storage of district heating hot water to match 
seasonal differences in heat and electricity demands is investi
gated. California upholds, in this paper, its reputation for 
being in the forefront in the US of progressive energy con
servation techniques. Authors, who are with General Electric 
Co, Santa Barbara and the University of California, state that 
thermal pollution could be greatly reduced and substantial 
fuel savings could result from the large scale production of 
heat and electricity. They investigate a dominant objective in 
such schemes which is how to achieve compatability between 
both forms of energy produced, by means of the immense 
storage of heat in extensive heat distribution systems. Storage 
of reserves of hot water by present methods are described as 
being comparatively short term to cover day-to-day needs. 
The authors say that their preliminary research analysis 
indicates that large quantities of useful heat can be stored 
underground in special water wells with 75% of the energy 
being recoverable after 90 days. The economics are claimed 
to be quite favourable. The authors' expertise in hydrology, 
geology and water resources is demonstrable in their proposals 
for injection wells with a steady flow of 1 mgd and a volume 
of over 12 million cubic feet of hot water proposed as equal 
to an overground storage tank 200 feet radiu-s and 100 feet 
high. The potential value to large scale combined heat and 
electricity production is stressed. The research programme 
has received financial support and is said to be proceeding 
for a 2-year period. 

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC BUILDING AND WORKS. 
Directorate of Research and Development. 
Co-ordination of underground services on building sites. 
London: HMSO, 1962. 
Vol.l: The common trench. Vol.2: Co-ordination manage
ment. 

These reports are the result of some years of work by 
principals of Ministries, Public Utilities, Professional Institu
tions and other bodies involved in the laying of underground 
mains on new building sites. They examined ways of co
ordinating the installation of district heating, electricity, gas, 
telephone, television and water services and the two volumes 
of the report are their recommendations. The recommen
dations are in the form of precise, realistic advice on how all 
the services can be laid in a common trench so that any one 
of them can be subsequently maintained, repaired or added to 
without interference from or to the others. The technical 
and management recommendations were first proven by 
trials and later by full-scale installations which were mea
sured and costed in detail so that savings in time and money 
could be identified. 

MOCHLINSKI, K. 
Soil temperature measurements in the UK. 
in Weather, v.25, no.5, May 1970, p.192-200. 

Gives in a readily available publication the results of a 
thorough survey by the Electrical Research Association, 
Leatherhead, to measure, inter alia, soil temperatures at 
depths of 1 foot and 4 feet below the surface. 
Essential data for calculating heat losses from buried thermal 
mains. Maps of the UK show isothermals in respect of soil 
temperatures. 
See also Electrical Research Association Report for more 
comprehensive data, no.294. 
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MOLTENI , F. 
La gestione degli impianti centralizzati di riscaldamento di 
quartiere. [The administration of district heating]. 
in L 'installatore italiano, v.24, no.l, January 1973, p.51 - 54. 
In Italian. 

Compares the economics and technical aspects to be con
sidered in choosing between the alternatives of low (85°C) 
and high temperature water for the heat transfer medium in 
district heating. Heat transformer substations are discussed 
and the techniques and skilled attendance requirements for 
correct operation of large installations are stated. 

MYNCKE,H. 
Isolatie van leidingen van centrale verwarmingsinstallaties en 
hun ekonomische dikte. 
L'isolation de tuyauteries de chauffage central et leur 
epaisseur la phis economique. [Economic thickness of 
insulation for heating pipes]. 
in Chaleur et Climats, no.397, January 1969, p.45-61. 
In French and Dutch. 
HVRA Translation 164. 

Demonstrates that financial and fuel savings do not always 
increase in proportion to the thickness of the insulation. 
Author asks the question and then supplies the data for the 
answer, 'Is there a thickness which it is best to obtain but 
not exceed?' Refers also to German VDI method (VDI 2055) 
which defines an operating index and a price index for use in 
calculations. Gives worked examples to show how the most 
economic thickness of insulation can be determined. Con
cludes that traditional graphical methods produce solutions 
which can be applied in practice to find the true and rational 
economic thickness. 

NITSCH,S. 
Das statische Verhalten des PAN-ISOUIT-Rohres in Erdreich. 
[The behaviour of pipe-in-pipe systems in the soil). 
in Schweizerische Bliitter fur Heizung und Liiftung, v.37, 
no.2, 1970, p.63-69. 
In German. 

An outstanding contribution to understanding and solving the 
problems of expansion and contraction of pipe-in-pipe 
plastics-<:ased systems in the soil. Gives data on the expansion 
and contraction forces due to temperature changes and on the 
stresses they cause in the steel pipe, the insulation and the 
casing. Deals with the restraint of the soil due to frictional 
effects and weight. Information is given, though not con
clusive, to enable designers to decide upon the sizes and 
locations of anchors and on expansion facilities required. 

OBRECHT,M. F . 
Cathodic protection: design, monitoring and maintenance. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.46, no.13, 
December 1974, p.43-49 . 

Practical examination of corrosion problems and methods 
used to meet them. District heating and cooling distribution 
systems that are extensive in Chicago's O'Hare International 
Airport are included in the .discussion. Specific data are given 
on soil resistivities at various depths. It is stated that 
extremely low resistivity ground water accumulated in man
holes, sumps etc and made the utility services subject to 
severe local action corrosion (less than 500 ohm-cm). Refers 
to the "Cathodic Protection and Maintenance Manual for 
underground metallic structures" and the National Associ
ation of Corrosion Engineers, Recommended Practices, under
ground or submerged metallic piping systems, NACE Standard 
RP-01-<i9, Houston USA. 
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OKADA,A. 
A rough estimation method of heat losses in buried under
ground pipes (for district heating). 
in Transactions of the Society of Heating, Air Conditioning 
and Sanitary Engineers of Japan, v.11, 1973, p.46- 52. 

Suggests and describes quick methods for calculating approxi
mate heat losses from underground district heating mains. 
Gives diagrams for a number of different mains insulation 
systems and pipe assemblies. The thermal resistances needed 
for heat loss calculations are shown in mathematical forms 
and diagrams with references to the sources of information 
in each case. 

PACZKIEWICZ, J. 
Heat mains systems without ducts. 
in District Heating, Heating and Ventilation, v.48, no.9, 
1973, p.276-278. 
In Polish, with brief English summary. 

Describes very briefly and with some illustrations various 
methods of avoiding the corrosion problems and high build
ing costs of ducted systems. Some pipe-in-pipe systems are 
included as well as reference to in situ applied powders and 
foamed concrete. The information given on pipe-in-pipe 
systems is sparse and reference should be made to A. Haseler's 
papers on the subject which deal thoroughly with the com
plete range. 

PAKSHVER, V. B. 
Characteristics of single-pipe district heating systems and long 
distance heat supply. 
in Gromov, N. K. Single pipe systems for district heating 
networks. 
Moscow: 1967. 
(English translation at National Lending Library for Science 
and Technology, Boston Spa.) 

Compares economic and technical details of two theoretical 
schemes for a heat supply to a large town with a 1,700 GCal/ 
hr heat load. One is a two-pipe system, the other is a single
pipe system. Savings achieved of 10,500 tons of steel and 
560 tons of brass. 28 million m3 of pure soft water is pro
vided at 60°C instead of cold tap water. There are financial 
advantages to town and a lower electricity consumption. The 
heat and power station, 400 MW, is 5 km from the town for 
the two-pipe method and a 400 MW heat and power station 
is 90 km from the town with a single-pipe main. Single -pipe 
supply mains are one-fifth the cost of the two-pipe system. 
Overall comparable costs are 100% for two-pipe, 79% for 
single-pipe. Power station costs are compared. A power 
station, if required to be high output, could be up to 130 km 
further away, that is, 220 km total from the town and it is 
economically justified with a single-pipe system. It obviates 
the supply of fuel to towns if an economic radius of 220 km 
makes it possible for a power station to be adjacent to a fuel 
source, gas, liquid or solid. Power stations can be 20 km to 
100 km or more transmission distances from heat sources if 
single-pipe mains are used. Towns up to 100,000 inhabitants 
may not be economical for large local heat and power stations 
so these towns could obtain heat supplies from remote high 
power stations by single-pipe. A diagram shows the method 
of connection from single-pipe transmission mains to con
cumers with a small demand for hot water. 
Single-pipe mains are suitable also for smaller consumers in 
villages or remote industries, farms and greenhouses. They 
solve the problem of using existing condensing power stations 
20 to 100 km away from towns. Single-pipe systems will be 
widely used in future whether power stations are small ones in 
towns, new large regional power stations or upgraded existing 
regional power stations. 



342. PAKSHVER, V. B. 
Single-pipe systems of heat supply to towns. The influence 
of single-pipe lines serving urban district heating systems. 
in Gromov, N. K. Single pipe systems for district heating 
networks. 
Moscow, 1967. 
(English translation at National Lending Library for Science 
and Technology, Boston Spa.) 

Makes the point that a single-pipe district heating supply to a 
town, e.g. from a remote source, affects the whole town 
primary mains system and the secondary networks in the 
various districts. 
Discusses the connection of single-pipe to two-pipe networks 
with direct extraction of water from the system. Economic 
and technical disadvantages are said to arise if the booster 
pumps are placed at consumers premises. Reductions in pipe 
diameters to 88% of original design are claimed to come 
about when return temperature is reduced from 70°C to 
60°C. A central instead of a peripheral supply system in a 
district is said to reduce costs by 5% to 10%. 
The author states that a 30% cost reduction is achieved by 
these design concepts in a two-pipe system fed from the 
single-pipe mains. A saving of 3,500 roubles/GCal justifies 
the higher costs of these more complicated connections to 
consumers. 
A single-pipe supply to a town lowers the cost of district 
mains, eases the conversion of independent space-heating 
intakes and simplifies the change to single-pipe intakes. Paper 
postulates the advantages of a centralised supply to districts 
and microdistricts such as (a) direct hot water take-off to 
avoid any contamination in passing through radiators, (b) one
tenth the number of intakes for space heating and (c) a car· 
responding reduction in the number of meters and meter 
reading staff, (d) no need to provide special basement rooms 
for intake heat exchangers and (e) in subdistricts the lower 
flow temperatures of 95°C-70°C make possible non-metallic 
pipes such as pvc or asbestos cement. 
The second part of this paper has the title: Possibility of 
installing single-pipe systems in urban districts and subdistricts. 
Proposed methods of having single-pipe systems, that is, 
without return mains. 
1. Increase the temperature of water in respect of the space 
heating designs to reduce the throughput and to match the 
required hws temperature. Not a recommended method. 
2. Lowering the discharge temperature also from the heating 
installation for the same reasons as Method 1. 
3. Lowering the throughput water temperature. 
4. Raising the standards of heating and the consumption of 
domestic hot water. 
5. Connect additional industrial and domestic consumers 
more fully to use the supplies of surplus hot water. 
6. Snow melting on roads and pavements helps to use surplus 
hot water. 
Problems are discussed of the ratio of space heating to dom· 
estic hot water loads which was found to be 86: 14 in central 
USSR. The average consumption in modern flats was 
200 KCal/hr per urban inhabitant or 75 litres/day if water 
was at 60°C. A rise to 90 litres/person/day is probable. 
110-150 litres/person/day is the proposed future standard. 
One problem is the need to discharge considerable quantities 
of hot water into drains. Another problem is those buildings 
which require heating but in which hot water usage is 
negligible. The conclusions reached on these proposals are 
clearly stated under six headings. 
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PETRESCU, M. 
Method to detennine the moisture of some modem thenno· 
insulating materials used in construction. 
in Buletinul stiintific al lnstitutuli de Constructii Bucuresti, 
v.15, no.2, 1972, p.19 - 26. 

This is an important new source of empirical data of particular 
value to those concerned with research and development, 
design, manufacture and installation of piping systems using 
foamed plastic or resin bound mineral fibre preformed 
sections. The moisture detector resistive method has been 
found not to give satisfactory results for these two materials 
according to the author's researches. The presence of 
moisture in all insulating materials and its highly significant 
effect on thermal properties are confirmed. The results of 
moisture content tests on these two particular types are 
presented in the paper. The tests, which use the capacitive 
method, are claimed to be rapid and non-<iestructive. The 
author states that the parameter adopted is the dielectric 
permittivity of the insulation, variable with moisture content 
or with the dielectric loss factor. It is said to be a very 
sensitive method and shows a doubling of the dielectric per· 
mittivity for moisture contents by volume of 7% to 16%. 
The results are claimed to be self adjusting for variations in 
insulation density. Figures are given showing that for 7% 
moisture content the loss factor for mineral wool is 150 
times greater than that of dry material and much larger losses 
for cellular insulation. 

PIPE sealing by Jetfreezer. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.42, no.497, April 1973, 
p.10-12. 

A technique is described that is of potential value to those 
responsible for the operation, maintenance and future 
extensions of district heating pipe networks. The brief article 
describes and illustrates a new method of the local plugging 
of heating pipes by temporarily freezing the water at this 
point whilst repairs or alterations are carried out. A range of 
jackets for different pipe sizes is available. The Jet freezer 
method was introduced in 1969 by the Distillers Company 
(Carbon Dioxide) Ltd and it is stated that many heating and 
other engineers are now successfully using the method. The 
freezing technique forms a secure ice plug in a water pipe at the 
the point required and so avoids the need to drain down or 
interruption to the rest of the system. The ice plug is fanned 
by injecting liquid carbon dioxide into a jacket encasing a 
small section of the pipe. Solid D02 is formed in the 
jacket, freezing in that section of pipe. 
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POULSON, B. 
Cathodic protection and stress corrosion cracking of mild 
steel district heating distribution systems, by B. Poulson, 
L. C. Henriksen and H. Arup . · 
in British Corrosion Journal, v.9, no.2, 1974, p.91-95 . 

Investigates the problems in Denmark of corrosion of district 
heating networks in which mild steel pipes are placed in con
crete ducts filled with foamed concrete. This method is said 
to be in declining use. States its three main disadvantages and 
details four points where ground water enters the ducts and 
reaches the pipes through the foamed concrete. Discusses 
cases of stress and caustic corrosion. Explains how the use of 
materials such as mineral wool to permit expansion move
ments of the pipe are the cause of corrosion being aggravated . 
Describes how the Danish Corrosion Centre was given the 
task of designing and maintaining five district heating piping 
systems placed in foamed concrete and the difficulties that 
were met. Details how the electric potentials were recorded 
and how on-potentials (with current flowing) were found to 
be almost meaningless but off-potentials (within seconds of 
current interruption) were more realistic. States that except 
for virtually submersed lengths of pipeline, correct design 
and construction would probably eliminate the need for 
cathodic protection. Water entry into ducts must be 
restricted and good drainage encouraged. 20 references are 
given . 

REAY,D.A. 
Heat pipes. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne: International Research and Develop
ment Co. Ltd., 1971. 

Author is one of the few experts in the field of heat pipes 
research, development and application and his reputation is 
international. This book, although brief, is therefore valuable 
until such time as the art and techniques of heat pipes have 
been more used for applications other than space vehicles and 
weaponry when presumably more literature will become 
available . Students of this book should not misunderstand the 
statements that involve dimensions as the author is referring 
to very small scale applications when using the words 'long 
distance'. 
See also the paper on heat pipes by R. Kemp and the appli
cation of them to district heating proposed in his 1974 paper 
by A. E. Haseler in this section. 

RICHARTS, F. 
Berechnung von Festpunktbelastungen bei Ferwiirmeleitungen. 
[Calculation of loads at anchor points in district heating 
mains]. 
in Herzung, Luftung und Haustechnic, v.24, no.10, October 
1973, p.335-338 . 
In German. 

This is one of the few papers on the important and sometimes 
critical subject of calculation of loads at heat mains anchor 
points (fixed points), to. withstand stresses due to expansion 
and deformation of pipe installations. A simplified dimen
sionless method of simulating the stresses in diagrams is said 
to give a means of rapidly prepared data for practical appli
cation. Mathematical calculations using the basic formulae 
are given with associated diagrams. A worked example is 
particularly useful. 

348. 

349. 
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ROWLEY, F . B. 
Thermal resistance of air spaces, by F. B. Rowley and 
A. E. Algren. 
in Transactions of the American Society of Heating and 
Ventilating Engineers, v.35, no .825, 1930, p.165-181. 

This is a classic source of data on this subject and it gives the 
results of co-operative research between the University of 
Minnesota and the American Society of Heating and Ventilat
ing Engineers. Such data is necessary in calculating heat losses 
from pipe-in-pipe systems with air gap, e.g. to BS 4508. 
See also New Techniques for telethermics, by A. E. Haseler 
for complete methods and formulae in this Section. 

SCHMIDT, V. A. 
Single pipeline heat supply systems and prospects of long 
distance heat supply. 
in Gromov, N. K. Single pipe systems for district heating 
networks. 
Moscow: 1967. 
(English translation at National Lending Library for Science 
and Technology, Boston Spa.) 

Provides up to date information to correlate with more com
prehensive papers such as by V. B. Pakshver, no.341, on 
single-pipe systems. The paper conf'ums that better heating 
standards are achieved and that in consequence the enhanced 
economy of district heating has created a near balance in some 
regions between space heating/cooling and hot water demands. 
Gives basic types of single-pipe heat supply systems, (1) trans
mission of heat to a town where it is fed into the normal 
two-pipe network, (2) supply and distribution pipelines to 
a number of blocks of flats and other city buildings in which 
there are normal two-pipe installations, (3) every building is 
connected by the single pipeline system. Variations of these 
basic types are mentioned. 
The experimental use of single-pipe heat supply systems is a 
fact conf'umed by the statement 'In Moscow, 1967 to 1971, 
such a complex system has been designed and investigated'. 
The heat source is at 200°C. The results of experimental 
and field tests are stated to have proved such systems to be 
efficient and economic. 
Recommendations have been made in consequence on the 
parameters of thermal and hydraulic design and on the 
selection of equipment and automatic controls. 

SCHMIDT, W. 
Kanalfreie Fernwiirmesysteme mit harten PUR-Schaumstoffen. 
[Pipe-in-pipe (duct free) district heating mains systems with 
rigid urethane foam insulation]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.5, October 1975, 
p.172-178. 
In German. 

Review of the twenty thermally insulated district heating 
mains systems that use rigid urethane foam. The author is a 
specialist in plastics for thermally insulated underground 
pipes. He lists the systems and descnbes, with illustrations 
the technical features of each one. Tabulated information is 
given including names of makers and systems, materials used 
for each component and method of jointing. 
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STEPIEN,H. 
The problem of reliability of heat transport from large heat 
sources. 
in District Heating, Heating and Ventilation, v.48, no.9, 
1973, p.259- 265. 
(In Polish with brief English summary.) 

Describes some unsatisfactory conditions in installations for 
heat supplies from existing large heat sources and in particular 
those due to corrosion of insulated heat mains in concrete 
ducts or pipes in trenches with loose fill materials. 
A number of proposed solutions are examined. 
The very expensive distribution techniques proposed are 
similar to those once used in other countries including Britain 
but which, as confirmed in many papers, failed. 

STERNBERG, P. 
Die optimalen lsolierdicken bei Femwiinneleitungen in 
Abhangigkeit von der Jahresdauerlinie. (Optimum insulation 
of district heating mains]. 
in Stadt-und Gebiiudetechnik, v.26, no.9, 1972, p.240-242. 
In German. 

Tabulates with accompanying notes the author's optimised 
selection of insulation thicknesses and thermal values on 
district heating flow and return mains. Two temperature 
combinations are given as headings: 150/70°C and 110/70°C. 
A formula is included for calculating cost. 

SUN,K.H. 
Thermal performance characteristics of heat pipes, by 
K. H. Sun and C. L. Tien. 
in International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, v.18, 
no.3, 1975, p.363-380. 

The authors are at the University of California, Berkeley and 
their paper discusses their theoretical studies and exper· 
imental tests, the results of which agree with the theoretical 
predictions. The particular interest for district heating/ 
cooling is perhaps the design of the heat pipe with variable 
length input and output. There are 35 references given. 

SUITOR, K.-H. 
Wiinnetransport iiber grosse Entfemungen. [Supplying heat 
over long distances]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.4, August 1974, 
p.115-118. 
In German. 

The economical use of imported primary energy has become 
necessary in the author's view for the reasons he states which 
leads to his thesis that combined heat/power production in 
W. Germany achieves this requirement. The economics of 
long distance transmission of large quantities of heat are dis
cussed in relation to factors of station location, method of 
operation, heat medium, insulation and construction methods. 

TAUTZ,A. 
Glasfaserverstirkte kunststoffrohre in der Femwiinnever
sorgung. ( Glass-fibre reinforced plastic pipes for district 
heating]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.6, December 1974, 
p.176-179. 
In German. 

A rare study of this comparatively new technique of non
metallic district heating pipes by a working committee 
collaborating with the German Technical Supervisory Society 
in Munich. Investigates the stresses to which glass-reinforced 
plastic pipes in the ground are subjected at temperatures of 
110°C and 130°C. The materials and the manufacturing 
process in use are mentioned in the report which gives pre
liminary results of the tests and a diagram of the test 
facility. 
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TEMESl,M. 
Fiitesi tavvezetekek ep{tesenek korszerii megoldasai. (Up-to
date solution for the construction of district heating pipe
lin~s]. 
in Epuletg~peszet, v.22, no.3, 1973, p.111-117. 
In Hungarian. 

States that the monolith precast reinforced concrete duct, 
whilst offering the best mechanical protection against 
mechanical damage, does not ensure damage and loss of 
insulation effectiveness due to ground water. Confirms that 
even a four-layer insulation system affords no complete safe
guard against destruction by water. Discusses the alternatives 
of loose-fill powders and lists those that were once marketed 
but which are no longer available, and the few that can still 
be obtained. Comments made on the requirements for large 
amounts of these powders to provide the suppliers stipulated 
minimum thicknesses. These are shown in the cross-sectional 
drawings. The most sensitive points for water penetration are 
stated to be at interfaces between the powders and structures 
such as access chambers, buildings and adjacent materials. 
The author reports that because of these potential entry 
points for water, specially designed fittings are necessary at 
connections to gullies, pits and through walls. Tabulates 
comparison of makers' claimed insulation values with those 
obtained by tests. Describes in detail the pipe-in-pipe systems 
to BS 4508 including those with and without air gaps. The 
flexible pipe-in-pipe systems to this Specification are also 
described and their ease of transport, handling and speedy 
installation are likened to electric cables. Some pipe-in-pipe 
non-air-gap systems with rigid urethane foam insulation said 
to be made in diameters up to 800 mm. Concludes that if the 
systems were made in Hungary the loose-fill powders would 
save 30-40% in cost and the pipe-in-pipe systems would save 
40-60% in cost with overall savings in labour of up to 75%. 
The pipe-in-pipe system, with urethane foam and polyethyl
ene or PVC casings, is stated to be the least costly prefabri
cated type, of relatively simple construction and able to satisfy 
all three crucial demands on a heat pipeline. These are given 
as (a) heat insulation, (b) protection of pipe from corrosion 
and insulation from ground water and (c) mechanical protec
tion. Concludes that the introduction of these designs of 
systems into Hungary appear to be expedient and opportune. 

THIN,D. 
La corrosion dans les installations de distribution d'eau 
chaude: causes et remedes proposes parle C.O.S.T.I.C. 
[Corrosion in hot water distribution systems: causes and 
remedies proposed by COSTIC] • 
in L 'Information du Batiment, no.2, February 1969, p.3-8. 
In French. 
Department of the Environment library translation, 512. 

An important and authoritative paper for engineers, architects 
and contractors by the Assistant Director of the C.O.S.T.I.C. 
laboratories in France that is part of the National Building 
Federation. It deals in a direct and clear manner with the 
reasons for corrosion in hot water distribution systems and 
how it can be avoided. The special value of the information 
given is that it is based on actual experience, research and 
tests and there are a large number of questions and specific 
answers on the many practical problems and design decisions. 
A full range of pipe materials is dealt with: galvanized steel, 
copper, plastics, stainless steel and black steel. Refers to 
water additives to inhibit corrosion. Water velocity as a pos
sible cause of corrosion in galvanized pipes is a subject briefly 
discussed. The problem of dissimilar meters in the district 
heating system and consumers installations is discussed and 
the statement is made that the degree of internal pipe (or 
component) corrosion depends on the ratio of exposed areas 
of the two metals. If the areas are of the same order then 
corrosion is small but if they are the other extreme then the 
degree of corrosion will be greater. 
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THOMSON, J. C. 
Horizontal earth boring. 
in Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, v.36, 
April 1967, p.819- 835. 
(Reprinted as Paper no.6820, ICE, 1967 .) 

Earth boring is required for district heating mains that have to 
pass under railways, busy roads, town centres and other 
places where trenching is unacceptable. Paper is by an 
experienced Civil Engineer and it gives the various methods of 
boring or forcing a hole or passage through the ground. 
Three methods are described (a) thrust boring (b) auger bor
ing and (c) pipe or tunnel jacking. Gives the methods used in 
UK, USA, USSR and provides details of rates of boring (40 
feet in 4 hours) sizes (up to 8 feet square for pipe jacking) 
and distances (no practical limit). Examples given in Cardiff, 
York, Hertfordshire and Richmond-upon-Thames. 

TIDENBERG, K. 
Computer planning of hot water distribution systems and 
operational calculations. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 4, Section G(4). 
London : District Heating Association, 1970. 

The author is with the Helsinki Authority and the paper 
deals in a straightforward way with the identification of the 
optimum mains design and network layout using a computer. 
It is a paper for the design engineer and draughtsman. It 
shows that a computerised programme will improve the 
profitability and operation of the system. The parameters are 
pressure losses, flow rates and an investigation to find the 
index circuit of the mains network. References to other 
papers at the Convention are given, also to a German Hand
book 1957 and to articles in German technical journals in 
1967 and 1968. 

UHL,A. E. 
Fuel energy systems: conversion and transport efficiencies. 
in Proceedings of the lntersociety Energy Conversion 
Engineering Conference, 9th, San Francisco, 26- 30 August, 
1974, pp.578- 587. 
New York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1974. 

Long distance transmission of fluids by pipe (such as for tele
thermics) is shown in a comparison of all transport methods 
to be the most economical in terms of energy conservation. 
The one exception is supertankers by sea. (Note: Whether to 
use pipelines or insulated tankers for transporting hot water 
across stretches of sea that separate parts of large district 
heating or telethermics systems is already being investigated 
in three cases in Scandinavia). This paper provides data that 
is rarely available and that could be useful in some district 
heating viability studies, including (a) transport of fuel to a 
number of heating plants vis-a-vis heat distribution from a 
large heat or heat/power station (b) river crossing of pipeline 
compared with two heat stations, one either side. There are 
eight references. 
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USA: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Building 
Research Advisory Board. 
Cathodic protection - as applied to underground metal 
structures. 
Washington DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1959. 
Federal Construction Council Technical Report no.32. 
Publication 741. 

A realistic and data-intensive paper chiefly of permanent 
value. Presents economic justification for the expenditure of 
funds for the installation of cathodic protection systems and 
outlines general design procedures for its application to under. 
ground pipelines and structures. Rising costs since publi
cation have greatly enhanced the economics of cathodic pro
tection. Explains cathodic protection briefly and clearly. 
Summaries experiences of US Government bodies and private 
industry on the methods and effectiveness of cathodic pro
tection. The information is quantified very clearly. A com
prehensive bibliography is given. Additional information on 
newer techniques such as joint cathodic protection can be 
obtained from a paper by A. E. Baseler and G. Mole, listed 
in this section. 

USA: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Building 
Research Advisory Board. 
Criteria for underground heat distribution systems. 
Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1975 . 
(Federal Construction Council Technical Report no.66). 

Report presents an up-to-date underground system design and 
evaluation criteria that supersede technical reports 30R-64 
and 39-64. Effectively a specification and code of practice 
for these systems using test data from field investigation, 
Report no.47 and Symposium Workshop, Report no.3. Com· 
mittee presents its general recommendations on the use of 
underground distribution systems and criteria on their appli
cation and evaluation. Data and considerations underlying its 
recommendations form the other part of the report. Append· 
ices specify test procedures and evaluation techniques that 
supplement the recommendations of the report. Average 
earth temperatures at numerous locations throughout the 
USA are scheduled for each season of the year in order to 
provide data for designers of underground heat mains 
installations. 

USA: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Building 
Research Advisory Board. 
Field investigation of underground heat distribution systems. 
Washington DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1963. 
(Federal Construction Council Technical Report no.4 7. 
Publication 1144.) 

Report by Task Group T .54 for the Federal Construction 
Council, preferably to be read in conjunction with Report 
30R and Workshop/Symposium. 

USA: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Building 
Research Advisory Board. 
Underground heat distribution systems, 2nd ed. Washington 
DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1964. (Federal Con
struction Council Technical Report no.30R- 64). 

Effectively a specification for thermally insulated heat mains 
for installation underground. Uses data obtained from the 
field tests by the same Task Group, appointed by the USA 
Federal Construction Council, who prepared Report no.4 7 
(see reference in this section). 
Report 30R formulates criteria by which an underground 
heat distribution system could be selected. Report 30R uses 
data from Report no.4 7. 
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USA: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Building 
Research Advisory Board. 
Underground heat distribution systems. Proceedings of a 
Symposium Workshop. 
Washington DC: National Academy of Sciences, 1966. 
(Federal Construction Council Technical Report no.3 of 
Task Group T-54.) 

This Report follows others, nos.30R and 4 7, and is the result 
of active study of underground heat distribution systems. It 
is a compilation of papers presented at a Symposium/Work
shop by the Task Group and local personnel all in Govern
ment service. The subjects include the design criteria, the 
field studies, the pressure testable systems and other methods, 
expansion devices, environmental conditions, installation 
inspection and testing, maintenance, operation and repair, 
prevention of corrosion and future developments. 

VISSER,J. 
Ondergronds leidingnet ten behoeve van warmtetransport. 
[An underground heat conveyance piping network). 
in Verwarming en Ventilatie, v.32, no.2, February 1975, 
p.74-81. 
In Dutch. 

Describes the severe problems with underground district 
heating mains in Rotterdam (as with the other utility services 
there) due to high water content and aggressive nature of 
most soils in Holland. 25 years of experience with these 
problems is reviewed and a survey is given of the various 
types of heat mains systems tried in succession to withstand 
the difficulties in the town's infrastructure. The development 
of Rotterdam's district heating system during the period 
forms a principle part of the discussion. Describes how the 
technical problems are overcome such as the design of sup
porting structures for axial expansion compensators and the 
measures for preventing corrosion. Discusses the pipe-in-pipe 
solution to what has been the main problem of Rotterdam's 
district heating and highlights the most critical parts of these 
systems, the tee connections and the joints. 

WIESE, Fr.-F. 
Kanalfreie Verlegung von Femwiirmenetzen unter 
Beriicksichtigung neuerer Schadensfiille. [Recent cases of 
damage to ductless heating mains). 
in Heizung, Luftung und Haustechnic, v.24, no.10, October 
1973, p.331-334. 
In German. 

Briefly describes the various ductless insulation systems for 
underground heat mains including some pipe-in-pipe systems 
and trench infill methods. States that some methods should 
be eliminated by previous tests, and that under certain cir
cumstances manufacturers should offer prolonged guarantee 
periods. 

368. WOJCICKI, J. 
Effect of size of heating system on the degree of reliability 
of heat supply for cities. 
in District Heating, Heating and Ventilation, v .48, no.9, 
1973, p.265-268. 
(In Polish, with brief English summary.) 

Data from operating experience given on the relationship 
between size of system and reliability which indicated the 
need for size limitation on heat mains diameters. The paper 
balances this against the inadequacy of considerations in the 
design of mains systems to provide reserve capacity for future 
additional heat loads. Mains diameters of 700 mm and 
1,000 mm are referred to in this context. 
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WOOLLISCROFT, M. 
Observations on a small group-heating scheme, by 
M. Woolliscroft and D. Fitzgerald. 
Bracknell: Heating and Ventilating Research Association, 
1972. 
7p. (H.V.R.A. Laboratory report, no.72). 
Abstracts from this report were published in Heating and 
Ventilating Engineer, v.48, July 1974, p.33-37. 

The Report gives the results of site studies by the authors 
made on a small residential group-heating scheme at East side, 
Bettws, Wales over a period of 11 months. The load density 
is low, 30 W/m2 of site area. The mains route length is 
1,340 m and the five systems used are described in detail. 
The average boiler efficiency (coal) was 60%. The boiler 
capacity is stated to be substantially greater than the maxi
mum demand. Heating and hot water annual consumptions 
are quantified and the corresponding specific figures are 
given. The measured heat losses from the mains indicate that 
the pipe-in-pipe steel-cased system behaved satisfactorily but 
other types of insulation systems including insulated pipes in 
a concrete duct and a calcareous loose fill showed unac
ceptably high heat losses. The charted results show that 
insulation system sealed in a pressure tight casing (pipe-in
pipe) steadily improved as it dried out from the initial installed 
condition and subsequently remained in a high efficiency 
condition. The losses from the ducted and calcareous powder 
systems significantly increased over the last period and are 
shown to be seven times greater than from the pipe-in-pipe 
to BS 4508/1 system. These results over a short period and 
on a small scheme are consistent with those obtained in 
Haseler's long term tests. 

WORLD ENERGY CONFERENCE. Ad hoc on Large Scale 
Transportation of Heat over Long Distances. 
Telethermics. 
Report of a committee appointed by the World Energy 
Conference. 
London: World Energy Conference, 1971. 

This report on telethermics by the World Energy Conference 
Committee concern, the large scale transportation of heat 
over long distances, Jt gives data on about 50 of the world's 
longest heat mains installations all of large diameter single 
or double pipelines. The longest pipeline is in Italy and totals 
106 km and the one with the largest diameter, 1 ,400 mm, is 
in Japan. Other large pipelines in Japan are for chilled water. 
Costs are given in most cases. An Appendix gives a detailed 
presentation of case studies. Many of the telethermics 
schemes are for transmitting heat energy as hot water to 
towns from remote power stations, some of them nuclear. 
Geothermal heat is also conveyed by telethermics. 
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371 . YAKIMOV, L. K. 
New systems of district heating using single-pipe hot water 
mains. 
in Gromov, N. K. Single pipe systems for district heating 
networks . 
Moscow: 1967. 
(English translation at National Lending Library for Science 
and Technology, Boston Spa.) 

Part 1. Describes single-pipe heat supply systems using heat 
recovered from water sprayed into the flues of gas-fired 
district heating central plant. Overall fuel utilisation by this 
technique is said to be increased by 25% to 40%. Examines 
the USSR water supply problems and the fact that 20% to 
30% more hot water is consumed than cold tap water. Basic 
statistics are given to show that single-pipe mains are all that 
is needed. It is said to be uneconomic to install return mains 
when heat is supplied from a power station and when hot 
water from its condensers is in constant demand. The import
ant advantages of single-pipe systems are mentioned. Domestic 
hot water being drawn off generously from radiator systems 
has proved a most favourable technique. Modern water treat
ment methods are stated to be low in costs to suit the needs 
of the large once-through water flow of single-pipe systems. 
200°C is selected as a constant flow temperature as this 
reduces the water quantity needed. Even without the aid of 
water storage the water in the heating system is satisfactory 
for domestic purposes for up to 18 hours a day. The paper 
describes some water treatment methods such as suspension 
filters and magnetic or electromagnetic equipment. De
aerators are also used. The paper states the advantages of 
single-pipe systems including a greater percentage of electric 
power output at combined heat and power stations as well 
as the savings in money, space and non-ferrous metals as the 
result of omitting heat exchangers at consumer connections. 
The corrosion due to open hws systems is said to be obviated 
because constant treatment of hot water supplies is provided. 
The Leningrad experience with local one-pipe systems has 
shown that peak domestic hot water demands are 1.5 times 
the quantities of water at 150°C required for space heating. 
The treatment of Neva river water at Leningrad is by clarification 
using quartz filters and this is claimed to cost a fraction of the 
price of the mains tap water it replaces. Moscow water 
needs to be magnetically stabilised and softened. There has 
been good experience throughout the USSR with magnetic 
and electromagnetic methods. New heating installations 
always have the radiators fitted with room temperature 
actuated thermostatic radiator valves including those bi
metallic type developed by the author. 
Part 2. The second part of the paper has the title: The con
nection of public buildings and dwellings to single-pipe 
systems. 
Single-pipe systems cannot provide large reserves of heat 
without increasing discharge temperatures so the method is 
unsatisfactory for dwellings compared with conventional 
two-pipe systems. 
Graphs are also given for annual hot water consumption 
figures. A further graph shows the relation of water consump
tion to outdoor temperatures. 

372. YOUNG, 0 . C. 
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Simplified tables of external loads on buried pipelines, by 
O. C. Young and J. H. Smith. 
London: HMSO, 1970. 

Authors are in the Department of the Environment, Building 
Research Establishment. 
An essential work for the civil engineering and soil mechanics 
aspects of underground heating/cooling mains installations. 
The co-ordination of designs for a number of buried utility 
services will also need these tables. The data given concerns 
the civil, structural and mechanical engineering. The data is 
based on experimental work and that further experience of 
the structural design of buried pipelines obtained since the 
first simplified tables were published in 1962. Deals with the 
design factors of trenching, bedding of pipes, various loadings, 
safety, soil densities and the effect of pipe size. 

373. ZIEGLER,K. 
Rohrleitungen und Zubehor fiir Femwarmenetze - Planung, 
Konstruktion, Berechnung. [Mains and fittings for district 
heating networks - planning, construction, calculation), by 
K. Ziegler and G. Eisenhauer. 
Frankfurt: VWEW, 1974. 
40p. 
In German. 

A compact but thorough technical manual for the design of 
district heating networks and so of considerable value to 
engineers and their draughtsmen responsible for preparing 
schemes in detail from the initial stages onwards. 
Temperatures, pressures, forces at fixed points and move
ments due to expansion and contraction of piping systems 
are dealt with in a manner that facilitates similar calculations 
for all types of projects. The standards used in the work are 
of course German DIN so enabling any equivalent national 
and ISO standards to be substituted. In addition to calcu· 
lations of pipe stresses, formations and movements there is 
basic guidance on choice and performance of valves, expansion 
compensators and loops, guides and anchors. 
Modern push-pull pumping techniques are dealt with from 
basic principles. 

For other papers on mains systemHee 16, 17, 25, 37, 42, 48, 55, 57, 
75,100,114,144,204,223,370,407,410,427,430,434,439,457, 
499,500,521,522,528,531,533,542,565,628 and 633. 
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A TILMA YR, E. 
Baukostenminimaler Warmeschutz. 
[Minimum production costs of heat protection.-] 
in Heizung, Liiftung und Haustechnic, v.25, no. l 0, October 
1974, p.333 - 334. In German. 

Makes the important point that the better buildings are "heat 
protected" (insulated, draught sealed and insolated), the less 
the cost of the heating plant and of the mains but that unless 
the owners of the buildings are debited with the total costs 
involved they will have little incentive to pay for the extra 
cost of insulation. Refers to a research report by F. Bruckmayer 
and J. Lang and on this basis the author proves that the con
struction and heating costs of a building with bad heat pro
tection may even be slightly dearer than one with better pro
tection and thus a cheaper heating system. Recommends 
cost-in-use comparison in each case. 

DOKUMENTATIONSSTELLE FUR BAUTECHNIK IN DER 
FRA UN HOFER-GESELLSCHAFT. 
Auswahl von Literature iiber Bau und Betrieb von 
Fernheizwerken, 1965-1971. [Construction and operation 
of district heating generation stations 1965-1971] .Stuttgart: 
1973. 4pp. (Literatunusammenstellung no.1841). 
In German. 

A useful, concise list of references to papers on the subject of 
the construction and operation of district heating generating 
stations, including refuse incinerators and giving the names in 
each case of the architects responsible. The schemes include 
those in Austria, Denmark, England, France, Germany, 
Poland, Romania, Sweden and Switzerland. 

EDELMAIER, C. 
Design and construction of a dual-fued heat and power 
station burning refuse at Mannheim. 
Heidelberg: Kraftanlagen A.G., 1972. 
CEGB translation 6222. 

Describes the site preparation, structural, civil engineering 
and architectural designs, and discusses the planning and 
contractual arrangements, the schedules of quantities and 
prices for the combined heat and power station at Mannheim. 
Mentions that the site is an island previously used as a refuse 
tip. The main plant items, mechanical and electrical, are 
given. The dual fuels are stated to be heavy oil and refuse. 
Quantifies the work carried out, the materials, dimensions, 
prices and numbers of professional staff and operatives. The 
original document will need to be studied if the drawings 
and illustrations are of particular interest. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District and domestic heating. 
in Domestic Heating, v.l, no.3, Summer 1968, p.11-16. 

Introduces district heating to domestic heating contractors, 
appliance manufacturers and others concerned with individual 
installations of all types. Puts the point that overseas district 
heating terminates just inside the building and domestic 
installations, are the responsibility of local domestic heating 
contractors. 

378. 

379. 

380. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating and the builder. 
in Building Trades Journal, v.163, no.4904, 27 August 1971, 
p.8-14; v.163, no.4905, 3 September 1971, p.36-37. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service.) 

The paper is in response to a request from builders for infor
mation about district heating to meet current demands for 
housin11 supplied by this service. Advantages of speedier, 
simpler and cheaper building when there are no combustion 
appliances, tanks, flues, air supplies, chimneys and other 
items. 
Heat service contractors will provide central plant and he!Jt 
mains and operate the scheme. The price to supply district 
heating and to obviate traffic pollution of vehicles now 
dumping town waste. 
District heating will avoid the:need for numerous fuel lorries 
and the pollution they cause. The new chimney is 160 m. 
high, further to improve air cleanliness. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating and the housing manager. 
in Housing, the Journal of the Institute of Housing 
Managers, v.1, no.5, January 1972, pll-14. 

The first and only paper to date written specifically for 
housing managers on the subject of district heating. It gives 
ample realistic information on comparative costs and on the 
safety, convenience and ease of domestic installation main
tenance. District heating is now viable in the low density 
areas. The advent of lower cost, high efficienty pipe-in-pipe 
systems brought a revolutionary change. Explains that as fuel 
costs are only a third or less of the annual bill Iha t good 
healthy standards of heating, which also reduce building 
maintenance, do not cost significantly more than poor stan
dards. Increases in fuel costs have a minimum effect on heat
ing charges. Condensation does not occur in district heated 
housing able to be kept to temperatures above dew point 
because of low cost and automatic thermostatic radiator 
valves. The great advantage to housing managers of having 
their district heating schemes operated and maintained by 
heat service contractors is explained. Metering is dealt with 
and an actual cost comparison given showing that in small 
dwellings it can cost residents more than they could save by 
reducing standards. 

HASELER, A. E. 
Heat on tap from the mains. 
in Architect, May 1971, p.13- 16. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service.) 

Written for architects and useful as a concise introduction to 
district heating. Explains its benefits in terms of simpler 
buildings and more space when the heat is produced at a 
central plant. Comparisons given of capital costs and armual 
costs of district heating and individual methods with all the 
alternative fuels. Graph shows effect of size of scheme on 
annual costs. 
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381. 

382. 

383. 

68 

HASELER, A. E. 
Industrialised building and district heating. 
in Systems Building and Design, November 1968, p.59- 66. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service.) 

Emphasises the need in cold weather for constant heating of 
prefabricated or modular component buildings of the light 
and dry type to prevent warping, crazing and condensation. 
The ill-effect of inadequately heated industrialised buildings 
on the occupiers' health has been identified by medical 
research teams. Integration of building and services designs 
is essential in industrialised buildings so that site assembly 
does not require expensive and time consuming alterations, 
cutting, machining or making good. This requires rationalised 
services using prefabrication or multiple production methods 
in a factory. Examples are given of district heating progress 
in other countries and a number of illustrations are included. 

HASELER, A. E. 
Rationalised heat supply. 
in Architects Journal, v.149, no.14, 2 April 1969, p.933-9. 

Information on relative heating standards in Britain and 
Continental countries and the improvements brought about 
by the Parker Morris Report recommending full house heat
ing to 18°C. Refers to two Government Studies on optimum 
methods of supplying heat in towns both of which proposed 
the common solution of district heating. Environmental 
advantages of district heating are explained and other benefits 
such as fuel economy, absence of condensation, cheapest 
heat, road heating to prevent frost, sports ground heating, 
etc, are mentioned. Refuse incineration is discussed as well 
as underground vacuum pipe collection and delivery from 
consumers premises direct into the incinerator. lllustration 
is shown. 

LUSBY, W. S. 
Power plant effluent - thermal pollution or energy at a bar· 
gain price, by W. S. Lusby and E. V. Somens. 
in Mechanical Engineering, v.94, no.6, June 1972, p.12-15. 

The authors are with the Westinghouse organisation, USA, 
and the article is based on a paper by their Energetics 
Division. States that two-thirds of the fuel energy used to 
make electric power could be recovered for district heating 
and cooling as an alternative to wasting it in expensive cooling 
towers. Refers to satellite towns, "'new towns within towns" 
and independent new towns. Cost estimates are given for a 
25 square mile town of 138,000 people with a very low resi
dential density. Explains that 275 clusters (villages) are pro
posed each with a fossil-fuel gas turbine plant 250 MWe. 
Suggests that the heat load for each of the 150 residential 
units per cluster would be 50,000 Btu/hr. Dimensions of 
mains, peak loads and heat transformer stations are given and 
a breakdown of costs for one such station is provided. The 
Swedish design influence seems apparent and the selected 
maximum temperature of distribution flow mains is given as 
90°C which is said greatly to reduce cost. The same mains 
are used for circulating either heating or cooling fluids. A 
breakdown of costs is given to identify the annual charge per 
residence for heating/cooling (£100 approx.) after deducting 
£9 a year for credit for omission of cooling towers. The 
additional facilities that could be provided by district heating/ 
cooling are discussed and include agriculture, recreational 
pools, fish and oyster farming, water sports, snow melting, 
greenhouses. References include one by Miller et al, "Use 
of Steam-electric power plants to provide thermal energy to 
urban areas" ORNL-HUD-14, UC80 (US Ministry of Housing). 
Geothermal energy for district heating/cooling is mentioned. 

384. 

385. 

386. 

387. 

MITZINGER, W. 
Stellung und Bedeutung der Femwanneversorgung zur 
Sicherung des Wohnungsbauprogramms bis 1990 bei 
effektivstem Energietriigereinsatz und Anwendung komplex 
- territorialer Losungen. 
(The role of district heating in reaching the 1990 housing 
construction targets making the best possible use of energy.) 
inEnergietechnik, v.25, no.4, April 1975, p.139-150. 
In German. 

The author is with the Ministry of Coal and Energy, Berlin, 
and his rather discursive paper describes how distiict heating, 
especially combined with electricity production, is rapidly 
reducing specific fuel consumption per unit of useful heat/ 
electric energy produced. This progress in fuel economy is 
shown graphically for the period 1960 to 1973 and with 
comparative curves including those for heat station and 
combined heat/power stations. 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD. Design and Heating Study 
G1oup. 
District heating for the new Britain. 
London: National Coal Board, 1970. 

A Report of a Study Group under the Chairmanship of the 
architect, Sheppard Fidler, with members representing 
RIBA, IHVE, HVRA, Building Research Establishment, Coal 
Utilisation Council and National Coal Board. 
Defines district heating as an extension of the idea of central 
heating in which a single heat generator provides heat for all 
buildings in a community. 
Makes the point that district heating permits the use of a tra
ditional indigenous and plentiful fuel - coal. 
Examples are given of coal-fired district heating schemes in 
Britain, e.g., at Billingham, Oldham, Washington, Leicester, 
Sunderland, Paisley. The report refers to heat service oper
ators and in particular Associated Heat Services Ltd. 

WERNER,D. 
Moglichkeiten zur nationelleren betriebs-und bautechnischen 
Gestaltung von Bauwerken in Femwannenetzen. 
(Possibilities of more rational operation and structural design 
of buildings in district heating networks], by D. Werner and 
J. Schmidt. 
in Energietechnik, v.22, no.12, December 1972, p.567-570. 
In German. 

Proposes standardised designs of district heating boiler houses 
and other buildings and dimensional co-ordination between 
the engineering installations and the buildings. The resultant 
effect is said to be the reduction bf design and construction 
costs. Emphasises that close co-operation between the 
architectural/district heating/civil engineering teams achieves 
better schemes, rationalisation and economy. 

WILLIAMS, D. L. 
The architect's role in the design of district heating. 
in Heating for the community, Bristol, September 16-19, 
1969. Proceedings of the conference and exhibition, 
p.19/1-19/4. Bristol, South Wales and South West 
Branch, District Heating Association, 1969. 

A general discourse giving the architect's point of view but 
the paper also includes actual experiences throughout a large 
building project. States problems of site programming, 
especially with the long periods of time for concrete ducts in 
the past. Examples are given of contractual difficulties when 
the main contractor is responsible for the heat mains. 

For other papers on the architectural and building aspects of district 
heating see 37, 45, 88, 121, 123,305,460,464, 521, 562, 565, 567 
and 592. 
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10. COUNTRIES - general surveys and specific schemes 

GENERAL 

388. DIAMANT, R. M. E. 

389. 

390. 

District heating. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.34, June 1965 - v.35, 
July 1966. 

Thirteen articles on district heating overseas. The author 
surveys and edits with a considerable total of facts and figures 
the information available on overseas district heating schemes. 
The early dates of these articles do not alter the fact that they 
are equally relevant today except in respect of subsequent 
additions and introductions of new techniques. 

DISTRICT heating in the USSR and other countries. 
Pittsburgh, USA: International Disctrict Heating Association, 
1967. 
(Report 15206). 

USA engineers' view of USSR district heating. Report on a 
technical exchange mission on district heating agreed between 
USA and USSR. Six US district heating engineers made a 
thorough study tour of USSR and brief visits to Finland,. 
Sweden (including Agesta nuclear district heating and elec
tricity station) and Denmark. Information is also included 
on the status of district heating in Austria, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Switzerland and West Germany. The main 
towns visited in USSR were Leningrad, Moscow, Minsk, 
Kiev, Kharkov and Rostov. A different approach from most 
papers and reports (except the European Survey by HVRA) 
because it relates to direct personal experiences and on the 
spot investigations. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating and cooling in Europe, by A. E. Haseler and 
N. S. Billington 
in District heating and cooling in the world; commemorative 
volume. 
Tokyo: Research Association of City Environmental 
Engineering, 1975. 
In Japanese. 

A book with substantial and comprehensive articles by 
authors from all over the world describing the various aspects 
of district heating and cooling. States progress being made, 
the techniques employed, present trends and future prospects, 
details of related schemes and quantified general extent of 
schemes in different parts of the world. Technical and sta
tistical data, graphs, illustrations and diagrams add consider
ably to the value of the book especially as titles are given 
also in English. Flexible pipe-in-pipe systems made (under 
licence) in Japan and used in installations there are described. 
Illustrations show delivery on drums as used for electric 
cables and their installation. District heating from refuse 
incinerators is a subject comprehensively dealt with: one of 
the many charts shows the energy contribution it makes each 
year towards satisfying the district heating load. National 
maps of the distribution of solar energy intensities being so 
limited, it is interesting to see one for the annual average 
radiant heat of the sunlight in the USSR. 

391. 

392. 

393. 

394. 

HEATING AND VENTILATING RESEARCH ASSOCI
ATION. 
District heating - a survey of practice in Europe and 
America.. 
Bracknell: HVRA, 1966. 

Valuable still as an authoritative work of reference giving 
substantial and relevant information on district heating pro
gress, tec.hniques, economics in a number of countries. There 
is an insight into attitudes towards heating, especially district 
heating and combined heat and power generation. Climatic 
conditions are compared showing the outstanding advantage 
of climates such as Britain's. Insulation standards are much 
lower in Britain compared with Denmark which has a 
similar climate. 

INTERNATIONAL District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
April 20-24, 1970. Summary of proceedings. 
in District Heating, v.46, no. 2, Autumn 1970, p.9. 

An objective report on the Convention from the North 
American viewpoint. Gives briefly the basic facts including 
attendance of 562 delegates from 26 overseas countries 
apart from those in the United Kingdom. 4 7 papers were 
given and the number of speakers was 58. The American 
opinion was that the enlarged size of the programme and thus 
the greater number of countries represented increased the 
value of the Conference. The quality of the papers was 
reported as excellent and contained much previously unpub
lished information. Visits made to four district heating 
schemes at Pimlico, Brunswick Square, Leicester and 
Nottingham. The spread of district heating to warmer 
countries was noted, e.g. Spain, Portugal, Greece, Italy and 
South Africa. 
See also Steam and Heating Engineer, p.7-12. 

INTERNATIONAL District Heating Convention, 2nd, 
Budapest, 1973. Summary of Proceedings. 
in Energetics and Nuclear Engineering. Journal of the 
Scientific Society of Energy Economy, v.26, no.8, August 
1973. 
(Summaries in English) 

This number is devoted to the proceedings of the Second 
International District Heating Convention. Gives the full 
text of the opening addresses by Ministers and other promi
nent men as well as the reports by the rapporteurs pre
sented at the conclusion of each of the six groups of papers. 
A full list of all the papers and the names of authors is given. 
See also report on the Conference and abridged list of 
papers included in this section from Steam and Heating 
Engineer, July 1973. 

INTERNATIONAL District Heating Convention, 2nd, 
Budapest, 1973. Summary of Proceedings. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.42, no.500, July 1973, 
p.26-29. . 

Report on this important Convention by the founder of the 
District Heating Association which initiated these triennial 
international meetings. Summarises those papers considered 
to be of maximum interest to British engineers. Gives 
appraisal of the value of the Convention and observes on the 
new trends in world district heating reflected in the papers. 
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395. 

396. 

JEFFS, E. 
The case for district heating - a look at two cities. 
in Energy International, v.11, no.IO, October 1974, 
p.29 - 32. 

The comparison of district heating studies, one for Zurich 
and the other for Dublin, contrasts their salient design para· 
meters in a manner that emphasises the wide scope of suit
abilities of centralised heat/power production and district 
heating. The similarities of, and differences between the 
two cities are discussed from the viewpoint of district heating 
economics. The Dublin plans are those proposed for com
bined electricity and heat production as discussed in the 
paper by N. Muir given to the Institute of Engineers, see 
no.488. The Zurich plans are those officially produced 
based on studies by consultants, Motor-Columbus, of existing 
schemes in Switzerland and elsewhere. See paper by 
J. P. W. Nordhof, no.527 . An interesting result of the com
parison by the author is that in spite of widely different 
climatic conditions over the year between Zurich and 
Dublin, the overall heat requirements are not very different; 
the Swiss winter is colder but the Irish plant utilisation would 
probably be higher. It would even be higher than that in 
Sweden according to Muir's statistics in his paper comparing 
conditions in Sweden and Eire. 

OLSEN, F. E. 
District heating in Scandinavia: discussion. 
in Symposium on District Heating, London, 1967. Proceed
ings, p. 76 -102. 
London, IHVE, 196 7. 

Authoritative information given on techniques, comparative 
costs and other relevant facts concerning Denmark, Sweden 
and Norway. National attitudes to heating standards, e.g. 
keeping the whole house warm is mandatory. Useful for 
comparison with up to date situations. 

AUSTRALIA 

397. KONG, A. L. 

70 

An Australian district heating and cooling scheme. 
in Australian Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, v.23, no.2, 
February 1969, p.18-24. 

A district heating and cooling scheme in Melbourne ts des
cribed which uses high pressure hot water from a briquette
fired boiler plant. Absorption chillers for central air con
ditioning are installed in some of the commercial buildings 
that are connected to the district heating scheme. The 
descriptions include the history of the scheme, an outline of 
its economics and details of the cooling plant. 

AUSTRIA 

398. WALTER, L. 
Progress in district heating. Series of twenty one consecu
tive articles from September 1964 to May 1966 inclusive. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, volume 38, nos. 446 to 
455; and volume 39, nos. 456 to 466. 

Covers schemes in Weis, Salzburg, Pinkafeld, Klagenfurt, 
St. Polten, Korneuburg, in Austria; Munich, Bonn, Raunheun 
Bielefeld, Kiel, Bremen-Vahr, Mannheim, Rosenheim, ' 
Oberhausen, Pfonheim, Hamburg, in Germany; and Paris. 
The schemes listed above are described and the articles give 
the salient facts and figures together with statistical graphs 
and illustrations. Thermal plants as well as heat and power 
stations and district heating refuse incinerators are included 
in these substantial contributions to information on the 
three countries concerned. They are mostly fact-finding 
articles rather than analytical or comparative studies. The 
bilingual abilities of the author and his first-hand experience 
of the progress of district heating in Austria and Germany 
add greatly to the value of these articles for those wishing to 
learn how others operated district heating in earlier years. 
The earlier gas-turbine heat and power schemes at Munich, 
Oberhausen, Bremen-Vahr are the subjects of some articles 
as indicated above. Refuse incineration schemes combined 
with heating are referred to in section 7. 

BULGARIA 

399. MUNDJIJAN, G. 
District heating in Sofia, by G. Mundjijan and A. Kirij. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, Warsaw, 
1976. Papers. Theme 3, Paper 19 (not yet published). 

Discusses the control of the district heating system in Sofia 
that takes into account not only the external air temperature 
but also wind speed, solar gains and other variable factors. 
Considers district heating in this case basically as a regulation 
system having several inputs and outputs, the latter being the 
temperatures within the heated spaces. 

CANADA 

400. ANGUS, H. H. 
Planning Toronto's district heating system. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.33, December 1964. 
p.24-30. 

The author is one of the team of consultants responsible for 
designing and planning this down-town district heating 
scheme. Economic and technical feasibility studies are des
cribed in general terms. The action taken on the report is 
described briefly. 
The particular interest is the rate of installing steam mains 
in the busy central Toronto streets. 



401. 

402. 

403. 

BROWN, W.G. 
District heating for Canadian towns and cities. 
Ottawa: National Research Council of Canada, 1972. 
(Division of Building Research. Technical Paper no.360). 

An objective investigation into the potential and feasibility 
of district heating systems in Canadian cities and towns. A 
considerable interest has been developing rapidly in Canada 
in recent years mainly in order to reduce municipal pollution 
and because of increasingly severe air pollution regulations. 
The convenience, space saving and low cost aspects of district 
heating are of considerable appeal to users of the service. The 
report is concerned also with district heating costs and 
current technical practice in the world including combined 
electricity and heat generation. The report is aimed at munici· 
palities, public utilities and other interested parties so that 
they may consider for themselves the merits of district 
heating in Canada. The merits of district heating are given 
comprehensively from three points of view; the user, the 
muncipality and the district heating utility. The international 
district heating scene is dealt with starting with large city 
schemes including Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. New 
York, Hamburg and Copenhagen are some of the largest 
schemes referred to. 
Two most important factors relevant to district heating in 
Canada are national energy consumption and national energy 
policy. 

KNAPP, H. J. 
Toronto district heating study. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating Associ
ation, v.65, 1974, p.37-49. 

Describes a comprehensive study costing nearly £150,000 
of all aspects of an extended district heating scheme in 
Toronto and gives the conclusions and recommendations. 
Some of the main subjects of the study were heat demand, 
heating costs, selection of system, financial, environmental 
benefits, meteorological, capacity, aesthetic, noise reduction, 
traffic flow, district cooling, heat from refuse incinerators 
and nuclear stations. 

QURAESHI, S. 
Energy conservation with district heat. 
in Modern Power and Engineering, v.69, no.7, July 1975, 
p.34. 

Shows statistically that the largest sector of energy consump· 
tion in Canada is for space and water heating. States that 
with modern technology the conversion from fuel energy 
into more useful energy can be highly efficient. Explains that 
the combined production of heat and electricity is the most 
efficient of all methods of conversion, over 85%, so pro· 
viding considerable savings in fuels with a consequent cleaner 
environment. This has not progressed so far in Canada but 
the 1973 fuel crisis and the increasing effects of shortages and 
price increases has changed the situation. Concludes with 
statement that combined district heat/power production and 
a study of the basic problem of compatability between the 
forms of energy are now being investigated in the Canadian 
context. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

404. ADAMEK, L. 
Study of a district heating system supplying eastern areas of 
Prague using back pressure turbines producing power when 
operated on condensing cycle, by L. Adamek and others. 
in World Energy Conference, 8th, Bucharest, 1971. Pro· 
ceedings. Division 3, paper 3.1 - 143. 20p. 

A detailed description of the combined production of district 
heating and electricity plant and the heat distribution system 
for the eastern areas of Prague. Gives data on the plant. 
The s.:heme is described as an important link with the other 
large scale heat/power schemes in Prague. Circuit diagrams 
and illustrations are included. 

405. DRAHY, J. 
Sedmdesat let vyroby parnich turban Skoda. 
[Seventy years of the production of Skoda steam turbines J 
in Energetika, v.24, no.8, August 1974, p.353-360. 
In Czech. 

Combined district heating and electricity production by 
means of steam turbines is discussed, in particular the Skoda 
machines. Historical notes date from 1904. The Skoda 
factory and the research laboratories are described. Designs 
and construction on the modular concept are explained. 
The automatic control of'output for district heating relative 
to electricity production as part of modern powe1 station 
plant design form a main part of the paper. The maximum 
capacity mentioned is 500 MW . Cross sectional drawings 
are included. e 

406 . VLACH, J. 
District heating system development in Czechoslovakia. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.255-262; Summaries, p.186. 
Budapest: Sciencific Society for Building, 1973. 

Gives information on the high degree of development of 
district heating in Czechoslovakia. Figures given of total heat 
supplied from Ministry of Energy and public heat and power 
plants. Length of transmission mains 1,000 km with much 
greater lengths for distribution and connections. There is 
also a considerable total length of mains from industrial 
plants to neighbouring towns. Author emphasises the 
truism that district heating consists mostly of a heat distri· 
bution system and so on its sustained efficiency and economy 
the success of the whole project depends. Improvement in 
heat mains is urgent and imperative so author urges inter· 
national exchange of ideas because the problems with district 
heating systems are similar in most countries. 
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DENMARK 

407. 

408. 

409. 

72 

Derunark leads in district heating. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.4, no.3, March 1974, 
p.A15-A16. 

The progress with district heating in Denmark to 1973 is 
discussed with indications of the numbers of schemes, (450 
out of 500 towns are district heated) and the range of capa
cities, lengths of mains, operating temperatures etc. States 
that Denmark does not have such a good case for district 
heating as the UK. Statistical data is included and is de
clared to be partly based on the paper by F. R. Pederson and 
T. Christensen in Schweizerische Blatter fur Heizung und 
Lu/tung, no.4 1973. Pipe-in-pipe systems are now being 
widely used for heat distribution especially for consumer con
nections and it is stated that future networks will incorporate 
only the pipe-in-pipe systems with plastics casings. All instal
lations, it is said, have hot water as the fluid for distributing 
the heat at a maximum temperature seldom exceeding 90°C. 

DISTRICT Heating scheme at Odense, Denmark. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.37, no.431, October 1967, 
p.6- 14. 

Describes district heating in Odense and its twin town of 
Dalum from combined heat and power station a few miles 
away on the coast which supplies heat in pipelines under
ground to Odense and Dalum. A 1efuse incinerator with heat 
recovery has been in use for many years. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating in Denmark. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.36, September 1968, p.186-197; v.36, 
October 1968, p.213-215. 

Makes the case that the economics and possibilities for 
district heating in Biitain are even better than in Denmark by 
comparative graphs of seasonal temperatures and tabulated 
details of all other parameters. The ratio of plant size is 186 
in Denmark to 100 in Biitain. The ratio for load factors is 
71 in Denmark to 100 in Britain (London) due to cooler 
damper short summers. 
Population densities also favour British economics because 
they are 310 per km2 compared with 106 in Denmark. 
Gives data about all factors influenced by low cost heat from 
the mains, climate,'health statistics, structural insulation 
standards, glazing, costs of heat and rents, national income 
levels, finance methods and interest rates. Gives the respec
tive Governments encouragement of district heating. Graph 
showing effect of scale on capital and operating costs of 
Danish schemes. Facts are given on the 426 district heating 
schemes then in operation. 
Techniques are described for heat production, distribution 
and utilisation in houses and flats. Comparison given of costs 
of district heating and individual methods of oil and elec
tricity. The bibliography contains 43 references. 

FINLAND 

410. 

411. 

412. 

HALME, U. 
District heating in Finland. 
in District Heating, v.59, no.2, October/November 1973, 
p.17-19. 

Gives general information about the extensive district heating 
installations in Finland in spite of the unfavourable (com
pared with the UK) population density. The climate benefits 
from the Gulf Stream and is very different from countries on 
the same latitudes such as Canada. All fuel is imported. 
Reference is made to the Finnish Heating Plants Association 
formed to promote and develop district heating and to dis
tribute information amongst the 20 members. The total 
plant capacity, length of mains and other data are given. 
Recounts the stages of development of heat mains systems 
and why some methods and materials such as water repellent 
powders, foamed concrete, insulated pipes in-situ and split
pipe concrete ducts are now considered unsatisfactory and 
are no longer used. Plastic pipe-in-pipe systems with an inner 
protection tube of fibre reinforced composite (glass fibre) 
are said to be used for service pipelines. Prefabrication and 
standardisation to the maximum extent and great attention 
to the quality of the work are emphasised as essential for 
economy in money, labour and materials. District heating's 
future progress in Finland is stated as very good and is 
expected to double in the next 5 years. Nuclear heat/power 
stations will be used in the 1980's and district heating using 
natural gas is being planned for the near future in South 
Finland. 

HELSINKI DISTRICT HEATING AND ELECTRICITY 
AUTHORITY. 
Annual report. 
Helsinki: Helsinki District Heating and Electricity Authority. 

Gives summary of statistics of combined heat and power 
generation and sales of each form of energy as well as lengths 
of heat mains networks and pipelines. Analysis to show the 
amounts of district heating from different sources, power 
stations, refuse incineration and thermal plants. A useful 
report for quantifying information given in papers from 
Finland. 

ITKONEN, M. 
District heating in Finland, by M. Itkonen and others. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 2, p.153-167; Summaries p.145 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

The remarkable progress of district heating in Finland is out 
of necessity as in other countries without indigenous fuels. 
This is indicated in this valuable paper by some of Finland's 
most experienced men in electricity and heat production and 
distribution. The annual rate of increase of district heating 
is given as 15% and it is becoming a normal utility in towns. 
Describes the start of district heating schemes as being trans
portable self-contained boiler plants for each residential area. 
The next phase involves large thermal stations and the final 
stage in the evolving process is thermal-electric stations with 
local peaking stations, some for heat and others for electri
city and gas-turbine power combined electricity and heat 
plants to cope with peak loads locally. 
The paper gives statistics of the heat and electricity produced. 
The techniques used include a maximum hot water flow tem
perature of 120°C which has the advantage of being suitable 
for use with rigid urethane foam insulated pipe-in-pipe heat 
mains with plastic enclosures pressure tight against water 
ingress from the ground. Indirect supplies to consumers' 
premises is the method used and some typical connections 
to houses are illustrated. 



413. MIKOLA, J. 
A study concerning different energy supply alternatives of 
the Helsinki Metropolitan Area in Finland. 
in World Energy Conference, 9th, Detroit, 1974. Preprints. 
Section 6.1 - 10. !Op. 

The Finnish authors are leading authorities involved in heat 
and electricity supply, nuclear power and research. They 
describe the climate of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area or 
region, comprising four cities, as mild, +5.4°C mean annual 
average, with day temperatures ranging from +25°C to - 27°C. 
The district heating mains network for the whole Area is 
two-pipe with hot water of 120°C maximum flow 70°C maxi
mum return when the outdoor temperature is -27°C. The 
total heat load was 1,300 MW in 1972 and the energy 
delivered 3,550 GWh. 50% of the heat energy required in 
the four cities is already supplied by district heating and 
the extent and way the total heat load is expected to develop 
by the end of the century are shown graphically indicating 
the increasing part to be played by nuclear heat and power 
stations. The long distance heat transmission lines from 
these stations are indicated on a plan and in a schematic 
diagram. Capital and operating costs are given for the 
nuclear heat and power plant showing considerable savings. 
The steam cycle of the first nuclear district heating and 
power station is shown in a diagram. The reductions in 
sulphur dioxide air pollution and waste heat thermal pol
lution in 1972 by using combined district heating and 
electricity production were 30% and 50% respectively com
pared with their separate generation. The risks of using 
nuclear fuel are assessed and the likelihood of an accident 
with nuclear energy stations is quoted as once in 10,000 
years. Waste heat is stated to be used for district heating 
with an output capacity of 1,500 MW in 1974 and planned 
to increase to 5,400 MW in the year 2000. 
The conclusion reached - as in other countries - is that co
operation between municipalities and State in energy 
supplies is profitable because the economy of nuclear 
energy production is greatly increased commensurately with 
the size of power station. 

FRANCE 

414. ALEXANDRE, P. 
French experience with the use of natural gas in the centra
lized heating of urban developments, by P. Alexandre, 
P. Brangier and J. Gerrard. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 3, Section E(2). London: District 
Heating Association, 1970. 

Two of the authors are directors of district heating authorities 
and M. Gerrard is from Gaz de France. 
Opens with observations on the properties and benefits of 
natural gas. It is used either in boilers or in gas turbines. 
Describes two of the schemes near Paris. One is Parly 2 New 
Town and commercial centre adjacent to Versailles. The 
other is Velizi·Villacoublay scheme which has two heat 
centres. 
Gas was chosen mainly because of the need for a clean 
environment without any chimneys to spoil the extensive 
wooded area and other tourist attractions. 
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CADIERGUES, R. 
Le chauffage collectif des communes rurales ou suburbaines. 
(District heating for villages) 
in Industries Thermiques et Aerauliques, v.14, no.689, 
December 1968, p.681 - 684. 
In French. 
Gives practical examples to show that, contrary to most 
expectations, the cost of district heating for villages and 
low density residential suburbs is not prohibitive. Based on a 
survey of agricultural communities in F1ance. Proves that 
small new agricultural communities of 2,000 are successfully 
served by district heating and this would apply also to such 
towns in developing countries. The study of eight existing 
agricultural towns has disproved the supposition that the cost 
of the pipeline increases in such a way as to make the whole 
proposition impracticable. 

CLAIN, F. 
Le chauffage electronucleaire. (Heating from nuclear power 
stations). 
in Promoclim A, v.5, no.2, May 1974, p.105-126. 
In F,ench. 

Report of a working group directed by Bertrand into their 
study of combined district heating and electricity production 
from nuclear stations and the transmission of heat to 
buildings up to 40 km away. The mains water temperature 
would be 35°C ex station but raised to the required tem
perature by heat pumps. States that COSTIC have suggested 
the name district heating-electro-nuclear for this proposed 
technique. The stations may be 900 MWe and 1900 MWt 
(heat). A table gives comprehensive data for heat trans
mission distances of 10, 20, 30 and 40 km with a breakdown 
of data for four different flow rates for each of these four 
distances. The locations of nuclear stations and the data for 
them coming into service are given. A table is given of heat 
pump capacities (temperature rises), coefficients of perfor
mance and numbers of stages. 

DELESTAING, P. 
The Paris district heating scheme, by P. Delestaing and 
A. Visseq. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 4, Section H (1). London: District 
Heating Association, 1970. 

Authors are Chief Engineer and Director General respectively 
of the Paris district heating company. Describes the exten
sive district heating scheme and gives a breakdown of heat 
loads and the percentages of the various types of buildings. 
Housing is the second largest heat load. The different c!lte
gories of heat and electricity production methods are des
cribed including the three refuse incinerators, the locations of 
which are shown on a map of Paris and the district heating 
network. The characteristics of a conventionally fuelled 
heat and power station are given. One hundred years of Paris 
weather data enable average temperatures and heat loads to 
be forecast with sufficient accuracy for programming pur
poses. Other types of station are listed and briefly described. 
Diagrams are given for daily load variations in winter, summer 
and mid-season showing clearly the heat loads supplied by 
(a) refuse incineration, (b) waste heat from Electricite de 
France back pressure plant and from heat stations. States 
that the Paris district heating scheme has greatly expanded 
since 1954 because of fuel savings, usefulness, flexibility, 
substantial reduction in air pollution and a guaranteed heat 
service. In 1954 there were three heat and power stations 
and in 1969 there were nine. These supplied 55% of the heat 
load. 
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HAWKINS, P. C. 
Group and district heating in France: discussion. 
in Symposium on District Heating, London, 1967. 
Proceedings, p.76 - 102. London: IHVE, 1968. 

Gives factual information on growth rate of district heating 
since it effectively started in the early 1950s. The many 
advantages which district heating brings to householders, 
building owners and the community in France are listed. 
The ability to use low grade fuel, town refuse, reject heat 
from power stations and geothermal supplies such as at Dax 
in the South West is emphasised. Since 1930 heat service 
operators have expanded their influence to an extraordinary 
extent. The installers and operators are selected by com
petitive tendering on a specification by Consultants. 
Administrative, financial and tariff aspects are described in 
some detail. Design parameters are specified and techniques 
of achieving them are detailed. 

LE JARRE, J. 
Heat distribution system. 
in District heating for the New Britain, University of 
Nottingham, 22 April, 1969. 
[Papers) p.35-75. 
Nottingham, Department of Architecture and Civic Planning, 
University of Nottingham, 1969. 

Author is Technical Research Director ofCompagnie 
Generale de Chauffe, France, one of the largest heat service 
operators. Gives as an index to economic viability the ther
mal density per kilometre of mains and quotes figures for 
France in respect both of new towns and existing towns. 
The boiler plant capacity in modem French projects is much 
less than the connected load and even less than the possible 
peak load that occurs every few years for brief periods. The 
share of the equipment covering these peak loads is very 
large and can reach 25% of the total cost of the boiler house 
and plant. Experience has shown that heat demand on peak 
loads does not exceed 75% of the theoretical maximum 
demand. Mains are not laid above ground in France. When 
ducts are used there has to be considerable clearance between 
the lowest point of insulation and any possible water level in 
the duct at any point at any time. Pipes in aerated concrete, 
vermiculite, calcareous powders, polymorized hydrocarbons, 
asphalt are rarely used in France, the author stated, and there 
has always been a certain reticence towards them. The main 
question is to know whether the claimed water tightness 
remains stable. 

MONTENAY,A. 
The present position of collective heating in France. 
in Heating for the community, Bristol, September 16-19, 
1969. Proceedings of the conference and exhibition, 
p.2/1-2/16. Bristol, South Wales and South Western 
Branch, District Heating Association, 1969. 

Author is Vice-President of the French National Association 
of Heat Service Contractors. 
Contains considerable information, including statistics on 
numbers and sizes of schemes, on French district heating and 
the major part played by heat service contractors. These 
firms take complete responsibility for the necessary supplies, 
operation, maintenance and management of the schemes. 
The contracts are for 25-30 years so the fierce competition 
is said to ensure minimum prices. 
There were 2,300,000 dwellings served by district heating in 
1967 and the number is expected to be 5,000,000 by 1975 
using 20 million tons of coal or coal equivalent. The number 
of people involved will be 20 million which is 40% of the 
population of F ranee. 

GERMANY 

421. BECK, K. 
Fernwarmeversorgung als technisch-wirtschaftliche Aufgabe 
der Gemeinden (Local authority district heating as a 
technico-economic task). 
Cologne: Sigillum Publishers, 1964. 
In German. 
National Coal Board translation. 

A rare source of actual costs and economics generally in 
respect of a number of German district heating schemes. 
Explodes the myth with the aid of empirical data and illus
trations that district heating economics are directly related 
to building densities. Discusses the widely different heat 
loads of identically sized flats in a building depending on their 
position on various floors and whether on the end of the 
building or nearer the centre. A second volume has been 
published more recently and is equally valuable. 

422. BENSE, W. 

423. 

424. 

Die Braunschweiger Fernwanneversorgung. (District heating 
at Brunswick). 
mEnergie, v.24, no.11, November 1972, p.268-272. 
In German. 

States that in 1972 one fifth of all this large city's buildings, 
including houses, schools, university, industrial and insti
tutions were already district heated. Describes the five 
district heating schemes, one using steam distribution 
(industry) and the others using hot water. A map of the 
whole area shows the locations of the heat-only station and 
the combined heat/power stations. Hydraulic aspects of 
each of the schemes are given in functional diagrams showing 
push-pull pumping techniques and pressure loss gradients. 

BERS, K. 
Heizkraftwerk Lichterfelde der Bewag. (Bewag heating 
power station at Lichterfelde}. 
in Energie, v.24, no.3, March 1972, p.51-63. 
In German. 

The profound difficulties that had to be overcome when 
Bertine was divided into two after the war are discussed in 
relation to the heat supply to 2 million people in the 
Western sector. In 20 of the subsequent years the heat load 
is said to have increased fourfold - (7.6% each year). Five 
of the six power stations supply both electricity and district 
heating. Detailed technical information is given and some of 
it is illustrated with drawings. The capacities of the six 
stations are stated and a plan of Berlin shows their locations. 

BRUNS,P-H. 
Die Versorgung der Bundesrepublik mit Fernwarme iiber 
eine Bundesschiene. [District heating in West Germany by 
means of a Federal district heating network). 
in Energie, v.27, no.I, January 1975, p.4-9. 
In German. 

The proposed scheme for a nationwide grid linking up 
regional heating schemes in Western Germany is examined 
for its technical and economic viability. Mentions the various 
heat sources as including nuclear and conventionally fuelled 
heat/power stations, refuse incinerators and waste heat from 
industry. Shows map of West German district heating net
work suggested by the Government as worthy of a feasibility 
study and for pilot schemes to be installed. Peak load boilers 
are discussed and the benefits of the vast heat storage in the 
network for creating a balance between heat and power out
puts. The advantages of a national network that are empha
sised include reliability of supplies and the benefits of a clean 
environment. 
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BUBLITZ,D. 
Stadtheizung durch K.raft-Wanne-Kopplung in Berlin. [Town 
heating by combined heat and power generation in Berlin]. 
in Fernwilrme International, v.3, no.4, August 1974, 
p.98 - 106. 
In German. 

A paper dealing with the long experience in West Berlin of 
the combined production of district heating and electricity. 
The operation is described and the author then deals with the 
design and installation of the heat mains networks. 

BUCK, H. 
Bau - und Betriebskosten eines Heizwerkes mit rd. 20 Gcal/h 
Kes.~elleistung. (Construction and operating costs of a 20 
Gcal/h heating station). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.3, June 1974, p.79-82. 
In German. 

A specific case is the subject of the article, the installation 
of a new central plant mainly for industrial consumers in 
Heidelberg in 1973 replacing the original station built in 
1916. The changeover operations are described. Specific 
costs are given for constructing the new station (DM/Gcal/h) 
and for operating the scheme in 1973 (DM/Gcal sold). 

BUCK, H. 
Kcnnzah'len fiir die Femwanneversorgung. (Characteristic 
figures for district heating assessment of a group of operating 
statistics]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.l, no.4, December 1972, 
p.110-112. 
Electricity Council translation, 0.A. 877. 

A detailed examination of the operational records of four 
areas of Heidelberg's "district" heating installation in order 
to identify the ratios of winter peak load to connected loads. 
The German National Standard for space heating, DIN 4701, 
is quoted and an explanatory note on it is given in the trans
lation on page 9. It is used for the calculation of connected 
loads and the standard temperatures given are 20°C in living 
rooms and bedrooms, 22°C in bathrooms and 15°C in circu
lation areas. 
Ventilation requirements are considered including air leakage, 
aspect, height effect and allowances for end dwellings and 
other exposed parts of buildings. It is noted that the first 
district heatin8 scheme in 1934 had high temperature mains 
supply at 180 C, the next one in 1956 was 120/70°C maxi
mum varying with outdoor temperatures, the subsequent 
schemes 1963 to 1975 are 110°C flow, 70°C return maxi
mum design temperatures but modulated according to 
weather conditions. Hospitals and schools, houses and blocks 
of flats are included in the heat loads and periods of heat 
utilisation analysed. The paper provides empirical data 
derived from the operation of schemes over many years. 
Diversity and load factors are included in the text and in 
several useful load diagrams. Tabulated data are given for 
two of the district heated areas in 1971. 

FLAD,J. 
Stadtwerke Saarbriicken erweitem Heizkraftwerk. 
(Saarbriicken municipal works extend heat-power station]. 
in Energie, v.26, no.11, November 1974, p.391-400. 
In German. 

Describes the new extension of the heat/power plant at 
Saarbriicken comprising a 23.5 MW gas turbine and a waste 
heat boiler. The outputs and steam temperatures with or 
without auxiliary firing are given. States that the gas and 
steam turbines can drive the alternator singly or in tandem. 
Includes a cross-sectional detailed drawing of the gas turbine. 
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GOEPFERT, J. 
Comprehensive district heating, by J. Goepfert and others. 
in Heizung, Liiftung and Haustechnik, v.17, no.3, March 
1966, p.73-108. 

This important number of the German journal is devoted to 
district heating and the contributors include their leading 
engineers with long experience of the subject in all its 
aspects. The techniques described are those still in general 
use. 
Wolf is a master of the combined heat and power concept 
and this paper is predominantly on the subject of the thermal 
energy aspects. Graszmann describes some long distance 
heat supply systems in the German Federal Republic. A 
valua~le paper on district heating controls at the consumers 
premises is that by Hollander. 

HAMMER,H. 
Betrachtungen zur Wannebedarfsdarstellung. (Considerations 
on the representation of heat requirements]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.6, December 1974, 
p.154-158. 
In German. 

The optimum matching of heat production/distribution 
systems to heat demands by alternative methods is the main 
theme of this article which is by a principal of the West 
Berlin district heating and electricity organisation, BEWAG. 
Annual heat demands for West Berlin and other cities are 
shown graphically. Another interesting set of curves shows, 
for these cities, the durations of flow mains temperatures 
from maxima (100/120°C) to minima (62/70°C) during the 
year. Combined heat and power production is used in Berlin. 
Single stage and two stage hot condenser techniques are 
shown diagrammatically with two and three exhaust steam 
take-off points respectively. 

HEW district heating for Hamburg: present position and 
possibilities of district heating supplies: HEW report, 
September 1972. 
14p. 
Electricity Council translation, O.A. 799. 

This report enables a comparison to be made between out
looks in municipal schemes in Germany in 1971/2 and the 
national perspective introduced on the more recent initiative 
of the West German Government. In the Hamburg report it 
states that the heat outputs from the heat/power stations in 
the City are fully used in the very extensive and long estab
lished "district" heating installations so that extra supplies 
will have to come from boiler plants. Report states that 
refuse incineration plants, existing and new, will henceforth 
supply district heating as well as electricity. It forecasts that 
a nuclear station will be too far distant relative to the com
paratively small additional heat loads to be supplied. Note: 
the national heat grid map subsequently issued by the 
Government and with a pilot scheme already in progress, 
shows Hamburg interconnected with other towns and with 
nuclear and conventional heat/power stations. 

HOLLANDER, W. 
Brauch-wasserwarmung mit Femwarme. [Domestic hot 
water from district heating). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.6, December 1973, 
p.139 - 146. 
In German. 

Twelve diagrams are included in this article to illustrate the 
various methods of supplying a continuous hot water service 
by means of heat transformers connected to the district 
heating mains. A minimum primary flow temperature of 
60°C is recommended. Comparative costs and efficiencies 
of alternative techniques are given. 
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JEFFS, E. 
District heating plant tests future nuclear system. 
in Energy International, v.12, no.3, March 1975, p.25-28. 

Describes the new district heating closed-cycle helium turbine 
at Oberhausen in the West German Ruhr. The plant is said 
to be the first in the world and it is designed to prove in its 
experimental operation the feasibility of this turbine design 
for use in future in conjunction with HTGR nuclear heat/ 
power stations. It is a joint project of the Federal Govern
ment and German industry but the plant is owned and 
operated by the district heating-electricity authority who 
have been given a development grant by the Government. 
Lists the various German and Swiss manufacturers involved. 
The dimensisons of the generator and furnace plant, photo
graphs and a general arrangement scale drawing are included 
in the paper. 

MACKENZIE-KENNEDY, C. V. J. 
District heating of a British residential area in Germany. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.48, no.567, October 
1974, p.129-134. 

Gives the reasons for the British Government's decision to 
install district heating to replace the existing individual 
boilers in the 460 dwellings, including bungalows, semi
detached houses and terraced blocks. Three schools and 
two hostels are also served. Stat es that the project was 
planned and implemented by the British Department of the 
Environment, PSA. Increasingly expensive fuels (prior to the 
1973 oil crisis) justified the change to high efficiency central 
plant in place of a multiplicity of very low efficiency 
domestic boilers. The new West German Anti-pollution Act 
and the greater enforcement of the Clean Air Act are stated 
to be the other prime reasons for a changeover to district 
heating. States design parameters including a mains flow 
temperature of 100 C maximum, local heat transformer 
stations (Centrales) and variable flow rates and temperatures 
in the network. Reasons for choice of fuel and grade 
explained. Emphasises the economic and technical superior
ity of the flexible pipe-in-pipe distribution system used, in 
this case the Kabelmetal Flexwell system comprising a 
corrugated copper service pipe, urethane foam insulation and 
a polyethylene casing strengthened by a corrugated steel pipe 
which in turn is further protected by a double layer of per
manently plastic (bitumen) rubber. The Flexwell system is 
said to be in wider use in Western Germany because of its 
nine-year history of reliability and advantages of ease of 
connections from substations to buildings. Complete cost 
including installation and builders work stated to be£ 16 per 
foot of route, that is of flow and return pipes. Heat loss 
from 11,400 metres of cable given as 3.5%. The reasons are 
given for choosing Danish DSV boilers which the makers are 
stated to guarantee, based on combustion tests, at 86% at full 
load and 83% at one-third load. Details are given of all the 
principal plant items including the pumps, primary mains, 
chimney and connections to consumers premises. 

MACKENZIE-KENNEDY, C. V. J. 
A new district heating system for the British Army in 
Germany. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, February 1973, 
p.397-406. 

Describes German designed and installed district heating sys
tems used by the British Army. The area involved is 2.3 km 
by 0.5 km. Illustrates the overground heat main systems as 
well as the flexible pipe-in-pipe underground mains. 
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MAIKRANZ, F. 
Das Heizkraftwerk Freimann der Stadtwerke Miinchen
Elektrizitatswerke. [Heat and power station at Freimann 
belonging to the Munich Municipal Electricity Works]. 
in Energie und Technik, v.23, no.IO, 1971, p.369- 372. 
In German. 

Describes one of the Munich, West Germany, combined heat 
and electricity stations, Freimann, and the whole of the 
associated district heating scheme. Maps showing the areas 
of Munich served from this station are included. The main 
data and other information of interest are given. 

MULLER, K. 
Fernwarme-Preisvergleich 1973. [District heating price 
comparison 1973 J. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.3, June 1974, p. 71-78. 
In German. 

An unusual article in that it gives information on prices 
charged for heat, including capital charges, for 83 of the 
district heating authorities in West Germany and West Berlin. 
The data was obtained by a Working Committee representing 
the district heating/electricity (VDEW) organisations. 
Author's analysis of the data increases the value of the article. 
The price comparison is based on average annual figures for 
housing and other classes of buildings of notional volumes 
and various sizes and duration periods of heat loads. The 
prices of a heat services direct from boiler plants relative to 
those from combined heat and power stations are given as 
part of the analysis. 

MULLER, K. 
Fernwarme-Preisvergleich 1974. [District heating price 
comparison 1974). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.3, May 1975, p.77-87. 
In German. 

The article is essentially a long and detailed schedule of the 
prices of district heating services in the many West German 
towns and cities. It is the second price comparison report by 
the "Working Committee on Prices", the first one being a 
year earlier. Information is given on the fuels used. The 
data are analysed in several ways. A useful comparison is 
inherent in these annual comparisons of prices of heat from 
combined heat/power stations and from heat-only stations. 

NIX,S. 
Lastverteilung in Fernwarmenetzen. [Load distribution in 
district heating systems]. 
in Fernwiirme International, 1(.3, no.2, April 1974, p.39-44. 
In German. 

Gives detailed data on the Dinslaken district heating scheme 
and a plan of the mains showing location of the heat station, 
pumping plants and other installation features. Diagrams are 
given of the hydraulic characteristics of the hot water net
works. The chief interest and value of the article are in its 
analysis of the problems of load distribution as a district 
heating system expands over the years and in the author's 
application of experience in finding solutions. Methods of 
solving the problems of optimum load distribution are given 
in a manner applicable to any district heating system. 
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PROS KE, M. 
Die Abgrenzung einer grosstadtischen Fernwiinneversorgung 
gegenuber anderen leitungsgebundenen Wiinneenergietragern 
(Delimiting district heat supply of a large city with respect 
to other heat sources J. 
in Femwiirme International, v.3, no.6, December 1974, 
p.159 - 163. 
In Gennan. 

A useful broad view is taken of energy supplies to a large city 
showing the inter-relation of district heating, gas, electricity 
and individual combustion appliances according to residential/ 
local densities and availability of fuels. A plan of Bielefeld 
shows the residential densities and the locations of the com
bined power/heat station and the two peak load heating 
plants. Seven references include some in this bibliography. 

REQUADT,G. 
Fernheizwerk fur das Wohngebiet Freiburg-Weingarten. 
[District heating plant of Freiburg-Weingarten residential 
areas]. 
in Elektrizitiitswirtschaft, v.68, no.4, 17 February 1969, 
p.131 - 136. 
In Gennan. 

Describes the district heating scheme at Weingarten, Freiburg, 
W. Germany, serving 4,000 dwellings and the planning of the 
work by Kraftenlagen, Heidelberg Ag. aerial photographs are 
shown of the town, the central plant, of a heat centrale and 
of the heat mains being installed. A schematic diagram of 
the plant is included. The salient technical data of the plant 
are given. 

SCHAUMANN, R. 
Betriebsweise des Fernwiinnenetzes (Heizwasser) des HEW. 
(Mode of operation of the district heating system (hot 
water) of the HEW J. 
in Femwiirme International, v.3, no.2, April 1974, p.36 - 38. 
In Gennan. 

Describes briefly the operation of one of the Hamburg 
Electricity Works District Heating Schemes, in this case 
supplied from Kraftwerk Hafen, one of the combined power/ 
heat stations. A graph is shown of the mains temperatures 
and the temperature difference between flow and return as 
they vary according to outdoor temperatures. The water 
quantity circulated is kept constant. 

SCHMIDT,P. 
Personal - und Geriiteeinsatz, Ergebnisbericht des 
Arbeitskreises. [Utilisation of personnel and plant. Report 
of findings of the working committee]. 
in Femwiirme International, v.3, no.6, December 1974, 
p.164- 169. 
In Gennan. 

A working group study of the number of staff and opera
tives required for district heating and on the maintenance 
work. No specific quantitative ratios are given but the 
diagrams illustrate the general trends and indicate the orders 
of magnitude. Organisation, workshop equipment, instru
ments needed, extent and frequency of maintenance oper
ations are some subjects dealt with in this study. 
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TRAPP, H. 
Die Fernwiinneversorgung der Wuppertaler Stadtwerke AG 
schliesst die Gesamt-Hochschule an. (District heating pro
vided by Wuppertal Communal Supply Co. now connected 
to the Polytechnic J. 
in Energie, v.24, no.11, November 1972, p.279-282. 
In Gennan. 

The long term development of the Wuppertal district heating 
scheme, operated by a separate company, is discussed. 
Covers the period 1920 to 1975 and gives information on the 
plans in hand for substantial extensions in 1980 including 
central boiler plant and a new peak heating station. A graph 
of load growth and a map of the 7 km long town area illus
trate the relationship between the existing long distance heat 
mains system and additional heat loads. 

WINKENS, H.-P. 
The application of district heating to existing town centres 
and new town districts related to Mannheim. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 4, Section H (5). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

Author is Director of the Rhine-Neckar Energy and Water 
Supply Ag. 
Opens with historical sketch, then gives considerable infor
mation with tables, dimensions and drawings of the extensive 
district heating scheme. Gives advance information on 
nuclear heat and power stations in neighbourhood of 
Mannheim. States that power is far more expensive to trans
mit than heat. 

WINKENS, H. P. 
Long distance heating in the course of town development. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 1, p.275-295; Summaries p.133. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Compares present percentage of energy used for heat require
ments in buildings out of total with that much higher figure 
expected by 1980. District heat supply is postulated as 
necessary to meet the demands resulting from population 
movements towards towns. 75% of population will be town 
dwellers by 1985 according to Federal Republic of Germany's 
Housing Minister. Point made by author that air conditioning 
load will add to district heating load in future. 25-30% of 
population will, by the turn of the century, be supplied by 
long distance heat from thermal-electric power stations 
including nuclear. 

ZENKER, P. 
Einige Aspekte zum Bauder 50-MV-Heliumturbinenanlage 
der Energieversorgung Oberhausen AG. [Some apsects to 
the construction of the SO MV helium turbine plant of the 
Energieversorgung Oberhausen AG J. 
inAtomkemenergie, v.23, no.2, 1974, p.99-104. 
In Gennan. 

Discusses the building of the 50 MW helium turbine plant at 
Oberhausen. Commissioning date given as 1974. 
States that the fossil-fired plant will generate district heating 
and electricity but it is expected that it will provide also 
valuable experience for the design and development of HHT 
plants. Description given of some design features that are of 
relevance to the HHT development. 
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GERMANY (GDR) 

448. DRESSLER, H.-J. 
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450. 
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Optimale Auslegung und Betriebsweise von Turbosatzen in 
Heizkraftwerken zur Deckung elektrischer Belastungsspitzen. 
[Optimum layout and mode of operation of turbosets in 
thermal power stations for meeting peak demands of 
electricity] . 
in Energietechnik, v.23, no.l, January 1973 1973, p.9-14. 
In German. 

Investigations into the characteristics of 32/60 MW oil-fired 
heat/power combined production plant are said to have pro
vided evidence that by a method of combining extraction 
condensing sets with back-pressure turbines an optimum 
economy can be achieved, depending on the daily load curve. 
This particular combination is explained as enabling the 
circulation hot water periodically to become feed water for 
power generation. Discusses an equation for the fuel cost 
relating to the system parameters and the economic outcomes 
of variants of system in terms of sizes of cooling and low 
pressure systems. 

MUNSER, H. 
Automating district heating systems. 
in World Energy Conference, 8th, Bucharest, 1971. 
Proceedings. Division 3, paper 3.5- 140. 18p. 

States the important fact that two-thirds of the energy con
sumption in East Germany is used for heating, half of it for 
space heating and half for process heating. 
Analyses the conversion process from conventional and 
nuclear fuels into heat, cold and power and shows how it 
can be optimised in the interests of fuel economy. Investi
gates automated operation of the processes and studies the 
merits of automating a two-station metropolitan district 
heating supply including reduced specific fuel consumption, 
reducing heat demand by optimised heat distribution, 
increased availability and saving labour. Consequential bene
fits are also discussed. 

SCHOBEL, G. 
Grenzbereiche der Wirtschaftlichkeit von Anlagen der 
Fernwarmeversorgung mit Wanne-kraft-kopplung. (Boundary 
regions of economics of district heating installations with 
heat-power-coupling], by G. Schabel and P. Teicher. 
in Energietechnik, v.24, no.l, January 1974, p.25-30. 
In German. 

Discusses the increasing rate of development of combined 
electricity and heat production and the economies of scale 
of this technique in the relation between plant size and loads. 
Examines the method of determing these economic limits of 
heat/power stations at the planning stage. Authors then 
take their thesis to a more specific level and illustrate that 
combined electricity/heat production is suitable for larger 
supply networks. States that it is economic for heat loads 
over 100 Gcal/h with soft coal (crude lignites), over llO 
Gcal/h for heavy oil and over 130 Gcal/h for hard coal. The 
performances of East German heat/power stations are com
pared with similar installations in other countries. 

451. SURBER, H. 
District heating development in the German Democratic 
Republic. 
in International District Heating Convention, 
3rd, Warsaw, 1976. 
Papers. Theme l, paper 17. 
(not yet published) 

States that the growth of district heating capacity from 1964 
to 1974 was 132% and that in 1976 to 1980 about 415,000 
new houses will be added amounting to 90% of the national 
total. In addition 90,000 flats will be district heated and the 
percentage of the total will rise from 12.5% to 32% by 1990. 
The economic limits of combined heat/power production are 
given for brown and hard coals according to load densities. 
Author suggests the distance limit of 25 km for a load of 
1,200 Gcal/h. He suggests using the heat in the mains 
return water for food production purposes in greenhouses 
outside towns. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

452. 

453. 

454. 

BAGOT,P. 
District heating in co-ownership housing, Scotland. 
in Architects Journal, v.150, 25 November 1970, 
p.1245-1258. 

District heating is included in the building study of this 
large high quality private development and the design of 
dwellings, garages and curtilages is stated to be on the con
cept of a continuous terrace in order to provide co
ordination of architecture and district heating which 
reduced the overall cost very considerably. The scheme is 
near Edinburgh and good heating is necessary at the lowest 
possible cost. 

BILLINGHAM - largest coal-fired district heating scheme. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.34, no.402, May 1965, 
p.44-49. 

Gives the main facts about this large scheme. The lease of 
new buildings is dependent upon owner/occupiers joining the 
district heating scheme. The coal is delivered in closed 
vehicles and off-loaded pneumatically. 
See also Heating and Ventilating Engineer, April 1965, 
v.38, no.453, p.559-562 and Architects Journal, April 2, 
1969, v.149, no.14, p.939-948. 

BROWNRIGG, M. A. 
Betws district heating concept. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.38, no.454, September 
1969, p.6-11. 

Describes the technical design of a Welsh scheme of coal
fired district heating in a mining community. The residen.
tial density is low and the houses are normal two-storey 
type. The cost per dwelling per year for whole-house heating 
was at the time £44. 

455. BRUNSWICK Centre, London: district heating scheme with 
underground boilerhouse. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.39, no.462, May 1970. 
p.28-32. 

Describes one of the few new privately owned and sponsored 
schemes in England. It supplies a mixed private/local 
authority development in central London. Plant capacity is 
19 MW oil-fired from which heat is distributed by means of 
medium temperature hot water. 
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COAL-FIRED district heating scheme. 
in Power and Works Engineering, 24 July 1974, p.4-5. 

The increasingly important feature of a multi-fuel boiler 
plant is the focal point of this article. Describes briefly and 
illustrates the coal-fired district heating scheme at Heath 
Town estate, 1.5 km from the centre of Wolverhampton, 
which serves 4,500 people. Gives the salient data and infor
mation about Datafonic remote monitoring for the boiler 
plant. GWB "Vekos" boilers are claimed by the makers to 
be able to bum coal, gas or oil within the average efficiency 
range 80% to 83%. 

COURTNEY, R. G. 
Study of three district heating shemes, by R. G. Courtney 
and P. J. Jackman. 
1975. 
A confidential report at time of compilation; to be published 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer. 

The three district heating schemes studied are at Billingham 
(the town centre) and Southwark (Bonamy Street and East 
Dulwich Grove). The types of property served and their 
heating installations are described. Test recordings were 
made and the results are shown graphically. The maximum 
demands, including mains losses, were all much lower than 
expected and in each the peak load under design conditions 
was less than half the boiler capacity installed. The mains 
heat losses in all three schemes were excessive (pipe in 
ducts and some above ground with insulation missing due to 
vandalism). Reference is made to the fact that at Billingham 
most of the mains were originally buried in a "water repellent 
powder" which has had to be replaced. Note: See earlier 
paper by the architect for the Billingham project reporting 
excessive heat losses and environmental damage and nuisance 
and identifying the proprietory calcareous material as 
Protexulate. The method used for other parts of the system, 
insulated pipes in ducts, has been shown by Property Services 
Agency tests, the authors state, to have exceptionally high 
heat losses. The authors express the view that perhaps the 
mains losses measured in the study reflect the age of the 
scheme and the lack of suitable heat distribution systems at 
the time it was designed. They state that a modem heating 
scheme with pipe-in-pipe distn'bution mains should have a 
more acceptable rate of heat loss. The boiler efficiencies 
quoted, e.g. 79% for Billingham (coal) are reported as accept
able. Bulk heat meters at Billingham enabled mains losses to 
be measured. The importance is stated of allowing for the 
beneficial heat gains ( occupancy and solar) in heat loss calcu
lations for buildings and to facilitate this some useful empiri
cal quantifying data are given. The lack of thermostatic 
room controls at Billingham is given as a probable reason for 
high heat usage in the buildings although the authors state 
that greater control by tenants turning off radiators by hand 
might have been expected since evaporative meters were 
fitted in the flats. 
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CROWHURST, R. 
Pimlico district heating undertaking - twenty years of oper
ating experience by R. Crowhurst and S. Duplock. 
Caterham, Surrey: District Heating Association, 1970. 

The authors have for some years been closely associated with 
this high status project both in respect of design and oper
ation. The paper gives information on 20 years of operating 
experience including the recent upgrading of the scheme by 
re-design and the introduction of modern controls and 
remotely controlled variable speed pumps. Data is given on 
numbers of buildings served in the private and public sectors, 
on the design techniques and on the costs. Meters are found 
not to be necessary because of good controls and the use of 
thermostatic radiator valves which prevent abuse whilst con
trolling good comfort standards. There is no metering of hot 
water as people do not waste it otherwise their heat bill will 
increase the following year due to greater total cost of heat. 
The heat source is from two small turbo-alternators in 
Battersea power station across the river. None of the heat 
from these sets is ever wasted because there is a very large hot 
water storage accumulator. The hot water mains are in a 
tunnel under the river and the ambient conditions are warm 
and dry due to heat from power cables so the annual losses 
are only 3%. The average annual demand per dwelling for 
design temperatures of 68/70°F is 700 therms. The increase 
in the weekly heat charges according to size of dwelling is 
given as from 21/62p in 1954 to 50/l 16p in 1970. Heating 
and hot water standards are much higher than in 1954. The 
116p applies to a 5 room home plus bathroom and kitchen. 
The district heating service has been most successful and 
there have been virtually no failures. 25,200 therms of heat 
are stored in the accumulator. 
Electricity consumption of the district heating plant has 
been reduced since the installation of a variable speed pump. 
The hot water distribution system has been stabilised 
hydraulically also by the variable speed pump, used in the 
installation processes. 
The original installation was described in a paper entitled: 
The Pimlico district heating undertaking, published in the 
Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, Part 1, 1954. 
The upgrading work referred to was covered in a paper 
entitled Modernising the Pimlico district heating scheme, 
Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, July 1969, v.43, no.504, p.7-11. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT. 
Integrated heat and power services for a new city in Great 
Britain (Northampton): a report presented by W. L. Wilson 
and J.C. Knight. 
in World Energy Conference, 7th, Moscow, 1968. Papers. 
Section E. 

This important paper from an ad hoc working party of 
engineers in a British Government Department examines all 
the various ways of supplying heat and electricity to a new 
city in Britain. In order to make the study factual, the 
Departmental Working Party was given as a random choice 
the City of Northampton. The actual amounts of fuels and 
electricity consumed in the existing City each year were 
ascertained from the appropriate Central and Local Govern
ment Authorities, from the public utilities and fuel industries, 
and used as a basis for the study. Designs were then carried 
out on eight different methods of providing energy or a 
total of twelve counting alternative fuels. The main conclu
sion of the paper is that district heating using waste heat 
from electricity generation has the lowest cost-in-use and it 
is pointed out that it is a quarter the equivalent with indi
vidual appliances. The ability to use the heat from refuse 
incineration and sewage gas applies solely to district heating 
and makes the heat service cheaper still. An unusual but 
valuable addition to the paper is the quantifying of the costs 
to the nation of air pollution and ill health and which could 
be avoided or minimised by a low cost district heating service. 
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DISTRICT heating in Whitworth, the Leavengrave Project. 
in Flame Magazine, Autumn 1969, p.14-15. 

Describes a small but important British district heating 
scheme which is still being visited by delegations of archi
tects, town planners and housing authorities from overseas. 
It was the first to serve a housing re-development project in 
which delapidated dirt-stained old houses were transformed 
into apparently new houses of attractive appearance inside 
and out. It is said to be a unique scheme also in respect of 
the fact that the capital cost was less than that of any alter
native individual method of whole house heating to current 
standards. 
The weekly charges are stated to be less than £ 1 per week for a 
3 person dwelling to£ 1.25 for a 5 person dwelling for full 
heating and hot water. Thermostatic radiator valves are 
included which was fairly unusual at that early stage. The 
article states that the scheme was opened by Lord Greenwood, 
then Minister of Housing who said it would serve as a model. 
See also local authority booklet on this project. 

DISTRICT heating scheme for Scotland. Greenock 
in Flame Magazine, Spring 1970, p.12-13. 

Describes the first local authority district heating scheme in 
Scotland to be operated by a heat service contractor, in this 
case Shell and BP (Scotland) Ltd. Danish district heating 
boilers are used. Number of dwellings, low rise and low 
density, is 415. Scheme is on the Clyde at Greenock. 

DISTRICT plan saves heat. 
in Financial 1Ymes, 25 March 1974, p.15. 

Describes briefly the first Croydon, Surrey, district heating 
schemes giving the numbers and types of dwellings served, 
the total quantities of Clorius radiator and hot water 
"meters" and the administration and billing of the heat 
service by this firm. Names the consultants and contractors. 
The salient technical points are mentioned. 

DUNMURRY district heating scheme, Northern Ireland. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.40, no.476, July 1971, 
p.5 - 12. 

Describes a Northern Ireland Housing Trust district heating 
scheme serving 3,000 two-storey houses on a low residential 
density development near Belfast. Full central heating is 
provided in the houses using radiators connected by plastic 
covered semi-annealed copper tube. The mains which are 
underground between the houses are steel with rigid urethane 
foam insulation and polyethylene casing making a pressure 
tight pipe-in-pipe system. 

FIRST private district heating scheme, west country district 
heating scheme. 
in Flame Magazine, Autumn 1968, p.12-13. 

Brief accounts of the first private district heating scheme 
in England. Carried out on the initiative of a local builder 
for his own small housing development in the beautiful 
Somerset village of Summer Shard. The scheme consists of 
only 68 bungalows and detached houses finished to match 
the existing buildings of local stone. The boiler house was 
designed by the architect to be a pleasant feature of the 
garden village type development rather than trying to hide it. 
The heat charges range from £ 1 per week for a bungalow to 
£2 a week for a large 4 bedroom house with whole-house 
heating and hot water. 
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FRANCIS, P. C. H. 
Planning, heating and people. 
in District Heating Association. 
South Wales and South Western Branch, one-day regional 
conference, 28 April 1971. Papers. 

The author is a private architect which makes the paper of 
particular interest to members of his profession. The main 
subject is the largest district heating scheme in Wales, apart 
from commercial projects. It supplies nearly 1,000 dwellings 
of the Wimpey 'No Fines' type built on a mountain side 
1,000 feet above sea level. The boiler plant is half a mile 
from the estate. Co-ordination of site services was pre
planned. The housing design and layout were from the 
initial stages considered in relation to district heating design 
so that the total plan was the best from all points of view. 
The speed of construction of the project was helped by 
district heating. 

GAS-FIRED district heating for a new town. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.543, October 
1972, p.187-191. 

The New Town Development, Peterborough, is described 
after its official opening. Low-rise, low density building 
developments will be nearly complete in 1976. It will then 
serve 3,500 homes and other buildings by 90 km of under
ground mains. The capacity will be 42.5 MW. The system 
operates at 83°C in summer to a maximum of 95°C in winter. 
Gives main features of a scheme, i.e. design criteria, boiler 
plant and distribution network. There is no metering of 
domestic consumers as thermostatic radiator valves provide 
the best fuel economy without sacrificing healthy heating 
standards. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating in new cities. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.33, September 1965, p.180-196. 
(Reprinted by the DOE Library Service) 

Incorporates the report of a British Working Party, including 
Government engineers and CEGB representatives (on district 
heating in new cities), appointed by the Minister of Public 
Building and Works. 
Investigates the possibility of producing and utilising heat 
economically in a new city including the practicability of 
putting to effective use the heat conventionally lost in power 
generation. The city in North Buckinghamshire, now Milton 
Keynes, was the Governmental choice as an example for the 
feasibility study. The problems are set down that must be 
further pursued. 
The paper includes the main facts concerning combined heat 
and power schemes in Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Holland, Switzerland and Sweden. The 
nuclear district heat and power station at Agesta near 
Stockholm, Sweden, is mentioned. 
The needs for district heating in Britain are investigated 
including fuel economy, reducing fuel imports, avoiding air 
and water pollution, greater safety and convenience. Medical 
statistics are given to show that Britain has by far the highest 
death rate due to respiratory diseases which are aggravated 
by inadequate heating of homes. An investigation of alter
native methods of providing heat to a city is summarised in a 
table of comparative figures with combined heat and power 
showing the lowest cost. A bibliography of 50 references is 
included. 
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HASELER, A. E. 
District heating progress in the United Kingdom: past, 
present and future 
in Heating for the Community, Bristol, September 16-19, 
1969. Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibition, p.22/1 
-22/7. 
Bristol: South Wales and South West Branch, DHA, 1969. 

A general paper on district heating for a mainly layman 
audience of elected representatives of local authorities. Refers 
to the only district heating and cooling system in the UK 
which was the concept and responsibility of the author. 

Outlines the difficulties to be overcome especially education 
of the public so that district heating can be better known 
and its benefits appreciated. 

HEAT on tap. 
in Esso Magazine; no.94, Spring 1975, p.15-17. Reprinted 
as Oil fired district heating in Building Services Engineer. 
v.43, September 1975, p.A41-A42, A45. 

District heating in Northern Ireland is said to be developing 
extensively and steadily to conserve energy and to provide 
healthy domestic heating standards at a cost within con
sumers' means. States that it is relatively difficult to improve 
the efficiency of individual appliances. Recent district heat
ing installations serve as many as 4,500 homes from one oil
fired plant and Esso Petroleum is said to have played a major 
part in the schemes. The advantages of oil are listed. The 
Grosvenor Road scheme, Belfast, is mentioned and the tem
porary transportable boiler house in use at the Newtonwards 
Road scheme is illustrated. District heating in Ulster is 
claimed to be leading pro rata in the UK field with a total of 
23,000 dwellings served, or to be served in present plans. 
This represents 20% of the new housing in the province and 
involves thirteen schemes. Compares the 50% average 
efficiency of present individual domestic heating methods 
with over 70% average efficiency of small district heating 
schemes and states the importance of this fact in Northern 
Ireland which has no indigenous fuels. States that the struc
ture of government in Ulster encourages projects with 
economic benefits to the nation that do not start to have 
important effects until 5 to 10 years from date of starting 
designs. The use of cheaper fuel, that is bulk supplies of 
heavy oil, in district heating is reported to be another eco
nomic advantage compared with domestic grades sold at 
retail prices. It is stated that there is greater realisation in 
Northern Ireland especially with greatly increased fuel 
prices, that annual running costs are more important than 
initial cos ts. 
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HOPKINS, V. T. L. 
District heating schemes for the Ogmore and Garw urban 
district council. 
in District Heating Association. 
South Wales and South Western Branch. One-day regional 
conference, 28 April 1971. Papers. 

The particular value of this paper is that it gives detailed 
information and makes frank disclosures of failed com
mercial products which few authors are in a position to do. 
In this case the author is able to reveal such facts because he 
is effectively the customer who paid for the district heating 
installation and is responsible for its operation. Mr. Hopkins 
is Treasurer, Chief Rating Officer and Housing Manager of the 
Authority. Breakdowns of capital costs are given for these 
coal-fired district heating schemes and details are included of 
running costs and charges to tenants. An important prece
dent is reported which is the nil return for rates agreed by 
the Valuation Officer because the heat supplies to houses are 
analogous to those in large blocks of flats and which as 
'Landlords Service' are exempt from separate rates. Another 
benefit of this paper, particularly to authorities and their 
advisers, is that it compares two methods of charging for 
heat, one by a flat rate in with the rent and the other by 
Clorius evaporative meters with the firm reading the meters 
and collecting the charges. The first method was chosen by 
the Council and the reasons for the decision are discussed. 
One problem detailed was the high heat losses from the 
mains which were originally embedded in a powdered chalk 
proprietary material called 'Protexulate'. Values of accumu
lated financial losses and of full replacement works are 
assessed. 

HOWELL, J. G. 
Treforest Industrial Estate: district heating. 
in Heating for the Community, Brisol, September 16-19. 
1969. Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibition, 
p.20/1-20/6. 
Bristol: South Wales and South West Branch, DHA, 1969. 

Gives a general outline of the industrial district heating 
scheme using steam as the heat transfer medium and which 
started in 1936. Boiler plant is described. 

KEELEY, T. R. 
The Whitehall district heating scheme. 
in Journal of the Institution of Heating and Ventilating 
Engineers, v.20, February 1953, p.210. 

Presents outline of this early extensive and important district 
heating scheme serving all the Government buildings in the 
Whitehall area including the then new Whitehall Gardens 
building. (The scheme has since been extended and in 1974 
is being considerably enlarged.) An item of district heating 
historical interest is that at the time of presentation of tl\e 
paper in 1953 many hundreds of open coal fires were in use 
in Whitehall, in Government offices not then connected to 
district heating. 
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MARKUS, U. J. 
Bretton district heating, Greater Peterborough. 
Peterborough: Peterborough Development Corporation, 
1972. 
2lpp. 
Paper presented at the District Heating Association's con
ference in Nottingham University, 22 March, 1972. 

This paper is by the Principal Heating Engineer of Peter
borough Development Corporation responsible for the New 
Township, including Bretton. It deals thoroughly with 
technical data and costs. Information is given on the feasi
bility studies, climatic conditions, the design, installation 
and operation, with names of the manufacturers and con
tractors. The heat charges for various sizes of dwelling, 
privately and publicly owned, are given. It is a valuable 
paper for those considering district heating because it goes 
through the whole procedure from the initial concept to the 
final successful conclusion as a large scale district heating 
scheme serving all types of building. 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD. 
District heating in Doncaster. 
Sheffield: National Coal Board, 1969. 
(Also published in Council, July 1969) 

Gives the salient technical features of this important scheme. 
The booklet is a very well presented description of this large 
coal-fired district heating scheme and is amply illustrated. 
The mode of presentation makes it suitable for the elected 
representatives of local authorities as well as their pro
fessional advisers, particularly those who are unfamiliar with 
district heating. The district heating schemes serve a wide 
variety of important civic and other buildings as well as 
housing over an area of a square mile. A swimming pool is 
included. The heat service contractor, Associated Heat 
Services Ltd, is stated as operating this and numerous other 
schemes in this region. 
See also an article by L. J. Tucker in Architect and Building 
News, v.3, no.3, 5 June 1969, p.47-49, and another in 
Steam and Heating Engineer, v.38, no.452, July 1969, p.24 - 31. 

ROCHDALE. District heating for a municipal uprating 
scheme at the Bellfield estate, Rochdale. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.548, March 
1973, p.451-455. 

Describes in general terms the district heating scheme for 
nearly 1,000 ordinary houses arranged in groups of four and 
which were built in the 1930s. This was the first large pro
ject of this type in Britain. The paper gives a comparison of 
annual costs of the four types of dwelling with alternative 
methods showing that it is half the cost of the cheapest one, 
gas, and a third the annual cost of the dearest method, off
peak electricity. There are illustrations of the temporary 
boiler plant and other components of particular interest. A 
longer and more detailed paper by the architect and engineer 
responsible for this project was given to the District Heating 
Association in London in January 1974. 
See also Heating and Ventilating Engineer, March 1973, 
v.46, no.548, for article by the architect for the scheme, 
D. Broadbent. 

ROLFE, D. 
Air power clears all Lisson Green refuse. Report of a meet· 
ing held at the Institute of Solid Wastes Management in 
London, reported by R. Singh. 
in Municipal Engineering, v.151, 8 February 1974, p.198, 
201. 

See item 477 for abstract. 
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ROLFE, D. 
Centralsug - the Lisson Green project. 
in Solid Wastes Management, v.64, April 1974, p.168-178. 

D. Rolfe is Assistant Director of Cleansing, City of West
minster. His paper gives a detailed description of the Swedish 
Centralsug system of pneumatic refuse collection installed in 
conjunction with the important district heating scheme and 
incineration plant at Lisson Green, Marylebone. The refuse 
incinerator converts the waste into useful supplementary 
energy for district heating. A diagramatic illustration of the 
pneumatic collection system is given. The method and 
sequence of operation are detailed. The author advises early 
planning consideration of. the incorporation of the system at 
the project design stage. He states the advantages of under
ground collection and central delivery of refuse by vacuum 
pipe on a big urban development. Control and safety sys
tems are described by the author. The discussion is reported 
as including contributions by representatives of the Depart
ment of the Environment and the General Manager (refuse 
disposal) of the Greater London Council, Mr. P. Patrick, who 
congratulated Westminster on boldly introducing such a sys
tem that is justified for its social and environmental benefits. 
The largest scheme outside Sweden is stated to be at 
Grenoble, France (district heated) that serves a population 
of 20,000 and can be expanded to over 40,000. It is fully 
automatic. 

ROSE Row district heating plant. 
in Heating and Air Conditioning Journal, v.43, no.515. 
October 1974, p.28- 31. 

Describes a small coal-fired district heated plant operating by 
the Cynon Valley Borough Council. The number of dwell
ings, the salient points of technical interest and operational 
procedures are stated. Emphasis in the article is on the 
"Earleymill" automatic coal burners in the boiler plant 
that replaced chain-grate stokers reported to have proved 
unsuitable at times of very low heat loads. The same fuel is 
used. It is stated that the Council's Director of Works con
firms that the test operating efficiency approximates to 80% 
with these burners. The average costs per dwelling of varying 
size is given as £60 a year for heating and hot water. 

SSEB may back Glasgow district heating scheme. 
in Electrical Review, v.196, nos.12/13, 28 March- 4 April 
1975, p.383-384. 

Report in brief on the paper given by Francis Tombs, 
Chairman of the South of Scotland Electricity Board to the 
Energy North Conference in March 1975 at Newcastle-upon
Tyne. States the co-incidence of favourable factors being 
shown in the investigation by consultants of the prospects of 
heat from near-redundant Pinkston power station serving 
nearby district heating schemes in Glasgow. Advantages 
include high load density, widespread redevelopment, no 
commitment to existing heating methods. The Chairman 
said if such an opportunity exists the Board will be happy 
and indeed eager to promote such a scheme. 

SHWER, M. 
Refuse incineration for district heating. 
in Surveyor, v.141, 8 June 1973, p.29-33. 

The use of town waste most of the year instead of fuel for 
supplying Sheffield's extensive and long esta~lished district 
heating scheme is one of the main subjects discussed in this 
paper. The Nottingham refuse incinerator which also 
supplies a large scale district heating scheme is a second sub· 
ject. Peak load boilers are installed in both cases, Nottingham 
using coal and Sheffield keeping to oil. A number of illus
trations are included. 



481. SOUTH Kensington district heating scheme. 
in Journal of Fuel Technology, v.15, no.6, November 1968, 
p.22 - 24. 

This article describes the boiler house which serves the 
whole of the South Kensington museum complex and the 
London University, Imperial College, some distance away. 
The main point of this article is to describe the boiler 
installation as an exhibit In the Science Museum. The public 
can view the boiler house from a glazed room on the gallery. 

482. THAMESMEAD, United Kingdom's biggest district heating 
complex. 
in Gas World, v.174, 30 October 1971, p.297. 

Looks at this scheme with particular interest to the fact that 
it is fired by natural gas. This scheme was the largest at the 
time of the article but now schemes such as Nottingham 
and Peterborough are larger. This is a district heating scheme 
designed and installed by the Greater London Council and it 
was one of the first to use the pipe-in-pipe systems and 
modem district heating controls. The majority of the mains 
are in the superstructure of this world famous development. 

483. THERMVILLE; an exercise in district heating. 
Caterham: District Heating Association, 1975. 97p. 

Considers every aspect of district heating the fictitious 
expanding town of Thermville. The rate of growth is stated. 
It forms a basic uncomplicated guide for all those who 
become involved with district heating as a tentative proposal 
or a definite scheme. The papers were given at three meet
ings of the South-West and South Wales Branch of the 
District Heating Association. The total capital cost per 
dwelling were given as£114 for mains, the boiler plant £105 
and the domestic installations£278 with a total of£497. 
The papers are as follows: 
Proposed heating scheme at Thermville, by A.G. Usher, p.1-25. 
Design of boiler plant and ancilliary equipment, by 

R. J. Blaen, p.26-35. 
The design of distribution mains and pumping, by H. R. Cater, 

p.36-40. 
Design and installation of internal space heating of dwellings 

and other buildings, by S. C. Edwards, p.41-55 . 
Installation of the complete district heating scheme from the 

contractors view, by J . R. Rawle, p.56-61. 
Running and maintenance of Thermville, by A. W. Tweedale, 

p.62-68. 
Report on heat metering, by M. A. Brownrigg, p.69- 80. 
Running costs and administration procedure, by A. W. Brown, 

p.81-95. 

HUNGARY 

484. BENEDICIC, H. 
District heating for a town: design fundamentals, and con
struction requirements and operation. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.19-33. Summaries pp. 114. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. · 

Emphasises the critical importance of close co-operation 
between town planners, architects, the municipality and the 
producers of energy. Gives evidence of financial and fuel 
wastage penalties if heat and electricity are generated 
separately. Mentions unique advantage of vast energy 
storage of district heating when hot water is the carrier and 
that gas and electricity distribution does not have this bene
ficial flywheel effect to balance and smooth out fluctuations 
in energy demands. 

10. COUNTRIES 

IRELAND 

485. 

486. 

487. 

JARFAS, L. 
Distric! heating development in Hungary, by L. Jarfas, 
I. Kovats and M. Torma. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.127 - 142; Summaries p.121 - 122. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Traces growth of district heating from the early 1950s. Sub
sequent stations produced both heat and power with back 
pressure turbines purposely designed to provide an optimum 
economic combination for cheaper electricity and heat. 
Condensing turbines, except for providing process steam for 
industry, are converted to back pressure for domestic heat 
supplies. District heatjng is .increasing rapidly in Hungary 
in the interests of fuel conservation, clean air and cheap heat. 

KAMARAS,B. 
Development and economic operation of the district heating 
system in Pees, by B. Kamaras, I. Marton and G. Sigmond. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.113-133; Summaries, p.162. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

The particular value of this paper is that it is the result of 
practical experience in supplying whole-town district heating 
by conversion of an existing power station. Industry is 
served with steam 120 t/h and residential areas with hot 
water circulation providing 70 GCal/h now being increased to 
131 GCal/h by 1975 and 182 GCal/h by 1980. The thermal 
electric station is remote from the town and involves long 
pipelines but this fact has an insignificant effect on the eco
nomic success. Savings made by re-use of available boilers and 
turbines and use of very low grade lignite as a fuel. 

PAPP, I. 
District heating conception of Budapest, by I. Papp and 
others. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 1, p.255-276; Budapest: Summaries, 
p.131-132. Scientific Society for Building, 197 3. 

Town plan is for 300,000 dwellings by 1995 mostly using 
factory made components and naturally it includes a well 
founded forward plan of the heat supply. District heating 
was selected for the already proven reasons of fuel economy, 
clean air, cheapest heat and greatest safety. Examination of 
alternative methods of thermal or thermal-electric plant is 
made. The optimum technical solution is discussed. Use 
made of data from technico-economic analyses of several 
alternatives now used in four regions of Budapest. Results 
demonstrated economic superiority of thermal-electric 
power stations over heat supply from decentralised thermal 
stations primarily due to the fuel economy of over 300,000 
tons/year resulting from back-pressure generation. Back
pressure regional thermal electric stations near the heat load 
proved to be cheaper than large remote condensing stations. 
Regional thermal-electric stations are economical for supply
ing energy to industry in the area served. The reliability of 
heat and power supplies is increased and Jabour costs reduced. 
Air pollution is Jess with one regional thermal-electric 
station compared with decentralised heating plants for 
housing estates. 
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488. 

ITALY 

489. 

490. 
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MUIR, N. 
Introduction of district heating into Dublin. 
Finspong: Stal-Laval, 1973. 54p. 

A paper presented to the Institution of Engineers, Dublin on 
October 11 1973, putting forward a basic technical and 
economic case for combined electricity and district heating 
production in Dublin. The demonstrable soundness of the 
concept was conveyed in the first part of the paper which 
described Swedish district heating techniques, economics and 
progress. Tariffs and costs are included in a cost comparison 
exercise. Refuse incineration for heat/power production with 
its additional economy is discussed. The method of starting 
new heat/power schemes in Sweden is described and com
parative costs are given for heat distribution systems in 
Sweden. A valuable subject very rarely dealt with and 
included in the paper is the rebuilding of existing turbines 
and the view of the author, employed by a district heating/ 
electricity steam turbine manufacturer, is that to buy new 
ones is better. The phased introduction of a combined 
heat/power scheme into the Dublin complex is of practical 
value, e.g. for feasibility studies. The appendices give sub
stantial and useful data for the Dublin proposals and for 
numerous district heated city schemes in Sweden. 

ALTIERI, G. 
La centralizzazione termofrigorifera del nuovo centro 
direzionale di bologna. [District heating - cooling plant 
for new business centre in Bologna]. 
in Condizionamento dell'Aria, v.17, no.6, June 1973, 
p.417-419. 
In Italian. 

Briefly explains the design parameters and the overall energy 
balance of fuel consumption and useful heat output. The 
method of operation is discussed and salient dimensions are 
given. The mains circulate district heating water at 150°C 
with a final return temperature of 50°C. The district cooling 
temperature for the chilled water is 6°C. 
The conclusion of the study is that there are three essential 
requirements to enable the project to be viable. 

CAPRA, R. 
Progetto di riscaldamento urbano della citta di brescia. 
[Project for installing district heating in Brescia]. 
Part 1 in Condizionamento dell'Aria, v.17, no. 3, March 1973, 
p.171-192. 
Part 2 in Condizionamento del/'Aria, v.17, no.4, April 1973, 
p.261-279. 
In Italian. 

This is a substantial feasibility study, published in two parts, 
for installing district heating to serve 50% of the buildings in 
Brescia throughout an area of 9,000,000 m2. It is demon
strated that district heating is cheaper than individual 
methods and surplus electric generating capacity that is made 
available in consequence can be used. A helpful inclusion in 
the study is the comparison of the fuel and financial savings 
by the use of combined power/heat production instead of 
heat-only central plant. The former is shown to be the 
optimum method. There are numerous graphs, diagrams and 
tabulated data. Note: the use of heat otherwise wasted from 
electricity generating plant was introduced into Parliament 
as part of the Italian national energy conservation policy in 
March 1975. 

491. 

JAPAN 

492. 

493. 

494. 

GIAIMO,G. 
District heating and cooling system for air conditioning 
and other facilities of Naples University Polyclinic, by 
G. Giaimo, N. Rossi and F. Siniscalco. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 6, p.33-48; Summaries, p.217. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A valuable paper that deals with an actual scheme of district 
heating and cooling that is comprehensive and reported as 
very successful. Gives a detailed description of the problems 
involved in the design and construction of the heating and 
cooling plant and distribution network serving 80 buildings 
all equipped with heating, air conditioning, hot water and 
ventih,tion. States the plant capacity to be 60 GCal/h and 
27 million Frig/h (9,000 tons). The primary high temper
ature hot water and chilled water distribution network 
alone has a total length of 12 km. The furthermost heat 
transformer substation is 800 m from the central plant. 
Explains why particular care was devoted to the time/load 
profiles of heating and cooling, selection of equipment, 
water treatment and control systems. 

AKAGI,S. 
Sapporo, modern Japan: start-up of new district heating 
system, by S. Akagi and L. Malfitani. 
in District Heating, v.58, no.4, Spring 1972, p.12- 15. 

Describes the first stage of the new district heating system 
completed in October 1971 and gives an insight into the 
way new district heating schemes are designed, installed and 
operated in Japan. The scheme also serves the Olympic 
village described in another paper from Japan presented at 
the Second International District Heating Convention in 
May 1973, Budapest. 

INUKAI, S. 
District heating of champion village at Sapporo Winter 
Olympics, 1972, by S. Inukai and S. Sato. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.81-94; Summaries, p.160. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Subject introduced by presentation of information on num
bers of district heating and cooling schemes in Japanese 
town and planned growth rate up to 1980. Describes district 
heating scheme for the Winter Olympics villages and the good 
environmental conditions which resulted. The villages are 
now used for residential accommodation and for youth and 
sports centres. 

KIMURA, H. 
Present situation and future problems of district heating and 
city environment in Japan. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London. 
1970. Papers. Session 3, Section D(2). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

Gives list of district heating schemes in Japan with compre
hensive technical and dimensional data. Gives the date of the 
real start of modern district heating as 1969. Vast pro
gramme of district heating (and cooling) for whole towns 
forms part of 'city environmental engineering' and an overall 
policy of improvement of the living environment of city 
inhabitants. Refers to Steering Committee for district heating 
and cooling made up of men of great experience and learning. 



495. YOSHIDA,S. 
DHC for eleven skyscrapers in Tokyo, Japan. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 6, p.103-124; Summaries, p.222. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Discusses a district heating and cooling scheme for a com
plex of commercial buildings in eleven blocks each one 
including a skyscraper. The problems of a long term building 
programme, including 10 years from initial design to a 
building start, are not unusual in other countries so in this 
respect the paper is of practical help. Report includes 
examination of the various .case studies in the light of special 
researches with a view to selection of the district heating and 
cooling scheme best suited to a large scale project entirely 
composed of commercial buildings. 

NETHERLANDS 

496 . HASELER, A. E. 

497. 

District heating, heat mains and the environment. 
London: DHA, 1971. 

A comprehensive paper on district heating given in the 
Netherlands to coincide with the restart of a national pro
gramme. Emphasis on their enormous problem of wet 
aggressive ground conditions and how, in spite of this, the 
pipe-in-pipe systems enable heat to be transmitted with 
insignificant losses over a period of many decades. Com
parative capital and annual costs given of various individual 
methods and district heating with coal, gas or oil firing. 

HASELER, A. E. 
District heating (with particular reference to the Netherlands). 
in Oil and Gas Firing, v.3, no.6, February 1969, p.12-15; 
v.3, no.7, March 1969, p.6-8, 10; v.3, no.8, April 1969, 
p.8-10, 12. 

Apparently the only available literature describing fust hand 
practical experience of district heating schemes operating on 
natural gas-fired central plants including those serving new 
towns in the Netherlands. The author also inspected natural 
gas-fued schemes in France and Britain. District heating with 
oil-fired boilers is also described in relation to actual schemes 
in Britain and other countries. Point made that when power 
stations or combined heat and electricity generation plants 
are gas-fued then electric cookers use more gas than gas 
cookers because of the lower efficiency of electricity 
generation. The problems are stated of ensuring that boilers 
are suitable for natural gas firing although originally designed 
for the different heat transfer of mainly radiant heat in oil
fued or town gas-fired boilers. 

498. 

499. 

10. COUNTRIES 

LUTTERVELT, C. A. A. van 
Hoe ver is cv in Nederland, II. [Central heating in Holland 
II]. 
in Verwarmingen Ventilatie, v.29, no.10, October 1972, 
p.653-663. 
In Dutch. 

District heating is one of the methods for central heating 
included in the results of a survey and enquiry involving 
2,345 households in the Netherlands, selected to be statis
tically representative. The years concerned in the data 
collection were 1947 to 1972 and for newly completed 
dwellings 1966 to 1972. Personal evaluations giving favour
able and unfavourable comments on all types of heating 
methods were obtained from householders and are sum
marised. The fuels are stated. The estimated future trends 
are given. 
Part l published in the same journal, no.12, December 1971, 
p.823-830. 

VISSER, J. 
Afstands - en Stadsverwarrning. [District heating and pro
duction]. 
in Elektrotechniek, v.51, no.16, December 1973, p.889-894. 
In Dutch, with English summary. 

Describes the district heating schemes in Rotterdam and 
Utrecht and gives their respective capacities as 220 and 420 
Gcal/h. Discusses the heat and heat/power generating plants 
but the main emphasis is on the design of heat mains and 
their protection against heat losses and corrosion. (Some 
ground conditions in the Holland region are extremely 
aggressive). Compensation for thermal expansion and con
tractions is discussed . Photographs, diagrams and graphs are 
included. 

NORWAY 

500 . BIERHEIM, K. 
Optimaliseringsmetoder for fjernvarrnenett. [Methods of 
optimising district heating schemes] • 
in Norsk VVS, v.17, no.11, November 1974, p.906, 909-
922. 
In Norwegian. 

Research in Norway into ways of optimising district heating 
systems is the subject of this paper. Describes the work 
carried out by the Norwegian Technical University and by 
the Norwegian H & V Association with the common objec
tive of developing methods for choosing the best system 
controls, pressures, and pipe sizing exercises generally. Com
pares 5 different ways of optimisation and assesses· that the 
one with the chief overall merit is the constant pressure dJOP 
method per metre of mains. 

501. NYE store muligheter for sentralvarrne, fjernvarrne og auto
matikk. [Great new opportunities for central heating, 
district heating and automatic controls]. · 
in Norsk VVS, v.17, no.18, August 1974, p.568, 570. 
In Norwegian. 

Norway has mistakenly been regarded as having no case for 
district heating because of its vast hydro-electric potential 
but this paper states the new situation and necessities out of 
which great new opportunities are developing. Central and 
district heating, also automatic controls, are included in the 
thesis. The North Sea as a new source of fuel supplies is one 
of the reasons given for the change starting to take place in 
favour of district heating. 
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POLAND 

502. KAMER, W. 
Reliability of heat supply from heating systems. 
in District Heating, Heating and Ventilation, v.48, no.9, 
1973, p.258-9. 

A paper as given at a Symposium of the Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Warsaw in the Polish language with brief English 
summary. It is a general introduction to the subject and sets 
down the parameters. 

503. WASILEWSKI, W. 

504. 

505. 

86 

District heating systems in Poland. 
Caterham, Surrey: District Heating Association, 1973. 

Outlines the development of district heating in terms of 
design parameters, components used, methods of extending 
systems to meet increased housing developments and existing 
town areas. Refers to mains corrosion problems in ducts, 
non-storage heat transformers, a policy of no metering, 
unsatisfactory experience with single-pipe systems, optimum 
flow and return temperatures and large scale trials of control 
systems. Thermostatic radiator valves are considered to give 
the ht'iest efficiency but so far they are little used. 

WASILEWSKI, W. 
In the Polish manner. 
in District Heating, v.60, no.4, April- May-June 1975, 
p.14-19. 

An updated version of the paper on the subject given to the 
UK District Heating Association see this section, no.503. 
Thermostatic valves on each radiator are considered to give 
the best results and their production and installation started 
in Poland in 1975. The rate of progress with district heating 
since the war has been substantial and by 1980 75% of all 
town buildings will have central heating mostly from the 
district heating mains. Half the heat load will be from com
bined he,1t/power stations. The specific costs of heat are 
given for combined heat/power production, central thermal 
plants, small heating plants and individual boiler houses, and 
range from 110 Zloty per Gcal to 400 Zloty. No consumer 
metering is used and charges are based on flat rates. 

WOJTASZEK, Z. 
Die Femwanneversorgung in der Volksrepublik Polen. 
[District heating in Poland]. 
in Fernwilrme International, v.3, no.4, August 1974, 
p.107-110. 
In German. 

The author is director of the district heating authority in 
Warsaw and he describes their experience in Poland over a 
period of 25 years in producing heat from large thermal 
power stations using combined district heating and electricity 
production. Some salient data are summarised and reference 
made to probable trends affecting future development. 

506. ZYWIECKA-PITTNER, D. 
Providing district heating for large and small towns in Poland. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, Warsaw, 
1976. 
Papers. Theme 3, paper 20. 
(not yet published) 

Surveys the progress of district heating in Poland, its planned 
developments up to 1990. States that combined heat/power 
plants and boiler plants supply district heating in 40 towns at 
present. Smaller schemes exist in all other towns and over 
100 industrial plants supply heat to housing developments. 
The growth rate is shown by the author's statistics given in 
tabulated analysis. Annual fuel savings by district heating 
are stated to be 2 million tons a year at present and figures 
are given for savings in labour and costs. Further profits 
result from the cleaner air. 

ROMANIA 

507. STANCESCU, I. D. 

508. 

District heating in Romania, by I. D. Stancescu and others. 
in World Energy ConferenceL 8th, Bucharest, 1971. 
Proceedings, p.397-415. 

The authors are directors and principals of the Romanian 
Ministry of Electric Power and they describe the development 
of combined heat and power production in Romania and its 
place in the national energy programme. A bar-line graph 
shows the rapid rate of development and its planned con
tinuation in the period up to 1980. Heat and power com
bined production existed in the past but nationwide district 
heating development is said to have started in 1951 and con
tinued as part of the large housing programme and was 
especially progressive in the larger towns. Fuel economy has 
always been the main objective with consequent lowering of 
electricity and' heat charges, costs of fuel imports and capital 
plant. Further advantages of combined heat/power produc
tion are stated to be a safe and simple heat supply, greater 
convenience in domestic property and a cleaner environment. 
The efficient use of low grade fuels otherwise unusable is 
stated to be an important factor. The heat demand and 
consumption for a typical flat are given. The load factor for 
Bucharest is indicated graphically. (I'here is said to be close 
co-operation between district heating, gas and electricity. 
Market gardening greenhouses are mentioned as a new and 
growing district heating load and their regional locations are 
indicated. A graph shows their annual heat requirements. 
Examples of schemes are given with tabulated data of heat 
demands and consumptions. 

V ACLA vov A, A. 
Steam turbines of 125/135 MW capacity for new district 
heating plants of Bucharest. 
in Skoda Review, no.3, 1973, p.13-24. 

Describes the 125/135 MWe steam turbine for the new com· 
bined district heating/electricity station in Bucharest. Shows 
the general arrangement of the plant and a cross-section of 
the steam to water district condensers. A photograph shows 
the plant under test and a simplified heat-flow line diagram 
of the turbo-generator set indicates temperatures at the 
different stages. 



SWEDEN 

509. BERG, G. 

510. 

511. 

Projecting and planning of the Karskarsverket steam power 
station: collaboration between industry, municipality and 
power company. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. Papers. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Gives analysis of national energy statistics. An exceptional 
inclusion is information on the combined combustion of 
town refuse and conventional fuel and the importance of 
correct boiler choice. Reference made in this respect to the 
Munich North district heating station in Germany. Describes 
the Karskarsverket heat and power station and the co
operation of the power company, the city and a pulp and 
paper mill. Tree'bark is used as a fuel. 

DISTRICT heating and power station: City of Vasteras, 
Sweden. 
in Electrical Review, v.177, 17 December 1965, p.909-911. 

Refers to district heating in Sweden as a whole and the fact 
that the number of subscribers doubles every fourth year. It 
details data on a district heating scheme serving 98% of the 
buildings in the large city of Vaster.is. Describes the setting 
up of the Swedish Heating Plants Association in 1950 for 
municipal heating and energy planning. Its statutes specify 
that the Association is to strive to achieve municipal co
operation in matters concerning electrical energy generation 
and municipal production of heating networks in combination 
with power generation. This results in overall efficiencies of 
over 85% instead of 30% when electricity only is generated. 

LEARMONTH, R. A. 
Keeping whole towns warm. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.5, May 1973, 
p.565-567, 570. 

Swedish district heating scheme recovers 88% of potential 
energy in fuel. District heating scheme at Orebro, Sweden, 
forms the basis of this article. This town has a population of 
100,000. Article suggests that scheJrtes over 3,000 or 4,000 
consumers are more economic if they use the reject heat from 
electricity generation such as from back-pressure turbo
alternators. The heat is distributed as hot water using 50-
65% of the heat content contained in fossil and nuclear fuels. 
The major portion of heat is latent heat and to obtain this 
at higher temperatures the exhaust steam must be terminated 
at a higher pressure. Alternatively, the steam can be tapped
off at an earlier stage and thus at higher pressure. The 
various methods of steam extraction are described and it is 
stated that axial flow turbines are most suitable over 60 MW 
and that the radial flow type should be restricted to 40 MW 
maximum. The thermodynamic efficiency is high in such 
schemes for example, in the Orebro project, 106 MW of 
electricity is generated and 194 MW of heat. Some useful 
data is given concerning operating conditions. The Malmo 
scheme is also referred to and it is stated that 88% of the 
potential energy in the fuel oil is put to good use in the town 
each year. 38% of the energy produced is in the form of 
electricity. The article also refers to a joint scheme known 
as 'Sudkraft' which is owned by 6 towns. The heat for them 
is piped from Baersebakk nuclear power plant near Malmo 
and some of the distances are over 10 miles. 

512. 

513. 

514. 

515. 

10. COUNTRIES 

MOBERG, S. H. 
Senaste utbyggnaden qv kraftvanneverket i Norrkoping. 
[Latent power and district-heating station project in 
Norrkoping [Sweden]]. 
in ERA, v.47, no.8, 1974, p.131-137. 
In Swedish. 

Detailed description of Norrkoping heat/power station, its 
construction and operation since its completion in 1972 to 
replace the boiler plant. States that the plant comprises 
three combined back-pressure and condensing sets which 
supply heat to the existing district heating system and 
electricity to the 130 kv grid system. The boilers are oil 
fired. 

MUIR, N. 
British engineers study Swedish district heating. 
in Electrical Review, v.194, no.7, 1 March 1974, p.179-180. 

States the progress of district heating in Sweden up to 1972 
indicating a total heating load of 7,000 MW from hot water 
boilers and back-pressure turbo-generators. 600,000 flats, 
10,000 houses and a further 300,000 household-equivalent 
industrial premises are supplied. The load in Sweden doubles 
every four years. Discusses the methods of extracting heat 
from turbines at useful temperatures and the small effect on 
electricity production. States that the reduction in electricity 
production is less than the new revenue created by the sale of 
heat. Domestic supplies of heat have been usually metered 
but consideration is being given to removing them and using 
a flat rate based on size of building. 

RYMAN, J.E. 
District heating in the Stockholm area. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 3, Section E(l). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

Author is Managing Director of the Electricity Supply 
Authority of Stockholm and his paper is comprehensive and 
a valuable source of information on whole-city district heat
ing. Stockholm, being built on rocky islands separated by 
the sea and lakes, made it necessary to have the mains in 
tunnels for considerable distances. A breakdown of actual 
cost comparisons is given for (a) thermal plant, (b) heat and 
power plant, and (c) the nuclear heat and power plant. 
See also the paper by this author in the D.H.A. 1st National 
Conference, 1975. 

RYMAN,J-E. 
Energie haushalt - Energie wirtschaft. [Energy budget -
energy economy J • 
in Femwiinne International, v.4, no.3, May 1975, p.98-102. 
In German. 

The paper is by the head of an authority responsible for the 
use in Stockholm of all fuels and for providing all forms of 
energy services. It states the energy situation in Sweden and 
gives data including the growth of district heating and the • 
planned future developments. The percentages of district 
heating schemes using vatious heat sources are given for 1975 
and estimates for 1980, 1985 and 1990. A fourfold increase 
in the percentage of nuclear heat/power stations is expected 
and a doubling of gas turbine sets with waste heat recovery. 
A plan is shown on the programmed Haninge nuclear heat/ 
power station and the quantity of heatflow by pipe to eleven 
towns in the region, some of them involving lengthy sea 
crossings. The paper includes comparative costs. Eight con
clusions are given that summarise the factors which point to 
a substantially increased use of district heating in Sweden in 
future. A chart shows large numbers of Swedish towns that 
have combined district heating and electricity stations. The 
capacities of these stations are given. 
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RYMAN, J .-E. 
Views on luge scale district heating from Stockholm. 
in National Conference of the District Heating Association, 
1st, Brighton, 1975. Design for Living: proceedings. 

The author is Managing Director of Stockholm Energy Works 
with responsibility for all services, district heating, electricity 
and all fuels. The evolution of his unified energy supply 
organisation is of wider interest than the particular case of 
Stockholm. Traces the growth of the present Energy Works 
from its origin as a gas utility in 185 3. Explains how the 
existence of a single organisation enables overall co-ordination 
and optimisation to be achieved so that optimum use can be 
made of fuel and energy to meet the needs of every area. 
States that Stockholm is to be 50% district heated by 1985 
and 80% by 2000. 
The profit estimated by the author for a 3000 MW thermal 
plant on the basis of experience 1970 to 1975 would be £15 
million a year. He refers to the increased public interest due 
to the changed attitude of the Government and as demon
strated by their allocation of funds to ensure a quicker 
changeover to district heating in Sweden. 
Believes that economic inducements, not legislation, should 
be used to attract district heating consumers. The aim in 
Sweden is said to be to use what world fuels are left as eco
nomically as possible. Gives statistical evidence that 
Stockholm's airborne pollution levels are amongst the lowest 
in Europe. Explains that the connections of low residential 
density areas to the heat mains will take place in future as a 
viable proposition. Mentions the prototype nuclear heat/ 
power station used for years with outputs of 75 MWt (ther
mal) and 10 MWe (electricity). Discusses plans for neighbour
ing towns to absorb increasing amounts of heat from 
Stockholm's heat/power stations and how it will be to every
one's advantage. The mains network and long distance mains 
systems are described. Reports the salient data of refuse 
incinerators that already supply heat to the network. 
Explains that the high costs of Stockholm's heat distribution 
are caused by the facts that (a) the city is built on granite 
which has to be tunnelled, (b) that winter construction has 
to be done in severely cold conditions and that (c) there are 
many large areas of sea in the Stockholm area. There is a 
constantly large demand from building owners or occupiers 
to have their premises connected to the district heating sys
tem, the author states, and he adds that the waiting list 
reflects the fact that it takes a long time to district heat a 
city as large as Stockholm. States that in the earliest years 
and, as anticipated, the costs of construction exceeded the 
income but subsequently district heating remained profitable. 
District heating has no favoured position in the Stockholm 
Energy Company, it has to be competitive and economically 
viable compared with gas or electric heating. A nuclear heat/ 
power station 15 miles from Stockholm will supply heat in a 
1.6 m diameter pipeline. The heat cost will be much lower 
than alternative methods. 
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SINTORN, J. 
How we started in Vasteras. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. 
Papers, p.3-10. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Authoritative account of how district heating was introduced 
in 1954 on a politically supported policy that there should 
be no central heating in each building. Reasons given include: 
1. Clean environment by eliminating all chimneys. 
2. Obviating fuel and ash transportation and storage. 
3. Saving labour. 
4. Significant space savings in buildings. 
5. Convenience. 
6. Profitability of use of low grade, cheap fuel consumed at 
constant high efficiency. 
7. Town's buildings can be heated from 'waste' heat from 
power stations. 
8. Electricity can be produced at twice the efficiency if heat 
is also utilised. In consequence there is a profit of 5 million 
Swedish crowns per year after giving substantial refunds to 
consumers when conversion is made to combined heat and 
power generation. 
From the start the objective, now achieved, was 100% con
nection of all buildings so the cost per consumer was minimal 
and very cheap. A loss was made as expected in the first year 
but there was a profit in the second and subsequent years. 
Connection to district heating is not mandatory, there is a 
free choice. Fuel suppliers opposed whole-town district heat
ing and offered fuel in some areas at a sizeable loss. 
Transportable boiler plants were used to make the build-up 
period profitable. 
Plants are remote, automatically controlled over the telephone 
lines. 

UNDEN,B. 
District heating - basic concept and the development in 
Sweden. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation Con
ference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. 
Papers, p.41-57. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author is Managing Director and chief executive of AB 
Electro-Invest, Stockholm. 
This is a paper of particular value to those new to district 
heating, layman and specialist alike. Gives a broader treat
ment than most of Sweden's remarkable progress in district 
heating since the second world war at which time far-sighted 
men predicted a future need for combined heat and power 
generation. Historical notes are included. District heating 
(distance heating is the actual translatictn) is defined in 
Sweden as the supply of heat energy to subscribers by means 
of hot water. 
Sankey type diagrams are given of three methods of domestic 
heating, I. all-electric, 2. mixed system and 3. district heating, 
and these illustrate the significant reduction in fuel consump
tion to levels in the respective ratios of 100, 75 and 40 . 
States the maximum circulating water temperature as 120°C 
in Sweden at pressures up to 10-16 bar. Describes the use of 
multi-purpose tunnels in the rock for all utility services 
including district heating. 
Describes the growth of a town's district heating scheme. 
Gives national statistics. 
Hydro-electric district heating and electrical energy total 
loads are given. 
Lower values of CO2 are experienced in district heated towns 
than in others in spite of the use of heavy fuel oil. Eight 
refuse incineration plants are used for district heating in 
Stockholm. Deals also with non-technical aspects such as 
ownership, sponsorship, private and public electricity gener
ation sectors, Government committee on district heating. 
Plans for immense growth of district heating up to 1980 are 
also illustrated graphically. 



519. WALDENBY, T. 
Fjarrvanne for battre energihushallning. [District heating 
for better utilisation of energy]. 
in Byggmiistaren, v.53, no.3, March 1974, p.4-8. 
In Swedish. 

The combined production of heat and electricity is a main 
part of the author's thesis and it is shown that this pro
duces the greatest national fuel savings. States that fuel for 
the heating sector amounts to SO% of the total consumption 
so separate production of electricity and heat is said to be 
most wasteful of national fuels and should be stopped. 
Reports favourable prospects in Sweden for further exten
sions to combined district heating and power production. 
Discusses future of supplies of fossil and nuclear fuels. Gives 
example of ships driven by diesel, the exhaust heat of which 
generates heat in boilers for the services including electricity. 
Several graphs, one of which shows a complete reversal by 
1990 in the proportion of hydro-electricity to total heat pro
duction by nuclear and oil fuels. The amount of hydro
electricity will have dropped from 80% (1971) to 25%. 

SWITZERLAND 

520. 

521. 

AUFBAU einer Fernwarmeversorgung. [Design of a district 
heating scheme]. 
in Sch weizerische Blatter fiir Heizung und Liiftung, v .41, 
no.2, 1974, p.42-47. 
In German. 

The planned extension of the Zurich district heating system 
to Wallisellen, a suburb, is detailed. The reasons given for 
selecting district heating include efficient fuel utilisation, 
clean environment, economy in annual costs that outweigh 
the large initial outlay. The Zurich district heating scheme 
past, present and future, is described and the completion 
date given as 1990. 

BREITSCHMID, M. 
Die entscheidende Kriterien bei der Wahl des Energieer 
zeugungsprozesses beim Heizkraftwerk "Aubrugg" des 
Kantons Ziirich in Wallisellen. [Decisive criteria when 
selecting the electricity generating process for the "Aubrugg" 
heat and power station in the Zurich Canton in Wallisellen]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.4, no.3, May 1975, p.91-98. 
In German. 

Switzerland's district heating progress is stated to be due to 
the national need to optimise fuel utilisation, to obviate 
pollution of the air and water supplies. 
Combined heat and power production is claimed to be the 
best way of achieving these objectives. The reason is given 
why the conventional steam turbine heat/electricity station 
was selected for this project. Long distance heat mains are 
involved and are placed in common services tunnels. The 
Aubrugg heat/power station is shown located in ground 
sterilised by a motorway and flyover complex. 
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BREITSCHMID, M. 
Randbedingungen, die das konzept der Warmeverteilung und 
der Warme-Kraft Eneugung bei der kantonalen Fernwarme
versorgung in Ziirich beeintlussen. [Conditions determining 
the district heating and power supply for Zurich]. 
in Schweizerische BUitter fiir Heizung und Luftung, v.40, 
no.4, 1973, p.91-101. 
In German. 

Describes the Zurich district heating scheme supplied from a 
heat/power station and at present limited to services to large 
buildings in the city, including university and hospital. 
Gives information on the method of placing the mains in 
tunnels; shows photographs and cross-sectional drawings. 
Debates the choice of heat carrier medium and gives reasons 
why hot water was selected with a maximum design tem
perature of 130°C. The construction of another heat/power 
station is mentioned together with the arguments for the 
choice of back-pressure generators. Minimum pollution of 
the environment is stated to be a very important advantage 
of district heating especially when supplied from a power 
station that has to be provided in any case. 

ENERGIEVERSORGUNG fiir das Neubaugebiet Jolieville 
in der Schweiz. [Energy supply for Jolieville New Town 
Switzerland] . 
in Heizung, Luftung und Haustechnik, v.23, no.10, October 
1972, p.333-336. 
In German. 

A study by the Swiss consultants Motor Columbus, Baden, 
Switzerland who also prepared the Zurich district heating 
scheme included in this bibliography. It examines the 
various methods of supplying energy to this new town with 
district heating using either natural gas, light oil or heavy oil. 
Combined heat and electricity production is taken for 
granted. Domestic hot water supplies and district cooling are 
included in the study. The capital and annual costs of all 
methods are given and the loads of the various parts of the 
scheme are detailed in a table. 

FERNWARMEVERSORGUNG fiir die stadt Zurich. 
[District heating in Zurich]. 
in Elektrizitiitsverwertung, v.4 7, no.8, 1972, p.282-286. 
In German. 

Describes the existing district heating scheme in the centre of 
Zurich. It is part of one of the several initiated by the 
Federal Government and is a study by the consultants, 
Motor-Columbus into the techniques and economics of a 
whole town "district" heating scheme. Shows a photograph 
of a large district heating tunnel and a section of the central 
heat/power station. 

FERNWARMEVERSORGUNG: Orientierung iiber Probleme 
und Losungsmoglichkeiten [District heating: information on 
problems and solutions]. 
Zurich: Swiss Society of Heating and Air Conditioning 
Engineers, 1973. 
In German. 

Provides information about district heating in a form suitable 
for introducing the subject to architects, builders and others 
and stating its possibilities. Deals with the various methods 
of generating heat either from thermal stations or using heat 
otherwise wasted from electricity generation. Gives very 
clear line diagrams of heat, or heat and power, generating 
stations and the heat mains connections to heating and hot 
water installation as well as for industrial processes. The 
indirect method of connecting consumers' buildings is illus
trated. Peripheral and radial heat mains networks are shown. 
Typically comprehensive and complex Swiss-German control 
systems are illustrated. 
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LEIMER, H. 
Study of the city of St. Gallen district heating supply, by 
H. Leimer and W. Leibundgut. 
in Sulzer Technical Review, v.56, no.4, 1974, p.221-227. 

One of the urgent comparative studies being carried out in 
Switzerland in accordance with Government policy to ascer
tain the feasibility, techniques and economics of district 
heating compared with individual heating plants. The City of 
St. Gallen initiated this comprehensive study of a scheme 
designed to serve all the urban buildings with centralised heat. 
The time scale of load growth is examined both in respect of 
each form of demand, namely space heating, hot water service 
and industrial processes and relative to the various statistical 
zones of the city. Maps of the city show these zones. Calcu· 
lations were made for various sensitivity factors such as 
either 60% or 85% of buildings being connected. Reference 
is made to the 95% of buildings already connected on a volun· 
tary basis in the city of Vasteras, Sweden. The stages of 
development, including the final one of the entire city being 
district heated, are quantified for each of the load types. A 
proposed construction schedule 1976 to 1990 is given. A 
graph shows the annual usage of various heat generating 
plants and fuels including closed-cycle gas turbine, peak load 
boilers, refuse incinerator plant, natural gas and fuel oil. 
Capital and annual costs are given for the period 1976-2000 
and the specific prices of fuels and electricity. In the con
clusion, district heating is shown to be feasible and economic 
with careful planning and to bring substantial advantages of 
highly efficient fuel utilisation, cleaner environment and 
greater public safety. 

NORDHOF, J.P. W. 
Method for apprising the economy of a district heating pro
ject and its application to the city of Zurich. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.203- 221. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

This paper is a feasibility study for the whole-town district 
heating of Zurich. The assessment was judged purely on 
financial balance between annual income and expenditure 
without consideration of the additional benefits such as fuel 
economy and clean air. Computer programme in three parts. 
1. Program Melad. Relation between rate of expenditure on 
development of network and a realistic estimate of income. 
2. Program Eroe. Rate of expenditure on heat and elec
tricity generating plant and calculating earnings from elec
tricity sales. 
3. Program Toeke. Assessment of sensitivity factors of the 
alternative schemes. 

USSR 

528. CHERUBIN, W. 
La distribution de chaleur a Minsk et Leningrad. [Heat 
supply in Minsk and Leningrad]. 
inPromoclim, February 1972, p.111-120. 
Translated from the original Polish, to French. 

Describes the Leningrad and Minsk district heating schemes 
including the combined heat/power station, main and local 
boiler plants, substations, heat transformers and the heat 
mains. Comments on the way district heating was fully 
restored in these cities after the war and how they have 
developed in both the public and private sectors to meet 
the growing demands. 

529. GROMOV, N. K. 
District heating in Moscow. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.11, November 1974, 
p.45-49. 

Moscow district heating in the past and present is briefly 
described and salient dimensions are given of heat loads, fuel 
savings, temperatures and pressures of power station plant 
and percentages of the city's buildings supplied. 
The paper gives information, previously rare, of the pre
district heating era and the separate methods of providing 
heating and electricity supplies, namely firewood and purely 
condensing turbines. States that since 1928 engineers have 
adopted the total energy concept approved at that early 
state for supplying Moscow's heat requirements so in conse
quence combined heat/power stations are normal. A fifth 
of Moscow's heat consumption is said to be obtained from 
purely thermal stations placed in strategic locations for 
satisfying peak loads. It is mentioned that during the war 
the only fuel used was coal mined in the region. The claim is 
made that Moscow's district heating system is the third 
largest in the world and that it supplies 80% of the dty's heat 
requirements. The heat load comprises over 40,000 build
ings and 300 industrial enterprises and the length of the 
mains in 1973 was 2,600 km. It is useful to have thermal 
efficiencies given as specific fuel consumption, g/kWh for 
some of the stations and the average USSR figure of 355 
g/kWh. The heat supply medium is hot water from all 
stations and half the total number provide process steam too 
for industry. 30% of the condensate is normally returned. 
Some of the mains to new heat/power stations are long dis
tance at radii of 20 km and over, apparently because the 
stations are remote. Pipe diameters are a maximum of 1,400 
mm. Another piece of information is concerning the topo
graphy and the fact that due to the 500 m maximum dif
ference in altitudes, pumping stations are necessary for 30% 
of the total network water content . In 1973, 40,000 m3h 
were pumped. The mains heat losses in 1973 are described as 
considerable at 5.44% due to the unusually mild winter. An 
important point made is that it is bad practice separately to 
consider the economics of the mains network and the heat 
and power stations because the locations of the latter greatly 
influence the cost of heat distribution. Recorded data con
firm this statement. The paper quotes experience in Moscow 
which has proved the several advantages of having indirect
connections to groups of buildings rather than direct con
nections. 
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LANIN, I. S. 
Fifty years of district heating in Leningrad, by I. S. Lan in 
and S. A. Kazarov. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.11, November 1975, 
p.39 - 44. 

District heating in the USSR started in Leningrad in 1924 
and this paper gives an account of its development in that 
city. The two large combined district heating/power schemes 
in Leningrad started in 1910 and 1912 are mentioned but 
presumably they are not covered by the Russian definition of 
district heating because they are restricted to particular 
groups of buildings, namely a hospital complex and a tech
nical Institute. Reference is made to a district heating bureau 
set up in 1924 and its members included engineers, architects 
and professors. The conversion of an electricity station to 
provide district heating too is briefly described and a list 
given of buildings served by the heat mains. Some stages of 
development are quantified with salient dimensions of 
lengths of mains and turbine steam conditions. Corrosion 
of the mains are said to have been detected by the district 
heating test laboratory and the methods of protection are 
detailed. The fust turbine designed for district heating and 
installed was in 1932 but in the following year the fust Russian 
built machine was introduced. During the blockade of 
Leningrad, district heating was kept going in spite of damage 
to mains networks and by 1944 the heat supply is stated to 
have reached the pre-war level. -There is tabulated infor
mation relating to the extensive development of district heat
ing between 1944 and 197 3 and a detailed programme of the 
plans for 1975 to 1985 for the domestic, municipal and 
industrial sectors. 

MELENT'EV, L. A. 
District heating in the power industry in the USSR. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.11, November 1974, 
p.11-16. 

The author is at the Institute of High Temperatures in the 
USSR Academy. He shows in a Sankey diagram the com
position of the balance of energy in the USSR in the middle 
seventies. The proportion of fuels is stated, together with a 
breakdown of the heat and power consuming processes. 
States that the overall fuel saving due to district heating from 
power stations compared with district heating from boiler 
plants is 35-40 million tons of coal or coal equivalent for a 
year. Compared with heat from small boiler plants district 
heating is estimated to save about 100 million tons of coal or 
equivalent per year. The effectiveness of district heating is 
said to increase considerably when solid fuel is used. Con
densing power stations operating under super critical con
ditions are stated to have reached the limit of their thermal 
efficiency so that district heating, especially in recent years, 
is the basis for reducing specific fuel consumption in elec
tricity generation. An important statement is that two 
fundamentally new types of heat and power stations should 
in the near future be introduced on a large scale. The first is 
a nuclear district heating and electricity station with 1,000 
MW e units that has a new arrangement of heat supply for use 
in large towns. The other type of heat and power station is 
low-cost and relatively low capacity, e.g. 100-500 MW e 
with a flexibility suited to normal electricity demands and a 
night-time reduction of 30% to 40%. Assumes that this 
type of combined station could be powered with gas tur
bines, steam-turbine - gas turbines (combined cycle) or in 
some cases back-pressure sets. No condensing power stations 
will be constructed in the European regions. In Siberia and 
the Far East the author states that the development of dis
trict heating is very urgent and is virtually the only method 
of changing the heating of towns to coal. In southern 
regions, district heating and cooling is the advisable method. 
Advice is given that the fuel saving ability of district heating 
from combined energy production should be measured 
against individual methods, not against district heating from 
boilers. Several ways of improving the effectiveness of dis
trict heating are detailed. It is emphasised by the author as a 
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conclusion that district heating in the USSR is regarded as a 
very important part of the energy supply industry, a source 
of large economy of fuel, a supply of high quality heat to 
towns, a method of increasing the reliability of electricity 
supply and an important means of reducing air pollution. 

SOKOLOV,E. 
The development of combined heat and power supply in the 
USSR, by E. Sokolov and others. 
in World Energy Conference, 7th, Moscow, 1968. Papers. 
SectionC. 

Authors are professors eminent internationally in energy 
generation and supply. 
States that one of the most impoi:tant trends in Soviet 
engineering is combined centralised heat and electricity 
supply to consumers from heat and electric power stations. 
Gives 1924 as the date of the first development in USSR. 
Lists advantages over the separate production methods. 
A national policy of combined heat and power stations was 
decided upon in June 1931. Mentions the potential of single 
pipe systems for enabling power stations to be as remote 
from towns as necessary for clean air needs. Hydraulic 
stability of the mains network is dealt with as an important 
matter. Mains insulation systems are described and it is 
stated that tunnels are used under busy roads. The laying 
of mains has been carried out in a pipe-tunnel on the bed of 
the Moscow river. 

SOKOLOV, E. Y. 
Fifty yeus of Soviet district heating, by E. Sokolov and 
S. Belinski. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.11, November 1974, 
p.1-10. 

This paper is an important source of general up-to-date infor
mation on district heating in the USSR and its fifty years of 
growth. In addition to providing a quantitative assessment 
of the present position of district heating in the USSR this 
article and the author's paper to the World Energy Conference 
in 1968, indicate the rate of progress and the changing tech
niques. Combined heat and power production is reported to 
have been used from the·beginning and refers to the first 
scheme for housing and public buildings being served by 
reject heat from Leningrad power station with the subse
quent installation of numerous small combined sets, 2-8 MW 
in capacity, for heat and power supplies to industry and 
housing estates. The USSR is recorded as having decided on 
district heating combined with electricity production as its 

-energy policy at an economic congress in 1930 and the 
Supreme Council in 1931. 100-200 MW heat and power 
stations were started in all large towns and industrial centres 
under the control of a national district heating organisation. 
The totals of heat production capacity, annual delivery and 
length of mains are given for 1940, 1946, 1958 and 1961-
1973. 
Statistics of fuel savings resulting from combined heat and 
power production have become of increasing importance in 
the last three years so data on the subject is valuable 
especially when added to that available from other countries. 
A statement made is that due to combined district heating 
and electricity production the saving in fuel compared with 
district heating boiler plant in the USSR in 197 3 was about 
28 million tons of coal or coal equivalent. (For overall fuel 
savings due to district heating see Melent'ev's paper no.531 in 
this section). It will be of equal interest to those studying 
energy conservation to sec the graphs showing how power 
station specific fuel consumptions per kWh were significantly 
reduced between 1961 and 1973. The graphs also compare 
averages of specific fuel consumptions of some power stations 
during this period. The average specific fuel consumption of 
Ministry of Power combined energy stations is stated to havci 
decreased from 462 to 291 g/kWh in twelve years. These sub
stantial increases in efficiencies are said to be due to the technical 
re-equipment of combined heat and power stations. Design 
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SOKOLOV, E. Y. - continued 
and manufacturing improvements of district heatin·g plants is 
one of the reasons put forward for the inherent fuel saving 
characteristic of district heating. Information is given con
cerning the concentration of effect on the development of 
boiler-turbogenerator sets to provide maximum total energy 
per unit of fuel consumed. 45% of the USS R's space and 
water heating requirements is obtained by means of hot 
water mains from combined heat and power stations. The 
amount of heat provided by them for industry is not stated. 
Modifications are being made to standard designs of heating 
turbines so that the proportion of electricity is increased. 
Nuclear heat and power stations in some regions of the 
European part of the USSR are shown to be necessary 
because of the ratio of fuel supply to energy demand. 
Future trends in design are discussed for power station 
capacities, steam pressures and temperatures. Hot condensers 
with throughputs of 7,500-10,000 m3h to the district heat
ing networks have been developed. De-aeration methods, 
prefabricated heat and power stations, coal, oil and gas fired 
boilers, peak load facilities, boiler design, shot cleaning of 
tubes are briefly discussed. Long distance heat supply, being 
developed by a team of scientists at VY! (Heat Engineering 
Institute) is claimed considerably to improve the scope for 
better town planning, for ensuring cleaner air and for reducing 
fuel consumption. The change from open to sealed heat pro
duction and distribution systems is explained. Reference is 
made to the advantages of using indirect rather than direct 
connections from the mains to heat loads in buildings. The 
whole problem of heat mains in ducts, including high heat 
losses and corrosion, is said to be still unsolved so use is 
made of common-services tunnels where they exist. An 
important statement made concerning the promising trend in 
USSR and abroad of pipe-in-pipe ductless heat mains that 
make it possible to reduce initial costs of labour and 
materials by 30% to 40%. The development of the science 
of district heating is a prominent feature of this paper 
including close co-ordination of scientific investigation with 
the practice of designing, installing, commissioning and 
operating schemes. A feature unusual in district heating 
papers is the inclusion of information on the education and 
training of engineering and scientific personnel in district 
heating. A start was made in 1930 in Moscow and subse
quently at many civil engineering institutes. 

SOKOLOV, E. 
The present level of district heating in USSR and main trends 
of future development, by E. Y. Sokolov and others. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.14, no.2, February 1967, p.1- 11. 

The authors are members of the All-Union Heat Engineering 
Institute (VT!) and their paper is a thorough analysis of total 
capacities and output of heat and power stations from 1958 
to 1965. A threefold increase is indicated. The systematic 
development of district heating is seen as one of the most 
important advances in raising power station thermal effi
ciencies, providing a better heat supply and cleaner air whilst 
improving amenities. Heat distribution is by hot water 
except for a decreasing percentage of steam systems. 
Recorded data from their Ministry of Power shows the fuel 
savings by combined heat and power stations. Modernis
ation of district heating scheme$ is dealt with and so are 
trends for better heat distribution by prefabrication and 
vapour-proof enclosures of insulation systems. Com
parisons are made between different methods of connecting 
buildings to the mains. Group substations with high ratings 
are considered to be the best method. 

535. TVERSKOI, I. 
Moscow's district heating system. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.46, no.549, April 
1973, p.495-496. 

The author lives in Moscow and gives a compact description 
of the vast district heating systems there serving 97 .8% of 
Moscow's two million homes. Describes district heating as of 
tremendous importance in using natural resources most effi
ciently and in protecting water and air from pollution. 
Thirteen heat and electricity stations provide 70% of 
Moscow's heat energy totalling 16,300 MW per hour. A 
250 MW combined station is the newest type installed and 
can supply a population of 400,000 with domestic heating. 
The heating season is October to April and the average tem
perature is just below zero Centigrade. The main pipeline 
route length is 1,800 km with a pipe length total of 3,600 km 
apart from a larger total for local distribution and connec
tions. Peak-load boiler plants in a capacity range 116-209 
MW are used in the areas needing them for economic pipe 
sizing. Natural gas has replaced coal for district heating in 
Moscow and other areas of high residential density to ensure 
a high degree of air purity. The cost to heat consumers is 
low, under 4 pence per month per square metre of living 
space and 15 pence per month per resident for hot water. 
The extension to district heating will be considerable in the 
next five years involving additions to existing combined heat 
and electricity stations as well as the building of new ones. 
See also paper by N. Gromov

0

in Thermal Engineering, v.14, 
no.2, February 1967, p.12-25. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

536. DISTRICT heating and cooling schemes: Washington DC 
General Service Administration. 
in District Heating, v.58, no.I, Autumn 1972, p.8 - 9. 

Three Government district heating and cooling schemes in the 
US capital are concisely described. Construction in 1933 by 
the Treasury's procurement division but subsequently trans
ferred to the Federal Works Agency and in 1949 to the 
Public Buildings Service. Refers to the buildings served 
which include Federal buildings and the Pentagon. The fuel 
is bituminous coal at 21 dollars a ton compared with 4 
dollars in 1934. Conversion to oil is proposed to take place in 
1976. There are 12 miles of mains. A fourth district heating 
and cooling plant supplies the Capitol, Senate Building, 
Supreme Court and other heat loads. 

537. DISTRICT heating, cooling and electricity supply in 
Pittsburgh, USA. 
in District Heating, v.56, no.l, 1970, p.9. 

One of the world's largest district heating and cooling 
installations. It is gas-fued, initiated and operated by the 
town's Gas Company. It serves the new Allegheny Centre 
with low residential density housing as well as 79 acres of 
shops, offices, departmental stores and town houses. 
There are five miles of pipeline to provide all-year climate 
control of 1,350 flats, 220 town houses, 750,000 square feet 
of offices and a tall office block. Capacity of 140,000 
pounds of steam per hour and 6,000 tons of refrigeration. 
There is a condensate return line at 220°F and 20 psi. The 
chilled water flow is 40 .5°F, 150 psi and the return 55.5°F, 
150 psi. Residents dial their own climate and pay a single 
bill monthly. Building owners save space, money and the 
need to employ engineers and maintenance staff. 



538. SMITH, B. H. 
Hartford district heating and cooling, by B. H. Smith and 
E.W. Kiss. 
in District Heating, v.50, October 1964, p.53. 

Describes the city of Hartford, Connecticut, district heating 
and cooling schemes of the Hartford Gas Company. 
A more comprehensive and technically informative paper on 
this important scheme is The Hartford Story - chilled water 
as a utility, a booklet published by the Carrier Air Engineer
ing Company, USA. 

539. SULLIVAN, F. P. 
Co-op City gets unified energy system. 
in Power, March 1968, p.72-77. 

A new privately developed residential city of 60,000 people 
near New York City is described in respect of the combined 
production and distribution of heating, cooling and electri
city. The city is a real estate developer's idea and responsi
bility and included in the initial plans were the means of pro
viding energy, thermal and electic. 
The tenants are part owners so the development is called 
Co-op City. 
The mains are pipe-in-pipe with air gap and distribute either 
hot water or chilled water according to the climatic needs. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

540. DJAJIC, N. 
Heat pumps for district heating, by N. Djajic and D. Malic. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, Warsaw, 
1976. 
Papers. Theme 1, paper 5. 
(not yet published) 

Presents two variants of the heat pump - for district heating 
in winter and for district cooling in summer and of course hot 
water supplies all the year. The design at Kikinda using 
geothermal heat is said to be equally suitable in other coun
tries with river and other large water resources, with cheap 
electricity and with expensive fuels. 
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GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND INITIATIVES 

BUKI,G. 
Interactions and development possibilities of heating power 
stations and district heating schemes. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 3, p.5 - 19; Summaries, p.155 . Budapest: 
Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A paper from the fundamental comprehensive viewpoint of 
the effect of combined heat and power stations on national 
fuel savings and power station building programmes. Specific 
heat consumptions per kWh are given for comparison. The 
addition of large thermal power stations makes possible a 
significant reduction in specific heat consumption of national 
electricity systems however high their efficiency for produc
ing electricity only. Further fuel savings and benefits to the 
national energy supply systems are achieved by smoothing out 
seasonal peak fuel demands. 

CANADA edges towards district heating. 
in Energy International, v.12, no.6, June 1975, p.44. 

Energy Minister, Ontario, Canada, is reported as having 
placed a commission for an evaluation of methods of extract
ing, storing and distributing heat for district heating from 
the rapidly growing number of interconnected power stations. 
Dr. Ian Rowe of the Department of Energy is named as being 
in charge of the whole project. A group of government and 
other experts has toured Swedish district heated cities. 
Canadian nuclear district heating concepts are discussed with 
emphasis on the value of the significant capacity of heat 
storage to achieve overall compatibility and the satisfying 
of peak space heating demands with reject heat produced 
during electricity off-peak periods. A pilot scheme is planned 
for operation by 1980 either for a new district heating 
scheme or for one of those in down-town Toronto, Note: In 
the same journal, p.44, is a report that the Canadian Depart
ment of Energy, Mines and Resources and the National 
Research Council have provided funds for a research project 
of Professor Rogers of Carleton University, Ottawa, into 
district heating transport, costs, reliability and peaking 
pattern. The work will be in conjunction with schemes for 
nuclear heat/power stations and the Ministry of Housing. 
In both reports the Candu dual-purpose plants are specified. 

CENTRAL ELECTRICITY GENERA TING BOARD. 
Annual report and accounts. 
London: HMSO. 

Refers to district heating research work. Gives helpful 
statistics and data on fuels used, efficiencies of generation 
and transmission, costs, sales and nuclear studies. Useful 
for viability studies of combined heat and electricity generation. 

544. 

545. 

546. 

CHANNON,P. 
District heating - government attitude. 
inDHA Journal, 1st quarter, 1971, p.15-18. 

The author was Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, 
Department of the Environment and gave the Government 
attitude to district heating. Explanati of cautiously favour
able attitude to district heating until recently in place of 
the official opposition to it over six years ago. Confirms the 
viewpoint that the economic case for district heating is 
better in Britain than in most other countries. Shows evidence 
of successive Governmental encouragement of district heating 
in their support of research programmes such as at the heat 
mains test ground at Cardington and the H.V.R.A./UK 
Atomic Energy Authority Computer programme for heat 
mains networks. Gives promise of an improved information 
service to local authorities and the continued extra loan 
sanction for approved district heating schemes. Traces rapid 
growth rate of district heating in English public sector from 
1961 onwards. 

CHAPMAN,A. 
District heating and cooling plant - Sydney Cove. 
in Thermo-fluids Conference, 4-7 December 1972. 
Proceedings, p.75-81. Sydney: Institution of Engineers, 
Australia, 1973. 

Examines the feasibility and proposed methods of operation 
of a combined district heating/cooling scheme for a large 
area of Sydney Cove, Australia. The author is professional 
services manager, Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority, 
a semi-Government body. Refers to a district heating and 
cooling scheme proposed for the City of Sydney in 1936. 
Lists the various alternative energy sources. States that the 
Government's approved scheme is to include a central plant 
producing heating, cooling and power for the redevelopment 
area. The assumptions on which the study proceeded are 
itemised. Explains that competitive tenders were invited for 
carrying out the preliminary studies and that the response 
was substantial, including offers from the UK, France, 
Canada and the USA. The various stages of the study and 
the alternative methods to be considered are described. 

CHILWELL Central Ordnance Depot - Britain's largest 
coal-fired shell boiler installation. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.38 , no.449, April 1969, 
p.21 - 27. 

Describes the boiler plant of what is claimed to be the most 
advanced solid fuel heating plant of its type and size in the 
UK. Outlines the high temperature hot water distribution 
to the district heating scheme. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMEN L 
Circular 82/71. District heating, a check list and commentary. 
London: HMSO, 1971. 
SBN 750435. 

Authoritative, objective and valuable advice on district heat
ing given in the form of a check list and commentary on 
almost all the questions that have to be answered when con
sidering a district heating scheme and after the decision has 
been made. Point made that the right questions must be 
asked before decisions are made. Commentary on the questions 
which guide9rnthorities on the information the answers 
should contain. 
Part A deals with considerations on whether to install a 
district heating scheme including statutory, legal, powers 
under Acts of Parliament, heating standards, fuel savings, 
financial benefits, controls to limit temperatures in con
sumers' premises. Feasibility studies and basis of scheme in 
terms of responsibility for operation, use of consultants or 
own staff and the need for them to include engineers with 
direct, ex tensive and successful previous experience of 
similar type and the same order of size of scheme as that 
proposed. Great stress laid on need to take steps from the 
outset to ensure thorough co-ordination of architectural, 
planning and engineering designs. Methods suggested of 
achieving this. Cost comparison form as provided by Depart
ment of the Environment for thorough economic and 
technical analysis of district heating and individual schemes 
with various fuels. Methods of tendering, interest rates, 
sensitivity tests, advice from the Department, economic life 
of equipment are some points of the detailed information 
given. 
Part B is concerned with questions and advice necessary after 
decision in principle to install district heating. Sequence of 
subjects include: methods of financing the scheme, reference 
to Appendix Xlll on district heating in the Housing Subsidies 
Act, heat service contracts, use of temporary boilers to avoid 
premature outlay of capital and reduced cost of buildings 
due to external source of heat. Design of scheme is dealt with 
in through detail (and was used as a guide in design of Swiss 
district heating). Thermostatic radiator valves recommended 
for economy in fuel and costs. Fundamental design economics 
include minimum water content of system, diversity factor, 
facilities for extensions, compatibility of building and heat 
mains designs to give minimum underground connections, 
maximum delta t (difference between flow and return 
temperatures). Emphasis on design of heat mains insulation 
systems, need to meet requirements of British Standards 
Specifications and Code of Practice. Optimising routes 
of mains. Reference to value engineering techniques such as 
prefabrication, automatic controls. Freedom of choice to 
include low cost, safety and convenience of district heating, 
e.g. in design of new towns. 
See also Seminars on District Heating: Check list, commentary 
and exposition of circular 82/71, London, 1972, Harrogate, 
1973, and Glasgow 1974. Proceedings of a joint seminar by 
the Department of the Environment, Scottish Office and the 
District Heating Association. 

DISTRICT heating 
in Hansard, 17 November 1970, columns 377-385. 

Gives information on Government encouragement of district 
heating and refers to the impending publication of Circular 
82/71 District Heating. A Check List and Commentary. 
Reports on research project and the District Heating Panel. 

549. 

550. 

551. 

DISTRICT heating. 
in Hansard, 28 April 1971, column 124. 

Government steps to develop and promote the use of district 
heating. Refers to promotion of research by the Heating 
and Ventilating Research Association. Confirms that 
additional loan sanction is made available over the housing 
cost yardstick if the district heating scheme appears to offer 
significant savings. 

DISTRICT heating. 
in Hansard, 4 July 1972, Column 416. 

House of Commons debate on national fuel policy and Gas 
Bill. Government urged that it is time to take district heat
ing seriously whether it be from coal, North Sea gas or 
electricity generation and so bring a halt to waste of fuel. 
Reference to building housing estates connected by many 
common services and the absurdity of having no overall 
policy for heating these estates in place of the hotch-potch 
arrangements which, looked at carefully, are uneconomic. 

DISTRICT heating. 
in Hansard, 23 February 1976, columns 39-79. 

Under-Secretary of State for the Environment's statement on 
the Local Government Bill, including clauses referring 
specifically to its district heating provisions to allow local 
authorities to sell heat and electricity. The Bill was at the 
Second Reading Stage. Declares that the Bill is both import
ant and non-controversial and that the Clauses 10 and 11 
dealing with these aspects (district heating and electricity) 
are perhaps the most significant ones in the Bill. Announces 
that these Clauses have been welcomed by the District Heat
ing Association and the three or four local authority 
Associations. Local Authorities will be enabled by the 
Bill to supply heat from a common source to both the 
public and private sectors. Explains the advantages of 
district heating as including the use of low grade fuels, the 
worthwhile fuel savings and the social benefits particularly 
for the old and the sick. 
Compulsory acquisition of land (for district heating and 
electricity) is the subject of Clause 10. The report on the 
debate includes a long speech on district heating, its progress 
in Britain and its great potential for helping the economy of 
the country, providing a cleaner environment and halting the 
waste of two-thirds of the energy produced in CEGB power 
stations. Minister refers to the current work of the Waste 
Management Advisory Council, looking into all aspects of 
utilisation of waste including waste heat. Urges more action 
and fewer committees and points out that no new technology 
is involved. Discusses hypothermia, pensioners, the disabled 
and those on low incomes as cases where district heating 
could be cost effective. Makes references firstly to the 
Plowden Committee Report to the Government in January 
1976, see no. 571 this Section, on the structure of the 
electricity industry, that emphasises the need for district 
heating, and secondly to the Select Committee on Science 
and Technology (Report September 1975, HMSO) rec
ommendations for the promotion of more district heating 
and the removal of any dis-incentives in the form of statutory 
restraints. 



552. 

553. 

554. 

ECABERT, R. 
Studie fiir das Eidgenossische Amt fiir Energiewirtschaft 
Technische und Wirtschaftliche Moglichkeiten der Stiidte
Fernheizung am Beispiel der Schweiz. [Study for the Federal 
Bureau of Energy. Technical and economic possibilities of 
district heating in Switzerland). 
in Sulzer Technical Review, v.56, no.2, 1974, p.96- 104. 
In English. 

The Swiss Government's study of district heating and its 
contribution to energy conservation and national economics, 
especially the significant reduction in oil imports it can 
achieve. States that Sulzers ofWinterthus were given the 
task of carrying out the study and preparing the report of 
which this paper is a summary. Gives the basic facts and 
information as provided to the Swiss Federal Bureau of 
Energy and others who are concerned with district heating 
techniques, the economies in fuel, reduction in national 
expenditure and a more favourable balance of trade. Starts 
with fundamental estimates of heat loads by using a 
computerised procedure for calculating heat requirements 
of buildings, including houses. Heat distribution is discussed 
as well as the effect of various design parameters on economics. 
Examples are included to demonstrate these effects. Growth 
rates of district heating are discussed. The comprehensive 
nature of the study shows up sensitivity factors such as the 
differing characteristics of the several zones of towns and the 
choice of heat production methods that are compatible. The 
methods discussed and in some cases illustrated, include 
permutations of conventional and nuclear-fuelled extraction
condensing heat/power stations, open-cycle gas turbines, 
closed cycle gas-turbines heat/power plants. A bar-line chart 
compares specific costs of heat for each of the eight currently 
used methods of producing energy in various countries. The 
report concludes with a statement that district heating com
pared with individual methods offers numerous advantages. 
These are discussed, with emphasis on nuclear heat/power 
stations favourably located to replace oil at present used for 
space heating appliances. Transportable boiler plants are 
declared essential for the growth period, after which they 
would permanently be used for peak loads. 
A reprint in English, by R. Ecabert, W. Helbing and H.J. 
Leimer, Study for the Federal Bureau of Energy: Switzerland 
is published as a booklet by Sulzer Bros, Switzerland. 
See also An energy concept for Switzerland, by R. Ecabert 
and H.J. Leimer, fl & V News, February 1976, p.42- 49. 
Gives map of possible heat grid for the whole of Switzerland 
and another pointing out the locations of heat stations. 

EZRA, D. J. 
District heating in a changing environment. 
inDHA Journal, no. l, 1972, p.34-35, 39, 40. 

Gives the broad view of district heating and its importance in 
national and world economics, environmental control, fuel 
conservation, health and comfort, avoidance of accelerated 
obsolescence of buildings due to dampness and condensation. 
Refers to the Government's Circular (DOE) 82/71 District 
heating. A check list and commentary, as probably the 
biggest step forward. A General Enabling Act is one of the 
main aims of the Association and there was a reminder in the 
lecture of the need for Government action. 

FINLAND supports district heating. 
Stockholm: Foreningen Ekonomisk Rationell Uppwarming, 
June 1975. 

Announces the Finnish Government's (Housing Ministry) 
legislation introduced on 20 March 1975, that when erecting 
one-family (detached) houses the community or the construc
tion company is to be responsible for the building of a 
common district heating scheme or, where a district heating 
installation exists, for connecting the houses to it when 
possible. This Ministry Board is responsible for approving 
schemes and giving loans. 
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555. 

556. 

557. 

558. 

559. 

FREESON, R. 
District heating in Britain. 
inDHA Journal, July 1970, p.7-11. 

The speaker is a Member of Parliament. He was at the time 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Housing and 
previously to the Ministry of Fuel and Power. Gives a 
Minister's point of view of district heating and refuse 
incineration using the waste heat. Details the advantages 
in terms of improved environments in towns and in housing 
of a low cost heat supply. Makes use of information gleaned 
during a tour of Europe just prior to the Convention to see 
district heating schemes and heat recovery from refuse 
incineration and power stations. Stipulates that heating 
schemes should be judged on comparative total annual costs 
and not just on capital costs. 

FREESON, R. 
Government plans new law to aid district heating. 
in Electrical Review, v.196, no.16, 25 April 1975, p.491 , 

Reports that the UK Government is preparing new legislation 
to remove problems faced by local authorities in providing 
district heating. The Minister discussed the benefits of district 
heating and the need for more facts, for which reason his 
Department (Environment) are undertaking research pro
gramme including a thorough study by the Building Services 
Research and Information Associatio,. Note! The Bill 
containing the new legislation was before Parliament on 23 
February 1976. See Hansard, columns 39 to 79, (no.551). 

GAS COUNCIL 
Gas energy plan - district heating. 
London: Gas Council, 1970 (Now British Gas Corporation). 

Makes the case for district heating as an important part of 
the Gas Energy Plan which is to assist architects, engineers, 
planners and other specifiers. Associated parts of the Gas 
Plan are group heating and total energy. It defines district 
heating as heating supplied to a large area from a single 
source with the mains crossing public highways to serve 
different types of buildings such as high and low rise housing, 
shops, factories and offices under different occupancy. States 
that the use of gas for a district heating scheme reduces 
capital costs and greatly improves operating efficiency and 
convenience. 

HARDINGE-PRITCHARD, C. 
Legal and parliamentary aspects: discussion. 
in Symposium on district heating, London, 1967. Proceedings, 
p.45-48. 
London: IHVE, 1968. 

Explains the procedures whereby local authorities obtain 
the inclusion in their General Powers of the legal right to 
sell heat to househoulders in rented accommodation and to 
owners of all other buildings. Relates the history of inclusion 
of district heating powers in Local Government Bills of 
specified Authorities. Full details of an example, the 
Liverpool Corporatiop (General Powers) Bill. 

HASELER, A. E. 
The case for district heating. 
in New Towns Bulletin, 1966. 
London: National Building Agency; Ministry of Housing and 
Local Government, 1966. 

Basic guide to the main principles of district heating and to its 
salient technical and economic aspects. Gives information for 
town planners and architects including relative costs of district 
heating and individual methods. One of the first Government 
publications on the subject for two decades. 
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560. 

561. 

562. 
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HASELER, A. E. 
Design and installation of district heating schemes. 
inDHA Journal, no.l, 1972, p.29-30, 45, 48. 

Paper read at a Joint Seminar arranged by DOE and DHA 
which deals with the whole subject in a way appropriate to 
a mixed audience of Government and Local Authority 
representatives, Aldermen and Councillors, architects, finance 
officers, engineers and others. States design objectives, 
economics, heating standards and mandatory requirements, 
prevention of condensation, town planning with district 
heating, integration of architect and engineer designs, heat 
sources, refuse incineration, fuel conservation, environmental 
factors, effect of density, solar heat, heat mains r:omparative 
costs, private consumers and existing property. 

HELBY, H. H. H. 
Parliamentary and local authority powers relating to district 
heating. 
in Heating for the Community, Bristol, September 16- 19, 
1969. Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibition, 
p.3/1-3/6. Bristol: South Wales and South West Branch, 
DHA, 1969. 

Details all the many points that a Local Authority needs to 
have included in its powers under the various Acts of 
Parliament on the Statute book. Refers to the first Bill that 
gave powers to a Local Authority, the Manchester Corporation 
Act 1946 and to numerous similar cases subsequently. 

INTERIOR research plans include coal for homes. 
in Coal News, no.4213, May 1974, p.5 

District heating for residential developments in the USA is 
stated to be starting on the initiatives of the Federal 
Government's Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment and the Department of the Interior. Suitable coal
fuelled equipment and subsystems are to be developed for 
combined district heating and electricity production as part 
of modular integrated utility systems (MIUS) for housing 
units. The capacities of the coal-fired plants are given and the 
cost of development over a period of 30 months is stated to 
be 2.5 million dollars. 

563. 

564. 

KORYTNIKOV, V. P. 
Main technical trends in the development of heat supply in 
the USSR, by V. P. Korytnikov and others. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.21, no.3, March 1974, p.45-51. 

Discusses the future effect of an investigation by the Central 
Government Institute to obtain greater energy conservation in 
the USSR in the design and planning of combined heat/power 
plants. One recommendation is for a new pre-design stage 
so that a much wider viewpoint can be adopted to co-ordinate 
municipal schemes and so avoid haphazard developments. 
The greater use of heat from combined heat/power stations 
will thus be encouraged with overall national fuel savings 
and avoid economic expenditures. The aims stated include 
minimising periods when it is essential to use temporary heat 
stations that use fuel instead of heat otherwise wasted. 
Quantifies the reduction in specific fuel consumption by 
combining power and heat production. Refers to prospective 
increase in heat consumption in urban areas which will cause 
further development of district heating. A threefold increase 
in the capacity of heat/power stations had occurred by 1973 
and the percentage of power stations of 50 MW and above 
with district heating was over 53%. The trend for the next 
10-15 years is for heat and power stations with steam 
turbines and 72% of the national heat consumption will be 
generated in units of 100 MW and above. Methods to be used 
for improving overall efficiencies and economics are enumer
ated. The high economic efficiency and availability of 
steam-turbine-gas-turbine combined heat and power stations 
and their great flexibility is stated and that it is essential for 
them to be introduced in every way possible. A gas-turbine 
station layout is illustrated by a diagram. States that heat 
mains represent 75% of the total cost of district heating 
(heating installations are normal and are not included in 
district heating costs) so justifying concentration of new 
effort to improve efficiencies and reduce costs. 

MARCHI DESENZANI, P. DE 
District heating and national economics. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.227-237; Summaries p.129. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Statistical data published by the OECD (Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development) is quoted in this 
examination of the national economics of district heating 
because the figures given allow a significant evaluation to be 
made of the relative weight of space heating as a component 
of total energy consumption. The conclusion of this analysis 
is that savings in energy resources possible with district heat
ing serving space and water heating would sensibly affect the 
whole energy economy. The paper urges that attention must 
be paid to the whole national economy and not only to the 
energy sector. 



565. 

566. 

MARTIN, P. L. 
Role of district heating. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.48, no.566. 
September 1974, p.95-96, 106. 

Discusses the range of functions of local authorities and how 
they can provide and operate district heating schemes. 
Legislation is discussed, including the Housing Subsidies Act 
that allows extra loan sanction for any extra cost of district 
heating schemes, including heating installations in buildings, 
over those of individual methods. Expresses hope that in the 
1970s a// local authorities applying for loan sanction will be 
accompanied by an independent comparative report on all 
alternative heating methods, including district heating. Refers 
to British Medical Journal, January 1973, which states that 
43% of cases of hypothermia in 1971/2 were in local authority 
housing and that 75% of all subjects visited existed in sub
standard temperatures. Condensation is discussed and the 
advantage of district heating in making it a problem of the 
past. The national conference on condensation, Loughborough 
1972, recommended: "Don't use high running cost heating 
systems or heat only part of a dwelling." Urges that current 
research should be properly noted. Hopes that the Cardington 
heat mains tests and research will sound the final death-knell 
to structural ducts, powdered insulation and the like. Further 
examples given are the Cranfield research on vortex flow to 
discharge effluents from chimneys five times higher than 
the height normally expected. Warns against the campaigns 
to boost electric heating to provide thermal loads for larger 
and more complex stations to boost declining efficiency 
and regrets that the obvious alternative is ignored of small, 
simple and relatively cheap combined local stations using 
indigenous fuels and serving balanced loads. 

MILES, D. A. 
Loan sanction and subsidies in public sector housing and 
their relation to heating. 
in Heating for the Community, Bristol, September 16-19, 
1969. Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibition, 
p.5/1-5/11. Bristol: South Wales and South West Branch, 
DHA, 1969. 

The author was with the Ministry of Housing and Local 
Government. Gives a general discourse on methods of 
Government subsidies for housing in the public sector 
and which depend on cost limitations and minimum heating 
standards specified in the Housing Subsidies Act. Gives 
references to the official Circulars. District heating is not 
subsidised, only the notional cost of a 'central heating' 
installation to produce the same heating standards as district 
heating. Extra loan sanction is given where necessary but 
at full market interest rates which are included in the heat 
charge. The cost comparison form is printed with the paper 
but not with a worked example. 
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567. MILLER, A. J. 
Use of steam electric power plants to provide thermal energy 
to urban areas. 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1971. 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Report ORNL-HUD-14) 
195 p. 

Comprehensive study by a large number of experts of com
bined heat and power production integrated with urban 
development. The study is stated to be one result of the US 
President's Energy Message and his directive through the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Reaches the conclusion that by 1980 with co-ordinated 
planning of central energy stations and new developments 
it would be feasible to provide all urban energy requirements 
from district heating/cooling/power production. States that 
this integration concept will result in significant reductions 
in fuel consumption, thermal emissions and heat pollution. 
Makes the qualification that the siting of nuclear heat/power 
plants with respect to population centres would be in 
accordance with current practice. Gives example of a city 
of 389,000 people with a climate similar to that of 
Philadelphia, provided with services including heating, cooling 
and hot water in low residential density areas. The average 
energy losses from the station cooling system would be 
reduced by 63% by using the heat instead of electricity. 
Hot water is shown to be more suitable for distribution than 
steam except for some industrial processes. Costs of district 
heating and cooling are given and stated to be competitive 
on a like-for-like basis and assuming a 14% annual fixed
charge rate on capital. Makes the important economic point 
that if the district heating/cooling services were provided 
free to greenhouses for food production the city's costs would 
be reduced. Postulates that in consequence no cooling towers 
at all would be necessary so saving capital and operating costs 
and obviating the expense of excessive waste of condenser 
cooling water. States that the results of the study have been 
applied to seven other cases including a city half the size of 
the example, a small city, cities with even lower residential 
densities, detached houses and for different lengths of heating 
season. Various types of stearn-l'lectric heat plant are con
sidered as well as the closed-cycle gas-turbine system. Snow 
melting is discussed and the re-cycling of water from city 
waste. Urban vehicle propulsion by district heated hot water 
is mentioned. Emphasises the benefits of combined heat/ 
power production towards conservation of energy resources 
and the environment including avoidance of harm to the 
biosphere and thermal pollution of the natural waters. The 
Study Group recommends that a programme should be 
established to develop the matter and that in view of the 
urgency (even in 1971 and before the world fuel crisis), an 
existing city should be chosen for a pilot scheme including 
a design-economic study and implementation plan. The point 
is made that such a practical scheme would aid in making 
estimates of feasibility for other cases. A novel proposal is 
made to use district heating for charging heat batteries for 
urban vehicle propulsion just as freight yard locomotives do 
in power plants, explosives factories, chemical and tobacco 
warehouses where spark-free operation is essential. The 
study by A. P. FRAAS of Oak Ridge National Laboratory is 
the basis of the chapter on this subject. Reference is made to 
steam propelled cars, buses and trucks and to the fact that
they are being actively considered in the interests of conser
vation. The use of superheated water in tanks is proposed, 
rather than steam, with a closed system so the steam flashed 
off at 50 psi maximum would be used for propulsion without 
it being exhausted to atmosphere. Tabulated data are given. 
The technique is stated to be competitive with lead-acid or 
cadmium silver battery vehicles. The advantage is mentioned 
that the recharging of the tank takes a few minutes but 
battery charging requires many hours. Institutional problems 
are enumerated in the report, the first one being the conser
vative attitude and opposition by the U.S . electrical utilities 
to combined heat/power stations and total energy plants. 
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569. 

570. 
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MINISTRY OF PUBLIC BUILDING AND WORKS. 
New city - Buckinghamshire [Milton Keynes]: district 
heating: report of a working party. 
London: MPBW; 1964. 

An authoritative and thorough study of the various methods 
of supplying a city of 250,000 with heat and electricity. 
Combined heat and power generation shown to produce the 
lowest energy (electricity and heat) cost. 

MIXON, W.R. 
New look at modular integrated utility systems (MIUS). 
inDHA Journal, No. 13, January 1976, p.10-16. 

The keynote address at the International District Heating 
Association's 66th Annual Meeting in June 1975 at Skytop, 
Pennsylvania, USA, by the manager of the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The subject is 
the modular integrated utility system (MIUS) programme, a 
multi-agency effort under the direction and sponsorship of 
HUD, following the US President's Energy Message and 
Federal Government initiative. (Note: this programme was 
also referred to in the IDHA 1974 keynote address by C. W. 
Phillips, National Bureau of Standards). The system provides 
new housing developments integrated with district heating/ 
cooling/electricity/waste treatment and potable water 
installations. The combined plant is to be near to the con
sumers to minimise costs of service transmission and distri
bution systems, including electricity. The stated primary 
aims of the Government sponsored system include conser
vation of natural resources, reductions in energy consumption, 
benefits to the environment, phasing the provision of utilities 
co-incidently with community development, speeding housing 
construction, providing a transportable system for remote 
sites and emergencies, and reducing the total cost to the 
nation including utility services and fuel. The US agencies 
taking part include several Government Departments: 
Health, Education, Defence, Social Security, Environmental 
Protection Agency, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and 
NASA; the other participants are the International District 
Heating Association and The Edison Electric Institute. The 
conclusions, nine in number, and all favourable to combined 
district heating/cooling power production, also summarise 
the progress made up to 1975. The references include 
reports on the subject published by a Government Depart
ment (HUD) and the National Laboratory. 
Also, in District Heating, v.61, no.l, July- August-September 
1975, p.8-11. 

NORDSTROM, B. 
Co-operation between the Swedish State Power Board and 
local utilities with combined power and heating plants. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25-28, 1974. Papers, 
p.171-178. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author states that the Power Board solves many problems 
by its very existence. Its size makes it a good co-ordinator 
of municipalities and enables larger and thus more economic 
generating units to be installed than would otherwise be 
possible. The Board provides a reserve of energy in case of 
a local breakdown and can help to balance the heat and 
electricity demands at any time. It can help in the reduction 
of atmospheric pollution especially of S02. The State Board 
has an immense collective experience of design, research and 
development and installation. 

571 . 

572. 

573. 

574. 

PLOWDEN COMMITTEE 
Report. 
London: HMSO, 1976. 

Recommends the Government to set up a single statutory 
body for the electricity supply industry. This should be 
called the Central Electricity Board with a changed statutory 
duty to take into account the importance of energy conser
vation. To be empowered to initiate heat and power schemes, 
its power to sell heat no longer restricted to that which 
is a by-product of electricity generation. 

SCHOETERS, T. 
Cutting home consumption. 
in Energy conservation, a Financial Times Survey, in 
Financial Times, 28 January 1975. 

Contrasts the Government-backed·activities in a number of 
European countries for the vigorous development of district 
heating schemes with the evident lack of any real similar 
approach in Britain. Criticises absence of any attempt to 
co-ordinate energy saving ventures and of any real encourage
ment of local authorities always to consider district heating. 
Urges the necessity of making it mandatory to do so. Refers 
to Swedish and German rapid progress in the national 
approach to district heating from power stations and other 
reject heat sources. States the percentage of UK peak 
electricity demand caused by electric space heating, generally 
met by old stations at an implied efficiency of fuel utilization 
of only 20%. Urges that the design of power station plant 
should be for combined power and heat production. The 
proposal that NCB should engage in coal-feed synthetic fuel 
and gas production on a massive scale is strongly condemned 
as a further waste of manpower and fuels. The use of coal-fed 
syqthetic gas for space heating would, the author states, 
consume twice the fuel needed for a district heating national 
grid. Refers to a cumulative total of 20 years contruction 
delay on the first advanced gas-cooled reactors that have 
already cost £600 million. 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. 
Report. 
London: HMSO, 1975. 

Recommends the promotion of more district heating and 
the removal of any disincentives in the form of statutory 
restraints. 

SHEPHERD, G. T. 
A particular approach to non-industrial applications of total 
energy. 
in Total Energy Conference, Brighton, }971. 
Proceedings, v.l, p.87- 97. 
London: Institute of Fuel, 1972. 

A significant paper in that it is by the (now) Chairman of 
the Midland Electricity Board and it urges that district 
heating shall be supplied from on-site heat and electricity 
generation. Suggests that little attention had been paid to 
the possibility of reducing the financial and technical un
certainties associated with total energy by integrating it 
into the public supply. Draws attention to the success of 
industrial heat and power generation and compares it with 
the almost complete absence of its application to housing 
and commercial developments. 



515. 
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577. 

STUMPF, H. 
Zur Quantifizierung des "dringenden offentlichen Interesses" 
an einer immissionsarmen Wanneversorgung. [ Appraising 
the "urgent public interest" of low pollution heat supply). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.6, December 1974, 
p.147- 154. 
In German. 

The changing perspective of district heating from parochial 
to Federal scale is reflected in this article by an eminent 
engineer long experienced in the subject. He states that for 
17 years in Germany, progress with district heating has 
resulted from the free choice of consumers but that it could 
prove necessary in future to introduce it more widely by 
resorting to regulations after establishing by law the definition 
and aims of district heating. The author then postulates that 
the next step would be to quantify the technological, 
economic and legal requirements to achieve the national 
objective. Co·ordination of district heating mains with those 
of other utility services is another aspect of a new approach 
introduced into the article. 18 references to other works 
are included. 

SWITZERLAND'S energy future: its impact on the building 
services industry. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.43, June 1975, p.AlO-Al 1. 

Switzerland's serious energy supply position, like that of other 
countries without indigenous fuels, is discussed and it is stated 
that even with planned gas imports and expansion of nuclear 
power 80% of the country's energy will be provided by 
imported oil by 2000. District heating is the line of develop
ment most favoured for national fuel economy by replacing 
a great many of the domestic and other intlependent dual-
fuel boiler installations. Three quarters of the new boilers are 
dual-fuelled and are of lower efficiency than single-fuel 
boilers. There are long term national plans for district heating 
mostly to be served by combined power/heat stations. There 
are five district heated towns at present, Zurich, Basie, Bern, 
St. Gallen and Lausanne. Government sponsored studies 
have been in progress for some time and some are expected 
to be implemented in the near future. 

UNITED NATIONS. Secretariat. Energy Section. 
Consideration of possible improvements in the conversion 
and use of energy. 
in World Energy Conference, 9th, Detroit, 1974. Preprints 
Section 6. 1-18. 

This important paper covers a comprehensive range of sub
jects under .tlle general heading of energy conversion and use 
and it is understandably global in its scope. The conclusion 
is reached that energy savings are vital to all countries, 
whether developing or developed, in energy surplus or 
suffering a deficit. District heating from combined pro
duction power stations is given as a good example of high 
energy savings and beneficial effects on the environment. 
The paper emphasises that the losses from electricity-only 
stations occur at relative high temperatures and in con
siderable volumes and cause thermal pollution. Fuel savings 
from combined production of district heating and electricity 
are said to reduce flue gas emission by 30%, and 60-70% 
Jess warm water discharged into water bodies or cooling 
towers. The U.N. paper advises that since such energy 
savings reduce various forms of pollution and the expenses 
they cause, the cost of energy saving investments should 
be credited with these savings. 
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578. 

579. 

580. 

WINK.ENS, H.-P. 
Aktuelle Fragen und Probleme der Femwanneversorgung. 
[Current questions and problems in district heating]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.4, August 1974, 
p.95-98. 
In German. 

The oil-price and fuel crisis and its important influence on 
district heating progress is the main theme of this article. 
Author states that the West German Government, on the 
suggestion of the German District Heating Association, has 
started to investigate the scale of the fuel-saving and 
environmental benefits of district heating if used throughout 
the country. Government legislation on other relevant 
matters is also dealt with in this article including the new 
power supply law, the newly issued Energy Programme, the 
Federal law on air pollution and the draft Bill on energy 
supply. 

WINKENS, H.-P. 
Germany looks towards nuclear district heating. 
in Energy International, v.12, no.8, August 1975, p.17-20. 

Reports that the Government in West Germany has 
sponsored a study for the use of waste heat from power 
stations instead of consuming imported oil for space, process 
and water heating. Author states that in 1971, 76% of the 
total energy consumption was used for heat demands including 
40% for space heating and 36% for process heating. Over 
63% of the fuel used was lost, much of it in electricity pro
duction. States that the heat rejected when 100 MW of 
electricity is generated could be used to heat 25,000 homes. 
Refers to similar activity towards combined heat/power 
stations in other European countries to provide space, process 
and water heating. Dwells on the other factor that is forcing 
the development of district heating, namely the avoidance 
of the pollution caused by emissions from individual appli
ances. Growth of urbanisation is given as another reason 
why district heating is developing so fast. Details the present 
position of combined heat/power and ot?er district heating 
schemes in various countries and gives percentages. Dis-
cusses the early consideration of the German Government 
plan for a national heat grid. See later papers for statements 
on the physical progress of extensive pilot schemes carried out 
with Government financial support, e.g. Haseler, Coal and 
Energy Quarterly, Dec. 1975. Illustrated with up-dated map 
of suggested heat grid. 

WINNIPEG eyes district heating. 
in Modern Power and Engineering, v.69, no.7, July 1975, 
p.514-515. 

Summarises Seminar of authorities and organisations in 
Winnipeg. Suggests that Winnipeg could have the first major 
Canadian installation of district heating using hot water, 
based on a Swedish consultant's recommendations. Two 
district heating stations outside the city centre are proposed 
and a new refuse incinerator plant would also supply the 
district heating system. The Canadian Government's Ministry 
of Industry employed the consultants, AB Energikonsult of 
Sweden. States that existing steam district heating system 
supplies only 2.1% of Winnipeg's current heat demand. 
Emphasises shortage of gas, the present fuel in general use, 
and states that no more consumers are being accepted so 
future heating load must either be by electricity or district 
heating. Steam for transmission over 1 mile is not economic 
so hot water will be used. 15-20 years is the expected period 
for full development. Briefly explains design and develop
ment of the ultimate combined heat/power plantb ~nd how 
compatibility of the two forms of energy could be achieved. 
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581. ZANGGER, C. 
Technical and economical prospects for district heating in 
Switzerland, with consideration of nuclear energy. 
in World Energy Conference, 9th, Detroit, 1974. Preprints 
Section 6. 1- 15. 
26p. 

The Swiss Federal Government, Federal Office of Energy, 
initiated investigations into district heating to provide the 
various authorities with bases for working out schemes. This 
paper summarises and discusses some of the results of the 
Federal studies. The authors amplify the study with special 
emphasis on the use of nuclear power stations for providing 
district heating. The basis of comparison used was the cost 
of heating buildings with oil-fired individual boiler plants. 
Especially low heat costs for conurbations were found to be 
obtained by the use of nuclear heat/power stations within 
a range of 30 km or more. The larger the area of the 
conurbation supplied with heat, the greater the cost advantage 
of district heating compared with individual methods. 

For other papers on government policies and initiatives see 30, 3 7, 51, 
54,66,88,95, 125,132,138,165,180,223,232,242,248,253, 
266,279,290,313,314,395,427,431,433,434,469,490,507,516, 
518,526,531 and 533. 
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12. FINANCIAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT AND 
METERING 

Most papers favouring the maximum use of meters emanate from 
meter manufacturers. An exception is the paper by Skogster. 
There is no incentive for authorities who hold the opposite conviction 
to go to the trouble of writing papers. A direct approach to authorities 
who decide not to use meters or to cease using them will be necessary 
to obtain information. An exception is the paper by Elder. Refer also 
to papers by A. Haseler in which he recommends meters for central 
and substations and one for each large consumer or group of buildings. 
In his summing up as Chairman of a Conference on Heat Metering at 
the District Heating Association London, 10 June 1971, Haseler said 
that each case should be decided on its merits on a cost-in-use basis. He 
referred to the advice of one meter manufacturer which was that 
metering should not be used if the cost exceeded the possible savings 
or where hardship would be caused such as for elderly people. See 
report Heating and Ventilating Engineer. April 1970, p.549-550. 

582. BERTRAND, M. P. 
Heat service for district heating. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 2, Section B(2). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

The author is President of the French national authority for 
heating and distribution of thermal fluids (heat service). 
Describes the development of 'heat service' as a normal 
utility which puts at· the disposal of users of heat from a 
centralised supply a service for maintenance, operation and 
fuel supply. Gives details of the pricing methods, the guarantee 
combined installation-operation contract and provision of 
finance. 

583. BIRCH, J. H. 
Charging for heat. 
in Heating for the Community, Bristol, September 16-19, 
1969. Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibition, 
p.24/1-24/9. Bristol: South Wales and South West Branch, 
DHA, 1969. 

The author is Managing Director of Clorius Meters Ltd and 
his paper deals fully with heat charges and methods of meter
ing and assessing the heat used. Demonstrates the reduction 
in heat usage recorded in some metered schemes. Discusses 
methods of charging for the heat and the administration 
involved. 

584. BROWN, A. C. L. 
The financing of a district heating scheme. 
in DHA Journal, July 1970, p.40-43. 

The author is with Midland Bank Finance Corporation Ltd. 
Examination is advised of the various alternative methods 
of financing district heating before any decision is made. 
Discusses the problem of how to finance a particular district 
heating scheme in the private sector. Examines the two 
main sources of finance, a fuel supplier or a finance house. 
Short-term and long-term loans are dealt with and the probable 
difference in rates of interest are given. 

585. 

586. 

BROWN,A. W. 
Meters and measurement - methods of charging. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.42, September 1974, p.A45, 
A47, A49, A51. 

Author is Director of Marketing, Clorius Meters Ltd, but 
surveys metering broadly and fairly. He makes the case that 
metering heat consumption ensures that fuel wastage is 
avoided so bringing consequential environmental benefits. 
Refers to the Nottingham district heating scheme with a large 
refuse incinerator providing metered heat for dwellings and 
other types of buildings as well as process loads. The Bristol 
district heating schemes are mentioned as large scale examples 
of metering by the Clorius technique. Heat quantity meters 
are stated to be appropriate to the sales of heat in bulk and 
the reason is given for their installation in the return pipeline. 
The electronic heat meter is mentioned which registers the 
amount of heat used, the water flow quantity, the varying 
water temperature differentials and the individual temperatures 
of flow and return circuits. Advice is given on the selection 
of meters according to the particular circumstances including 
characteristics of installations, capacities of heat loads or 
groups of buildings. Evaporative meters for domestic hot 
water supplies do not, explains the author, require the flow 
and return temperatures to remain constant. A hot water 
meter is stated to be sometimes sufficient in a branch circuit 
having strictly controlled flow and return temperatures, 
providing there is a heat meter to measure the total heat 
supplied to the branch system. Postulates that the monitor
ing of district heating systems to assess the quantities of heat 
supplied and sold is facilitated by metering. The Clorius 
evaporative meters used for hot water service and for fixing 
to every radiator, convector or skirting heater are described 
and how they are used to determine the heat used. Methods 
of charging for heat are discussed. 

CADIERGUES, R. 
Le comptage en chauffage collectif. [Heat metering in 
collective heating systems] . 
inPromoclim B, v.6, no.5, May 1975, p.263-274. 
In French. 

An authoritative report on the subject from C.O.S.T.I.C. 
(Comite Scientifique et Technique de l'Industrie du 
Chauffage) of metering systems for domestic space heating. 
Makes the point that it is logical to allow economical con
sumers of heat energy to benefit financially from reducing 
their standards but states the obstacles that make this an 
unattainable ideal at present in collective heating systems. 
Mentions that protaganists of metering emphasise its 
advantage in enabling consumers to save money by reducing 
the amount they use and that 20 to 40% savings in heat 
consumption are often quoted by metering interests. The 
other advantage said to be claimed by those supporting 
metering is that better indoor temperatures are obtained 
but the Report counters this by stating that even better 
control of a comfortable environment without underheating 
or overheating can be achieved by thermostatic radiator 
valves or equivalent. Whether the claim for greater economic 
equity is obtained by metering is questioned and discussed. 
The further claims of those advocating meters are regarded 
by the authors as rather specious. Metering, the report states, 
always seems to be produced as "an appreciable commercial 
ace" in all periods of accelerated growth of collective 
heating systems in face of the reservations of the proprietors 
and managers of district heating systems. Unfortunately, 
the report continues, they meet very unfavourable 
attitudes to heat metering by a great majority of all 
those who have any experience in this field - whether 
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CADIERGUES, R. - continued 
they are proprietors, managers, designers, installers, 
operators or users. Their objections to metering are 
enumerated: - that metering can be manifestly unjust as 
proved by examples; the less heated premises clearly cause 
consumers with more heating to bear the extra cost of warm, 
ing those adjacent premises; metering is rarely accurate and if 
it is, it is very costly. Authors state that a further objection 
is that even if metering is accurate it produces variations in 
the results with little justification and the consequential dis
putes raised by users considerably hamper its application 
and entail unending litigation. The authors conclude that it is 
a rather sombre situation. Methods of moderating the varia
tions and injustices of metering are discussed. The main types 
of metering systems are described, namely: "surface metering", 
calorimetric metering, usually one per dwelling, time counting 
devices and water flow meters. Discusses history of "surface" 
metering and the introduction by Clorius in the 1930s of the 
evaporative measuring device. States that (in France) present 
accuracy ranges of 10-15% are stipulated, that it is a very 
economic method of allocating charges but is not designated a 
"meter". It is mentioned that many collective metering 
systems have been proposed in France but they have been 
progressively abandoned. Report claims that in Scandinavian 
and Benelux countries the evaporative type, after comparative 
success, seems to have receded in recent years. A reference to 
a more detailed analysis of heat metering is given by 
H. E. Olyff in Chaleur et Climats, September 1972. A few of 
the many metering systems that are in use or have been put 
forward, and perhaps used, are appraised in respect of their 
technical and economic aspects. Discusses the advantage of 
using one low cost simple water meter per dwelling and then 
a specific disadvantage Metrostatic metering is stated to be a 
solution recently perfected. Reports that the French 
Parliament in 1973, without adequate information at its 
disposal and in spite of warnings, imprudently made heat 
metering compulsory. States that the West German Govern
ment, in contrast, have refused to make metering of collective 
heating compulsory although metering is said to have been 
used more extensively there than in any other country. The 
German doubts and opposition are discussed. 
Available in PSA library translation no.651. 

CAMPBELL, D. 
Manchester tenants angered by "heat meters". 
in New Scientist, 18/25 December 1975, p.696. 

Repo1ts what is said to be adverse attitude of 1,000 signa
tories of a petition on public sector housing estate to 
metering by the evaporative type heat-usage apportioning 
devices fixed to their radiators. Reports further that these 
tenants wish to return to the flat rate charges. Their com
plaints are discussed and references made to the HVRA 
1964 Study for the National Coal Board and to what is 
claimed to be the withdrawal of meters from estates by a 
Council for reasons that are quoted. Reference is made to 
a Survey of Nottingham tenants with heat metering and to 
the effects of metering on some old people. 

588. CHAD-SMITH, B. 

104 

Heat service facility. 
in Steam and Heating Engineer, v.39, August 1970, p.32- 34. 

Author is managing director of Associated Heat Services Ltd. 
Discusses the benefits to be gained from a heat service contract 
so that district heating becomes on a par with other utility 
services. Describes their French associated company, 
Compagnie Generale de Chauffe and how they fit in with the 
European heat service concept so widely adopted in France. 

589. 

590. 

591. 

DERVAS, A. 
The problems of heat metering in block heating and district 
heating systems, by A. Dervas and P. Haefeli. 
London: Sulzer Brothers, 1971. 

A serious and thorough investigation into heat metering of 
domestic premises. It includes empirical data, mathematical 
analyses, charts, graphs and illustrations. Makes the case that 
evaporative meters are unsatisfactory and that ordinary hot 
water meters of various makes are more accurate and 
acceptable for small consumers. Flow/temperature integrat
ing heat meters should be used for large consumers. (Note: 
Sulzers do not make any type of water or heat meter). 
Recommends thermostatic controls such as thermostatic 
radiator valves to prevent waste of heat, e.g. when solar 
energy or occupancy provide heat input. A bibliography is 
included. 

DISTRICT heating and cooling. 
in ASHRAE Guide and Data Book: systems and equipment. 
New York: American Society of Heating and Air Condition· 
ing Engineers, 196 7. 
Chapter 53. 

Includes data on heat metering with particular reference to 
steam metering. Gives bibliography. See also International 
District Heating Association (Pittsburgh USA). Official 
proceedings, 1969, p.33. 

DOMMANN, D. 
Femwanne-preiskonditionen verschiedener Versorgungs
un temehmen. [District heating pricing conditions in 
various undertakings in the German Federal Republic J. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.l, no.3, 1972, p.73-78. 
In German. 

Reviews the charges and pricing procedures for 49 district 
heating and combined heat/power undertakings in the 
Federal Republic and updates data given in 1970 to a VDEW 
special committee on combined heat/power economics. 
(Note: much more recent information on the general subject 
for nearly 100 undertakings were given in this Journal in 
1975). Analyses and evaluates the recorded data relevant 
to some of the district heated towns and urban regions. Price 
variation clauses, fuel, wages etc. and formulae for calculating 
the values are discussed in detail. Connection charges are said 
always to be made and some average figures are given for 
heat stations and combined energy plants. Prices and their 
trends as ascertained by a national survey are compared with 
other heating methods using the standard procedure in 
VOE 2067 and district heating is shown to be by far the 
lowest cost, with electric heating the dearest. lt is found 
that district heating is competitive with additional bonuses 
of a maintenance service, convenience, cleanliness and 
safety. There are a number of diagrams, cost comparison 
charts, tables of data and specific heating costs. 
Available in Electricity Council translation, OA translation 84( 
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ELDER, A. J. 
Implications of district heating in planning and architecture. 
in District Heating for the New Britain, University of 
Nottingham, 22 April, 1969. (Papers] p.9-15. 
Nottingham, Department of Architecture and Civic Planning, 
University of Nottingham, 1969. 

The author is the architect responsible for the Billingham 
new town with its district heating scheme. It is a critical 
paper but nevertheless a helpful contribution to encourage 
better techniques in future. Deals with implications of 
climate on architecture and the need for supplying heat at an 
acceptable cost. Anything affecting the cost of heat affects 
building design. Comments on strange ways of modern 
communities of treating each building as an individual 
problem each with its own means of heat production, yet a 
society that still had each house with its electricity generator 
and water well would be regarded as very backward. Refers 
also to refuse as a potential fuel. Gives data on Billingham 
where good diversity of use has resulted in a maximum 
demand of only 32 million Btus compared with the theoretical 
figure of 48 million Btus. There have been only two troubles 
at Billingham, meters and mains, the author stated. Metering 
caused a great deal of trouble and consumer dissatisfaction. 
The author also complained about the chalk powder material 
Protexulate which caused excessive heat losses and an environ
mental nuisance due to destroyed lawns and rising steam in 
the town centre. 

FORTUNE, C. F. 
Learning from experience. Section C, Metering: 
in National Conference of the District Heating Association, 
1st, Brighton, 1975. Design for Living: proceedings. 

Author is the newly appointed Director of Housing Bristol 
and he refers to the large number of evaporative proportion
ing devices of two types in use in that city for the space and 
water heating installations. The method of their installation 
and operation is described in layman's terms and the benefits 
of their simplicity and ease of reading are stated. The 
nineteen central boiler plant schemes in Bristol are mentioned 
and the number of dwellings stated. Reference is made to the 
tenants' reaction to metering and the fact that a few of them 
allege that the meter readings are wrong. The author states 
in conclusion that when the Bristol Housing Committee 
decided to meter the flats the saving of energy did not enter 
into discussion of whether or not to meter, but he concludes 
that by reducing waste, metering can be regarded as a method 
of energy conservation. 

FRANCIS, T. M. C. 
Legal aspects of district heating. 
in District Heating Association. Midlands Branch. One day 
conference on the economic, legal and environmental aspects 
of district heating, 11 February 1971. Papers. 
Nottingham: Midlands Branch, DHA, 1971. 

Explains briefly that until a General Enabling Act is passed 
each Authority, except New Towns, has to obtain powers 
from Parliament to sell heat. Nottingham obtained these 
powers in 1952 but they are unwieldy which is thought to 
explain why local authorities rely as far as possible on the 
Housing and Planning Acts. 

12. FINANCIAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGE
MENT AND METERING 

595. 

596. 

597. 

HOFFMANN, R. 
Uber die gesetzlichen Vorschriften fiirWiirmemessgerate. 
(The legal regulations for heat measurin11 instruments). 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.5, October 1974, 
p.130-133. 
In German. 

A concentrated source of information on heat metering 
instruments in respect of the various relevant Regulations. 
The names are given of some heat meters made in Austria, 
Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland and West Germany. 
Twenty-one references are given. 

KAYSER-HEROLD, U. 
Coulometrische Verfahren zur Wiirmeverbrauchsmessung an 
Heizkorpem. (Coulometric method of measuring heat 
consumption of radiators]. 
in Klima and Kiilte Ingenieur, v.3, no.5, May 1975, 
p.155-156. 
In German .. 

Describes a technique of metering, by an "electro-chemical" 
method, of the amount of heat emitted from a hot water 
radiator. The metering device is claimed to measure with 
relatively high accuracy, to be reliable in operation, to have 
comparatively low manufacturing costs and to be extremely 
small. It is described as a coulometric method of metering 
heat consumption of radiators. The device has two semi
conductor temperature sensors, one exposed to room 
temperature and the other in contact with the radiator. 
This technique is designed to overcome the basic metering 
problem of how to haV11 continuous integration of instantan
eous heat outputs of a heat emitter such as a radiator. A 
description and an electrical lint> diagram show that the two 
semi-conductor sensors are connected to a potential divider 
across a battery. A resistor and a second battery are con
nected across the sensor fixed to the radiator. A graph 
shows a straight line ratio of meter battery current to the heat 
output of a hot steel radiator and also indicates that the 
battery current is very small even when the radiator is at 
maximum temperature. The two batteries shown are minia
ture alkaline-mercury type claimed to remain effective over a 
long period. It is explained that when the temperatures of 
room and radiator are equal no current flows but when the 
radiator is heated the resistance of the sensor attached to 
it is reduced (due to the increase in its temperature) so a 
current then flows from the battery . It is stated that there 
is near linearity of the ratio of battery current to radiator 
emission in spite of the fact that the temperature character
istics of the sensors are exponential. This is achieved, it is 
claimed, by careful choice of the semi-conductors. 

MAGDEBURG, H. 
Rationelle Priifung van Wiirmezahlem. [Rational testing 
of heat meters]. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.6, December 1973, 
p.147-151. 
In German. 

Three basic types of heat meters are compared in respect 
of principles and characteristics. The testing of heat meters 
is said to involve five requirements and these are enumerated . 
Tests requirements for mechanical, electrical, through-flow, 
temperature sensing and other aspects of heat meters are 
discussed. The testing of heat meters is relatively expensive 
and time consuming so the author suggests test methods that 
reduce those costs. 
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598. 

599. 

600. 

601. 
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MANSA, J. L. 
Heat metering in Denmark. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 2, Section C(l). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

Describes, with clear illustrations and sectional drawings, heat 
apportioning meters and particularly the two Clorius types 
(radiator and hot water service). Refers to the new develop
ment of a "Btu meter" with an electronic computing system 
of the same dimensions as a domestic electricity meter. The 
heat meter industry's view of the case for metering is stated 
and reference made to tests in Denmark in 1945-51 and in 
the Wolfsburg (Germany) district heating scheme in 1961/4. 
The former resulted in a Danish Government Committee for 
heat apportion meters concluding that certain types could be 
declared as qualified for forming a basis for the apportioning 
of the operational costs upon the tenants. 

MUSGRAVE, G. 
Central monitoring and control of district heating schemes, 
by G. Musgrave and J. E. A. Fison. 
Science Research Council, 1973. 
Science Research Council research project B/SR/9966 12 pp. 

This paper describes a research project, the stated objective 
of which is to help solve the continuing and elusive problem 
of there being no sufficiently low cost, reliable and accurate 
method of metering district heating to domestic consumers. 
Explains that the attempt is to measure water flow and to 
have automatic telemetering to obviate the cost of meter 
readers visiting each home. The billing would also be 
automated. The cross co-relation method of flow measure
ment is the basis of the technique described and this is 
claimed to be a new concept for this application. Thermistors 
are used as sensors in this investigation so that particular 
disturbances in the temperature of the water flow at discrete 
intervals. A knowledge of the distance apart of these 
disturbances and of the pipe diameter will give the volume 
flow rate. The conclusion is reached that it is technically 
feasible to use the cross co-relation technique for measuring 
water flow rates. Further research and site testing are 
recommendations made by the authors. 

MUSGRAVE, G. 
An electronic heat meter and its applications to district 
heating schemes. 
in International District Heating Convention, 3rd, Warsaw, 
1976. 
Papers. Theme 4, Paper 17. 
(not yet published). 

Describes the research and development of an electronic 
means of measurement of the total heat consumed at any 
section using three thermistors and a central cross-relative 
processor. Claims that the advantages of this meter over 
electrical/mechanical types is that it is cheaper and requires 
less maintenance. Laboratory and site test results are given 
together with an explanation of the theory associated with 
overall accuracy of the cross-relation technique. 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD. 
Heat metering. 
London: National Coal Board, 1964. 
(NCB Study no. 5) 

Gives in a concise but detailed description with illustrations 
the main types of heat meters available in the UK. 

602. 

603. 

604. 

OLSEN, F. E. 
Economic and legal aspects of district heating. 
Copenhagen: Danish State Building Institute, 1971. (Report 
no. 51). 
(Danish text with English summary). 

The author is a jurist and is responsible for recommending 
official approval of schemes. Report deals with legal and 
economic matters of Danish district heating schemes but a 
great deal of the information is of value in Britain and 
other countries. 
States that half the total heat produced in Danish schemes 
is from heat and power stations in the largest towns and the 
rest from oil-fired central thermal plant. The district heating 
u:idertakings are established either as municipal works or 
non-profit self-help community schemes. The Ministry of 
the Interior acts as guarantor of all schemes and requires that 
20% of the capital shall be paid in cash by the members and 
80% by loan. The loan repayment period must not exceed 
20 years during which the property owners must take a 
heat supply and there must be no deficit carried from one 
year to the next. All residents are entitled to be connected 
to the district heating. The report states that district heating 
is always viable if the assessment is based on cost ratio of the 
heavy fuel used for central plants and power stations and the 
light distilled oil used for individual boilers. The economy of 
combining refuse incineration is discussed. The second 
section of the report deals with legal matters between the 
Authority and consumers. Some Supreme Court decisions 
on the degree of responsibility for injurious acts, administra
tive law and legality of making connections to district heating 
compulsory when land is being sold in lots for housing, are 
also dealt with. 

POLLARD, D. 
It matters where you locate a chilled water meter. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating 
Association, v.65, 1974, p.97- 111. 

The district cooling system is in San Antonio, Texas and 
the paper deals in detail with the problem of correctly 
locating a consumers chilled water meter to provide a 
system with optimum accuracy of measurement using a 
perfectly calibrated meter. Gives test data including per
centage system errors for loads from 10% to 100%. The 
conclusions reached from the tests are given including the 
statement that the existing metering system, using a test 
meter as a standard, has poor precision but nevertheless 
accuracy over an extended period is good. 

SINGH, R. 
Processor-controlled metering of district heating schemes. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.43, February 1976, 
p.234-239. 

Paper based on thesis at University of Manchester May 
1971 which includes extensive references on all aspects of 
the metering of district heating. Describes the proposed 
process-controlled heat metering of individual dwellings 
in a district heating scheme that has water as the heat transfer 
medium. It is stated that for economic viability at least 4,000 
dwellings are required at a minimum density of 68 per 
hectare. Explains that a multi-core cable connects all the 
commutation centres to the processor. The heat transducer 
unit is stated to be a combination of thermal flow rate and 
temperature difference transducers. The outputs are quanti
fied. States that signals are transmitted from data points in 
sequence and at brief intervals and that the data processing 
technique includes the centralised recording of the summated 
heat consumptions per each consumer so facilitating auto
mated billing if required. Mentions that each dwelling also 
has a heat unit trip-type counter installed. 



605. SKOGSTER, K. 
Metering and invoicing heat. by K. Skogster and H. Bostrom. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 2, Section C(2). 
London: District Heating Association, 1970. 

The authors are with the Helsinki Electricity Works, Finland, 
which supplies heat and electricity. Metering is at distri
bution points or building connections, not in each home. 
Meters are installed in heat transformer rooms to serve one 
or several buildings under one ownership or authority. The 
heat metered at this intake point is paid for in one bill by 
the owner ot authority responsible for supplying the heat 
to all the users in flats, houses, shops, offices, etc. The cost 
of the heat he purchases each year from the Electricity Works 
is divided amongst all the consumers according to floor area 
or volume of heated premises. The types of meter used are 
described. The mechanical multi-water jet type is most 
common in which water is sprayed through small holes 
against a turbine wheel. Waltman-wheel meters are also used. 
Electrical meters are more accurate and reliable but due to 
their high cost they are only used for some big consumers 
and at central plants. The paper covers tariffs, invoicing, 
reading of meters by consumers - not meter readers, investi
gation of exceptionally low or high readings, and of the 
defects brought to light. Computer invoicing is a future 
proposal. The importance of a low temperature return is 
strongly emphasised. 

606. STUMPF, H. 
Stand der Fernwirmeversorgung in der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland und in West-Berlin unter dem Gesichtspunkt 
der Marktgegebenheiten und der Eigent urns verhiltnisse. 
[State of district heating in West Germany and West Berlin 
concerning market characteristics and conditions of owner
ship], by H. Stumpf and E. Orth. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.3, no.3, June 1974, p.64-70. 
In German. 

Detailed information is given on the number, types, 
capacities and other data concerning West German and West 
Berlin district heating schemes. The article starts with a 
reference to the legal opinion given by Westermann and 
Schapp on district heating supply law in relation to the draft 
energy supply laws of May 1973. It is stated that district 
heating on a multi-municipal basis is not comparable as far as 
commercial competitiveness is concerned with gas and 
electricity utilities that ate public supplies. The list of 
district heating authorities in the Federal Republic and West 
Berlin is a useful reference on account of the substantial 
amount of facts and figures given for each one. 

12. FINANCIAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGE
MENT AND METERING 

607. WESTERMANN, H. 
1st es notwendig oder empfehlenswert, die "Femwirme
wirtschaft" dem geplanten Energieversorgungsgesetz zu 
unterstellen? 
[Is it necessary or advisable to subject the "district heating 
industry" to the planned energy supply act?] by 
H. Westermann and J. Schapp. 
in Fernwiirme International, v.2, no.5, 1973. p.95-112. 
In German. 

Whether or not legislation should be applied to district heat
ing and if so, in what ways and how much, are questions that 
sooner or later may be discussed in many countries. In view 
of this the author's comprehensive investigation of the various 
facets of the subject is potentially valuable and of wider 
interest than its particular relevance to West German law 
implies. It appears to be the first paper that examines all 
aspects of the subject of legislation and regulations that could 
be introduced for district heating to protect the interests of 
the consumer, the public and others concerned. 

For other papers on the financial and legal aspects of district heating, 
management and metering see 11, 18, 32, 37, 46, 4 7, 49, 51, 67, 123, 
198,379,409,443,457,462,483,513,517 and 637. 
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13. 

608. 

609. 

610. 

611 

HEAT TRANSFORMERS 

BRA TTHALL, L. 
District heating condensers. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25 - 28, 1974. 
Papers, p.129 - 133. 
Stockholm : Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Author is with Stal-Laval Apparat AB, Linkoping. Deals with 
details, requirements and functions of designs of heating 
condensers for use in heat and power stations. 

DINSHAW, R. 
Heat exchangers for district heating: hot water recovery 
systems. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.41, July 1973, p.A33. 

One of the few sources of information on district heating 
heat exchangers including (a) full storage, (b) instantaneous 
and (c) partial storage types. The author is an expert in this 
specialist subject. Gives methods of calculating capacity 
required and some worked examples. 

DYER, D. K. 
Arguments against hot water storage. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.4 7, no.563, June 
1974, p.548-551. 

Gives reasons why it is unnecessary to have domestic hot 
water storage calorifiers when there are large numbers of 
houses or small buildings supplied from a central source. 
Discusses the diversity factor of heat demand and relates 
this to each 24 hours period in respect of probable times of 
demand and times for heat recovery. Five advantages and 
two disadvantages of non-storage calorifiers are summarised. 

KISS, G. 
Use of high performance back flow heat exchangers. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, 
Budapest, 1973. Papers, Group 5, p.191-198; Summaries, 
p.202. Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes the contraflow heat transformers of four standard 
sizes in general use in Hungary for district heating. Examines 
the heat transfer conditions in relation to varying loads and 
points to the disadvantage of conventional heat transformers 
of having heat transfer coefficients far below the optimum. 
Compares the present practice of having two designs of heat 
exchangers, one for space heating and the other for water 
heating duties on account of the different heat transfer 
ratios. A novel design of district heating heat transformer 
is described in which heat transfer rate is maintained at high 
efficiency by optimising flow conditions. 
Note: Comparison of this new technique can be made with 
the highly developed 'new' heat transformers originating in 
Scandinavia and elsewhere using extended surfaces for 
compactness of the unit and also inter-related heating and 
hot water circuits to take advantage of heat stored in the 
mains and so avoid local hot water storage. 

612. 

613. 

13. HEATTRANSFORMERS 

OVERBECK, A. 
Technische Probleme bei direkt an Fernwarmeversorgungs 
anlagen angeschlossenen Gebaudeheizungen [Technical 
problems with connecting space-heating systems directly 
to district heating mains]. 
in Heizung, Lii[tung und Haustechnik, v.25, no.10, 
October 1974, p.327 - 332. 
In German. 

The alternative methods are discussed of direct and indirect 
connections between district heating networks and consumers 
installations. The cost savings of the former have to be 
weighed against the additional problems in the balancing of 
volumes and pressures when installations within buildings are 
included in the distribution system. Water quality too is 
more difficult to control The results of an investigation 
into the general subject are given. 

RIBBEFJORD, S. 
Heat exchanger (heat transformer) units for use in district 
heating systems. 
in Combined District Heating and Power Generation 
Conference, Stockholm, February 25 - 28, 1974. Papers. 
Stockholm: Swedish Export Council, 1974. 

Paper concentrates on connections and heat transformation 
at consumers' premises and gives the design parameters on: 
l. Greatest possible temperature drop on both primary and 
secondary sides. 
2. Small heat exchanger volume. 
3. Stable and responsive control of the domestic hot water. 
4. Silent operation at all differential pressures and tempera
tures. 
Advantages and disadvantages of direct connection to mains 
are enumerated showing that indirect systems are better on the 
whole. 
Explains why in Sweden two types of connections are used 
with heat transformers namely 3-stage for soft water only and 
2-stage for hard or soft water. Gives reasons why hot water 
supply methods in houses are now changing to non-storage, 
that is instantaneous. 
Thorough examination made under five headings of design 
criteria for this aspect of district heating in Sweden. A further 
subject discussed is that of control valves and their importance 
to the economics and hydraulics of the whole system. 
Some of the paper is devoted to studies of 2-stage and 3-stage 
heat transformation, their benefits to the control engineer and 
to operation at times when no heating is required. lllustrations 
are given generously. 
Future trends of district heating said to favour completely 
assembled prefabricated units for instant installation needing 
only simple connection. Cold mains water extracts the heat 
from the heating return so providing domestic hot water at 
no cost and increasing electricity generating capacity in 
combined stations by minimising the temperature of the 
return mains water. 
Refers to Swedish Heating Plants Association statement that 
district heating doubles every four years. 
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13. HEAT TRANSFORMERS 

614. SKOGSTER, K. 
Kaukoliimpoverkkojen Kuluttajalaitteiden Kytkennat ja 
liimmonsiirtopintojen mitoittaminen. [Connecting con
sumers equipment to district heating networks and 
dimensioning the heat exchangers]. 
in L V/-Lehti, v.26, no.3, March 1974, p.10-12. 
In Finnish. 

New techniques are described for heat transformers and their 
connection between the district heating systems and heating/ 
hws installations in buildings. These techniques are Finnish 
recommendations and their functional design is explained 
as follows: The lower half of the heat transformer is used as a 
preheater and is connected in series with other heat trans
formers in the district heating network. Recommendations 
include operational design proposals for the heat transformers. 
Flow diagrams are given. 

615. SVENSSON, G. 
Views on heat transformers in sub-stations. 
Sweden: A.B. C.T.C. Ljungby, 1974. 

Examines thoroughly the subject of heat transformers includ
ing their heat exchanger components from the heat transfer 
fundamentals to their place and effect in district heating 
systems. The author refers to the fact that for optimum 
economy district heating return temperatures need to be the 
lowest possible, (especially so for heat and power stations). 
The heat transformer in a substation is defmed as a composite 
assembly of heat exchanger, valves, automatic apparatus 
for radiator circuits, hot air and drying units as well as 
domestic hot water. There is no hot water storage because 
(a) the heat exchangers have greatly extended heat transfer 
surfaces, (b) use is made of the vast hot water storage in the 
mains and (c) the thermal flywheel effect of buildings 
smooths out any diminution of heat input in the unusual 
event of a peak demand for domestic hot water. 
The formula for the heat transfer mechanics is set down and 
the calculations are worked out to ascertain the temperature 
of tube surfaces. Hard water can be used due ta the low 
temperatures of the particular surfaces following agreement 
on design parameters between manufacturer and customer. 
The fouling film and its heat transfer factor are discussed. 
The Reynolds number of water flow is controlled by tube 
surfaces design to give optimum heat transfer. Erosion 
and corrosion aspects are dealt with and theJmportance 
stressed of excluding oxygen from the district heating 
system. Stainless steel or copper are used according to 
national or local legislation and the type of application. 
Methods of automatic control and pipe connection of heat 
transformers are described and illustrated. The various 
locations of heat transformers in the town district heating 
networks introduce additional design parameters and 
calculations are included to take care of the wide differences 
in hydraulic conditions. 

For other papers on heat transformers see 17, 58, 75,114,306,528 
and 529. 
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14. CONTROLS - including thermostatic radiator valves 

616. 

617. 

618. 

BURKHARDT, W. 
Druckverteilung in Heizwasserkreislaufen. Teil I. 
[Pressure distribution in hot water circulation. Part 1.). 
inHeizung, Luftungand Haustechnik, v.25, no.2, 
February 1974, p.4 7- 50. 
In German. 

The hydraulic and temperature control of district heating 
systems is discussed in a realistic and experienced manner 
including calculation methods and advice on designs. The 
available controls are surveyed with an assessment of their 
appropriate applications in district heating networks, thermal 
substations and installations within buildings. The increasing 
need for combining heat and power production in order to 
make significant savings in fuel consumption is stressed. 
Resultant benefits to the environment are discussed. 

CHERUBIN, V. 
Automatic control of central heat supply systems. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.5-22, Summaries, p.171. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes methods of automatic controls of common.heat 
supply networks for domestic and industrial consumers and 
analyses the effect of each control system of the whole heat 
supply operation as well as particular technical results. Five 
main objectives and the extent to which controls can help 
achieve them are the basis of the paper. These are (a) 
decrease in heat consumption, (b) decrease in power con
sumed by network pumps, (c) increased electricity produc
tion at thermal electric stations, (d) optimum utilisation of 
all sources of energy and (e) maximum utilisation. 
The value of this paper is enhanced by its circuit diagrams 
of the various control systems and graphs of their economic 
efficacy. 

FRYS, J. 
Tennostaticke ventily pro regulaci teploty v mistnostech 
prl ustiednim vytapeni. (Thermostatic valves for room 
temperature comfort]. 
in Zdravotni Technika a Vzduchotechnika, v.16, no.6, 1973, 
p.327-332. 
In Czech. 

The spread of the use of thermostatic radiator valves to save 
fuel without reducing healthy heating standards is demon
strated in this paper from Czechoslovakia. The valves are 
described in detail and several illustrations add to the 
information given. The thermostatic radiator valves are 
made under licence from the Swedish firm of AGA and the 
choice of the sensing and actuating element is discussed. 
Comparison is made with the Danfoss thermostatic radiator 
valve and its temperature sensitive component. 

619. GLUCK, B. 
Hausanschluss station mit direkt wirkendem Temperatur
und Druckregler. [Building connecting station with 
direct-action temperature and pressure controller). 
in Stadt-und Gebiiudetechnik, v.26, no.10, October 1972, 
p.267 - 274. 
In German. 

Describes the method of connecting heating and hot water 
installations in buildings to the district heating mains and in 
particular the control systems for temperature and pressure. 
Diagrams clearly illustrate the installation and components 
including remote control. Discusses a test programme for a 
typical installation with simulated connections of loads over 
a range of outdoor temperatures. 

620. 

621. 

622. 

NAKAMURA, S. 
Introduction of district heat source in Keio Plaza Hotel. 
in Transactions of the Society of Heating, Air Conditioning 
and Sanitary Engineers of Japan, v.11, no.2, 1973, p.37-45. 

Describes the method of connecting a SO-storey hotel and 
the district heating/cooling plant to the city of Shinjiku's 
district heatin~ system. Analyses some problems of the 
system. 

PEARCEY, C. J. 
Pressure and return temperature control in district heating. 
in Heating for the Community, Bristol, September 16-19, 
1969. Proceedings o( the Conference and Exhibition, . 
p. 9/1-9/18. Bristo_l: South Wales and South West Branch, 1969. 

The author was with Danfoss Controls. 
An expert's exposition of the control requirements for 
achieving maximum economy and technical success. 
Thorough description given of the techniques and com
ponents used. The fund.amental system design parameters 
and which controls achieve in practice are analysed very 
clearly. Diagrams and curves are provided further to 
demonstrate the basic characteristics of a system and its 
component parts. The thermostatic radiator valve and 
the return temperature limiter are discussed and it was 
stated that the former is to save fuel and improve comfort 
and the latter is significantly to reduce mains and pumping 
costs. 
This paper is in close accord with that by Mr. Tamm who is 
with another district heating control firm, Samson Controls, 
London. 

REMOTE control of district heating. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.44, no.527, June 
1971, p.630. 

Describes the single 'Datafonic' monitoring system located 
in Shell-Mex House, London, that controls 70 district heating 
schemes all over the UK. The boiler plants are automatic 
and unattended. A fault, actual or incipient, is indicated 
instantaneously on the console display panel and a telephone/ 
loudspeaker system gives audible warning too. An electric 
typewriter prints details of the plants condition. The console 
was developed jointly by Shell-Mex and lnterlogic Ltd. 
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14. CONTROLS 

623. TAMM, P.H. 
Efficient control of district heating schemes, by P. H. Tamm 
and others. 
Redhill, Surrey: Samson Controls, 1973. 

One of the very few papers on the fundamentals of district 
heating controls and it is by experts in the subject. The 
basic infonnation is relevant to all control systems. (A 
comparison is recommended of the more sophisticated 
control systems described in this paper with the alternative 
methods perhaps suitable for smaller schemes in flat 
countries - see A. Haseler's paper, District heating in 
Denmark.) Shows methods of essential control of district 
heating water pressures, temperatures and quantities to 
ensure equality of service, safety, economy, silent operation 
and reliability under all the variations due to consumers' 
demands, weather conditions, pumping changes, topography 
and pressure surges. Describes the thermostatic radiator 
valve and the return temperature limiter and their funda
mental differences. The control of variable speed pumps, of 
'push pull' techniques and remote automatic control to 
produce maximum economy in electricity for pumping a1e 
also dealt with. 

For other papers on controls see 17, 298, 299, 349, 371,399,457, 
458 and 638. 
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15. ROAD, PAVEMENT AND SPORTS GROUND 
HEATING 

15. ROAD, PAVEMENT AND SPORTS GROUND HEATING 

624. AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE. Committee 
of Steel Pipe Producers. 
Snow melt. 
New York: Hydraulic Institute, 1965. 
Reprinted in Heating and Air Conditioning, June 1965, 
p.398-400. 

One of the side benefits of district heating is the availability 
of ample low grade hot water from the 1eturn mains that 
can be used, inter alia, for snow melting and ice prevention 
on roads and walkways. These publications relate particularly 
to commercial and industrial applications including railway 
points and other places where ice and snow can cause 
dislocation of movement and production. 

625. KAMLER, W. 
Snow melting by the district heating network. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.143-168; Budapest: Scientific 
Society for Building. 1973. Summaries, p.123. 

Traffic congestion is stated to cause especially severe 
difficulties when there is a snowfall that can paralyse urban 
life for a while. Conventional methods of snow removal, 
manual, mechanised and chemical, endanger road surfaces 
and infrastructure services. Snow occurs at 0°C and rarely 
at - 15°C to - 20°C, so with this diversity factor district 
heating plant capacity in Poland is ample to deal with snow 
melting. Water up to 35°C is used without harm and it is 
provided by means of heat exchangers. The alternative 
method of a mixing technique is said to be not as good 
because of frost hazards and the need to drain down. 

626. ODENSE. CITY ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT. 
A plant for heating of a carriageway in Odense. 
Odense, Denmark: City Engineers Department, 1965. 

Refers to past methods of road heating by electricity and 
how it had become far too expensive. Describes the road 
heating installation in Odense using the Haseler method of 
low temperature hot water in plastic pipes. A fully detailed 
report for use by civil engineers as well as district heating 
specialists. See also report on this publication in Highways 
and Public Works, 8 December 1965, p.13. 

For other papers on road, pavement, and sports ground heating see 
342, 383 and 567. 
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COMPUTERS 

ARSHAKYAN, D. T. 
Optimising systems of heat supply to towns and industrial 
districts. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.19, no.6, June 1972, p.80-84. 

Describes a computer program for optimising district heating 
for town buildings and industrial processes and the procedure 
for determining all elements of capital and operating expen
diture involved. Ten references are given. 

BRAUN, W. 
Computer design of natural gas and power fuelled district 
heating systems. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group l, p.35-44 : Summaries, p.115. 
Budapest : Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Environmental protection is stated to be a part of town 
planning. The importance of district heating as part of the 
total plan is therefore postulated. The author urges 
optimising the use of the total networks capacities by 
computer to obtain the greatest possible economies of 
energy supplies in urban areas served by electricity, gas and 
district heating. A cross-coupled <lecision model as 
developed by Wibera Co. processes the information needed 
such as identifying the potential for additional space heating 
in one of the existing energy carriers. The model can be 
applied to electricity, gas or district heating either collec
tively or singly. The cross-coupled decision model takes 
non-linearity of the networks into consideration. Running 
times on large computers are claimed to be reasonable. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT. 
Computer program for optimisation of district heating 
mains: user manual UM13. 
London: 1973. 
To be read in conjunction with Cheshire, I. M. Notes on 
mains optimisation program. Harwell: Operations 
Research Group, A.E.R.E., Building 6, 1972. 

The program is to enable district heating mains installations 
to be designed and routed in the most economical way 
including cases where there are existing obstacles on, or in, 
the ground. Requests to use the program have to be made 
to the Department of the Environment where it was initiated 
and details are given as to how and where to apply. Pro
forma data input sheets are given in the appendix as 
examples. Associated notes on the program, May 1972, 
were prepared by the (then) Atomic Energy Research 
Establishment, Harwell, who prepared the program for the 
Department through the (then) Heating and Ventilating 
Research Association, Bracknell. They give the various 
design options including constant or variable heat transfer 
fluid flow rates and temperatures. 
Available from BSRIA, Bracknell. 

FITZGERALD, D. 
The design by computer of district heating mains systems, 
by D. Fitzgerald and W. G. H. Wye. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.44, April 1976, p.24-27. 

States that the attractions of district heating in respect of 
fuel conservation and the environment can be offset by the 
capital and running costs of the mains so the computer 
program was developed to minimise these costs. The 
program is described in a manner suitable for those con
cerned with district heating design and economics. The 
application of the program and its scope are discussed. 

631. 

632. 

633 . 

16. COMPUTERS 

FONTANA, D. M. 
Aspetti tecnico economici della centrallizzazione negli 
impianti di riscaldamento urbano. [Economic planning 
of district heating schemes], by D. M. Fontana and G. 
Parolini. 
in Condizionamento dell'Aria, v.17, no.11, November 1973, 
p.761-792. 
In Italian. 

A paper by the authors presented to the 28th ATI Congress 
in Turin, September 1973, stating that changed fuel and 
labour costs with increasing demands for cleaner environ
ments have created technico-economic conditions favourable 
to district heating. The declared purpose of the paper is to 
make a contribution to add to the extensive district heating 
experience in Italy by putting forward a model set of 
calculations to assess the correct selection of the major 
components and parameter variables of a system. The 
growth of a scheme from "district" to "urban" scope is 
included in the assessment. Heat distribution being the main 
function and thus the principle cost item of district heating, 
the mathematical model is largely concerned with this aspect 
and so is the basis for a computer program. 
Available in P.S.A. library translation, no.541. 

GARBAI, L. 
Dimensionnement optimal des systemes pour le chauffage 
urbain. [Optimum sizing of urban district heating systems], 
by L. Garbai and L. Molnar. 
in Symposium sur l'informatique appliquee au genie 
climatique, 2ieme, Paris, 1974. [Symposium on the use of 
computers for environmental engineering related to 
buildings, 2nd, Paris, 1974 J. 
In English. 

Describes the general theory of optimising district heating 
networks firstly when the layout is not variable and secondly 
when it, and the plant location, can be decided by the 
designer. The superiority for actual designs of discrete 
mathematical models over analytical models is emphasised 
and only the former are dealt with in the paper. Discrete, 
dynamic programming taking into account all design require
ments is stated to have been proved by experience to be the 
most suitable for optimising network designs. The computer 
programme referred to is written in Fortran. Eight references 
given. 

KOZIERSKI, J. 
Computerized thermo-hydraulic design of district heating 
networks, by J. Kozierski, A. Koczyk and J. Wieczynski. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 4, p.107-128; Summaries, p.177 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

A report in two parts dealing firstly with the design problems 
of the network and secondly with optimum routes to achieve 
maximum economy by any one of three parameters (a) sum 
of section lengths, (b) product of sums of distances and heat 
demands and (c) sum of distances from heat source to each 
consumer. Two programs have been developed for IBM type 
GIER computer. The features include not only flow 
capacities and pipe size selection but parameters of control 
techniques for the network and conditions at each terminal. 
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MESKO, J.E. 
District heating and cooling systems/planning by computer. 
in International District Heating Convention, 1st, London, 
1970. Papers. Session 4, Section FG. London: District 
Heating Association, 1970. 

The author is an American. The paper deals with a specific 
linear programming model for Washington DC, USA but it is 
claimed to be applicable more widely in proposals for energy 
production such as finding optimum combination of methods 
for generating and distributing energy. The computer method 
of selecting designs and equipment agreed with a parallel 
conventional study but showed a £10 million advantage of 
the 40 year period studied. 

PROPERTY SERVICES AGENCY 
Bibliography on the application of computers in the construc
tion industry. 
Parts 1 and 2, 1962-1971. 2nd edition, 1973. 
Part 3, 2nd Supplement July - December 1970, 1974. 
Part 4, 3rd Supplement January-June 1971, 1975. 
Part 5, 4th Supplement July-December 1971, 1975. 
London: PSA Library Service. 

SCHOBEL, G. 
Ein Rechenprograrnm zur Variante nauswahl bei der 
Investitionsvorbereitung in der Fernwarmeversorgung 
(A computer program for variant selection for preparation 
of investments in long-range heat supply] by G. Schobel, 
P. Geissler and H. Drews. 
inEnergietechnik, v.21, no.7, July 1971, p.301 - 306. 
In German. 

Explains and discusses a district heating computer program 
for the economic sizing and planning of investments for 
the piping systems on the basis of known heat demands. 
A breakdown of costs is incorporated, including ·capital, 
interest charges, operating costs and those of electricity for 
pumping. 

637. TOUSSAINT, Y. R. 

116 

The PANCA computer program. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, 
Budapest, 1973. Papers. Group -5, p.317-332;Summaries 
p.209-211. Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes in detail a program for forecasting district heating 
incomes from alternative heat sources and from operating 
costs including interest charges on capital. Deals separately 
with fixed and variable costs. Useful paper for those pre
paring a similar program for the essential, complex and 
time consuming viability studies to compare economics of a 
proposed district heating scheme with alternative methods. 

6:,8. TURKIN, V. P. 
Automatic control of heat in central heated dwellings and 
public buildings. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 5, p.333 - 347; Summaries, p.212-213. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Details a district heating control system developed by 
Cheliabinsk Polytechnical Institute to meet one of the most 
important heating requirements in USSR, namely the 
combination of essential comfort conditions and fuel saving 
by means of district heating. The high thermal inertia and 
heat storage of the mains network makes adequate control 
from a central point impossible. To take account of solar and 
other gains, of wind effect and other local variables, control 
at each building is necessary. Modulation control is advised 
by means of thermoelectric transducers and control blocks 
of semi-conductors. Research has shown that it is possible 
to design a heating system with a specified value of hydraulic 
stability over a wide range of water volumetric flow rates. 
A computer program and a method for hydraulic estimation 
of the heating system have been developed. 

639. ZINGER, N. M. 
Procedure for calculation of the operational modes of 
consumer's branches with a mixed system of hot water supply 
using a digital computer, by N. M. Zinger and A. I. Mirkina. 
in Thermal Engineering, v.20, no.3, March 1973, p.78-83. 

Program for calculating 2-stage supply networks including 
flowrates, hydraulic and thermal conditions, thermal loads 
and temperatures in heating system and the two reheater 
stages. Variables included in the program calculation are 
external temperatures or any supply load at room tempera
tures at particular flow and return temperatures. 

For other papers on computers see 128, 130, 150, 163, 189, 322, 359 
and 527. 
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DISTRICT COOLING 

BRAUN, W. 
Technical and economical aspects of district cooling, by 
W. Braun and T. Pinter. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 6, p.5 - 20; Summaries, p.215. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

The paper deals with the fairly new growth industry of 
district cooling and it is useful in that respect. Surveys the 
various possibilities of component selection and considers 
the effect on viability of the specific values of cooling load 
and temperatures. Describes the assumptions that need to 
be made for choosing the optimum plant combination. A 
useful feature of the paper is the tabulation of the salient 
data on some of the district cooling plan ts constructed in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. 

CARLSON, G. F. 
District heating and cooling - central plant and distribution. 
in American Society of Heating and Air Conditioning 
Engineers Journal, part l, February 1972, p.27 - 34; part 2, 
March 1972, p.46 - 54; part 3, April 1972, p.42 - 48. 

Thorough technical information given on the various district 
cooling pumping methods. The second part is a basic work 
on the subject and discusses four variations: the single pump 
station, modified single pump technique, dual pump station 
and a modified method. Part 3 is concerned with more com
plex pumping techniques. Line diagrams and performance 
curves are given. 

COUSLEY, J. M. 
New two-stage absorption water chiller, for district heating/ 
cooling. 
in Proceedings of the International District Heating 
Association, v.64, 1973, p.56-62. 

Describes the two-stage absorption water chiller that is 
designed to be suitable for direct connection to district 
heating hot water or steam mains over a much wider range 
of temperatures and pressures than is possible with the single 
stage. The fundamental thermodynamic theory as well as 
the design features involved are discussed. A 40% reduction 
in annual energy consumption is claimed compared with the 
single stage machines but the cost of the former are 
significantly more. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT. 
First British district cooling scheme. 
in District Heating Association Handbook 1970, p.80 

Describes and illustrates in an aerial site photograph a district 
cooling scheme combined with district heating serving the 
laboratories and offices over a 250 acre area at Crowthorne, 
Berkshire, the Department of the Environment's Road and 
Vehicle Research Establishment. There is a three mile 
vehicle test track as part of the facilities. The chilled water is 
circulated in ring mains at 9°C and is supplied from three 
110 ton absorption chillers adjacent to the district heating 
boiler plant that provides them with medium temperature 
hot water. States that a fourth absorption chiller is to be 
installed. The Senior Engineer responsible for the original 
concept of combined district cooling and its realization 
together with all other engineering services is A.E. Haseler, 
with C.N. Hawkins as the Senior Engineer for the final 
stages of the project. The district cooling installation was 
started in 1963. 
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DOMMANN,D. 
Die Femkalteversorgung geschlossener Gebiete dargestellt 
am Beispiel der Geschiftsstadt Nord, Hamburg. [District 
cooling for restricted areas - example of the North 
Hamburg industrial estate] . 
in Energie, v.25, no.11, November 1973, p.336-340. 
In German. 

District cooling for a commercial and industrial area of 
Hamburg llforth is described. The refrigeration plant has a 
capacity of 67 GJ and the chilled water distribution network 
route totals 4.4 km. Discusses the use of plastics for some 
pipework and of cathodic protection for ferrous underground 
installations. The diagrams, graphs, charts and drawing of the 
North Hamburg area concerned, clarify the exposition and 
give detailed facts and figures. Gives winter and summer 
operating conditions. Fixed and variable net costs of the 
district cooling scheme are tabulated for each year from 1969 
to 1972. 
See also a similar paper by D. Dommann and H. Koops in 
Fernwiirme International, v.l, no.2, 1972, p.56 - 60. 

EMHO, I. 
Technical-economical possibilities of district cooling develop
ment in Hungary. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 6, p.21-32; Summaries, p.216. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes their district heating as a one-armed giant if there is 
no district cooling load for all-year air conditioning to improve 
the load factor. Summer heat gains in housing are one third the 
peak heat losses in winter and tl1is ratio is increased in light
weight buildings. District cooling can use the same pipelines 
and associated equipment as for district heating. Gives six 
main advantages of district cooling over individual cooling 
plant with emphasis on greatly reduced costs. Recommends 
direct systems for district cooling and the use of existing 
centralised systems which can be converted by co-ordinating 
actual winter and summer delta t values. 

GOSLING, T. 
District cooling idea. 
in Building Services Engineer, v.41, January 1974, 
p.A43, A45. 

Enumerates nine of the most important advantages of district 
cooling. States minimum economic capacities of types of 
refrigeration plant and points to the benefits of absorption 
machines. Refers to costs of underground mains and 
corrosion problems, assuming ferrous pipes are used. Explains 
that the lowest cost for district cooling occurs where it is 
combined with district heating. States the real possibility 
of district cooling becoming the rule rather than the 
exception in the second part of the decade, 
Reprinted in Consulting Engineer, v.38, no.11, November 
1974, p.53, 55 . 

HANSEN, E.G. 
Central chilled water distribution systems design. 
inASHRAE Journal, v.16, no.11, November 1974, p.47-52. 

Makes the case for the fullest co-ordination of designs of all 
parts of district cooling systems including the central plant, 
the primary transmission and secondary distribution systems 
and the installations in buildings. This subject is discussed 
in detail to show how efficient co-operation and overall 
planning save energy. 
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INOUE, U. 
Economical aspects of chilled water district piping. 
in Transactions of the Society of Heating, Air Conditioning 
and Sanitary Engineers of Japan, v.9, 1971, p.16-22. 

Discusses heat gains from the earth to the district cooling 
mains and tabulates them for pipe diameters from 350 mm 
to 2,000 mm. States that in systems with large quantities 
of water it is found more economical to use the variable flow 
rate technique rather than fixed flow rate. Comparative 
annual charges are shown graphically for various methods of 
operation of the system. 

LANG,L. 
Impacts on the power demand of district cooling. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 6, p.73-85; Summaries, p.220. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Makes the important but obvious point that whereas there is 
no doubt on the technical and cost saving advantages of 
district cooling the concept depends on the efficacy of the 
transmission and distribution chilled water network. 

MELIKYAN, Z. A. 
Large scale centralised cooling systems. 
in Heating and Ventilating Engineer, v.48, July 1974, p.3-7. 

Describes district cooling systems and gives examples of 
large schemes in England, USA (over 50), Japan (over 88), 
West Germany, France and USSR. Discusses reasons why the 
cost and energy consumption per kW of cooling are less 
than having many individual refrigeration plants. Explains 
that the system can work as a heat pump. Quotes analyses 
of existing schemes in USSR to show that fust cost per kW 
of centralised plant is one quarter that of individual systems, 
that the energy consumption is reduced by 30% and 
personnel by up to 60%. Economies increase with capacity 
of central plant. Types of plant are described and functional 
diagrams are given. Lists items affecting sensitivity factor 
and considers design parameters. 

MESKO,J. E. 
Economic advantages of central heating and cooling systems. 
in Building Systems Design, v.71, no.l, December/January 
1974, p.15-18. 

A 30-year forward look is taken by the author at centralised 
district cooling/heating systems in the USA and, on the basis 
of the South East Federal Area of Washington DC, he makes 
the case that by 2,000 they will show a 15%-20% cost 
advantage over individual plants. A graphical analysis 
illustrates the economic scale effect in terms of the total 
number of consumers buildings served by district cooling/ 
heating per unit of energy supplied. Sankey diagrams show 
the comparative thermal efficiencies of various alternative 
methods of supplying heating/cooling to buildings. 

652. 
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MICHAUD, R. L. 
Largest district heating and cooling scheme. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.44, no.13, 
December 1972. p.43-51. 

Describes what is claimed to be the largest combined district 
heating and cooling scheme which serves commercial 
customers in down-town Minneapolis. Capacity 400,000 lb 
steam per hour and 10,000 tons of refrigeration and is to be 
enlarged to 1,200,000 lbs steam per hour and 22,000 tons 
of cooling. The scheme serves floor areas of 4 million square 
feet with heating and 3 million square feet with cooling. 
Descriptions of plant are given including dimensions. The 
district heating mains are placed under sidewalks rather than 
the US normal street location because of the existence of 
complex services shown by records. 

OJIMA, T. 
District cooling system in EXPO 70, by T. Ojima and 
T. Saito. 
in International District Heating Convention, 2nd, Budapest, 
1973. Papers. Group 6, p.87-101; Summaries, p.221. 
Budapest: Scientific Society for Building, 1973. 

Describes an actual district cooling installation to cope with 
the high temperatures and humidities in Sapporo for the 
World Exposition in Japan 'EXPO 70'. The first large-scale 
district cooling system in Japan which proved to be a 
significant contribution to the Exposition. No serious 
troubles were experienced but the paper gives a generous 
admission of the shortcomings due to lack of experience so 
that it can serve as a reference for the future. It is therefore 
a valuable paper for those planning their first scheme. 

PINTER, T. 
Untersuchung der Wirtschaftlichkeit von Femkiilteversor
gungsanlagen. [The economics of district cooling.] 
inHeizung, Luftungund Haustechnik, v.23, no.IO, 
October 1972, p.328-332. 
In German. 

The author states the considerations and advantages affecting 
the choice of district cooling. Cost-in-use is the criterion 
of selection of central plant, distribution systems and con
sumer installations. Problems experienced in West Germany 
are discussed. 

PIZZETTI, C. 
La grande centrale frigorigena. [Large refrigerating plant]. 
in Condizionamento dell'Aria, v.l?, no.2, February 1973, 
p.99-117. 
In Italian. 

A thorough discussion comparing the available types of 
refrigeration plant, including absorption machines and 
sealed units, for district cooling installations. Assesses the 
choice between electric motors, steam and gas turbines for 
driving the centrifugal compressors. Examples are given of 
district cooling schemes and the plant used in the USA. 
Deals with the subject of chilled water pipelines and 
operating costs. Schematic diagrams and graphs together 
with detailed annotations are a very clear guide to the basic 
discussion and technico-economic comparisons. 



656. ROZENFEL'D, L. M. 
Prospects for the employment of lithium bromide absorption 
refrigerating machines to increase district heating efficiency, 
by L. M. Rozenfel'd and others. 
in Thenna/ Engineering, v.2, no.11, 1974, p.50-53. 

A short but useful paper on central absorption plant for 
district cooling used in connection with district heating. 
District cooling is stated to have the double advantage of 
obviating the heavy electrical peak loads of motor driven 
compressors and introducing off-peak heat loads that are 
at their maximum in warm weather, so giving a greatly 
improved load factor. Explains that the lithium bromide 
absorption machine is static and uses heat from the mains 
as its energy source. Its principles and method of operation 
are illustrated. Reports that the USSR machines are made 
to use a heating medium of lower than usual temperature 
and thus they have larger areas of heat transfer surfaces 
than would otherwise be necessary. The main continuous 
use of the machines is said to be for air conditioning and for 
seasonal application in industries such as petroleum, petro
chemical, textiles and microbiological. The hot water supply 
temperatures for which the machines are suitable are stated 
and the minimum is the surprisingly low figure of 75°C. 
Gives the example of the absorption chillers working at this 
temperature in the Great Concert Hall in Leningrad and 
as further evidence of energy conservation practices states 
that the heat in the outlet water is not wasted but is used for 
hot water service in the neightbourhood. Emphasises the 
fact that a steady all the year load of the heat/power station 
can be achieved more easily with the general use of absorption 
refrigerators. A method is given for calculating the resultant 
economic benefit and fuel savings by the use of lithium 
bromide machines. 

657. SARDA, J.P. 
Le centre commercial de CRETEIL. [The Creiteil shopping 
precinct]. 
in Promoclim, A, v.5, no.l, February 1974, p.53-57. 
In French. 

Describes and illustrates a shopping precinct said to be 
Europe's largest, 90,000 m2, with its own district cooling 
scheme but with district heating piped from the network of 
the town of Creteil. A summary is given of technical data 
and the names of designers, manufacturers and contractors. 

658. VERSHINSKII, V. P. 
Method of calculating central control of closed district 
heating/cooling systems in summer, by V. P. Vershinskii, 
E. D. Rodimkin and R. F. Mingazov. 
in Thennal Engineering, v.21, no.2, February 1974, 
p.112- 116. 

States that in summer district cooling in the southern regions 
of the USSR is as important as district heating in winter 
because it provides a comfortable living environment in homes 
and higher productivity in industrial buildings. Lithium 
bromide absorption cooling machines are said to be used with 
hot water from heat/power stations as the energy source so 
increasing their average efficiencies. The paper develops a 
mathematical calculating procedure for optimising flow and 
return mains water temperatures in summer. Heating/cooling 
substations are discussed and illustrated with a diagram. 

659. 
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WILSON, M. J. 
District cooling - campus chilled water plants. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.38, no.11, 
November 1966, p.106 - 109. 

A compact and practical paper giving a good percentage of 
facts and figures including break-downs of capital and annual 
costs. It shows that a saving of 12% in cost per ton-hour is 
made by having district cooling instead of individual plants. 

660. WILSON, M. J. 
Pumping techniques for campus chilling systems. 
in Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning, v.46, no.2, 
February 1974, p.47-51. 

A practical approach to the design of the hydraulics systems 
of district cooling including a comparison of five of the most 
used techniques of pumping chilled water or other coolants. 
The discussion relates to centralised schemes where all the 
buildings served belong to a single authority or owner. The 
five pumping methods are briefly explained and are illustrated 
schematically but in a simplified form. The various circuit 
arrangements for the chillers are shown. One particular 
technique, the modified constant flow variable rise system, 
is recommended for reasons that are explained. The com
parative costs that are given are of wider application than 
group cooling schemes. 

For other papers on district cooling see 112, 136, 203, 217, 223, 231, 
265,449,489,491,493,537,538,539,545,569, and 590. 
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18. GREENHOUSES, AOUACUL TURE, FISH 
FARMING 

18. GREENHOUSES, AQUACULTURE, FISH FARMING 

For papers containing information on the role of district heating in 
greenhouse heating, aquaculture, fish farming, etc. see 18, 51, 55, 108, 
203,207,383,451,507 and 567. 
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